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ABSTRACT 

The aim of the study was to consider whether opera perform- 
ances could exert an influence such that audiences travel 
and stay away from home overnight in order to experience 
those performances. In particular, it was to be considered 
whether such visits were undertaken as a holiday and whether 
opera was the sole or most important reason for that holiday. 
Additionally, an opera-producing organisation (Buxton Arts 
Festival) was to be studied in order to assess its recogni- 
tion of the tourism connection and any influence of that 
upon the organisation. 

It was concluded, from an examination and synthesis of 
existing work, that there were grounds for believing that 
some of those in an opera audience could be tourists and 
holiday tourists for whom opera dominated as the reason for 
the tourist visit. 

A consideration of Buxton, the geographical location of the 
opera performances, confirmed its partial function as a 
tourist resort. Concern about the present and future nature 
of that function was identified. 

The Festival company was studied through a combination of 
observation, examination of internal papers and discussions. 
It was concluded that the company had acknowledged a need 
for and/or a desire to attract audiences from a widespread 
area. This tourism dimension did not dominate policy nor 
influence the product. 

Audiences at Festival operas were surveyed directly and by 
post. The surveys showed that there were tourists in the 
audiences and also those who classified their tourist visit 
as a holiday. For both holiday and non-holiday tourists it 
was concluded that the operas had been the most important 
factors influencing the decision to visit. Despite some 
differences between holiday and non-holiday tourists, the 
factors causing the holiday/non-holiday distinction remained 
unclear. The distinction between the tourist and non-tourist 
was largely, though not necessarily, one of distance from 
Buxton. 
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Aim: To investigate the inter-relationships between 

tourism and the live performance of opera, with 

particular reference to the festival at Buxton in 

Derbyshire'. 

Objectives: 

i) To consider the nature and significance of the live 

performance of opera as an element of the tourism 

product. 

ii) To consider the influence of tourism on the opera- 

producing organisation. 

iii) To examine the significance of the opera-tourism 

connection. 

iv) To identify those factors that might have a forma- 

tive influence on the opera-tourism connection. 

v) To consider these matters in a specific geographi- 

cal area. 



CHAPTER ONE 
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INTRODUCTION 

SECTION 1.1 - PREAMBLE 

The aim and objectives of this study derived from the 

observation that the performing arts range in 'signifi- 

cance' from those that served purely local markets to 

those that drew audiences from a wide geographical area, 

including other countries. Some performing arts events 

were, apparently, 'attractive' enough to cause some of 

the audience to travel and stay overnight away from home 

in order to attend. (These are represented as segments 

C and D in Figure 1.1). These events were therefore act- 

ing as 'primary' tourist resources, i. e. resources which 

in themselves could exert a strong 'pull'. More especi- 

ally, it may have been that some performing arts events 

were such as to be the focus of a 'holiday'. (A holiday 

is a sub-set of tourism, i. e. of those staying overnight 

away from home, and is a distinction that will be consid- 

ered further in Chapter Two). The non-local audience 

might, in some instances, have related to the visit and 

attendance at the performing arts event in the same way 

as others might have related to lying on the beach at a 

seaside resort. 

These 'non-local' staying segments of an audience may 

well have differed in several significant respects from 

the local segments (represented as segment A in Figure 

1.1) and from the non-staying, non-local segments 

(segment B in Figure 1.1). Similarly there may have 
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been significant differences between the holiday-maker 

(segment D) and the non-holiday-maker (segment C) in the 

audience. 

The several segments of an audience might have had dif- 

ferent expectations of the product and the products of 

performing arts organisations might have been influenced 

by the composition (actual or potential) of the audience. 

The different audience segments might have had different 

financial impacts and have been responsive only to dis- 

similar marketing strategies. , 

This study therefore was concerned with the development 

of tourism and holiday tourism based on the performing 

arts. 
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SECTION 1.2 - ATTENDANCE ROUTES 

How might tourism related to the performing arts arise? 

As a first approximation the following explanation may be 

offered: 

Route I (See (i) in Figure 1.2) 

One set of explanations will lie in the decision to go on 

holiday. (See Chapter Two for discussion of the holiday/ 

non-holiday distinction). Some holiday choices will be 

made in order to experience a wide range of 'cultural' 

forms. Tourists may decide to visit London precisely 

because of the range of activity, from sight-seeing at 

historical attractions, through experiencing inanimate 

cultural displays in museums, to attending live perform- 

ances at the theatre or concert hall. Such a holiday ex- 

perience may be preferred, at a particular moment of time, 

to alternatives such as 'sun, sea and sand'. Whatever the 

underlying motivation for the holiday, the 'cultural' form 

is that which satisfies that motivation. (See (iii)a in 

Figure 1.2). 

Tourists may also have more specific 'cultural' intentions 

and wish to experience a particular cultural form, music, 

painting, sculpture, etc, whilst on holiday. (See (iii)a 

in Figure 1.2). 
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In each of these two cases, there may be a further dis- 

tinction between those who do and those who do not wish 

to experience a particular concert, event, building, etc, 

within any one cultural 'form'. (See (iii)b in Figure 

1.2). There will undoubtedly be those who are content to 

'see a play' whilst in London whereas others will have 

more specific requirements. 

Route II (See (i) in Figure 1.2) 

A second set of explanations will lie in the decision to 

attend, say, opera or concerts. The availability of live 

opera and classical music is widespread but not universal. 

Professional performances, in particular, may be confined 

to a relatively small number of urban centres. Some con- 

sumers may, therefore, need to travel considerable distances 

in order to experience the product. (See Figure 1.3). 

Even performances in each of the smallest centres of popu- 

lation would not necessarily satisfy consumer needs, since 

music and opera organisations offer different products at 

differing standards. To hear, see and generally experience 

a specific music or opera product rather than just 'classi- 

cal music' or 'opera', the potential customer may need to 

travel considerable distances and eventually become a 

tourist. (See Figure 1.4). 

The distance that a potential member of an audience will 

be prepared to travel will also be influenced, in part, 

by his/her perception of the likely standard of the 
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product and the extent to which he/she is concerned about 

the level of that standard. All else being equal, the 

higher the perceived standard and the greater the concern 

for standard, then the greater the distance the potential 

customer might be expected to travel in order to experi- 

ence the performance. (See Figure 1.4). (See Geddert 

and Semple, 1987, for a similar case in sport). It is 

the performance rather than the location that is of 

primary importance. 

The decision to travel and stay overnight away from home 

(i. e. to become a tourist) that arises via route II may 

manifest itself as a route I activity. The consumer may 

decide at some stage to transmute the 'necessary' tourist 

visit into a holiday tourist visit; decisions on routes 

I and II may occur simultaneously for some consumers. 

There will be those for whom routes I and II are indis- 

tinguishable; for certain consumers, holidays are always 

visits to see particular performing arts events. 

Tourists who arrive at a destination via either route I 

or II may have a 'primary' cultural intent to the tourist 

visit (see (ii) in Figure 1.2) but events such as opera 

and classical music may also be important 'secondary' 

generating factors. The primary purpose of a tourist may 

be 'recreational' and to seek sun, sea and sand, but 

various cultural activities may be necessary or desirable 

incidental activities. The relative importance of such 

activities will vary from tourist to tourist and there 
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will be some tourists for whom the cultural experience may 

occur by 'chance'. The sole apparent purpose may be non- 

cultural but the tourist may make a decision to participate 

in cultural activities only after arriving in the destina- 

tion. 

It is clear then that the paths by which any one tourist 

arrives in the audience of an opera or concert are many 

and varied. At one extreme will be the tourist whose sole 

purpose is to attend a specific event, whether on a holiday 

or not, and at the other will be the tourist whose sole 

purpose initially is non-cultural and attends a concert 

subsequently because it is 'something to do'. 

Further variations are discussed in Chapter Two. 

This consideration of 'routes' to performing arts tourism 

and informal discussions with a number of interested 

parties resulted in the formulation of a number of propo- 

sitions that were considered to be worthy and capable of 

further investigation. Route I, the 'holiday' route, to 

performing-arts-related tourism was of particular interest, 

i. e. the extent to which a performing arts event by 

itself could be the reason for and focus of a holiday. 

This was with a view to considering the role and potential 

of holidays with a performing-arts core, both as envisaged 

in route I itself and also in terms of those whose initial 

consideration of a visit was via route II, the non-holiday 

route. 
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SECTION 1.3 - PROPOSITIONS 

A. Event 

1. Performing arts events can be, in their own right, 

generators of tourism. People will travel and stay 

overnight solely or mainly to attend a performance 

('primary' performing arts or cultural tourist). 

2. Visits to performing arts events can be the focus of 

holiday tourism (route I) as well as of non-holiday 

tourism (route II). 

3. Tourism related to the performing arts is the domi- 

nant form of holiday tourism for some individuals. 

B. Audience 

4. (i) The tourist at the performing arts event will 

be a 'committed' patron of the arts (likely to 

be via route II). For such a tourist the event 

rather than the destination is important. (See 

Figure 1.5). 

(ii) Other tourists at the performing arts event will 

be less enthusiastic appreciators of the arts 

(likely to be via route I). The destination 

will be as important, if not more so, than the" 

event. (See Figure 1.5). 
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Figure 1.5 
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5. Tourists in an audience will differ from non-tourists 

and holiday tourists will differ from non-holiday 

tourists in respect of any or all of such factors as: 

occupation, income, expenditure, interest in the arts 

and intensity of tourist activity. 

C. Organisation 

6. Some performing arts organisations are highly depend- 

ent on tourism for their audiences. 

7. Such organisations with respect to 4 (ii) above offer 

products that are 'popular' and 'commercialised'. 

Others, with respect to 4 (i) above, offer products 

that are more specialised and esoteric. 

A tension will exist where 4 (i) and 4 (ii) co-exist 

within the same, actual or potential, audiences. 

8. The potential of performing arts events as (holiday) 

tourist resources is under-appreciated and under- 

developed by performing arts organisations and by 

'external' bodies including tourism-related organis- 

ations. 

9. The philosophy, organisation and operation of the 

performing arts organisation is fundamentally incon- 

sistent with a (holiday) tourism perspective. 
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D. Future 

10. Tourism which is specifically or largely related to 

the performing arts is a potential growth area but 

will remain the pursuit of a minority of the popula- 

tion. 
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SECTION 1.4 - FOCUS OF STUDY 

Attention was focussed on "the performing arts as a 

tourist resource" and, in particular, as a "holiday 

tourist resource" and also on the inter-relationships 

between the arts and tourism. (See Figure 1.6). The 

broader issues relating largely to the effects of such 

tourism were not considered other than as secondary issues. 

To do otherwise would have led to a diffusion of effort 

and would have generated several major research programmes. 

The closure of the study in this way led to a more identi- 

fiable, discrete and manageable body of matter for investi- 

gation. Essentially it suggested a study that centred on 

the performing arts organisations and audiences and the 

tourism-arts interaction rather than on tourism within an 

economy or community. (See Figure 1.7) Tourism was 

viewed as an external, environmental factor impingeing on 

the arts organisation. Additionally it was clear that 

some of the wider issues are similar to those addressed 

in other studies and the scope for a study of significance 

that focussed on these was limited. 

A review of existing literature (see later this chapter) 

revealed that there have been few studies either of 

performing-arts related holiday tourism or of such tourism 

from the arts organisation and audience perspective. 

There are audience surveys that attempt to identify 

tourists in the audience, though it is not always an 
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Figure 1.6 
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Figure 1.7 
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identification of the nature suggested by the propositions. 

Similarly, there are a small number of occasional studies 

that have sought to assess 'culture' (in several meanings 

of the word) as a-tourist attraction. It will be seen that 

these do not clarify all of the propositions either. The 

regular general surveys of tourism and tourists usually do 

not identify the arts-related or culture-related tourist 

as such but classify tourists in other ways 

The issues of how real is the possibility of (holiday) 

tourism related to a specific performing arts event and how 

performing arts organisations (and others) respond to that 

possibility have not been addressed at length or in depth. 

There is an implication running through many of the exist- 

ing studies that tourism related to the arts/culture exists 

and is set to expand. (See, for instance, World Tourism 

Organisation, 1985; Tighe, 1985; Thorburn, 1986; Hanna, 

1981; Weiner, 1980; American Council for the Arts, 1981; 

Travel and Tourism Research Association, 1981; Vaughan, 

1986a). It remained, however, for the nature of such tour- 

ism to be clarified (since there is some confusion-of terms, 

purpose and conclusions) and for the conceptual-theoretical 

underpinning for such a belief to be specified. 

With this direction to the present study it was considered 

appropriate to take the performing arts event, rather than 

the phenomenon of tourism, as the central point. (See 

Figure 1.7) From this perspective the audience (and the 
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segments of it), the organisation itself, the effects upon 

the organisation and the reactions of that organisation 

could be studied, thus covering the propositions. The 

approach was therefore one of looking from the organisation 

outwards to its environment (the performing arts and its 

relationship with tourism) rather than an approach from the 

environment to the organisation (tourism and the role of 

the performing arts within it), as indicated in Figure 1.7. 

Further, it was considered appropriate to undertake the 

study based on one performing arts organisation., This had 

the advantage of generating more in-depth analysis, though 

with the obvious caveat that the study would not necessarily 

have universal relevance or applicability. A more compre- 

hensive study in terms of a greater number of events or 

organisations would have been costly in time and resources; 

there was little readily-available or easily-accessible 

material that would form the basis for such a comprehensive 

study. In addition, it is doubtful whether significant 

conclusions could have been drawn from a range of dis- 

similar organisations in dis-similar locations. Existing 

studies tend to group together artistic/cultural events 

and, in the process, may serve to confuse the issues. It 

would be more productive to concentrate on the particular 

and be able to identify more clearly the issues and at a 

later date build up to a more general level. 

A purpose of this study was to demonstrate the extent to 

which the performing arts can be a tourist (and specifically 
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a holiday) attraction. If the analysis had been conducted 

at a level of analysis greater than the individual event 

(e. g. at the art-form level: opera, theatre) then the 

drawing-power, it was believed, would not have been clear. 

Different organisations and events (in any one art form) 

will have different drawing powers and reasons for audience 

attendance. Tourists may be in an audience for reasons 

peculiar to a specific production or performance and this 

would be lost if analysis was not at the event level. 

Additionally the 'attractiveness' of the performing arts 

events may be difficult to disentangle from that of other 

non-performing arts attractions such as shops, museums and 

historic buildings. The effects of any one tourist resource 

in an area may be felt on any or all of the others. There 

may be an interdependence within which it is difficult to 

identify the 'attractiveness' of the performing arts especi- 

ally as several performing arts events may themselves be 

interdependent. 

Thus the study was conducted at the event level in order to 

minimise extraneous and feedback influences and to maximise 

the possibility of identifying the drawing power of the per- 

forming arts. 

The particular event and organisation chosen for study was 

the Buxton Arts Festival. This has an opera 'core' which 

in itself can be identified as a potential tourist attrac- 

tion, separate from the whole Festival. Buxton has long 

been a holiday-tourist destination and like many such 
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resorts, it has been seeking means of maintaining and in- 

creasing its tourist attractiveness. It appeared, there- 

fore, to provide a potentially significant case study of 

a tourism-performing arts interaction, based particularly 

on the opera productions. 
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SECTION 1.5 - SIGNIFICANCE, STRUCTURE AND APPROACH 

Existing studies do not deal with the propositions as 

stated in this chapter and, in particular, do not clarify 

issues sufficiently to be able to consider whether a per- 

forming arts event can itself be the focus of a holiday 

(as distinct from a tourist visit). 

Increasing attention is being devoted to the area of tour- 

ism related to the arts/culture out of the belief that 

there is a shift of demand towards new forms of tourism 

either as adjuncts to or substitutes for 'traditional' 

tourism. The growth of second holidays, and of 'special 

interest' holidays and a general increase in education have 

drawn attention to the tourism-performing arts connection 

(actual and potential). 

Interest has arisen, too, from a desire to demonstrate the 

importance of both tourism and the performing arts to the 

economy. 

Performing arts organisations are being implored to devote 

more attention to marketing and many recognise that new 

audiences might be found in the form of tourists. 

It may also be that the movement of audiences to the event 

(through tourism) may be a more desirable option (in what- 

ever sense) than touring the product to the audiences. 

It is also recognised that despite the arts-tourism 

potential, there may well be a gulf between those who work 
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in the arts and those who work in tourism. It may be that 

at operational and philosophical levels there are inherent 

contradictions and conflicts between tourism and the arts; 

the connection may well be more of a pious hope than a 

practical reality. 

This study (in Chapter Two) investigated the grounds on 

which there might be expected to be a tourism-performing 

arts connection. From this was developed a rationale for 

arts-related tourism (especially holiday tourism) and a 

consideration of the possible forms of such tourism. 

These were applied (Chapter Five) and evaluated (Chapter 

Six) by means of surveys of audiences of a particular arts 

organisation. 

Additionally there was an in-depth investigation of the 

same performing arts organisation (Chapter Four) with par- 

ticular reference to the tourism relationship. The whole 

was set within the specific geographical, historical and 

economic context (Chapter Three). 

The demonstration of some form of statistical or econo- 

metric relationship between events and tourism flows was 

not attempted. This was, in part, due to an inadequate 

data base. More significantly, it was the intention of 

this study to explore reasons, relationships and influen- 

ces that go beyond the establishment of a numerical 

relationship. To this end, recourse was made to a number 

of disciplines; it was not a uni-discipline study, 
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whether that be an economic perspective or a political one, 

for instance. 

For the first parts of the study (Chapters One and Two) a 

literature survey was undertaken. This covered the current 

state of knowledge (Chapter One) and provided the material 

for developing the rationale for and forms of arts-related 

tourism in Chapter Two. The application of these was by 

means of audience surveys - both self-completion at events 

and postal (Chapter Five). The organisational investiga- 

tion (Chapter Four) was undertaken through discussions with 

'principals', through observation of operations and through 

a search of unpublished written material such as minutes, 

reports and correspondence. Material for the context of 

the study (Chapter Three) was derived mostly from published 

and unpublished material and also from discussions with 

'principals'. 
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SECTION 1.6 - RELATED STUDIES 

A review of currently-available studies related to this 

investigation revealed little that bears directly on the 

consideration of the performing arts-tourism relationship 

in the forms specified in the propositions. Published 

and unpublished work in this area ranges across many 

aspects of the arts, culture and tourism. Given that the 

subject of this study is opera, consideration will in this 

review nonetheless, be made to the wider realms of the 

performing arts and 'culture' if only because much of the 

extant discussion is couched in these terms. The phrase 

'cultural tourism' is much used and it is pertinent to 

consider this first, before examining related studies in 

more detail. 

'Tourism' is generally considered to be the movement of 

people that is of a temporary, short-term character and 

it is distinguishable from 'normal' travel-to-work activity. 

The visit to the destination may be for holiday purposes, 

to visit friends or relatives or for business purposes 

(other than obtaining employment in the destination visited). 

The concept of tourism is thus a wide one, but it has been 

common to exclude day-trippers or excursionists from the 

definition; only those whose visits result in at least a 

one night stay away from home have usually been included. 

(Burkart and Medlik, 1981; British Tourist Authority and 

English Tourist Board, 1986b; J Heeley, 1980). A wider 
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definition is cited in Vaughan and Wilkes (1986) and is 

the basis for the Merseyside Tourism Study discussed below. 

There is, in the above discussion, no consideration of 

activity whilst away from home. Any of the visits (holi- 

day, visiting friends, business) could have some 'cultural' 

connection. 

"Culture" may be regarded as "a complex of values, ideas, 

attitudes and other meaningful symbols" which binds people 

into groups and imparts group character so that a distinct 

way of life results. (Williams, 1976 & 1981; Engel, Blackwell 

and Miniard, 1986). It may be the purpose of some tourists 

to experience that distinct way of life, often as a glimpse 

of "exotic peoples" and "a vestige of a vanishing life- 

style". (Aspects of this have also been described as 

"ethnic tourism" by Smith, 1978). Tourists may wish to 

experience the culture, in the widest possible sense, of 

a destination visited: the arts, crafts, work, religion, 

language, traditions, food and dress. (Ritchie and Zins, 

1978; Wahab, et al, 1976). 

Most tourism is, in some respect, 'cultural' in that visits 

will usually involve some exposure, however 'staged' or 

unintended, to aspects of other cultures. The World Tourism 

Organisation (1985) considers that "all movements of persons 

might be included in the definition (of cultural tourism) 

because they satisfy the human need for diversity, tending 

to raise the cultural level of the individual and giving 

rise to new knowledge, experience and encounter". 
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In a narrower sense, cultural tourists are also identified 

as those who visit destinations which may have life-styles 

similar to their own, in order to experience "artistic and 

intellectual activities", past and present (Williams, 

1981). This might be visits to buildings, museums, art 

galleries, etc, usually (but not always) as representa- 

tions of a cultural heritage. (Sometimes distinguished as 

historical tourism: Smith, 1978). Such cultural tourism 

may also be to attend the performing arts in a destination 

(whether these performances are of an historical signifi- 

cance or not): 'performing-arts tourism'. 

None of these definitions is 'official' and usually govern- 

ment data on tourism movements relate to purpose solely in 

the sense of holiday or friends and relatives visit or 

business. Consequently, the extent and nature of 'cultural 

tourism', however defined, is unknown. (World Tourism 

Organisation, 1985). 

This study is particularly concerned with the narrow use 

of the term `cultural tourism' rather than with its anthro- 

pological sense and with current performances of the 

performing arts rather than with physical manifestations of 

culture in the form of buildings, which may represent 

historical tourism or in the form of paintings, sculpture 

and so on. It is specifically concerned with those tourist 

flows that are related to the live performance of opera. 
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1.6.1 - Tourism in the Arts 

1.6.1.1 - Audiences 

There are few published studies in the UK or the USA 

which provide clear information about the tourist in the 

opera audience, or in audiences for other performing arts 

forms. Some 'internal' house surveys have collected re- 

lated information but remain unpublished. Most, however, 

whether published or not, tend to identify distances 

travelled by audiences, and/or home area rather than 

identify members of the audience as staying or non-staying 

visitors. (See Myerscough, 1986 for the results of some 

of these surveys). 

In those studies where a distinction has been made between 

those members of the audience who are local and those who 

are not, it is not usual to distinguish further by identi- 

fying separately the day visitor and the staying visitor 

(tourist), whether staying visitors are staying in the area 

of the event or elsewhere, or whether they are on holiday 

or not. (There are some exceptions to this: see notes 3 

and 4 to Table 1.1). Members of the audience have been 

identified in certain studies as 'out-of-region', 'out- 

of-state', 'non-locals', 'visitors', or 'overseas'. These 

studies and the proportions of the audience classified in 

these ways are summarised in Table 1.1. The Merseyside 

study of the arts (Policy Studies Institute, 1986) is one 

of the few that has separately identified those parts of 
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the 'audiences' that are 'staying' and 'non-staying' visi- 

tors (4% and 9% respectively of all visits to theatres and 

concerts). The study also identified origin: 84% of visi- 

tors were UK residents. 

A study of six USA urban areas by Cwi (1981) also gave 

some indication of staying visitors but only as a percent- 

age of 'non-local' attenders who stayed in 'hotels' (unde- 

fined). An interesting observation from this study is that 

non-locals in performing arts audiences were almost always 

under 10% compared with percentages ranging from-10.9% to 

80.7% for museums. 

Most of the percentages quoted in Table 1.1 were derived 

from audience surveys. The 37.5% figure for overseas visi- 

tors in audiences of London West End theatres was, however, 

an indirect estimate (Society of West End Theatres, 1982) 

whereas the lower figure of 27% was derived from audience 

surveys (Gardiner, 1982). The proportion of overseas visi- 

tors in summer audiences was higher in both cases and such 

that "it must be concluded that if it were not for the 

overseas visitors to London it is doubtful whether West 

End theatres could remain open throughout the summer" 

(Society of West End Theatres, 1982, p 7). A more recent 

survey (Gardiner, 1986) shows that the percentage of 

West End theatres audiences that is from overseas has 

increased between 1982 and 1985-86 and such visitors had 

been responsible for most of the overall increases in 

attendance, over this period. 
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Some of the studies do also give an indication of the 

'importance' of the event or institution that audiences 

are at in the decision to visit the area. Table 1.2 sum- 

marises these; audiences were usually asked whether the 

event is the sole reason or not, to rate it in 'importance' 

as a reason, or to signify simply that it was a reason. 

In addition, several of the surveys required audiences to 

indicate whether they would have visited the area if the 

event had not been held and/or to indicate when they made 

the decision to attend. Whilst the approaches have value, 

they do not usually relate specifically to staying visitors 

or holiday visitors; even the Merseyside study reverts to 

'visitors' when assessing importance of the event in the 

visit. It is not always clear what other reasons there 

might have been for visits nor the relative strength of 

such reasons. There is not always, either, an indication 

of whether the decisions to attend related to specific 

events and institutions or to a more general desire to 

attend the performing arts. There is no indication of the 

'pull' of the event in a 'holiday' context (other than a 

passing reference to 'holidays' in the West End studies). 

The Cwi study (1981) shows that the percentage of 'sole- 

reason' non-locals was usually greater for performing arts 

audiences than for museums, etc. The percentages of those 

who decided to attend the event as they decided to visit 

the area was also higher for performing arts events. 
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An indirect assessment of the significance of tourism in 

the performing arts in England may be derived from the 

fact that professional theatres in English seaside resorts 

account for over A0% of theatre capacity in England out- 

side London. (English Tourist Board, 1982a). However, 

twelve of the eighteen English theatres that closed during 

1975-82 and only five out of forty that opened were in 

seaside resorts. 

There are a few studies that attempt to identify the char- 

acteristics of the different segments of the audience, e. g. 

Gardiner, 1982 and 1986, but differences between the 

tourist and non-tourist in the audience were not usually 

identified. The Merseyside study (Policy Studies Insti- 

tute, 1986) does, though, indicate that 'visitors' at 

theatres and concerts were more likely to be drawn from 

the ABC1 socio-economic groups (83% of visitors) than were 

residents in the audiences (73% of residents). Visitors 

were also more likely to be alone or in groups of four or 

more than were residents. Overnight visitors to all arts 

facilities (including museums) on Merseyside were respons- 

ible for 38% of total ancillary spending by all arts 

customers, though only between 4% and 15% of 'audiences'. 

It is not altogether surprising that this should be so 

because of expenditure on items such as accommodation and 

transport; in addition the overnight visitors were more 

likely to spend on items which generated high income. 
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1.6.1.2 - Organisations 

Although there are a number of studies that give informa- 

tion about audience composition, there are few studies of 

organisations in the performing arts. Those that there are tend 

to be descriptive and concerned with productions rather 

than analytical or concerned with managerial or marketing 

issues. Studies, for instance, of Edinburgh Festival 

(Bruce, 1975), Cheltenham Festival (Howes, 1965), Welsh 

National Opera (Fawkes, 1986) and Salzburg Festival 

(Gallup, 1987) make passing reference only to management 

or tourism issues. The Seattle Opera, Royal Opera House 

(London), Tyrone Guthrie Theatre (Minneapolis) and the 

Philadelphia Orchestra have been the subjects of rather 

more rigorous and analytical'studies though not within a 

tourism context. (See respectively: Salem, 1976; Priestley, 

1984; Morison and Fliehr, 1968; Arian, 1971). 

1.6.2 - Arts in Tourism 

If the significance of the tourist within the opera or arts 

audience is not wholly clear, what might be the signifi- 

cance of opera or the arts within the tourism phenomenon? 

1.6.2.1 - Participation 

Data collected by tourist boards usually classifies the 

tourist by 'purpose' - holiday, business, visiting friends 

and relatives, etc - and not by activity or type of trip. 

Whereas tourist trips for holiday purposes are more 
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important than for other purposes (British Tourist Author- 

ity and English Tourist Board, 1986b), there remains a wide 

variety of holiday. Some will be 'seaside based', some in 

the countryside and some will be activity-orientated 

(fishing, swimming, mountaineering, sight-seeing, etc) in 

whatever location. Certain surveys do give an indication 

of the activities of people whilst tourists but only in the 

sense of the most popular activities in total and not by 

primary purpose of the tourist visit. Table 1.3 summarises 

some of these surveys; most do not relate significantly to 

holiday tourism. 

In respect of overseas visitors to Britain, and London in 

particular, most tourist surveys suggest that they were 

most likely to visit historic building sites and houses 

than museums and art galleries or the performing arts. 

Theatre tends to be the most popular performing arts form, 

with opera, ballet or classical concerts significantly 

less popular. Not surprisingly, a higher percentage of 

overseas visitors to London than overseas visitors to the 

rest of Britain visited the theatre and opera/ballet (30% 

and 3% respectively in London and 7% and 1% respectively 

elsewhere in Britain. British Tourist Authority and 

English Tourist Board, 1986a). The 1983 survey of over- 

seas visitors to London (British Tourist Authority, 1983b) 

adopted a wide perspective on "evening entertainment"; 

the results showed that "walking around" was the most 

common form (58% of visitors) followed by visits to pubs 
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(42%) and restaurants (34%) and then theatre (22%). The 

same survey confirmed the significance of museums, with 

nearly 40% of overseas visitors to London having visited 

at least one of the seven major museums specified. 

A survey in 1985 focussed on 'entertainment' as partici- 

pated in by British holidaymakers in England. (Research 

Surveys of Great Britain, 1985). 'Entertainment' is an 

imprecise term which has overtones of undemanding amuse- 

ment or diversion and in the context of holidays at British 

seaside resorts, it has usually referred to some form of 

light variety show. Nonetheless the survey covered all 

forms of the 'popular arts' and the 'high arts' that might 

have been experienced on holiday. Entertainment has been 

widely considered to be an important element in seaside 

holiday-making. The survey showed that on over a third of 

holidays, respondents had gone to see some form of live 

entertainment. This included a wide variety of activities 

but the most popular were visits to discos (on 11% of holi- 

days) and watching variety shows (10%). In the case of 

discos such visits were also usually made at non-holiday 

times but this was not the case for variety shows nor for 

most of the other entertainment that holidaymakers had 

seen whilst on holiday. Overall, it suggests that holi- 

daymakers were seeking 'change' and that live entertain- 

ment is associated more with holidays than with the non- 

holiday part of life. 
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None of the surveys cited in Table 1.3 indicated how many 

visitors participated in more than one activity, nor do 

participation figures in themselves indicate whether these 

activities were the 'reason' for the visit to the area 

1.6.2.2 - Drawing-Power 

Visits to any event or site may be 'incidental' to some 

other activity or attraction and some may be chance visits 

or part of a general experience of a particular location. 

There is confusion about reasons for and purpose of visit 

in some studies. Wall and Sinnott (1980), in their study 

of recreational and cultural facilities in Toronto, class- 

ify reasons for visit into categories such as 'vacation' 

and 'to visit the site' as if they were mutually exclusive. 

This fails to recognise that a person can be doing both 

and thus the importance of the site or event may be under- 

estimated. The Merseyside Tourism Study (Vaughan and 

Wilkes, 1986) avoids this, in part, by distinguishing the 

'pleasure' visitor from others and then identifying the 

reasons for the visits of those pleasure visitors. (59% 

of those staying overnight during the summer were visiting 

for 'pleasure' rather than for shopping, visiting friends 

and relatives, or for business or conference reasons. ) 

Assessments of the role of arts and related activities in 

the decision to visit are summarised in Table 1.4. As in 

those studies which sought to assess the importance of the 
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arts event for the visit of the tourist who was in the 

audience, these studies do not always indicate whether 

these arts and cultural attractions are important reasons 

in isolation or together. (The Wall and Sinnott Study, 

1980, points to some overlap in patronage of 'cultural' 

facilities). The studies do not, either, indicate whether 

the attractions are important only within a wider package 

of attractions, nor do they always give a clear indication 

of the relative importance of the attractions cited, nor 

of their importance in relation to other uncited attrac- 

tions. (See Table 1.4). 

What is clear, however, is that despite the fact that many 

tourists may participate in arts, cultural and entertain- 

ment activities whilst tourists, these activities do not 

appear to exert an equi-proportional influence on choice 

of destination. 

Ritchie and Zins (1978) suggest that 'cultural and social' 

characteristics of a destination are second only to 

'natural beauty and climate' as determinants of attractive- 

ness. This clearly fails to acknowledge that different 

destinations may have completely different relative attrac- 

tions. (The conclusions were not based on tourists' views 

but on those of 'experts'). 

A study of US visitors to Europe (Study No 2 in Table 1.4) 

whilst indicating that 'theatre' was an important criterion 

in choosing a country to visit, also showed that museums 
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and art galleries were mentioned as 'important' by visitors. 

The relative strength of the many factors that may influence 

overseas visits to Britain may be gauged by reference to a 

1984 survey of overseas visitors to Britain. (British 

Tourist Authority and English Tourist Board, 1985d; Study 

No 4 in Table 1.4). This survey sought visitors' reactions 

to the possible absence of certain features and as may be 

seen in Table 1.4, 'theatre' would appear to have rather 

less of an influence than many other attractions cited, 

especially 'beautiful scenery or countryside'. If this had 

been absent from Britain then 80% of visitors surveyed 

would not have come! There must, however, be some support 

for the view that it is the combination of features which 

constitutes the 'attraction' of a destination. Of those 

who rated scenery and countryside so highly, it would be 

useful to determine how many would visit the UK if that 

scenery were not offered in combination with theatres, 

museums, etc. 

The study of the arts on Merseyside, cited earlier, was 

concurrent with a study of tourism in the area. (Vaughan 

and Wilkes, 1986; Study No 8 in Table 1.4). Despite the 

fact that relatively few visitors indicated that museums, 

art galleries, plays and concerts were the 'purpose of the 

visit', -it was felt that other 'purposes' such as 'sight- 

seeing' concealed some interest in the 'arts and cultural 

facilities' of Merseyside. It was concluded from other 

questions that this was indeed so. (See Table 1.4). 
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Nonetheless the study also demonstrated that the vast major- 

ity (90%) of visitors to Merseyside would have come anyway 

had there been an absence of cultural facilities. 

Research undertaken on behalf of the English Tourist Board 

(Research Surveys of Great Britain, 1985) indicates that 

"none of them (i. e. correspondents who had taken a holiday 

in England) spontaneously mentioned that the availability 

of live entertainment had been considered when deciding 

where to go (on holiday)" (op cit, p 6). It was only on a 

list of prompted factors that live entertainment. Assumed 

any significance in the stated decision to choose a particular 

holiday destination. (See Table 1.4). Factors such as 

"interesting places in the area to visit", "easy to travel 

to", "beautiful scenery" were each considered to be "most 

important" on at least 45% of holidays. "Live entertainment" 

was one of the most frequently mentioned "least important" 

reasons for choice of destination. It was, though, rather 

more important, for instance, for those holidaying at the 

seaside and for those without children. 

Certain resorts in England have a more positive image than 

others among visitors in terms of live entertainment. 

Scarborough, for example, has had a better reputation for even- 

ing entertainment than Bridlington or Eastbourne but not 

such a good reputation as Blackpool. (English Tourist 

Board, 1981). Most resort surveys do not, however, permit 

the assessment of the significance of entertainment in the 

choice of resort. Reasons for visit are frequently 
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classified as "been before" or "like the area" and do not 

refer to specific attractions. (See, for instance, English 

Tourist Board, 1982b). 

It is possible, though by no means proven, that the avail- 

ability of live entertainment has a significant indirect 

role to play in the choice of holiday tourist destination, 

even if visitors do not actually visit that entertainment. 

Entertainment provision is one ingredient that symbolises a 

a holiday atmosphere and identifies a tourist area as such 

or as a particular type of tourist area. It is one part of 

the collection of "attractions" that needs to be present if 

an area is to achieve that "critical mass" for viability as 

a tourist destination. (Lundberg, 1985). It may, in prac- 

tice, be difficult or impossible to identify the relative 

pull of attractions. For many UK visitors to London that 

city may be a desirable destination because of the variety 

and combination of attractions. The absence of any one, 

such as theatre, may reduce the pull of others, such as 

shops or museums. Surveys often fail to distinguish between 

those who visit a destination because it has 'a lot to offer' 

and may then visit a particular site or event, and those who 

visit a destination for a particular 'site-visit or 'event- 

visit' (e. g. to see a particular play or listen to a 

particular concert). 

The presence of cultural resources that are of some standing 

may identify and give a sense of identity to a location. 

This may enhance the 'attractiveness' to tourists even if 
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they do not visit the event or facility. These arts and 

cultural attractions may create an image of a destination 

that is 'attractive' or may simply serve to increase gen- 

eral awareness of'the destination. As Vaughan (1980) has 

remarked in the case of Edinburgh, "there is no telling 

how many others were attracted to the 'Festival City' 

because of the reputation and image established by the 

festivals". 

All of these studies that consider the 'pull' of arts, 

culture or entertainment in tourism need to be cgmplemented 

by a consideration of 'push' factors. There is a view that 

the importance of specific attractions or tourist resources 

in influencing the choice of destination ought not to be 

viewed in isolation but ought to be considered along with 

the "motivations" of the tourist. (Crompton, 1979). These 

issues will be considered further in Chapter Two. 

1.6.3 - The 'Arts-Tourist' 

Vaughan's study (1977a) of the Edinburgh Festival does not 

attempt to assess the influence of the Festival upon tour- 

ists' decisions to visit the city, but is one of the few 

that identifies the relative expenditures of Festival and 

non-Festival tourists. Staying Festival tourists were 

estimated to have a higher spend per day than non-Festival 

tourists and, in three weeks, generated 19% of holiday 

income and expenditure for the year in Edinburgh. (Vaughan, 

1979). The Festival tourist was also more likely to be 
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from overseas than was the non-Festival tourist and the 

average length of stay was likely to be longer though more 

likely to be in bed and breakfast establishments. (Vaughan, 

1977a and b). The Festival (including Fringe, Film and 

Tattoo) was estimated to account for 60% of total bednights 

in Edinburgh during the Festival period. Whether those 

bednights would have been sold without the existence of the 

Festival is not known. 

Whether the characteristics of the "cultural tourist" dif- 

fer from those of the "non-cultural tourist" is not an 

issue that is often addressed. It is not possible, for 

instance in the Merseyside study (Vaughan and Wilkes, 1986), 

to determine the relative economic impacts of those visitors 

drawn to the area by 'arts and culture' and other visitors. 

There is some indirect evidence in the form'of information 

distinguishing visitors to Liverpool and visitors to other 

parts of Merseyside. It is assumed that the Liverpool 

visitors are more likely than the others to be 'cultural 

interest' visitors. Most (73%) of the overnight pleasure 

summer visitors in Liverpool were from groups ABC, compared 

with less than half (47%) of visitors elsewhere in Mersey- 

side. Also, visitors to Liverpool were more likely to be 

alone or with friends than were visitors elsewhere in 

Merseyside (52% of Liverpool visitors and 16% of elsewhere 

in Merseyside visitors). 
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SECTION 1.7 - CONCLUSIONS 

The ten propositions of Section 1.3 are related in Table 

1.5 to the currently available related studies reviewed 

in Section 1.6. It can be seen that the propositions are 

either not dealt with directly or do not take the analysis 

as far as is suggested by the objectives of this study. 

Basically, the idea of a performing arts event being the 

focus of a holiday is not touched upon, although tourists 

and cultural events are linked in the existing studies. 

These studies do not always distinguish between those non- 

locals in the audience who are tourists and those who are 

not; it is almost unknown for there to be a distinction 

within the tourist segment itself between the holiday and 

non-holiday segments. Where studies do attempt to assess 

the drawing power of 'culture' or the 'performing arts', 

it is sometimes at a general level rather than at a speci- 

fic event or art form level and thus 'causation' is not 

clear. Those dealing at the specific level may confuse 

the pulling-power assessment by not segmenting the non- 

local audiences in the manner suggested in this study. 

Any differing characteristics of the several segments of 

the arts audience are not known. 

There are no studies of performing arts organisations that 

are from a tourist-market perspective. 

An examination of the propositions required, it was con- 

sidered, a preceding determination of the basis for 
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believing that opera-related tourism and the different 

routes to it (I and II) might exist. The studies in Section 

1.6 assume the existence of tourism that is strongly moti- 

vated by a desire to attend or visit a cultural event or 

site, without justifying or questioning that assumption. 

From the foregoing discussion, it is clear that they do not 

seek to determine whether holidays as such may be arts- 

centred. 

The following chapter, therefore, is concerned with the 

theoretical underpinning for an opera-tourism connection 

and with establishing the likely nature of this connection 

in holiday and non-holiday terms. The study subsequently 

sought to demonstrate that a particular performing arts 

event can generate tourism and by both routes I and II. 

It also sought to examine the characteristics of each 

audience segment and to determine the relative pull of the 

event on the several segments. The organisation producing 

the event was studied in order to identify a possible 

tourism perspective and assess the influence (if any) of 

any tourism dimension upon the product and the organisa- 

tion itself. 



CHAPTER TWO 
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OPERA-TOURISM :A THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION 

The aim of the first part of this chapter is to consider 

why audiences attend performances of opera, prior to con- 

sidering further the link with tourism. A review is made 

of existing studies that might bear upon 'reasons' for 

attending performing arts events as well as opera perform- 

ances since many of the studies do not identify opera 

separately or bear directly upon it. 

Essentially, whether there is potential for developing 

tourism through cultural events such as opera performances 

requires an examination both of w people become tourists 

and of w people attend opera and a consideration of how 

far satisfactions derived are complementary or competitive. 

The needs of individuals are many and varied and serve to 

move these individuals to action. An examination of these 

'push' factors in tourism and opera attendance may reveal 

a certain similarity of needs. Needs are often non-specific 

and may be satisfied in a number of ways. 

Purchasing-a holiday or attending an opera may be equally 

satisfying ways of meeting a particular need. In this 

respect the two purchases become competitive calls upon 

the consumer's income. Alternatively it may be that this 

similarity of needs can be seen as having a 'reinforcing' 

effect when holidays and opera attendance are consumed 

jointly. The holiday-maker may be even easier to attract 

than the resident. For many, however, the motivations for 
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holiday-taking may be so different from those for opera 

visits that the two will rarely be combined. 

Motivation, however defined, is but one factor amongst many 

in the consumer decision process but it is a key factor. 

The Engel, Kollat and Blackwell model of consumer decision 

processes is considered by Day (1983) as being of particu- 

lar conceptual relevance in examining attendance at live 

performing arts events. This model postulates 'problem- 

recognition' as the first step in the consumer decision 

process. 'Motivation' is a key element of this problem- 

recognition such that there exists a perception by an indi- 

vidual of a difference between an ideal and an actual state 

of affairs. This difference results in disequilibrium or 

tension which continues until a 'satisfying' purchase is 

made. The influences on the consumer at each of the stages 

between problem-recognition and purchase are many and com- 

plex and include perception, attitudes, 'significant 

others', cultural norms and and reference groups. 

In order to answer the question 'why? ', it is appropriate, 

first, to ask 'who? '. 
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SECTION 2.1 - ARTS 

As a first step a number of studies of performing arts 

audiences will be reviewed which consider, at a 'point of 

time', either the audience profile (arts audience studies) 

or participation in the arts by the population at large 

(arts-public studies) i. e. who is in the audience and who 

participates in consumption of the arts. They do not al- 

ways deal separately with opera or classical music, nor are 

they 'dynamic' studies in that they do not usually trace 

audience activity over time. It is not known, for instance, 

what happens to arts-participation as cohorts become older, 

earn higher incomes or as their family circumstances alter. 

There does exist a limited number of studies (mostly of the 

USA) of the relationship, over time, between attendance 

(or revenue) and variables such as price, income and popu- 

lation (Lange and Luksetich, 1984; Withers, 1980; Kelejian 

and Lawrence, 1980; Gold, 1980). These analyses are at a 

'macro' level and do not concern themselves with changes 

in audience composition nor with 'why' attendance occurs. 

There may well be very significant relationships between 

attendance, at a particular event, set of events or a 

particular art form and the price of admission or changes 

in the income levels locally but this does not explain why 

people should wish to attend. 

Studies of UK arts audiences and arts publics are rela- 

tively limited in number and scope compared with those 

undertaken in the USA (see, for instance, the summary of 
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US studies in Fitzhugh, 1983 and some recent National En- 

dowment for the Arts developments outlined in Horowitz, 

1985). 

2.1.1 Arts Public in Britain and the USA 

The General Household Survey, undertaken by the Office of 

Population Censuses and Surveys, provides some basic in- 

formation about the arts public in Britain. The published 

report of this annual survey does not always contain in- 

formation relating to arts or leisure activities, though 

such questions were included in surveys for 1973,1977, 

1980 and 1983. In 1983 about 5% of adults (16 and over) 

had participated in visits to 'theatre/ballet/opera' in 

the four weeks before interview; less than 1% had attended 

'classical concerts' (this compares, for instance, with 3% 

who had attended a football match and 9% who had played 

bingo). The broad category of theatre/ballet/opera is not 

subdivided but it is likely that theatre dominates this 

category. No change in participation in either category 

is discernible over the period 1977-83 (Office of Popula- 

tion Censuses and Surveys, 1985). 

The participation data for theatre/ballet/opera is also 

presented for socio-economic and age groups. A clear dif- 

ference in participation rate by socio-economic group is 

evident: 10% of professionals had visited the 'theatre/ 

ballet/opera' compared with only 1% of the 'unskilled 

manual' group. The rate is above average for all 'white 
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collar' groups and below for all 'manual' groups. The GHS 

does not, however, indicate any significant differences 

between age groups, except in so far as the 30-44 age 

group has a slightly above-average participation and the 

70 and over group has a well below-average rate. 

The recent study undertaken in 1986 on behalf of the Arts 

Council of Great Britain (Verwey, 1986) is concerned with 

the arts rather than with the wider sphere of leisure and 

therefore distinguishes several 'art-forms'. Participation 

by the sample of the British adult population was highest 

for theatre (at 26% of sample). Classical music concerts 

and recitals, ballet and opera were relatively unpopular 

with rates of 10%, 5% and 4% of the sample respectively. 

(These participation rates are percentages of the sample 

which 'attend nowadays' the particular art-form specified. 

Participation rates were also given in terms of having 

'attended during the last twelve months within one hour's 

travel of where live'). Participation rates for opera 

were highest for the 55-64 age group (at 8%) and 45-54 

age group (6%). Classical music participation rates were 

more equal across the 35 to 65 and over age groups (between 

11% and 13%). There are more marked differences in parti- 

cipation by 'social grade' and terminal education age. 

Attendance rates at opera of AB group (11%) and of those 

whose education ended at 19 or over (13%) were more than 

double those of the next highest rates (for Cl and C2 and 

for those with terminal education at age 17 or 18). 
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(See Myerscough, 1986 for results of a similar survey con- 

ducted by MORI in 1981 for the BBC). 

One of the latest NEA studies in the USA (Horowitz, 1985) 

is concerned specifically with the 'arts public'. Early 

results of the survey (carried out in 1982) indicate that 

3% of adults (18 and over) had attended an opera perform- 

ance at least once in the past twelve months and 13% had 

attended classical music performances. (12% had been to 

a non-musical play; 22% to an art musuem or gallery). 

For opera attendance, the highest participation rate is 

among the 65-74 age group, whereas for classical concert 

attendance it is in the 35-44 age group. 

For both activities the participation rate is higher the 

more formal education a person has received. For opera, 

the participation rate of those with 'graduate school' 

education is over three times higher than is that for the 

high school graduate; for classical music it is over 

four times higher. 

With respect to occupation, the position is similar to 

that in the UK, with 'professionals', 'managers', 'teachers' 

and other white-collar workers having higher participation 

rates than 'blue-collar' workers. Teachers are noticeable 

for the highest participation rates for most 'high art' 

forms. 

Participation rates are also positively correlated, for 

both art forms, with income, with a particularly significant 
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rise in participation at the highest income levels ($50,000 

and over). 

Other, earlier, US studies have illustrated similar rela- 

tionships (e. g. Ford Foundation, 1974; National Research 

Center for the Arts, 1973 and 1976). 

Belk and Andreasen (1982) demonstrate that attendance at 

theatre and symphony concerts is related also to 'life- 

cycle stage'. Participation rates are progressively lower 

for consumers in the 'bachelor', 'newly married' and 'full 

nest' stages; participation rates are progressively higher 

at later stages, however. 

2.1.1.1 Frequency and Crossover 

Data on frequency of attendance is limited but the USA 

studies cited above show that frequency of attendance does 

tend to be higher, the higher the level of education, income 

and age. Regular attendances are "even more strongly corre- 

lated with advantaged social characteristics than the fact 

of attendance itself" (Throsby and Withers, 1979). 

Throsby and Withers also suggest that "attendances are 

significantly influenced by a dedicated audience sub-group 

who attend very frequently". Surveys of orchestral concert 

audiences in Britain, carried out in 1970 (Mann, 1974) 

indicated that nearly 60% of the respondents were 'regular 

attenders' (attending at least once a month) with only 10% 

attending less than once a year. (The Society of West End 
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Theatres survey (SWET, 1981a) estimated that 34% of theatre- 

goers in London's West End attended three or more times a 

year and accounted for 68% of all attendances). 

The 1981 MORI survey summarised in Myerscough (1986) indi- 

cates that opera, classical ballet and orchestral concert 

audiences are more likely than audiences for theatre to 

contain a high proportion of 'regular' attenders (67% of 

opera audiences had a 'high' frequency of attendance com- 

pared with 30% of theatre audiences). 

'Crossover' in attendance between art forms is considered 

by some studies but here the evidence is confused. Throsby 

and Withers conclude that, at least for the USA, the 

evidence demonstrates only a limited overlap between audi- 

ences. The 'Mann surveys' showed that whereas orchestral 

concert audiences were "not very much interested in other 

forms of musical performances", they were likely to attend 

drama and opera. The USA studies cited earlier suggest 

that symphony and theatre audiences tend to confine them- 

selves to their own art form but opera-goers were also 

fairly intensive play and symphony concert attenders. 

Andreasen and Belk (1980) in attempting to identify 'pre- 

dictors' of arts attendance, indicated that the same 'type' 

of person was as likely to attend symphony concerts as to 

attend theatre performances. (Their study was concerned 

with 'marginal' attenders rather than with regular attend- 

ers). 
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The 1986 Arts Council study previously cited (Verwey) 

indicates a considerable degree of overlap with over half 

of opera-attenders also attending 'theatre', 'classical 

music', 'plays' or 'art galleries'. Their interest in 

ballet, contemporary drama and jazz was not so marked. 

From a different perspective, a high proportion (30%) of 

the ballet attenders also attended opera. No other cate- 

gory of attender reached this figure; 24% of theatre- 

goers and 19% of contemporary drama attenders also attended 

opera. 

2.1.1.2 Explanatory Factors 

Many of the variables used in these studies to distinguish 

various groups of arts consumers - income, education, occu- 

pation - may themselves be positively correlated and may 

reduce to but one variable. Those with the higher levels 

of education are often those with the higher levels of 

income and with white collar occupations. Many observers 

venture the view that it is education which is the factor 

'most often and most perfectly' associated with attendance 

(Fitzhugh, 1983). It is, then, tempting to explain att- 

endance by reference to these factors, especially education. 

The nature of the connection between education and the con- 

sumption of the high arts has not yet been adequately 

demonstrated or explained (Dimaggio and Useem, 1978) and 

it is not yet justifiable to convert "a correlate of arts 

participation into a causative factor" (Gold, 1980). The 
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variables of income-, age and education may be no more than 

'descriptors', which do not provide explanation. 

Even in the highest participation groups the high arts 

remain a minority pursuit; there are large proportions of 

all these groups who do not participate. The descriptors 

cannot, even if they do help predict and explain, be the 

sole explanatory factors. Additionally, how is the consump- 

tion of the same arts product by those of different socio- 

economic characteristics to be explained? 

The standard socio-economic and demographic criteria may 

not distinguish clearly enough between market segments - 

between, for instance, the attenders and the non-attenders. 

Other approaches have been developed. 

The 'psychographics' approach seeks to identify psychological 

or life-style characteristics that may cut across socio- 

economic or demographic groupings. Such an approach is 

rather more difficult to undertake but, it is claimed, it 

does provide more explanation of consumer behaviour. 

Life-styles are measured by reference to criteria such as 

behaviour, activities, interests, attitudes, opinions, etc. 

Leisure life-style classifications identified by Andreasen 

and Belk (1980) include 'passive homebody', 'cultural 

patron' and 'socially active'. Life-styles so identified 

are considered to be common to several socio-economic or 

demographic groups. 
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The psychographic approach is widely used in consumer mar- 

ket research and its apparent significance is most notice- 

able where it can successfully distinguish market segments 

which are alike by socio-economic or demographic criteria 

(Solomon and George, 1977). A number of studies, apart 

from the Andreasen and Belk, have included interests, needs 

and opinions in their analyses of attendance and non- 

attendance at particular venues or art forms. Kaali-Nagy 

and Garrison (1972) identified 'interest' as being more 

important in determining attendance than were 'demographic 

considerations'. Nielsen, Nielsen and McQueen (1975) also 

sought explanations for attendance and non-attendance but 

identified no single variable or set of variables as having the 

greatest explanatory force. They nonetheless acknowledged 

the significant influence of variables other than the 

'socio-demographic' variables; such as submissiveness, 

orderliness and 'beliefs' about society. 

Andreasen and Belk focussed on 'potential artsgoers' and 

their future intentions in terms of attendance at symphony 

concerts and the theatre. The study included both the 

'traditional predictors' of attendance and 'variables 

unique to this study'. These latter included measures of 

leisure life-styleamembership (see earlier), general life- 

style dimensions, past attendance, attitudes and childhood 

socialisation influences. The conclusion was that "life- 

style, attitudes and developmental experiences are both 

more conceptually useful variables with which to understand 
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that the best predictors of future attendance are past attend- 

ance and attitude towards future attendance; this may well 

be self-evident (Andreasen and Belk, 1978 and 1980). These 

analyses may prove of little assistance in identifying 'who' 

the audience (potential or actual) is, as opposed to 'what' 

it is or what it thinks or does. 

It is not altogether certain, either, that psychographic 

characteristics do cut across socio-economic groupings. 

There may well be a correlation between 'traditional' 

groupings and psychographic variables. Those who are active, 

adventurous and liberal may be those with greater disposable 

incomes, with professional occupations and so on. Those 

psychographic features of the culture patron and the socially 

active, for instance, could also be equally descriptive 

of many who do not attend the performing arts. 

2.1.2 Arts Audiences 

The actual composition of audiences, as compared with par- 

ticipation of the public as a whole, has also normally been 

expressed in terms of socio-economic and demographic factors. 

There is a large number of audience surveys in the UK and 

the USA which indicates the disproportionately high number 

of those with non-manual occupations and high levels of 

education in audiences for the high arts (e. g. Nissel, 1983; 

Myerscough, 1986; Foxman, McCart and Walshe, 1985; Greater 

London Council, 1984; Mann, 1974; Fitzhugh, 1983; Nielsen, 

Nielsen and McQueen, 1975-76; Arts Council of Great Britain, 
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1978). Classical music concerts and opera audiences are 

dominated in the same way. The high participation rates 

of minority segments of the population result in their 

being the majority segments of audiences, e. g. those in 

non-manual occupations in Great Britain accounted for 76% 

of classical concert visits in 1980, but were only 44% of 

the adult population (Nissel, 1983). 

2.1.3 Leisure's Role 

Many of the studies discussed above have used occupational, 

income and socio-economic groupings. This latter category, 

though essentially an occupational classification, is often 

used interchangeably (explicitly or otherwise) with 'class'. 

Leisure may, however, have as much or more to do with class 

in a sense that transcends occupation than with occupation 

itself. 

Dimaggio and Useem (1978) propose a model for understanding 

of the unequal consumption of the arts that is based on 

'class'. (In practice, class is closely associated with 

the occupational, income and socio-economic groupings used 

in the many US audience studies they review). 

They hold that the variations in cultural consumption are 

not simply a matter of arbitrary differences in taste, but 

reflect an appreciation of the 'high arts' by certain 

social classes as means of identifying these classes, re- 

inforcing social solidarity within these classes and ex- 

cluding others. Additionally, it may be that understanding 
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of the 'high arts' may well be a trained capacity -a 

training which is available more to, and expected more of, 

some social classes than others. The context, too, within 

which the high arts is presented may assist class closure and 

and the exclusion of others: the expected norms of behaviour 

at events, the access to information, the means of acquiring 

tickets, physical environment of the opera and concert hall 

and so on. (The high participation rates of teachers are 

explained as attempts to acquire status through cultural- 

capital accumulation, since the prospects of economic- 

capital accumulation are limited. Others may see an invest- 

ment in culture as a route to social acceptance and eventual 

economic success). 

Dawson (1986) does not consider the arts as such but con- 

cludes that the "dominant view in leisure studies is seen 

to be reductionist with respect to social class" and that 

it is more concerned with demonstrating the occupation- 

leisure interaction. He argues, however, that leisure 

activities perform a key role in the formation of class 

structure, the closure between classes, class dominance and 

class reproduction. 

The development of leisure activities and facilities during 

the 19th century has been viewed from a similar perspective. 

Working class leisure activity was to be regulated and 

channelled into socially acceptable forms that did not 

threaten or disrupt the security of the other classes 

(Cunningham, 1980; Bailey, 1978; Roberts, 1978 and 1981). 
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Such attempts at social control and improvement of the 

working classes were not always well received and there is 

also a view that leisure has been much influenced, in prac- 

tice, by working'class initiatives and responses. Whilst 

it is beyond the scope of this study to examine these views 

further, it is appropriate to acknowledge the view that 

concert-going and similar activities are recreations "whose 

authentic roots lie in a former era" (see Weber, 1975; 

Raynor, 1976; Young, 1965; Mackerness, 1966). Ballantine 

(1984) and Small (1977) see in the music of the 18th and 

19th centuries constructions and forms that are representa- 

tive and supportive of bourgeois ideology. The formalisa- 

tion and institutionalisation of opera and concert provis- 

ion during the 19th century reflect the emergence of the 

middle classes as dominant economic forces and their desire 

to affirm their identity and status. The 'commercialisation' 

reflected the contemporary spirit of industrial and economic 

development and probably owed as much to the professional 

aspirations of musicians themselves as to management or 

audience influences (Weber, 1975). By the mid 19th century 

there existed a commercial concert world in many European 

cities over which the middle class exerted powerful control: 

a concert world which contributed to the separation of 

'serious' music from 'entertainment' music. 

In the 20th century the legacy of the 19th is still apparent 

in the concert and opera world: buildings, repertoire, 

social behaviour and etiquette. Today, however, it may be 
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that leisure activity is becoming even more central to 

lives and roles than in the past. 

Attention is increasingly being paid to the underlying pur- 

poses that leisure activities seek to achieve. The form 

of the activity itself may be rather less important than 

the individual and collective needs that it does or does 

not satisfy. "Leisure activities are used to nurture re- 

lationships and consolidate identities" (Roberts, 1981). 

The occupation-leisure relationship noted above is reflected 

in the view that leisure may provide opportunities to compen- 

sate for the deficiencies of working lives. For others 

leisure activities complement work and they are closely 

interwoven elements of life. Leisure activities may be 

means of reinforcing family relationships; others can 

emphasise independence from the family. Time-consuming 

leisure activities are being replaced by those which meet 

needs in a shorter time. It has already been noted how 

leisure may be interwoven closely with the class structure 

of society (Dawson; Dimaggio and Useem). 

Different leisure activities may be pursued by different 

groups of people in order to meet the same needs: self- 

identification, social cohesion, status enhancement and so 

on. These can result equally from 'soccer hooliganism', 

playing squash, fox hunting, drug taking, playing bingo, 

or attending opera performances. The 'high arts' have long 

been appropriated by segments of the middle classes as one 
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means of satisfying these and other needs. 

Those whose musical experiences are obtained largely via 

the record-player or radio, are less obviously reinforcing 

identity and social cohesion than are those who consume in 

'collective settings'. Even they, however, in their 'indi- 

vidual' settings, may receive satisfaction from the know- 

edge of participation in the activities of a 'cultural 

elite'. If these activities are known to others, then 

appropriate status may be conferred. 

Scitovsky (1983) considers the arts as "sources of mainly 

stimulation". They are less a means of providing a sense 

of belonging or status (social comfort) and more sources of 

interest, entertainment and excitement (stimulation). Enjoy- 

ing the arts involves a cost, however - the cost of learning 

to enjoy the arts. That cost may be sufficient to direct 

the search for stimulation to other channels (perhaps less 

socially-acceptable channels, including crime! ). 

Scitovsky is not alone in this view of the need to acquire 

the skills which permit enjoyment of the arts (see Dimaggio 

and Useem, 1978). The continuing appearance of the educa- 

tion-participation correlation in all arts surveys suggests 

some causal connection though it does not imply that formal 

education itself necessarily provides the means of deciph- 

ering the codings of the arts. Those who do consume the 

'high arts' may well subscribe to the view that an appreci- 

ation of the arts has to be 'worked at' if only to continue 

to exclude the 'dispossessed'. 
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What, then, is left of the aesthetic experience, the 

'response to the intrinsic properties of the work', the 

subjective, affective activities? 

2.1.4 Aesthetic Experience 

The aesthetic experience of music or opera will be "an inti- 

mate and private experience with the object" (Shanahan, 

1978) with the centre of attention being the music or opera 

itself. There will be, in some sense, a direct impact of 

music or opera upon the consumer: physical sensations may 

be stimulated in the brain (McLaughlin, 1970). Certain 

patterns of stimuli may invariably generate certain reac- 

tions in the receiver (Cooke, 1959). 

The conversion of these sensations and patterns into 'mean- 

ing', however, is "a matter of convention and an element of 

musical culture" (Wright, 1975). The same piece of music 

or opera will have different meanings for persons with dif- 

ferent music cultures (see also: Shepherd, 1977). From the 

"hedonic consumption" perspective of Hirschman and Holbrook 

(1982) consumers buy products, especially those in the per- 

forming arts, because of the 'symbolism' of those products. 

The symbolism or meaning attributed to the consumption of 

the product will differ according to the ethnic background, 

social class and gender of the consumer. The symbolism is, 

in turn, measured by the consumer against her/his idealised 

'self-image' and desired products will be those that con- 

firm this consumer self-image. 
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What constitutes music or any art form at any one time or 

in any particular society is itself determined by some 

social consensus in that "all action, including creative 

or innovative action, arises in the complex conjunction of 

numerous social determinants and conditions" (Wolff, 1981). 

The art product is created according to a perception of 

reality, a perception influenced by the creator's situation 

within the social and economic framework, by current aes- 

thetic codes and conventions, techniques and tools of pro- 

duction, and moulded by pressures (explicit or otherwise) 

of patrons, sponsors, consumers and distributors. (Taylor, 

1978, considers that 'art' is defined by those highest in 

the social hierarchy as a means of confirming their own 

superiority, power and exclusiveness). 

Meanings and messages and the perception of reality are 

encoded within the art product and are to be decoded by the 

consumer. These codings are, because of their complexities 

and the imperfections of the transmission process', open to 

many interpretations. At one extreme there is the view that 

there is no one 'correct' meaning of an art product, not 

even that of the creator and understanding is always from 

the point of view of the consumer (see Wolff, 1981). 

Notwithstanding this particular view, there is considerable 

support for the proposition that the aesthetic experience 

is only likely to have meaning within a social context 

(see also: Farnsworth, 1969 and Mueller, 1963). The ability 

to decode the meanings of an art product is determined by 
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the social situation of the consumer; the desire to decode 

is similarly a function of social situation (actual or 

coveted). Only those within a particular social framework 

will seek to give meaning to the 'high arts' since only 

they will have the decoding apparatus available to them 

through education, and family and peer group initiation 

and instruction and since within that framework there ex- 

ists an approving attitude to such activity (Wright, 1975). 

In practice, the ability and desire to 'enjoy' opera or 

classical music may be less a matter of freely-chosen 

'taste cultures' (Gans, 1974) and more the outcome of broad 

social forces (see Mennell, 1979). 

2.1.5 Conclusion 

This review of studies of the arts public and arts audien- 

ces gives support to the view that the purposes served by 

attendance at performances of opera and classical music go 

beyond the aesthetic. Audiences seek to satisfy many needs 

(including the assertion of identity, cohesion and status) 

in part at least, through consumption of these cultural 

products. The aesthetic experience itself is influenced 

and limited by societal forces. 

There is thus an inherent limitation on the size of the 

market for live performances of opera. Attenders are drawn 

from a relatively narrow segment of society and are limited 

more by social influences than they are by a corresponding 

physiological limitation on understanding and response 
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(compare seashore, 1938). The Arts Council Study Group on 

Opera and Dance (ACGB, 1983) noted that the most important 

limitation on access to opera was 'social' and that attend- 

ance at opera was "an opportunity for social display more 

than for artistic experiences". 

The implications for the tourist industry appear to be 

that any joint arts-tourism product will need to reinforce, 

facilitate or add to the purposes served by high-arts con- 

sumption alone. The corollary is that large-scale develop- 

ment of these forms of cultural tourism would appear an 

unlikely possibility since high-arts consumption, for the 

moment, is a partial function of its 'exclusiveness'. The 

overall market would appear limited if those who currently 

attend opera performances are considered. Attendances at 

opera performances by 'major' companies have averaged one 

million per year over the period 1979-85 (Myerscough, 

1986). How many people this represents is not known. 

(Attendances at symphony concerts in Britain were nearly 

two and a half million in 1983-84). 

It is not known, however, whether there is a potential 

'extra' market in the form of those who listen at home to 

opera but do not attend. Audiences for operas on BBC 

television in 1982-83 varied between 0.5 million and 1.3 

million (Myerscough, 1986). There is some US evidence, 

for instance, relating to jazz which suggests that the 

number of jazz-listeners who did not attend a live per- 

formance is twice as large as the number of listeners 
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that did (Horowitz, 1985). It is not evident, however, 

how many attenders are not listeners. There are also 

those who currently do not even listen but may nonetheless 

be enticed to attend by the prospect of a 'cultural holi- 

day'. There is no evidence relating to this, other than 

indirectly the potential or marginal attenders identified 

in some of the US studies. It is unlikely that they would 

form a significant addition to the market. 

Of those who do attend live performances, it is not known 

what proportion currently combine their art interests with 

tourism. The potential tourism development within the 

'attenders' group may well be considerable. Ultimately it 

will be influenced by how far the purposes served by 'high 

arts' attendance may be satisfied through joint consumption 

of this product and tourism; this remains to be considered. 
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SECTION 2.2 - TOURISM 

The aim of the second part of this chapter is to examine 

the characteristics of the tourist, to review existing 

studies that seek to explain touristic consumer behaviour 

and to relate these to the earlier review of participation 

in the 'high arts'. As in the review of the 'arts', this 

section will, as a first step, review the available in- 

formation relating both to the 'tourist public' and the 

'tourist structure'. 

2.2.1 'Tourist Public' 

The statistical basis for most analyses of tourism under- 

taken by British residents is the information collected 

on behalf of the national tourist boards in Britain and 

the British Tourist Authority, published in the British 

Home Tourism Survey and the British National Travel Survey. 

Since 1985, the two surveys have been known as the British 

Tourism Survey, Monthly and Yearly respectively. From 

these sources it is clear that most tourist trips in 

Britain by British residents have a holiday purpose (60% 

of all tourist trips in 1985) and well over half the adult 

population takes a holiday of four or more nights away 

from home in any one year: 61% in 1985 (British Tourist 

Authority and English Tourist Board, 1986b). (It is prob- 

able that participation in holiday trips of shorter 

duration is higher). There is no clear trend in this 
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participation rate, however, with it reaching 63% in 1973 

for instance, and being only 59% in 1977 and 1982. 

Respondents to the surveys are classified by conventional 

socio-economic and age criteria. The AB group have the 

highest participation rate in holidays of four or more 

nights and the DE group the lowest (see Appendix 2.2). 

By age it is those between 35 and 64 that have the highest 

participation rates and the 65 and over age group that has 

the lowest (see Appendix 2.2). 

There are also differences between the groups in the like- 

lihood of having more than one such holiday (four or more 

nights) in a year. Nearly half of the AB group had two 

or more holidays in 1985 compared with 11% of DE. Nearly 

a third of the 35-44 and 55-64 age groups had two or more 

such holidays (see Appendix 2.3). Holidays abroad are 

more likely to be taken by the youngest (under 25) and 

older age groups (55-64) than by others. The percentage 

of each socio-economic group that takes a holiday abroad 

in any one year is lowest for the DE group and highest 

for the AB (see Appendix 2.4). 

Unlike the arts, there is little recent data relating 

tourist activity to education, income or occupation. The 

available statistics do not, either, distinguish tourists 

by 'activity' but by purpose (see Figure 2.1). Cultural 

activity, such as attending an opera performance, may 

occur during a tourist trip undertaken for whatever pur- 

pose: whether classed as a holiday, a business trip, 
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visiting friends and relatives, or 'others'. 

It is no more possible, from the existing statistics, to 

establish participation in cultural tourism than it is 

to establish participation in 'bucket and spade' tourism 

or 'sightseeing' tourism. The view that those within the 

socio-economic and demographic groups most likely to par- 

ticipate in the 'high arts' are also those most likely to 

participate in the high arts on tourist trips, cannot be 

substantiated. 

As in the case of the arts, the socio-economic and age 

segmentation of tourists has been supplemented by psycho- 

graphic and other segmentation (see McQueen and Miller, 

1985 for a comparison of some of these approaches to 

tourist market segmentation; also van Veen and Verhallen, 

1986). These other approaches are considered by their 

supporters as having greater explanatory power and being 

more successful in clearly distinguishing target markets. 

Shih (1986), in a study of tourism in Pennsylvania, uti- 

lises a widely used psychographic programme (VALS: Values 

and Lifestyles) which classifies the US population into 

nine groups such as 'Belongers'; 'Achievers' and 'Socially 

Conscious'. These groups exhibit significantly different 

behaviour in the tourist market (see also Schewe and 

Calantone, 1978; Woodside and Pitts, 1976; Solomon and 

George, 1977; Mayo and Jarvis, 1981). 
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2.2.2 Tourist Structure 

The structure or composition of the total tourist market 

has usually been analysed in terms of socio-economic and 

age criteria. Holidays themselves are usually classified 

only as 'main', 'additional', 'short' or 'long'. The AB 

and Cl groups account for 53% of holiday trips undertaken 

in Britain by British residents (1985) but are only 39% 

of the adult population. They dominate most types of 

tourist market (as classified above) with the exception 

of main holidays in Britain (see Appendices 2.51 and 2.6). The 

under 35 age group accounts for a more than proportionate 

share of the total holiday trip market in Britain, whereas 

the 65 and over group accounts for a less than proportion- 

ate share (especially in the 'short' holiday market of 

1-3 nights). The situation is reversed for 'additional' 

holidays((see Appendices 2.5 and 2.6). 

The tourist structure/composition 

ism' market is not known from the 

information. There is nothing to 

with the greatest 'participation' 

those most likely to engage in cu 

ever form, nor that they dominate 

markets. 

of the 'cultural tour- 

available published 

suggest that those 

in tourism are also 

Ltural tourism, of what- 

such cultural tourism 
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2.2.3 Class Pursuits? 

The previous consideration of high arts participation 

noted the view that leisure pursuits are closely related 

to class and perform a key role in forming and continuing 

class divisions. It might be expected that certain forms 

of holiday tourism are the prerogative of particular 

classes but the distinctions between the different holiday 

tourism affiliation of classes are probably less than are 

the arts affiliations of the classes. 

There may well be some class distinctions of location and 

activity in holiday tourism (see Thurot and Thurot, 1983). 

Particular locations have, for instance, been popular 

with the 'upper' classes only to be invaded by others, at 

which point the 'upper' classes have sought exclusiveness 

elsewhere (Pimlott, 1947). The 'sun-worshipping' type of 

holiday itself originated with those in the upper echelons 

of society during the 1920s and 1930s (Turner and Ash, 

1975; Feifer, 1985). In the same way as certain classes 

have been displaced to new locations, so they may also 

have been displaced to new holiday activities - perhaps 

to cultural, historical or ethnic holidays, to activity 

or 'special interest' holidays, to holidays that are not 

packaged, and so on. (In many cases, a return to the 

forms of tourism popular before sun-worshipping). Even 

so, the sun-worshipping form of holiday remains common 

to all sectors of society. The distinction between 

popular and 'exclusive' tourist destinations probably 
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lies not so much in the main attraction of sun, sea and 

sand, as in the supporting amenities and activities. 

Holidays are a product with which large segments of the 

population have successfully sought to emulate their 

'betters' - unlike the arts. According to Thurot and 

Thurot (1986), it is because of package tourism and the 

reduced cost of transportation that the "the trickling 

down process has speeded up". This 'democratisation' 

of holiday tourism did not occur until the post-1945 era, 

especially in the case of foreign travel. The British 

seaside resort does retain its essentially Victorian or 

Edwardian morphology and architecture but little else of 

these eras remains in the product. Accommodation, trans- 

port mode, duration of stay and entertainment have all 

changed; the legacies of the 19th century that act as 

barriers to high-arts access, are not so evident in 

tourism. 

Holiday tourism is therefore less 'class-ridden' than 

are the arts. If holidays only incidentally serve class 

purpose, which other purposes might they serve? 

2.2.4 Holiday and Non-Holida 

It has already been noted that the concept of a tourist 

is a wide one, at least in respect of official defini- 

tions and that cultural activity may occur on a tourist 

trip undertaken primarily for any purpose (see UN, 1964, 
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& 1978; BTA and English Tourist Board, 1986b). Those who 

participate in the 'high arts' (say, opera) whilst a 

tourist, may have come to that participation by one of 

several routes (see Figure 2.2). Two of these routes 

(route I and route IIa below) were identified in Chapter 

One. The tourist may define his/her attendance at an 

opera performance as a holiday or non-holiday event. 

Route Ia tourist trip that is, in toto, a holiday 

and which has some 'arts' content (as in 

Chapter One). 

Route II :a tourist trip that is, in toto, a non-holiday 

and which has some 'arts' content, e. g. 

a) a tourist trip solely to attend an opera 

performance which is not considered to have 

holiday overtones (as in Chapter One); 

b) a business or 'friends' trip combined with 

opera attendance, neither part of which is 

considered to have holiday overtones. 

Route III: a tourist trip that combines holiday and non- 

holiday elements and which has some 'arts' 

content, e. g. 

a) a business or 'friends' trip combined with 

opera attendance as the holiday element; 

b) a tourist trip to attend an opera perform- 

ance which is considered to be a non-holiday 

combined with holiday elements. 
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Figure 2.2 

Routes to 'Arts Tourism' 

Holiday Non-holiday 
tourist trip tourist trip 

III 

II 

Arts participation 

non-tourists 
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Any tourist trip may combine holiday and non-holiday ele- 

ments in varying proportions. How is the non-holiday 

visit to the opera defined? Is it, in some sense, not 

sufficiently different from usual activities or is it 

not 'frivolous' enough to make it a holiday? It can be 

assumed that any such non-holiday tourist trip is equiva- 

lent to a decision to attend opera performances, with 

an extra time and distance element included. In itself, 

that time and distance might prove an inhibitor of attend- 

ance; a holiday element may, however, serve to overcome 

that inhibiting influence. On the other hand, the non- 

holiday tourist trip to attend an opera performance may 

be thought of as being less volatile than the holiday 

tourist trip - the attracting, initiating factor is the 

opera. Holiday trips have rather more discretionary 

overtones with the attraction being less the opera than 

other factors. 

Where then does the distinction between holiday and non- 

holiday tourism lie? Apart from the obvious instances of 

business and conference tourist trips, holidays are 

broadly distinguishable as the use of leisure time with 

particular temporal and spatial dimensions: over a rela- 

tively long and continuous period of time and involving a 

stay away from home. The term does not cover any parti- 

cular activity and can include activities which may be 

undertaken at or close to home. Why, therefore, should 

individuals wish to spend leisure time away from home? 
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A need or obligation to visit friends or relatives may lie 

behind the journey, or a desire to attend a particular 

event. Even these may be defined, in whole or part, as 

holidays by the'tourists concerned. There is no objective 

distinction but Cohen's concept of 'touristic component' 

may be a useful distinguishing criterion. 

In all the different forms of travel, Cohen (1974) 

attempts to distinguish the pure tourism element and con- 

cludes that "the tourist is a traveller ..... whose trip 

is ..... not a means to another goal but an end, in itself". 

The tourist trip is distinguished as being non-instrumental; 

this is a relatively recent phenomenon as tourism, has, 

historically, been associated with religious festivals, 

sporting events and festivals, pilgrimages, education and 

so on (see Casson, 1974 and Feifer, 1985). It is Cohen's 

view that non-instrumental travel occurs because of "the 

expectations of pleasure derived from novelty and change". 

This is the major differentiating element between tourism 

and other traveller roles. This 'touristic component' 

may, however, be present in all forms of travel, however 

officially defined, whether business, friends and rela- 

tives, or pilgrimages, etc. 

This definition of the tourist and the touristic component 

in effect differentiates the holidays from the non- 

holidays. 
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2.2.4.1 Significance of Holidays 

Since holidays (Cohen's pure tourism element of travel) 

are non-instrumental, there may be a tendency to dismiss 

them as having little significance or meaning (Boorstin, 

1962 and Turner and Ash, 1975). MacCannell (1976) and 

Graburn (1978), however, adopt particularly noble inter- 

pretations of the nature of tourism. MacCannell regards 

tourism as a modern substitute for religion; the tourist 

essentially has a serious purpose, that of seeking 'auth- 

enticity' rather than mere enjoyment. (Compare%Cohen's 

(1979a) models of tourists seeking 'spiritual centres' 

elsewhere than in their own societies). Graburn places 

the tourist journey - the Sacred Journey - in the 'non- 

ordinary' sphere of life which contains all those neces- 

sary diversions from the ordinary. Because it is non- 

ordinary, it is "symbolically sacred and morally on a 

higher plane than the regards of the ordinary workaday 

world". These non-ordinary breaks in the routine of life 

- ceremonials, arts, sport, etc - are sources of arousal 

to compensate for the deficiencies of ordinary life. 

Even the most 'frivolous' tourism is regarded as a 

"ritual expression of deeply held values about health, 

freedom, nature and self-improvement" (Graburn, 1983). 

Common to most visions of tourism is some concept of 

'change'; change associated with travel and a different 

physical environment. Absence from home would seem 
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therefore to give opportunities for satisfactions to be 

achieved which are additional to those achieved from 

leisure time spent at or close to home. The 'sacred 

journey' and the stay away from home themselves meet some 

special need(s) which cannot be met at home. A common 

theme in explaining this drive to be a tourist is 'recup- 

eration', both physical and mental (Cohen, 1979a and Dann, 

1981). Holidays are considered by Cohen and Taylor (1976) 

as one means of many by which individuals can escape from 

'paramount reality'. Such periodic escape is necessary 

if identity is to be built and survival ensured. This 

view that individuals require a minimum level of'stimula- 

tion and arousal is developed by Bello and Etzel (1985) 

to explain a demand for unusual/novel holidays. Without 

adequate arousal in daily routine, boredom arises. 

Gottleib (1982) considers 'inversion', a strong contrast 

with ordinary life, to be the key discriminating charac- 

teristic of the holiday. (The contrast may manifest 

itself either as behaving in a superior manner or by 

seeking equal experiences and relationships with host 

populations). 

Some 'internal repair work' may well be undertaken without 

being away from home (Hill, 1965) but Dann (1977)-consid- 

ered that the isolation (anomie) felt by many in ordinary 

life is more readily overcome away from that ordinary 

life. A new environment enables new relationships to be 

established: an opportunity to relate more closely to 
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family or friends and to engage in new relationships with- 

out any necessary long-term commitment. An additional 

need satisfied by tourism is 'ego-enhancement'; away 

from the home environment an individual may adopt postures 

and play roles that enable him to feel superior. Back at 

home the tourist trip itself can confer status. Dann 

concludes that both the tourism drives, 'anomie' and 'ego- 

enhancement', had a strong fantasy component. Ordinary 

life is made tolerable by the promise of periodic escape 

to fantasy places and experiences during that escape; the 

tourist may engage in behaviour not normally considered 

'proper'. Fantasy may well play a large part in the sat- 

isfaction derived from holidays. The hope that something 

'better', 'exciting' or 'romantic' will happen whilst on 

holiday may be rarely fulfilled but is a recurring hope. 

Often, too, the holiday is endowed with an element of 

fantasy after the event. 

An analysis of 'pleasure vacationers' by Crompton (1979) 

also identified 'escape' and 'prestige' as important 

holiday motivations. (For discussion of the many varied 

uses of the term 'motivation' in relation to tourist 

behaviour, see Dann, 1981). Other explanations for such 

vacations identified by Crompton included self-discovery 

and self-evaluation, relaxation (not necessarily physical), 

regression (pursuit of activities outwith usual role 

obligations), enhancement of kinship'relationships, and 

interacting with other people. Respondents in the Crompton 
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study also explained their trip in terms of 'novelty' and 

'education'; the former was usually in terms of a new 

destination and the latter was expressed almost in terms 

of an obligation'. 

A study that relates tourist motivations explicitly to 

Maslow's paradigm, was undertaken by Pearce and Caltabri- 

ano (1983). In this, self-esteem was not ranked by 

tourists as highly as were, for instance, self-actualisation 

and love and belongingness as being the results of 'positive' 

tourist experiences. 

The conclusion of these and many other related studies is 

that for many holidaymakers any one of a number of desti- 

nations would be able to satisfy these 'push' motives. 

The specific qualities, natural resources and man-made 

attractions of a destination are rather less important in 

'pulling' the holidaymaker than are these 'push' factors. 

"They went for socio-psychological reasons unrelated to 

any specific destination. The destination served mainly 

as a medium through which these motives could be satis- 

fied" (Crompton, 1979). This is implicitly recognised by 

the marketing strategies of tour operators and others. 

They do play down the distinctive attributes of a number 

of destinations and analysis of their advertising material 

reveals an appeal to desires for arousal,. excitement, 

self-actualisation and so on. 

Uzzell (1984) considers how consumers also imbue the tour- 

ist products, as portrayed in brochures, with meaning. 
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The brochures and the images projected in them are "tools 

to create his (the tourist's) own fantasies and meanings". 

In this way, the consumer can "assemble reality and 

fantasy and ...:. create himself" -a necessary activity 

for coping with paramount reality. 

In summary, it would appear that, as with the arts, the 

purposes served by being a tourist go beyond the obvious 

and immediate desires such as acquiring a sun-tan or 

viewing an historic building. 
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SECTION 2.3 - ARTS-TOURISM LINK 

How far do holidays reinforce the purposes of arts- 

participation? 'How far does arts-participation reinforce 

the purposes of the holidaymaker? 

Those for whom participation in the high arts serves class 

purposes will need these purposes to be confirmed by a 

high arts holiday. Exclusiveness will need to be an evi- 

dent part of the product. 'Cheap' opera holidays in 

popular sea-side resorts may not have as much appeal as 

rather more expensive holidays in 'quality' locations. It 

is interesting to speculate how successful opera holidays 

aimed at mass markets would be. They may be unappealing 

to those who do not already go to the opera. The barriers 

to opera-going may already be so great that to risk 

'wasting' a holiday on it seems an unlikely option. Those 

who are regular opera-goers may be alienated by the 

obviously 'popular' nature of the product and of the audi- 

ences. (Compare the 'regular' attenders at the RFH who 

were not receptive to the idea of broadening audiences: 

Foxman, McCart and Walshe, 1985). 

As noted earlier, tourists at a destination for 'non- 

cultural' reasons may become aware of the possibility of 

attending an arts event, such as an opera performance, 

whilst at that destination. It would seem unlikely that 

the non-opera-goer would be tempted to attend or find the 

events sufficiently diversionary and entertaining. It may 
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be, however, that the non-opera-goer is more likely to 

experiment with such art forms when away from home. Non- 

regular attenders at classical music concerts are usually 

in groups of the largest sizes, perhaps because of the 

security and reassurance this gives. Organised group 

visits may therefore be an appropriate strategy for 

attracting the newcomer or infrequent visitor to the opera. 

The more regular attenders are likely to be alone or with 

a single companion: spouse or friend (Gardiner, 1982 and 

1986; Foxman, McCart and Walshe, 1985; Mann, 1967 and 

1974). 

If those who are on holiday are seeking 'change', then 

how far is it likely that the regular opera-goer at home 

will wish to do the same whilst on holiday? If 'change' 

is interpreted as a break from routine (a different 

location or social context) then opera-going on holiday 

is a possibility. The break from routine sought by tour- 

ists usually means that "the kind of activities in which 

people engaged were generally not different ..... The 

mundane elements in the routine were discarded but the 

preferred discretionary elements of the normal life-style 

were retained" (Crompton, 1979). Participation rates in 

many leisure activities are higher whilst on holiday. 

If, as is widely believed, tourists are seeking more 

'active' or 'fulfilling' holidays, then opera-related 

holidays may well grow in importance, as partial or whole 

displacement of the main 'traditional' holiday. The opera 
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product on offer need not be particularly special or 

unique, though this may be an added incentive. Those who 

are regular opera-goers at home may become opera-holiday- 

makers in order 'to further indulge in existing leisure 

activities, especially if the opera product on offer is 

somehow special or unique. 

'Novelty' and 'education' (Crompton, 1979) are motives 

that could well be met by an opera holiday, for instance, 

either as 'something different' or as a response to the 

feeling that holidays should at least have the appearance 

of being more than merely frivolous and hedonistic epi- 

sodes in life. 

The need for change may be such that it is considered that 

the main holiday of the year in particular should not in- 

clude 'normal' activities such as opera-going. Any one 

person, family or group may purchase a number of holiday 

trips within a year, each with a different purpose and in 

a party that varies in size and/or composition. This may 

be a series of trips either in addition to or in place of 

the main 'long' holiday (see Middleton and O'Brien, 1987 

for discussion of the 'short break' holiday market). It 

may be, therefore, that it is on second/additional holi- 

days, which may be endowed with rather-less significance, 

that holiday-makers are more likely to engage in these 

activities. 

Main holidays might be regarded as occasions for 'family' 
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activities when individual members of a family have less 

opportunity to develop their own particular special 

interests. Certain holiday parties may well be made up 

of individuals pursuing their own interests and it may 

be that main holidays with a high arts content will re- 

quire a leavening of other attractions and amenities to 

appeal to all members of a holiday party and/or to give 

the necessary element of change. Clearly, the size and 

composition of households may be such that arts-related 

main holidays could be attractive, for example where all 

members of a household have a common artistic interest 

and common view about the role of a holiday, or where 

there are members of a household in similar age groups; 

or in single-person households. 

In so far as holidays have been adopted for class purposes, 

then high arts consumption and holiday-taking may be 

mutually supportive. The ego-enhancing and status- confer- 

ring aspects of holiday-taking may be added to by partici- 

pation in the high arts whilst on holiday. The degree of 

status potentially conferred by the high arts depends, 

though, on the nature of the holiday-taker's existing 

social milieu: in some circles opera-attendance may not 

confer much status. The 'escape' aspect of both holidays 

and the ' arts identified by Cohen and Taylor and the 

ritualistic symbolism conferred on the two activities by 

Graburn and others (see also Young, 1965 and Small, 

1977) give further credibility to the reinforcing nature 
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of the two activities. Those for whom certain opera 

centres (e. g. Bayreuth, Salzburg) have great significance, 

may well endow tourist trips to them with considerable 

neo-religious significance, comparable with those tourists 

whose 'spiritual centres' lie elsewhere than in their own 

society (Cohen, 1979a). 

For some, a holiday may be the only occasion when visits 

to the opera or concert hall occur. These visits may be 

at the heart of the 'change' that is sought. It may pro- 

vide the only convenient time for such visits in an 

otherwise hectic life, to do the things that tourists meant 

or hoped to do during the non-holiday sphere of life. It 

may be the opportunity to develop existing interests 

further. Opera-going may be an activity which is reserved 

particularly for holidays almost as a 'special treat'. 

In a similar fashion, there will be those for whom parti- 

cipation in the high arts is not possible at home because 

of a lack of local provision. The arts holiday may be a 

convenient and attractive, as well as a necessary way of 

participating. As noted previously, the member of the 

opera/concert audience who has travelled and stayed away 

from home in order to be in that audience need not neces- 

sarily be on holiday. An individual may wish to see a 

particular production and as a consequence may need or 

choose to travel and stay away from home (though not 

considering himself as being on holiday). He may, however, 

subsequently decide to make the trip into a holiday, adding 
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to the initial purpose of the trip. 

All of these conclusions remain tentative since the 

satisfactions derived from and the purposes served by 

attendance at the opera or concert-hall have not been analysed 

in quite the same way as has tourism. (The benefits of 

the 'leisure experience' in general terms are referred to 

in Tinsley and Tinsley, 1986). Whereas it might be reason- 

able to assume that participation in the arts can be 

related to Maslow's hierarchy or to 'escape', 'relaxation', 

'enhancement of kinship relationships' and so on, there 

are few studies that have done so. The psychographics 

classification, VALS typology, referred to earlier in Shih 

(1986) has, however, been used in the analysis of both 

tourism and the arts. 'Achievers' and 'Socially Conscious' 

have been identified as the most frequent attenders at 

performing-arts events (Schreiber, 1985); the former for 

'outer-directed' reasons of being seen, feeling special, 

etc, and the latter more for 'personal involvement'. The 

Shih study demonstrated differences between the life-style 

groups and the factors influencing choice of holiday 

destination. Whilst it is not obvious that the two 

'performing-arts attender' groups are likely to choose 

destinations where they can continue their interest in 

the performing-arts, the factors they consider important 

in choosing a holiday destination suggest that this might 

be a possibility. 
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What is clear is that those who are most likely to attend 

opera performances are also those most likely to be 

holiday tourists, at least with respect to socio-economic 

groups. There is no way, however, of knowing whether 

these two sets overlap either directly in the form of 

opera holiday-tourism or indirectly in the form of opera- 

goers engaging in any form of tourism unrelated to opera. 

Opera audiences are dominated by those in the 'higher' 

socio-economic groups. There is not sufficient evidence 

to determine whether these groups also dominate the 

'cultural tourism' market though it is likely that this 

is so. The 'higher' socio-economic groups do not dominate 

the overall tourism market in the same way as they do that 

for the performing arts, though they do account for a 

disproportionately high share of it. Tourism is a much 

more 'accessible' product though undoubtedly there are 

parts of it (by location and type) that are the preserve 

of the 'higher' socio-economic groups. 

If opera-related holiday tourism is more likely to occur 

on additional holidays than on main holidays, then it is 

these same 'higher' socio-economic groups that are most 

likely to take more than one holiday. The 'higher' socio- 

economic groups, in fact, account for a larger share of 

the total 'additional' and 'short' holiday market in 

Britain than they do for the 'main' holiday market in 

Britain (see Appendix 2.5). 
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The picture is less clear with respect to age groups; 

participation rate differences between groups are less 

stable over time. The older age groups are most likely 

to attend opera performances and it is also so that those 

in these groups (with the exception of the 65 or over 

group) are more likely than younger groups to take a 

holiday or take more than one holiday a year. Those aged 

65 or over account for a quarter of the 'additional' 

holiday market in Britain but only a low share of the 

'short' holiday market (the under 35s account for 50% of 

that market) (see Appendix 2.5). 
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SECTION 2.4 - CONCLUSIONS 

The discussion in this chapter bears particularly on 

propositions 1-3'and proposition 4 (see Chapter One). 

There would appear to be little doubt that any one event 

could generate an audience via route II - the non-holiday, 

as an extension of the 'normal' journey to attend an 

opera performance. The consideration in this chapter of 

the role of the arts and of holidays would suggest that 

audiences can be generated via routes I and III-also - 

holiday, in whole or in part. 

In the case of all three routes to opera-tourism, it seems 

most appropriate that audience development strategies 

should be aimed at those with some familiarity with opera. 

It is unlikely that there will be many tourists in the 

audience who are coming 'new' to the opera experience. 

Those tourists who are not on holiday may well, however, 

have a greater interest in opera than those who are. It 

may be that the opera production itself needs to be 

unusual or unique. 

In the case of the holiday-maker, the setting may well 

be as important as the opera itself. This could include 

the usual range of amenities and attractions in a loca- 

tion that are important in any form of holiday tourism. 

It is not certain, however, what the ingredients of an 

opera-tourism product need to be in order to be successful. 
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Those who are on holiday may be on second or additional 

holidays rather than on a first or main holiday, especi- 

ally if they are from households of more than one person 

and with young children. 

The discussion in these first two chapters suggests, 

therefore, that: 

1. There may be tourists in the audience of any one 

performing arts event such as an opera performance. 

2. Those tourists will be there by any of routes I, II 

or III. 

3. Those tourists will have a specific interest in the 

opera event they attend or a more general interest in 

opera. 

4. The event they are at will have been the dominant or 

sole reason for being a tourist (primary cultural 

tourist) or a reason secondary to others (incidental 

cultural tourist) or no reason at all (accidental 

cultural tourist). 

Whether any of these routes or types of tourist do, in 

practice, exist remains to be determined. It is these 

above points that the audience surveys sought to examine 

(see Chapter Five). 



CHAPTER THREE 
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BUXTON AND TOURISM 

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the nature and 

significance of Buxton as a tourist destination; to consider 

whether it is or can be such a destination and is capable of 

generating tourists and holiday tourists. This provides the 

context within which the Buxton Festival and the audience 

surveys can be assessed since the Festival product is not 

conceived of solely as 'opera' but as 'opera in the hills' 

(see Chapters Four and Five). The location of the Festival 

may have a decisive influence on the ability of the operas 

to draw tourist and holiday tourist audiences. It was sug- 

gested in Chapter Two that the generation of opera tourists 

may depend in part on the location of the operas. 
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SECTION 3.1 - LOCATION, ACCESS AND SPATIAL STRUCTURE 

The settlement of Buxton is within the administrative area 

of High Peak borough in the county of Derbyshire (see 

Figure 3.1). High Peak borough is at the north-western 

extremity of Derbyshire and was formed in 1974 from the bor- 

oughs of Buxton and Glossop, the urban districts of New Mills 

and Whaley Bridge and the rural districts of Chapel-en-le- 

Frith and Tintwistle. The borough of Buxton was itself the 

result of the union of Fairfield and Buxton in 1917. 

The town lies in the upland area of the southern Pennines 

-a chain of mountains stretching northwards to the Scottish 

border (see Figure 3.2). The town is surrounded by the Peak 

District National Park, an extensive area designated a 

national park because of its considerable natural beauty and 

consequent potential for recreation (see Figure 3.3). 

The climate of Buxton is relatively harsh, as might be 

expected at such a location, and altitude (see Appendix 3.1). 

Buxton is served by several 'trunk' roads such as the A6 

which runs between London and Carlisle through Manchester 

and Derby (see Figure 3.4). It lies at a nodal point in the 

major road network of the Peak District and also lies within 

easy reach of the M6-M62-Ml motorway network (about 25 miles 

from Buxton). This provides direct access to the rest of 

the country including the Midlands, London and south east 

England. Manchester International Airport is also on that 

motorway network. 
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Figure 3.1 - Location of Buxton in relation to some urban 

niles 

centres of Great Britain 
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Figure 3.2 - Schematic Relief Map of Great Britain showing 

Location of Buxton 
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Figure 3.3 - Buxton in relation to the Peak District 

National Park 
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Figure 3.4 - Buxton and Surrounding Road Network 
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Rail services are confined to a service to Manchester 

through Stockport. Off-peak services run at approximately 

hourly intervals. The journey between Manchester and Buxton 

is about 50 minutes duration and between Stockport and 

Manchester about 40 minutes. There are connections at 

Stockport or Manchester with direct Inter-City services with 

London. The rail link to Matlock was closed in 1968. 

The town is surrounded by the hills and mountains of the Peak 

District (see Figure 3.2) and as it lies within a basin, it 

is dominated by these hills and mountains (see Figure 3.5). 

Most of the land in Buxton is over 300 metres above sea 

level and most of the built-up areas are at 350 metres with 

proximate surrounding uplands rising to over 400 metres. 

The town has 'higher' and 'lower' parts; the oldest parts, 

(basically the old market town) are located above the 

relatively newer developments in the valley of the River 

Wye (see Figure 3.5). These more recent developments are 

largely the result of Buxton's development as a tourist des- 

tination. 

The tourist zone of Buxton provides its most distinctive 

physical characteristics. It includes the 'spa' area and 

the Pavilion Gardens area which were developed in the 18th 

and 19th centuries for tourist purposes. They have continued 

to form the major recreation areas for staying and non- 

staying visitors. They were located in the valley because 

of the emergence of the natural mineral springs at this 

point. Retail establishments, including cafes and restaur- 
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Figure 3.5 - Simplified representation of Buxton 

(Approximate scale: 1 inch =/ mile) 

Heights are indicated in metres above sea-level 
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ants, have developed close to this area, especially in the 

Spring Gardens area. This developed as a shopping area 

during the late 19th century, replacing the-Market Place 

area of Higher Buxton as the main shopping centre. There 

has been substantial recent redevelopment in the Spring 

Gardens area, in the form of a covered shopping precinct. 

National multiples, such as Marks and Spencer, Woolworth's 

and WH Smith, are located in Spring Gardens. There is also a 

shopping development currently being developed in the 'Spa' 

area: in the old 'Thermal Baths' at the east end of the 

Crescent (see Figure 3.6). It is in the form of an indoor 

shopping precinct with specialist and tourist-oriented- 

shops. Retail establishments, similar to these, also exist 

in the Colonnade and rear-Crescent parts of the 'Spa area' 

(see Figure 3.6). 

Buxton's hotels are mostly in this area too: 12 in the 

'Spa' and Pavilion Gardens area and 2 in Burbage, with 2 

more in Cote Heath on the A515 road to Ashbourne and London. 

There is a concentration of boarding and guest houses in 

this latter area with a smaller number in Burbage and Higher 

Buxton (see Figure 3.5). 

Whereas it may be that the 'Spa' is "incongruously situated' 

at the foot of St Anne's Slope rather than in a more com-`t 

manding position higher up". (Patmore, 1970), the result has 

been a reasonably compact tourist area on one level. Recre- 

ational, entertainment, shopping, catering, conference 

facilities and accommodation stock are all within walking 
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Figure 3.6 - The 'Spa Area' of Buxton 

(from Buxton Town Guide) 
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distance of each other and form a distinct one-level zone 

in the town. 

There is not a great deal of industrial or commercial 

development in Buxton. There is some unobtrusive industrial 

development in the central, Higher Buxton area but otherwise 

developments are generally confined to industrial estates 

outside the main built-up areas. There is little office 

development in the town either, other than that serving 

local needs. The Quadrant (see Figure 3.6) and part of 

Spring Gardens have a concentration of professional and 

banking uses. 

Other parts of Buxton are primarily residential. Owner- 

occupied dwellings dominate but there is also an above 

average percentage of private rented unfurnished accommoda- 

tion. Houses are a mixture of large Victorian and Edwardian 

buildings and terraced housing; recent local authority 

housing and newer private developments occur further out 

from the centre (HPBC, 1980). 

Part of Buxton centre has been designated a Conservation 

Area since 1969 and as such, there is a duty on the local 

authority to "formulate proposals for the preservation and 

enhancement of such areas" (HPBC, 1985b). It covers the 

'Spa' area, Pavilion Gardens, the west part of Spring Gar- 

dens, and part of Higher Buxton, especially around Market 

Place. "The protection and improvement of the historic 

core of the town is fundamental to the expansion of tourism, 
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which in turn will contribute towards the overall prosper- 

ity of the town" (HPBC, 1981; s. 6.31). Within the Conser- 

vation Area there are also approximately 24 "listed build- 

ings". 
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SECTION 3.2 - POPULATION 

The number of persons "currently resident" in Buxton was 

19,502 at the last national census (1981): OPCS, 1984b. 

The age structure and social class of that population are 

not markedly different from the national picture (see 

Appendix 3.2 for full details). There was, however, a 

slightly higher proportion of the population that was of 

pensionable age (19.5%). The percentage of the population 

that was in social classes III NM (skilled non-manual) and 

V (unskilled) was below the national figure but the percent- 

age in class IV (partly skilled) was higher (at 15.3%). 

Of the 7,000 plus households in Buxton, at least 26% were 

pensioner-only households (compared with the national average 

of 24%). 

Many Buxton residents who are in employment are believed to 

travel to work outside Buxton: about 27% in 1971 (compared 

with 46% in Glossop in the north west part of the borough) 

(HPBC, 1980). The inflow of non-Buxton residents into 

employment in Buxton is much less than the outflow. 

The 1981 Census indicates that "manufacturing" is the single 

most important broad industrial category that Buxton resi- 

dents are employed in (33.3% of residents). "Other services" 

are less important at 30.7%. The relative importance of 

these two industrial categories is the reverse of the 

national picture and possibly reflects the limited profes- 

sional and commercial developments in the immediate area, 
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and the local importance of quarrying and mineral extrac- 

tion and associated processing industries. The area imm- 

ediately around Buxton is a major source of high grade 

limestone but the employment associated with it has been 

declining. The industrial sector of "distribution and 

catering" employs a percentage (19%) of Buxton residents 

that is similar to the national figure. Because this cate- 

gory is not broken down further and tourism-related employ- 

ment occurs in several of the industries of the Standard 

Industrial Classification used by the government, it is not 

possible to determine directly from the Census höw many 

residents of Buxton work in tourism or tourism-related acti- 

vities. 

It is not currently possible, either, to accurately deter- 

mine the number of persons working in Buxton, resident or 

not, who are employed in tourism or tourism-related acti- 

vities. (For problems associated with the two main non- 

survey methods of estimating tourism employment, see 

Vaughan, 1986b). 
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SECTION 3.3 - TOURISM 

3.3.1 - Background 

Buxton has had a long history as a tourist destination. Its 

present-day distinctive man-made characteristics are a 

consequence of its development as a tourist destination 

(see Appendix 3.3) and are the focus of current tourist att- 

ention. 

As a Spa centre, Buxton along with Bath was probably one of 

the earliest tourist areas in Britain, with evidence of vis- 

its and buildings related to the mineral springs dating from 

at least the 16th century (Lennard, 1931). Unlike many 

other spas, however, Buxton remained essentially a small 

village until the latter part of the 19th century and the 

arrival of the railway in 1863-64. (Patmore, 1970. See also: 

Marchington, 1961; Hall, 1984; Langham and Wells, 1986). 

(In 1801 Buxton had a population of only 760 compared with 

Bath's 33,196 and Harrogate's 1,195). The late 19th century 

was a period of considerable tourist activity in Buxton. 

The 20th century has witnessed the decline of spas in Britain 

as tourist attractions and spa towns have sought other tour- 

ist attractions and/or other roles. 

It is likely, however, that Buxton remains a significant centre 

for tourists and excursionists and that the activities of both 

continue to be important for the economy and society of 

Buxton. There is, to date, no clear evidence on these 
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matters however; there exists no detailed comprehensive 

information about visitor numbers or characteristics and 

estimates of impact are limited in scope and methodology. 

There is also only limited and dated information about the 

accommodation stock in Buxton. Much of the available 

information is associated with work undertaken for the 

structure plans of both Derbyshire County Council and the 

Peak Park Joint Planning Board. Surveys of both accommoda- 

tion and visitors in the Peak Park area were undertaken 

prior to the publication of these plans (1974-78). The 

survey of visitors to the Peak Park has been updated and 

is due to be published in 1988. The 1970s surveys do not 

provide, in a published form, much information relating to 

Buxton but to larger areas and, of course, are now 

dated. There are estimates of tourism employment in 

Buxton in part based on these surveys, in the Buxton Plan 

Report of Survey (HPBC, 1980). Other estimates include 

those of the regional tourist boards; they relate to 

areas larger than Buxton - usually the High Peak - and 

include only accommodation units registered with them. 

Expenditure and visitor nights estimates are often estimated 

on a basis pro rata with accommodation stock (ETB, 1980); 

it is not clear how other estimates have been derived (East 

Midlands Tourist Board, 1981. Inbucon/AIC Management 

Consultants, 1975). Some of these tourist matters are 

being investigated during 1987-88 by bodies such as the 

borough council and tourist board, but there remains for 

the moment only limited information about the reality of 

tourism in Buxton. 
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3.3.2 - Attractions and Amenities 

Buxton is promoted as a tourist destination within the con- 

text of the Peak. District (see Appendix 3.4). This is an 

area of considerable natural beauty which is a centre for 

both active and passive recreation. The Peak District is 

a major recreational area for the population of the sur- 

rounding urban areas and it is also accessible from London 

and the South-East of England on a day-visit basis. Most 

visits to the Peak District are day visits (94% of visits: 

Peak Park Joint Planning Board, 1982a) and the majority of 

visitors, both staying and day, participate in leisure 

motoring, picnicking, visiting attractions and watching 

others following more active recreational pursuits. Buxton, 

although not in the Park itself, is possibly the most 

popular "recreational stop" in the area (HPBC, 1980). 

Other visitors, probably a minority, participate in active 

recreation; opportunities in the Peak District are consid- 

erable and include hiking, climbing, caving, fishing and 

riding. 

Many local authorities within or adjoining the Peak Park, 

including urban areas such as Sheffield and Manchester, 

make use of the Peak as an attraction of their areas. 

Consequently there is no one body with an overall responsi- 

bility for attracting visitors (day or staying) to the Peak 

District and there is a view (see Appendix 3.5) that Peak 

marketing efforts are overlapping, diffuse and ineffective. 

Some progress is being made, however, towards some joint 

publications and activities. 
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The main promotional tool for Buxton is a brochure published 

by the High Peak Borough Council: 'Peak District Holidays' 

(see Appendix 3.4) and is evidently concerned with tourist 

accommodation within the borough, rather than in Buxton in 

particular or elsewhere in the Peak District. Promotion of 

Buxton is largely undertaken by the borough council though 

there has been an (unsuccessful) attempt to develop a Joint 

Marketing Bureau (with private enterprise and local author- 

ity financial contributions. ) Further input arises from the 

Buxton and Peak District Hoteliers Association and the 

Buxton and District Tourist Association (established in 

1985). These are voluntary trade associations and their 

financial strength is limited; they also seek to act as 

pressure groups. The High Peak borough lies within the sphere 

of interest of two regional tourist boards: the North West 

and the East Midlands. As such, it is promoted by both in 

regional publications (though applications for section 4 

grants, for instance, are handled only by the latter board). 

Amongst the attractions of the area are the "Well Dressings": 

ceremonies and carnivals which have a long history as a 

form of thanksgiving for the supply of water in the area. 

Financial support for the Buxton Well Dressings was, however, 

withdrawn by the borough council in 1985. 

There are few significant ancient monuments in the area 

though there is a number of stately homes in the Park and 

in Cheshire, which may well have drawing power. Most of 

these stately homes remain without added amenities (other 
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than parking, catering and shop) and the appeal lies very 

much in the house and gardens. 

There are few major attractions in Buxton itself that have 

a primary drawing power. Its attraction probably lies in 

part in its location both as a centre for Peak District 

touring and in its own right as a 'pleasant town' in a rural 

setting. Additionally, the attraction possibly arises from 

its unspoilt and uncommercialised nature, its quiet 'refined' 

ethos and its pleasant buildings and layout. Whether tourists 

in Buxton stay there because of Buxton itself or because of 

the Peak District is not known, neither is the attraction of 

Buxton itself (see Appendix 3.6 for results of a limited vis- 

itor survey; it is an unsatisfactory survey in many respects 

but it points to the draw of the Peak rather than of Buxton). 

The Crescent (1780-84) in Buxton is occupied by a hotel 

and offices of the county council but the Assembly Room has 

been restored and is accessible as part of the public 

library (see Figure 3.6). The Natural Baths (1852) remain 

closed and unused except for a small part devoted to the 

Tourist Information Centre, and to the capping of the 

spring water prior to its bottling elsewhere in Buxton (the 

water is currently bottled and marketed by Perrier). There 

are plans for the redevelopment of the Natural Baths as a 

'Spa Heritage Centre' which could become a significant tour- 

ist draw. 

The Thermal Baths (1851-53) at the opposite end of the 

Crescent have been redeveloped as a small precinct of 
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specialist and tourist shops. It retains an historical 

interest through incorporation of original materials and 

floor plan and a reconstructed 'bath scene' at a central 

point. 

The Pump Room (1894) in the Crescent was originally a venue 

for drinking the waters and for socialising. In more recent 

times it has served as the Tourist Information Centre whilst 

retaining public access to the spring water in the original 

setting. Since 1981 the building has been used as a 

privately-owned 'Micrarium'. This is an unusual'exhibition 

of "nature under the microscope" which attracts about 

40,000 visitors a year (Carter, 1987). The essential 

character of the Pump Room is now lost because of the layout 

of microscopes and exhibition and access to the building is 

limited to those willing to pay the Micrarium's admission 

charge. 

The Pavilion Gardens (1871-79) - parkland, ornamental gar- 

dens, play areas, boating lakes - is a major recreational 

and visitor area. It also includes in one linear walk- 

through complex, a conservatory, a cafeteria, restaurant 

and coffee shop and the Octagon (1876-77) used for concerts, 

conferences, dances and exhibitions. At one end of this 

complex is the borough swimming pool (1972) which is filled 

with spring water, and at the other is the Opera House 

(1903) (see Figure 3.6). 

Further natural attractions in 'central' Buxton are Poole's 

Cavern which lies within Buxton Country Park (at Burbage). 
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The cavern has been an 'attraction' since Victorian times 

at least, though the County Park was opened only in 1977. 

Other attractions include the Peak Rail Steam Centre. This 

is run by a railway preservation society which seeks to 

re-open the Buxton-Matlock line and also currently runs 

steam rides during the summer. Between 1982 and 1984 there 

was also a privately-owned Transport Museum close to the 

Steam Centre (and the present railway station). 

'Events' elsewhere in the Peak District may create a demand 

for accommodation in Buxton. The Hayfield Jazz Festival, 

for instance, is a significant event in the national jazz 

calendar but is held in a village that cannot accommodate 

all visitors (see Gratton and Taylor, 1986). Similary, 

Glossop's Victorian Weekend. 

Entertainment facilities in Buxton have been reduced with 

the closure of the only cinema in 1986. Apart from the 

Octagon, the Opera House presents a programme of live per- 

formances throughout most of the year. This programme is 

extremely varied and includes symphony concerts, drama, 

musicals, folk, jazz, brass bands and comedy presented by 

professional and amateur groups, both local and national. 

The theatre is not a repertory one and events are often 

only one-night bookings and rarely extend beyond a week. 

There is no 'summer show' of the sort that many seaside 

resorts offer. The operas and some of the other events of 

the Buxton Festival (see Chapter Four) are held in the 

Opera House during July and August. (For further discus- 

sion of entertainment associated with tourism in Buxton 
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in the past, see Appendix 3.7 and McCoola, 1984). 

An unsuccessful attempt was made during 1979-80 to obtain 

a gaming licence for the Pavilion Gardens to make it the 

first local authority owned casino. 

3.3.3 - Conferences 

The Pavilion Gardens complex, including the Opera House and 

the Octagon, is also promoted as a conference venue. The 

Octagon has a capacity of 1,000 delegates and the Paxton 

Suite (in the Pavilion Gardens complex) a capacity of 300. 

The Opera House has seating capacity of just under 1,000. 

Some of Buxton's hotels also offer conference facilities. 

The borough council in its district plan 'report of survey' 

(HPBC, 1980) cast some doubt on whether there was suffici- 

ent and appropriate accommodation in Buxton to match the 

full potential of the Pavilion Gardens conference complex. 

Nonetheless, Buxton has been attracting conferences since 

the 1920s at least; in 1979 a Buxton and District Confer- 

ence Association was formed to seek out conferences rather 

than respond to requests. 'High-profile' conferences 

held in recent years have included the SDP in 1984 and the 

Conservative Party Central Committee in 1988. The ability 

to hold large trade exhibitions is limited but in 1983 

and 1985 the Institute of Quarry Management held a trade 

exhibition in Hillhead Quarry. This attracted about 

6,000 visitors in 1985 (June). How many conferences and/ 

or business tourists Buxton attracts is not known, though 
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it is believed to be of considerable significance in the 

town, (Roberts, 1987; Allman, 1987) not least in extending 

the season (HPBC, 1981, Section 8.46). 

3.3.4 - Accommodation 

The accommodation stock in Buxton comprises approximately 

16 hotels and over twice as many guest houses and 'bed and 

breakfast' establishments (HPBC, 1986c). This information 

is drawn largely (but not entirely) from the accommodation 

list published by the Tourism and Leisure Department of the 

borough council. This is not necessarily complete, since 

inclusion on the list is voluntary and 'by request'. Com- 

parisons over time, based on accommodation lists, may 

therefore not be valid but undoubtedly the number of hotels 

has fallen. During 1973, for instance, when the borough 

council sought to demolish the Spa Hotel and redevelop as 

old people's homes, it was stated that about 14 hotels had 

closed during the previous 20 years and that there were 

now probably too many hotels in Buxton (Walter, 1987). By 

1984, however, planning permission was not granted for 

change of use of the Egerton Hotel to a home for the 

elderly and disabled, as it was contrary to the council's 

policy. It was believed that the loss of such centrally- 

located accommodation would hamper the town's drive for 

tourists, especially conferences (Buxton Advertiser, 15 

November 1984). The Buxton local plan 'report of survey' 

(HPBC, 1980) assumed that there would be an increased demand 

for serviced accommodation in Buxton and recommended the 
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identification of sites for further hotel development and 

also a favourable consideration of conversions to self- 

catering accommodation. 

Currently there are two three-star hotels, two two-star, 

one one-star and five listed hotels and the bedspace total 

is approximately 1,200. 

The largest of the existing hotels is the Palace (1868) 

which has 122 bedrooms, all with en-suite facilities. It 

is currently graded three-star (AA). The only other three- 

star hotel in the town is smaller - at 42 rooms. There are 

two larger hotels - with 87 rooms and 75 rooms respectively 

but not all have en-suite facilities. The average size of 

the remaining hotels is 22 bedrooms. In total, less than 

30% of all hotel bedrooms in Buxton have en-suite facilities. 

The boarding and guest house sector of Buxton contributes 

approximately 430 bedspaces and only about 3% of rooms have 

en-suite facilities. Eight of the establishments are AA/RAC 

listed. There is further limited accommodation in the form 

of self-catering, camping and caravan sites. This form of 

accommodation is limited within Buxton itself and is mostly 

found within the National Park. 

Most visitors to the Peak District are believed to use non- 

serviced accommodation of this sort: 61% of person nights 

spent by visitors to the Peak District were in caravans 

and tents (PPJPB, 1974) and about 84% of that 'accommodation' 

is inside the Park. 
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Visitors to the Peak District who seek serviced accommodation 

are most likely to find it outside the Park in centres such 

as Buxton and Matlock: 71% of serviced accommodation (bed- 

spaces) used by visitors to the Peak District is outside 

the Park. Buxton serves as a major source of serviced accom- 

modation for Peak visitors (PPJPB, 1974,1978; DCC, 1977a); 

over 40% of visitor nights spent in serviced accommodation 

in the Peak District were spent in Buxton, compared with 25% 

in Matlock (DCC, 1977a). It is widely acknowledged that 

visitors staying in serviced accommodation usually have a 

greater economic impact on the destination than do other 

categories of visitor (HPBC, 1981, Section 8.47; PPJPB, 

1974, Chapter 12; Vaughan, 1986a). In this respect, there- 

fore, Buxton seems well placed. Much of the demand is for 

short stays: 60% of visitor parties in serviced accommoda- 

tion stayed three nights or less and only 10% stayed more 

than seven nights (PPJPB, 1974, Section 12.11). Those in 

non-serviced accommodation were likely to stay longer. 

Without further investigation, it is impossible to indicate 

the characteristics of Buxton's visitors; Buxton is not 

well placed for the more informal type of visitor who visits 

the Peak District for hiking, climbing or caving. The 

opportunity to participate in these requires the visitor to 

travel out from Buxton and such visitors are perhaps most 

likely to seek unserviced or non-hotel accommodation. It 

is a reasonable assumption that Buxton currently provides 

for the visitor who is more concerned with sight-seeing, 

visiting attractions and leisure-motoring. It may be that 
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the demand from this market segment will grow less rapidly 

than that from the former, in the future. 

There is considerable pressure of visitor numbers on the 

National Park and the policy of both the Park Planning 

Board and Derbyshire County Council is to encourage develop- 

ments outside the Park in order to relieve pressures for 

both accommodation and recreation (PPJPB, 1978; DCC, 1980). 

A significant increase in accommodation within the Park 

itself is not foreseen. 

3.3.5 - Policy 

Both borough and county councils consider that tourism is 

of significance to Buxton and that Buxton is an important 

generator of tourism. Tourism in Buxton is considered in 

the Derbyshire Structure Plan, for instance, to be "an 

important industry which provides substantial contribution 

to the local economy" and creates a great number of local 

jobs (DCC, 1977b, Chapter 10). It is an industry that will 

be "maintained and developed" (DCC, 1977b, Chapter 18). 

The Peak Park Joint Planning Board in its 'National Park 

Plan', considered that the development of Buxton as a major 

centre for staying visitors should be encouraged (PPJPB, 

1978, Chapter 8). 

High Peak Borough Council in its draft local plan for 

Buxton, recognised a need to provide facilities in the 

town for an increasing number of day-trippers and tourists 

(HPBC, 1981, S 2.26,2.28 and 2.29). This draft local plan 
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contained the view that apart from any function Buxton 

might have as an accommodation centre for the Peak District, 

it had its own drawing power and particular mention was 

made of Buxton Festival. This was "expected to generate demand 

for all such (tourist) services through increasing public 

awareness of Buxton as a major resort" (HPBC, 1981, S 2.29). 

It was considered in the draft plan that "tourist-related 

employment may be up to 20% of the total employed in peak 

summer months, and its importance to the town cannot be 

denied. Tourism as a whole has been encouraged in the past, 

and will continue to be" (S 2.9). 

The importance of tourism in Buxton and of Buxton to tourism 

in Derbyshire and the Peak is confirmed by the East Midlands 

Tourist Board (EMTB, 1981), and by consultants such as 

Cullen (1975) and Inbucon/AIC (1975). 

The above remain the definitive statements to date. High 

Peak borough council is currently drafting an Economic 

Development Strategy and it is envisaged that this will 

reflect the significance of tourism in the borough and in 

Buxton in particular (Jarratt, 1987). Tourism is now the 

concern of the council's 'Development' subcommittee rather 

than of the Amenities Committee, reflecting an increased 

conviction of its economic role and potential. 

Council policy with respect to tourism was not very sympa- 

thetic for some time prior to the formation of HPBC 

(Allman, 1987; Walter, 1987). The implicit view was that 

future prosperity was more likely to lie with other forms 
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of industry and tourism was neglected. Shortly after local 

government reorganisation, a post of Resort and Activities 

Manager was created which included responsibility for pro- 

moting and developing tourism in Buxton. In 1978 a Tourism 

and Leisure Department was created out of several others. 

Between 1980 and 1983, however, the post of Tourism and 

Leisure Officer was not filled and the department was directly 

managed by the Chief Executive. There had also been a 

Marketing and Publicity Officer and this post also remained 

unfilled. The Chairman of the Saga Group (owners of the 

Palace Hotel) was reported as saying, at this time, that 

"Buxton is a prime example of how not to run a resort" 

(Buxton Advertiser, 6 May 1982). The amount set aside by 

the council for the promotion and development of tourism 

had failed from £65,000 to £45,000 for 1982-83. 

The Tourism and Leisure Officer in post between 1983-86 re- 

ported directly to the Chief Executive. Subsequently, Tour- 

ism and Leisure have been separated and a Tourism Officer, 

appointed in 1987. There has also been a Tourism Information 

Officer and supporting staff based at the Tourism Information 

Centre in Buxton for a number of years. 
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SECTION 3.4 - CONCLUSION 

Buxton has been a tourist destination for longer than most 

places in Britain. It retains the air and characteristics 

of a resort, it continues to attract tourists and has not 

moved to perform any significantly different role that 

might dominate or conflict with tourism developments. It 

is not clear whether staying visitors in Buxton are there 

primarily because of some attraction(s) in the town which 

have drawing power either alone or in combination with 

other attractions outside Buxton. It is likely, however, 

that the main purpose of tourists in Buxton is to visit 

places around Buxton. It would seem that Buxton Festival 

could be one of the few primary tourist resources of 

Buxton; a resource of the town that serves in itself to 

draw tourists. Buxton has been a relatively 'quiet' and 

'genteel' resort and as such, may have an inherent attrac- 

tion for 'opera tourists'. Not all of its amenities, 

however, are necessarily suitably geared up to an influx 

of arts-consuming tourists. There may have been, until 

recently, a gap, for instance, in the number and/or quality 

of eating and drinking places or specialist shops. Develop- 

ments, are, however, occurring to reinforce and update the 

tourist dimension of Buxton and strengthen the range and 

quality of supporting amenities for tourists who are drawn 

by attractions either in or outside Buxton itself. 



CHAPTER FOUR 
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BUXTON FESTIVAL 

The objective of this chapter is to consider the Buxton 

Festival and, in particular, its tourism dimension. This 

will necessitate an investigation of the purpose of the 

Festival, the product offered, the audiences aimed for 

and the ways in which those audiences are sought and the 

product distributed. The chapter also provides the 

context for the audience analysis in Chapter Five. 
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SECTION 4.1 - OBJECTIVES AND PRODUCT 

Buxton Festival is an annual festival of the arts which 

is organised by"Buxton Arts Festival Ltd (BAFL). The 

Festival company is a registered charity and a company 

limited by guarantee. A formal statement of the activ- 

ity of the company is "to promote, maintain, improve and 

advance education, particularly by the production of 

educational plays and the encouragement of the arts, 

including the arts of drama, ballet, music, singing, 

literature and painting". (Directors' report for'the period 

ending 31 August 1979). This statement has remained un- 

changed except for the late addition of 'opera' in 1985. These 

activities have found their expression in an annual arts 

festival, the first of which was in 1979. The company was 

established to organise such a festival and it has con- 

fined itself very much to that activity (see 'Buxton 

Festival: chronological overview in Appendix 4.1). 

The Festival developed from an initial conception of an 

opera festival but this had widened to an arts festival 

with an opera core at least a year before the first 

Festival was held (Fraser, 1985). Initial plans set out 

in March 1977, in a discussion paper 'Opera at Buxton', 

envisaged an "annual Festival of Opera of international 

standard. The Festival is to operate on the same artis- 

tic level as such major British Festivals as Edinburgh, 

Aldeburgh and Bath". A statement of Buxton's potential 
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which accompanied a BAFL request to the British Tourist 

Authority for financial assistance (9 August 1978) referred 

to Buxton becoming "the Salzburg of England". Clearly, 

sights were being set high. (For the importance of opera 

within Buxton Festival, see Appendix 4.2). 

A distinguishing characteristic of Buxton Festival is that 

the Festival company itself produces a large part of the 

product and, in particular, the opera core. It does not 

'hire-in' the productions of others but is an opera produc- 

tion company. The operas produced are limited to those in 

the Festival and have varied in number of productions and 

performances over the years, though have not exceeded two 

productions per Festival or seven performances of any one 

production. (See 'Buxton Festival: a chronological over- 

view'in Appendix 4.1 and Table 4.1). Much of the rest of 

the Festival programme such as concerts, recitals, revue 

and drama, is 'bought-in'. (See Appendix 4.3 for detail 

of range of events in 1979 and 1986). The Festival has 

a thematic approach and it is intended that most of these 

other events should fall within the theme. 

The Festival theme has been distinctive (see Table 4.1 

for themes of each year). The initial intention, as 

indicated in the programme of events of 'the first Buxton 

Festival' was to present Festivals that "examined the 

influence of a writer on the visual and performing arts 

of his time"; the core of this theme would be the operas. 

That particular approach continues to underlie the 
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Festival company's productions even though the 'influence 

of a writer' has not always been the theme. The only year 

in which an opera was produced that did not relate to the 

year's theme was 1987: the Rossini/Donizetti double-bill. 

(Financial restrictions forced this decision: Fraser, 

1987a). Each Festival has also generally succeeded in 

presenting the greater part of its total programme as a 

coherent whole relating to a theme. Most non-opera com- 

ponents are not bought and presented in 'off-the-peg' 

versions but outside companies usually tailor programmes 

to the theme. Orchestral concerts, and instrumental and 

song recitals have included, in whole or in part, pieces 

that relate to the theme, whereas talks, readings, films, 

exhibitions and seminars have usually been integral 

parts of each year's thematic programme. Drama and revue 

have been less frequently or obviously linked to the theme. 

There is a small number of other events which it is not 

attempted to relate to the theme at all: jazz, craft and 

book fairs, choral communion, organ recitals, literary 

lunch and so on. See Appendix 4.3 for detail of events 

in the 1979 and 1986 Festivals as instances of the theme. 

The operas performed by the company are those which have 

rarely, if ever, been professionally staged before in 

Britain (see later section this chapter: 4.3.1). The 

operas chosen do not belong to a common school or era. 

They have ranged from seventeenth to twentieth century 

operas and from English composers to Hungarian, though 
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numerically there has been a predominance of eighteenth 

and nineteenth century Italian and French works (see 

Table 4.2) Nine of the sixteen operas (up to and including 

1987) had their'first performances before 1800 and seven 

of those nine may be considered to be by Italian composers. 

Twelve of the sixteen had first performances or were com- 

posed before 1850. 

The operas produced in any one year have owed more to the 

financial situation of the Festival (see Appendix 4.4: 

financial overview) than to a long-term developmental plan. 

There was an initial desire to present unknown operas but 

mostly of the nineteenth century rather than earlier 

(Fraser, 1987b). The first opera 'Lucia' was not parti- 

cularly unknown but was chosen because of its ability to 

generate interest and because it did fit well with the 

thematic philosophy. Plans for the 1980 Festival had been 

formulated before the 1979 Festival (board minutes: 21 May 

and 21 June 1979), but nothing definite had been determined 

for Festivals beyond that, other than a number of possi- 

bilities within the overall philosophy. The artistic 

director, in a short paper prepared for the Buxton Festival 

Society in 1983, confirmed that "the development of the 

Festival has been one of evolution through a pragmatic 

response to circumstances and not the application of pre- 

determined philosophy; although the hope has been that 

the evolutionary process has given rise to an organisation 

with a distinct identity and sense of purpose" (BAFL, 1983). 
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The survival of the Festival from one year to the next 

has occasionally been in doubt and the level of funding 

from one year to the next has never been certain (see 

'chronological overview' in Appendix 4.1). The budgets 

for the Festival have been reduced from the peak of 1980. 

Opera expenditure was £178,000 in 1980, £68,000 

in 1981 and just under £98,000 in 1986 (see Appendix 4.2 

'opera in the Buxton Festival'). Consequently the com- 

pany has chosen operas after 1980 which usually require 

only a small orchestra and little or no chorus. This is 

reflected in the predominance of early works after 1980. 

There is undoubtedly a desire on the part of the company 

to produce a wider repertoire of unknown operas (Fraser, 

1985). The unpredictability of each season's funding has 

often meant that the programme for any one year has not 

been confirmed until about March of that same year. It 

has not been clear, therefore, what opera(s) could be 

produced until then (see Appendix 4.1: 'chronological over- 

view'). 

The commitment to a thematic Festival based on lesser 

known operas remains, as confirmed, for instance, in the 

report of the Marketing Strategy Working Group (MSWG) 

received and approved by the board of directors on 9 July 

1987. 

The company considers that its opera product is unique 

not only because the operas themselves have been rarely 
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performed but also because of the totality of the product 

that takes in the other related Festival events and 

extends to the physical surroundings (Fraser, 1985; 

Hunter, 1986). .. "The justification for our existence is 

doing something that cannot be seen anywhere else in a 

unique setting" (A Hose, Sunday Times, August 1981). 

The product includes the geographical setting and archi- 

tectural features of Buxton itself. Buxton is virtually 

surrounded by the Peak District National Park with many 

consequent opportunities for recreation activities. The 

town is a small Georgian spa town with well-preserved 

Crescent, Assembly Rooms, and Pump Room, and close by 

are a number of major 'historic houses' including Chats- 

worth. 

Particular significance is attached to the 'drawing 

power' of the theatre where the operas are staged: the 

Opera House in Buxton. This theatre, designed by Frank 

Matcham, was built in 1903 and is a grade 2 listed 

building; after years of neglect and use as a cinema, 

it was refurbished and was re-opened as a live theatre 

by the first Buxton Festival in 1979 (McCoola, 1984). 

It has just under 1,000 seats and is probably the only 

theatre outside the main urban areas of Britain that is 

capable of staging 'grand opera'. Its stage, for instance, 

is larger than that of Sadler's Wells Theatre, London and 

the orchestra pit can accommodate up to seventy players. 

The consultants' report, in 1977, on the feasibility of 
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refurbishing and re-opening the Opera House had commented 

favourably on the acoustics of the building, arising from 

its 'compact nature' (Arup Associates, 1977). The Opera 

House auditorium is small and compact, providing for good 

vision and sound. The acoustic qualities were confirmed 

by a Cambridge University investigation in 1983, to be 

similar to those of four major opera houses in the UK: 

Royal Opera House, Coliseum (London), Leeds Grand and 

Glasgow Royal. The report especially reported on a "sense 

of intimacy" that resulted from the acoustic qualities 

(M Barron, 1984). Notwithstanding all of this, the 

theatre's storage facilities, in particular, are not 

adequate and create problems for the Festival Company 

(Head, 1986a). 

A further distinctive feature of the company's activities 

is the production of a children's opera during every 

Festival (see Table 4.3). No attempt has usually been 

made to ensure that this falls within the theme, though 

the 1986 opera, 'Sir Gawain', did do so. The operas are 

aimed at a junior audience and have usually involved a 

large number of local children in the productions. The 

productions have usually been by contemporary composers 

rather than unknown eighteenth and nineteenth century 

productions. There has always been professional direction 

and technical support, a number of professional singers 

in principal roles and a semi-professional orchestra. 

There has been a move during 1985 and 1986 to reduce the 
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TABLE 4.3 - Children's Operas at Buxton Festival 

1979-87 

Year of 
performance 

at Buxton 

Opera Composer 

1979 The Two Fiddlers Maxwell Davies 

1980 Cinderella Maxwell Davies 

1981 Let's Make an Opera Britten 

1982 Nightingale Strouse 

1983 James and the Giant Chappell 
Peach 

1984 Robin Hood Kaye 

1985 David and Goliath Reade 

1986 Sir Gawain and the Blackford 
Green Knight 

1987 Master Peter's Puppet de Falla 
Show 

Source: Festival booking brochures and programme books 
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professional singer involvement and to develop an amateur 

youth element in the orchestra. There has remained a 

need for professional in-fill in the orchestra, however. 

The continuation of the children's opera in its present 

form has been in some doubt given the financial problems 

of the company (Head, 1986b). The ending of a firm's 

five-year major sponsorship of the children's operas 

after the 1986 Festival meant that during the 1987 Festival 

only a short, small-scale opera was produced but was pre- 

ceded by a short workshop/introduction to the opera; it 

had one professional singer in the cast. A co-production 

with the City of Birmingham Touring Opera is planned for 

1988. The children's operas have been considered to be 

of significance by the Festival company, not least because 

of the educational and developmental influences and links 

with the local community. The first two children's operas 

were co-productions with the Royal Opera House and 'James 

and the Giant Peach' (1983) and 'Robin Hood' (1984) were 

both premiered at Buxton, the latter having been commis- 

sioned by the Festival company (letter from NW Arts, 27 

January 1983). 

Buxton Festival is therefore an opera-based arts festival, 

most of the events of which are linked by a common theme. 

There was, in the early years, an intent to hold an opera- 

based Festival that would succeed in attracting an inter- 

national audience and which would eventually last six 

weeks (see, for instance, early papers such as 'Opera 

at Buxton', 1977; 'Buxton Festival opera', 1978; 
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'Buxton Festival: a major sponsorship opportunity', 

1978). 

A Festival of such duration has not been achieved and there 

is a view that the opera product may no longer be justifi- 

ably claimed to be of the highest international standard 

(Milnes, 1987) (see Appendix 4.12 for reviews of 1986 

operas). The Marketing Strategy Working Group of the 

Festival company concluded, in 1987, that there had been 

"a reduction in artistic standards ..... The end product 

is beginning to fall below our audiences' expectations". 

Financial constraints have restricted the ability of the 

company to maintain the standards, or achieve the duration 

it set out initially. Critics, such as Kennedy (1987) and 

Milnes (1987) agree that the Festival productions have 

continued to be of a standard that merits national recog- 

nition nonetheless, at least up to and including the 1986 

Festival (see Appendix 4.12 for reviews of 1986 operas) 

The financial constraints and other considerations have 

also been moving the company towards considering a Festi- 

val with a wider range of activities. The internal dis- 

cussion document 'Future Artistic Policy and Funding 

Frameworks' (BAFL, 1986c) refers to such views, which 

included producing more popular operas and/or producing 

musicals, ballet and so on, any of which might be trans- 

ferred elsewhere, or including an ethnic music element 

(Fraser, 1986). Nonetheless, the company has reaffirmed 

its commitment to opera; the report of the Marketing 
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Strategy Working Group (June, 1987) concluded that "the 

basic approach of the Festival should be as now: the 

production to a high standard of lesser known operas 

coupled with a thematic approach". There are, of course, 

a number of implications of this for the future structure 

and activities of the company and its management, which 

need not be discussed here. 

As a charity, the financial objectives of the company 

have been to at least break-even on each Festival. This 

has not been achieved (see Appendix 4.4: 'Financial 

overview') and after 1980 there has been an added object- 

ive of reducing the deficit incurred 1979-80. To this 

end, the company has sought to achieve surpluses on at 

least the non-opera eventp of the Festival (minutes of 

board, 28 July 1986). 
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SECTION 4.2 - ORGANISATION AND STAFFING 

The company has a board of directors which has varied in 

size between 12 'and 15 persons. Of the ten persons who 

were directors at the first meeting of the board (16 

January 1979), five were still directors after the 1986 

Festival. Two of these are the Artistic and Music 

Directors and one is the original chairman (replaced as such 

after the 1980 Festival). Initially there were inter- 

locking directorships in the form of directors being on 

the boards of both BAFL and the Buxton Opera House Trust; 

this arrangement has ceased with the separation of the 

two organisations in 1985 (see Appendix 4.1: 'chronologi- 

cal overview'). 

There has also been local authority representation on 

the board. All directors are part-time and receive no 

fee; the artistic and music directors receive consult- 

ancy fees for their work in connection with the produc- 

tion of the operas (note to accounts for period ended 

31 August 1987). 

Since 1985-86, Sponsorship and Marketing sub-committees 

have existed, in advisory capacities and each has a 

membership of directors and non-directors. Members of 

the Marketing sub-committee have been appointed as per- 

sons with a direct interest in the marketing of the 

Festival, and include local hoteliers, Festival Society 

chairman and tourist information officer, amongst others. 
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A significant committee has been the 'Finance and Audit 

sub-committee', established after the 1980 financial prob- 

lems (minutes of board of directors, 12 August 1980). It 

includes the chairman and treasurer of BAFL and represent- 

atives of HPBC, DCC, the company's bank and the auditors, 

as well as artistic and music directors. All budgets 

proposed for each year's Festival have to be agreed by 

this committee and, in effect, it is this which has decided 

which of the opera options will be produced in any one 

year. A certain amount of financial caution has been ex- 

ercised by this committee to ensure that the company 

avoids a deficit in any one year and also contributes to 

reducing the 1979-80 deficit (Lyon, 1987). The committee 

authorises the company to proceed to contractual agree- 

ments with artists once assured that adequate funding 

either is or is likely to be forthcoming (see, for 

instance, minutes of F&A committee, 24 October 1985). 

There are three full-time staff of the Festival company 

and they are employed for the whole of the year. One of 

these is the General Manager, of which there have been 

three over the lifetime of the Festival. The first covered 

the 1979 and 1980 Festivals and the second the 1981 to 1984 

Festivals. Effectiveness in the exercise of financial 

control has been considered a necessary characteristic of 

the General Manager after the major financial problems of 

the early years (Hunter, 1986; Lyon, 1987). The role is 

changing, however, with a greater responsibility for 
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marketing devolved to the General Manager since 1985 and 

the likelihood of more involvement in the overall concep- 

tion of the Festival in the future (BAFL, 1987). 

The size of this full-time establishment is a legacy of 

the earlier relationship between the Festival Company and 

the Opera House, when the same team managed both. This 

arrangement ended in 1985. 

Even before the first Festival the company had employed, 

on a part-time consultancy basis, a 'publicity director' 

who also undertook similar work for Glyndebourne. This 

consultant was retained for the first two Festivals and 

undertook activities relating to press, public relations, 

publicity and marketing. For the 1981 Festival the pub- 

licity and marketing functions were separated from press 

and public relations. Two part-time consultants were 

engaged, one for each function. Both consultants had 

considerable arts world and media experience, in one case 

twelve years press and public relations work at the Royal 

Opera House and in the other case, marketing experience 

with Scottish Opera and the Crucible Theatre, Sheffield. 

With the separation of Festival management and Opera House 

management in 1985, the Festival General Manager assumed 

direct responsibility for marketing and the role of the 

marketing consultant gradually diminished and has been 

terminated. 
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Other staff are employed for the duration of the Festival 

and its run-up period. Most are staff directly concerned 

with the opera productions though there is also a temporary 

increase in administrative and clerical staff. 

The production company is not a permanent one and comes 

together only for a short time each year: for the duration 

of the Festival and two or three weeks beforehand. The 

production company is drawn from personnel who are, at 

other times, contracted to other opera companies and from 

northern theatres generally. 

The Manchester Camerata has been the orchestra at each of 

the core operas produced by the Festival Company. (Initial 

plans for the first Festival had been based on the assump- 

tion that the Halle would be the opera orchestra: see 

early papers, 1977-79, cited above). The Camerata has 

also given recitals of its own during the Festival. The 

orchestra was established only in 1972 and both it and 

the Festival have developed together. Anthony Hose, the 

music director, has conducted the Camerata in all of the 

operas and has had overall responsibility for the music 

aspects of all operas. 

At least one opera in every Festival has been produced by 

the artistic director, Malcolm Fraser. He has produced 

ten out of the sixteen productions, up to 1987 (see Table 

4.4). This in itself has led to some continuity and 

might have been expected to develop a distinctive Buxton 
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TABLE 4.4 - Producers of Operas at Buxton Festival 

1979-87 

Year Opera Producer 

1979 Lucia di Lammermoor Malcolm Fraser 

1980 Hamlet Malcolm Fraser 
Beatrice and Benedict Ronald Eyre 

1981 I1 Matrimonio Segreto Malcolm Fraser 

1982 Hary Janos Malcolm Fraser 

1983 Griselda Malcolm Fraser 
La Colombe Stuart Burge 

1984 Medea Malcolm Fraser 
Jason Ronald Eyre 

1985 La Buona Figliola Malcolm Fraser 
Il Filosofo di Campagna John Dexter 

1986 King Arthur Malcolm Fraser 
Ariodante Ian Judge 

1987 L'Occasione fa il ladro ) Malcolm Fraser 
Il Pigmalione 
Don Quixote in Sierra Michael Geliot 

Morena 

Source: Festival booking brochures and programme books 
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Festival cachet. The late announcement of the Festival 

operas every year has restricted the availability of pro- 

ducers for the other operas, as producers have not been 

approached until-after the operas are decided on. There 

is little financial incentive for producers to involve 

themselves with the Festival operas but nonetheless, other 

Buxton Festival opera producers have staged productions at the 

Metropolitan Opera, New York, at the RSC and English 

National Opera, at Welsh National Opera and at the National 

Theatre and RSC. There is a large number of 'well-known' 

names who are sympathetic to the Festival cause 'and who 

would be willing to produce operas given adequate notice 

(Fraser, 1985). 

There are problems of availability of artists too, given 

the short notice and the short period of employment. 

R Milnes (1987) considers that this limits the number of 

good singers available, though Fraser (1987a) is of the 

opinion that good singers can still be contracted at such a 

late stage and at relatively cheap fees, since the singers 

may not have another such immediate prospect. However, 

given that the Festival does attract major national and 

some international critics, there is some incentive for 

singers who wish to appear (Head, 1986d; Milnes, 1987) 

(see Appendix 4.12 for reviewers of 1986 Festival operas). 

There is a view, too, that the working environment and 

physical setting of Buxton is itself an attraction for 

some artists, compared with 'normal' work at Leeds or 
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London and the like. Singers are paid 'standard' fees, 

though in many cases, less than what they might have 

expected or accepted elsewhere (Fraser, 1987b). 

The Festival has not usually engaged star names for the 

operas, though the casts have been at least of national 

status and recognition. Policy has been one of obtaining 

the best singers available at the time within the budget. 

The musical and production standards of the operas have 

continued to receive acclaim and approval by the critics 

(with a few exceptions) as being of national standing, 

despite the problems indicated above which are combined 

with short rehearsal periods and limited production 

budgets (see Appendix 4.4: 'financial overview'). 
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SECTION 4.3 - MARKET POSITION 

4.3.1 Product 

The part of marketing which is to do with identifying a 

market and formulating a product for that market is in- 

formally and simply undertaken and expressed within the 

company. The starting point has been the belief that 

there is a small (and possibly growing) number of opera- 

goers, most of whom are reasonably well served by existing 

professional provision of the main repertoire. . Within the 

Midlands and the north of England there are several 

centres where opera programmes are provided by national 

professional opera companies. Opera North is based at 

Leeds and provides home seasons there as well as touring 

regularly to Manchester, Hull, Nottingham and York. Both 

Welsh National Opera and Scottish Opera usually have 

regular seasons at Liverpool; the WNO also has a 

Birmingham season (which included the Ring cycle in 

November 1986). The Royal Opera has presented two seasons 

recently in Manchester (1981 and 1983) but such tours are 

unlikely to occur in the foreseeable future. The Kirov 

Opera (USSR) visited Manchester with two Tchaikovsky 

productions immediately after the end of the 1987 Buxton 

Festival. (The visit was preceded by a Covent Garden 

visit and followed by a Birmingham visit). Manchester is 

also one of the few centres visited by Glyndebourne 

Touring Opera every autumn. (The others were, in 1986, 
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Norwich, Plymouth and Oxford). Buxton itself is visited 

by Opera 80. The productions of these companies are 

listed in Table 4.5. The provision is such that not only 

are the standard works offered but often the same stand- 

ard works are offered within a short time of each other. 

For instance, La Boheme was produced in Manchester in 

April-May 1987 and in Liverpool in March 1987; the 

Barber of Seville in Liverpool in both March and June 

1987; and the Marriage of Figaro in Manchester in Novem- 

ber 1987 and in Liverpool in October 1987. 

Given this existing provision in the region and the rela- 

tively small size of the opera market, a policy of 

producing non-repertoire pieces on a professional basis 

seems appropriate. Additionally, in view of the limited 

resources at its disposal, the company would probably not 

be able to mount productions of standard works that com- 

peted effectively with those of the 'national' companies 

(Fraser, 1985). It is considered that the Festival has 

attracted the strong casts it has, in part because of the 

opportunity provided to appear in such non-standard works 

(Kennedy, 1987). 

Non-standard works are not produced professionally by 

many other companies in the UK. Wexford, south of Dublin 

in the Republic of Ireland, is perhaps the closest venue 

where similar non-standard works are produced profession- 

ally. The Wexford Festival was started in 1951 with 
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TABLE 4.5 - Opera Productions (Professional) at Centres 

near Buxton, 1987 

Leeds 

December 1986 - January 1987. Opera North: 
La Boheme, Norma, The Barber of Seville, Oedipus 
Rex and Pulcinella 

April - May 1987. Opera North: 
La Boheme, La Traviata, Daphne, The Abduction 
from the Seraglio 

September - October 1987. Opera North: 

The Trojans at Carthage, Marriage of Figaro, Macbeth 

December 1987 - January 1988. Opera North: 

Carmen, Macbeth, Rebecca, The Merry Widow" 

Manchester 

May 1987. Opera North: 
(as April - May in Leeds) 

August 1987. Kirov Opera: 
Eugene Onegin, Queen of Spades 

November 1987. Opera North: 

(as September - October in Leeds) 

November 1987. Glyndebourne Touring Opera: 

Cosi Fan Tutte, L'heure Espagnole and L'enfant et 
les Sortileges, The Electrification of the Soviet 
Union 

Buxton 

March 1987. Opera 80: 

Rigoletto, Cinderella 

Liverpool 

March 1987. WNO: 
The Trojans, Masked Ball, Barber of Seville, La 
Boheme 

June 1987. Scottish Opera: 

Madam Butterfly, Barber of Seville, Billy Budd 

October 1987. WNO: 

Die Fledermaus, Fidelio, Cunning Little Vixen, 
Marriage of Figaro 

Sources: Publicity leaflets and booking forms of companies 
specified 
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performances based at the Theatre Royal, a theatre older 

and smaller than the Buxton Opera House (built in 1832 

and with 400 seats but currently being extended). It 

has produced neglected and forgotten operas to great 

acclaim, virtually every year since. There is a reliance 

on professional singers but an amateur chorus and volun- 

teer and back-stage and front-of-house staff. The 

orchestra is that of Radio Telefis Eireann. As in Buxton 

there are accompanying music recitals and exhibitions but 

no theme or wider range of events. See Table 4.6 for 

recent productions of Wexford Festival. The location in 

Ireland probably means that many of those who currently 

attend the Buxton Festival productions, would not attend 

those at Wexford. The ambience, too, of Wexford is 

rather different from that of the Buxton Festival in so 

far as it is rather more 'elitist' and exclusive and likely 

to be patronised by the wealthy (Milnes, 1987; Kennedy, 

1987). 

The Camden Festival, London (ex-St Pancras Festival) was 

established on the production of lost and lesser-known 

operatic works and this it continues to do. The produc- 

tions are, however, 'bought-in' productions and not those 

of a Festival company (unlike Buxton or Wexford). Table 

4.6 contains details of recent Camden productions and 

producing companies, most of which are professional or 

semi-professional. Camden Festival is increasingly 

extending beyond opera and those operas it does produce 
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in future will probably be more modern works than those 

produced at Buxton (Milnes, 1987). 

Neither Wexford nor Camden makes any pretence at offering 

a thematic festival and both are at times of the year that 

do not coincide with the Buxton Festival. Wexford Festival 

is held in November and Camden Festival in March. In no 

one year has any of the three festivals offered the same 

programme as the other two, though Wexford produced 

Ariodante in 1985 and Buxton produced it in 1986. 

Edinburgh International Festival has usually had a signifi- 

cant opera content but this, too, has usually been of 

'bought-in' productions and has been a mixture of the well- 

known and the lesser-known works (see Table 4.7). The 

production of Weber's 'Oberon' in the 1986 Festival was, 

however, by the Festival director. 

One of the few events in the UK artistic calendar to 

claim to be an opera festival is the season at Glyndebourne 

(May-August 1986). This long-established company presents 

a long season of its own productions of opera with no 

accompanying events. The operas are usually within the 

'mainstream' of the repertoire. The season is a much 

over-subscribed one with a relatively 'exclusive' audience. 

(Ticket prices in 1986 ranged from £22 to £46). 

A relative newcomer on the festival scene is the London 

International Opera Festival. Under this umbrella heading, 

during May-June 1987, were about fourteen operas ranging 
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TABLE 4.7 - Opera at Glyndebourne and Edinburgh 

International Festivals, 1985-87 

Edinburgh 
1985: L'Etoile - Chabrier (Opera de Lyon) 

Pelleas et Mellisande - Debussy (Opera de Lyon) 
Acteon - Charpentier (Les Arts Florissants)ý 
Anacreon - Rameau (Les Arts Florissants) 
The Consul - Menotti (Connecticut Grand Opera) 

1986: Oberon - Weber 
Queen of Spades 

Leningrad) 
Eugene Onegin - 

Leningrad) 
Maria Stuart - 

Leningrad) 

(Edinburgh Festival) 
- Tchaikovsky (Maly Theatre of 

Tchaikovsky (Maly Theatre of 

Slonimsky (Maly Theatre of 

Aida - Verdi (Folkopera of Stockholm) 
1987: The Magic Flute - Mozart (Folkopera of Stockholm) 

The English Cat - Henze (Alte Oper, Frankfurt) 
Rigoletto - Verdi (Finnish National Opera) 
Juha - Merikanto (Finnish National Opera) 

Glyndebourne 
1985: Albert Herring - Britten 

Arabella - Strauss 
La Cenerentola - Rossini 
Carmen - Bizet 
Idemeneo - Mozart 

1986: Albert Herring - Britten 
Don Giovanni - Mozart 
Simon Boccanegra - Verdi 
Porgy and Bess - Gershwin 
L'incoronozione di Poppea - Monteverdi 

1987: Porgy and Bess - Gershwin 
La Traviata - Verdi 
Cosi fan Tutte - Mozart 
Carmen - Bizet 
Capriccio - Strauss 
L'heure Espagnole - Ravel 
L'enfant et les Sortileges - Ravel 

Sources: Publicity leaflets and booking forms of the 
festivals; issues of 'Opera' (various) 
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across student productions and productions by Opera 

Factory, Opera 80, Royal Opera House and English National 

Opera complemented by opera films at the National Film 

Theatre, talks and open-air events on Covent Garden 

piazza. Some of these productions would have been happen- 

ing anyway and they fell within the Festival only by way 

of ticket discounts to the 'under-30s'. 

Few festivals (in the several-arts sense) include opera 

within them. Aldeburgh has a diminished opera content 

but still has a production by the Britten-Pears. school 

in its programme. Cheltenham occasionally has an opera 

content; there was none in 1986 but during the 1987 

Festival there were productions of Kent Opera's 'A Night 

at the Chinese Opera' (Weir) which was a world premiere 

and of 'Magic Flute' (Mozart). Kent Opera also appeared 

at the 1986 Brighton Festival with 'Marriage of Figaro' 

(Mozart) and a double-bill of 'Dido and Aeneas' (Purcell) 

and 'Pygmalion' (Rameau). The 1987 season included the 

Drottningholm Court Theatre Opera with 'Don Giovanni' 

(Mozart) and 'Idomeneo' (Mozart) and the New Sussex 

Opera with 'Masked Ball' (Verdi). Performances at a 

number of festivals in Britain are listed in Table 4.8. 

Concert performances of operas at festivals are not un- 

common. For instance, there was a Glyndebourne concert 

performance of 'La Traviata' (Verdi) at the 1987 Henry 

Wood Proms in London and a concert performance of 

'Iphigenie en Aulide' (Gluck) at Spitalfields Festival 

in June 1987. 
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TABLE 4.8 

(continued) 

Cambridge 1 

1986: The Tenor - Dohnanyi (Cambridge Opera Trust) 

1987: - 

Canterbury 

1986: - 
1987: Kent Opera: as Cheltenham 1987 and Brighton 

1986 

Sources: Publicity leaflets and booking forms of the 
festivals; issues of 'Opera' (various) 
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TABLE 4.8 - Operas at Some Festivals in Britain 

1986-87 

Aldeburgh 
1986: Albert Herring - Britten (Britten-Pears School) 
1987: Rape of Lucretia - Britten (Britten-Pears School) 

Cheltenham 

1986: - 
1987: A Night at the Chinese Opera - Weir (Kent Opera) 

Magic Flute - Mozart (Kent Opera) 

Brighton 

1986: Dido and Aeneas - Purcell (Kent Opera) 
Pygmalion - Rameau (Kent Opera) 
Marriage of Figaro - Mozart (Kent Opera) 
Aida - Verdi (New Sussex Opera) 

1987: Don Giovanni - Mozart (Drottningholm) 
Idomeneo - Mozart (Drottningholm) 
Masked Ball - Verdi (New Sussex Opera) 

Bath 
1986: Orfeo - Monteverdi (Early Opera Project) 

Curlew River - Britten (Nexus Opera) 
+ concert performance of Charpentier double-bill 

by Les Arts Florissants 
1987: - 

Belfast 

1986: Turn of the Screw - Britten (Opera Theatre Co) 
1987: Fidelio - Beethoven: concert performance with 

Festival chorus 

St Magnus 

1986: The Lighthouse - Maxwell Davies (Fires of London) 
1987: The Martyrdom of St Magnus - Maxwell Davies 

Warwick 

1986: The Telephone - Menotti (Cameo Opera) } 
La Serva Pardona - Pergolesi (Cameo Opera) 

1987: Blue Monday - Gershwin (Cameo Opera) l ) 
The Impresario - Mozart (Cameo Opera) 

(continued) 
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Outside festivals there is some provision of non-standard 

operas often in London and/or by semi or non-professional 

groups or students. Provision by the national profession- 

al companies is'very limited. 

It would seem, therefore, that opera productions of Buxton 

Festival are of operas not produced by other professional 

companies in the UK. There are many lesser-known operas 

yet to be revived and professionally staged and there are 

few professional companies engaged in the task. 

The distinctiveness of the Buxton productions may also be 

interpreted in terms of 'approach' to productions. There 

has been no obvious Festival company approach, however, 

though they have been original productions and usually 

successful imaginative interpretations. The professional- 

ism of the productions has rarely been questioned. 

Further distinguishing features claimed for the Buxton 

Festival operas include, as previously noted, the theme 

approach, the setting in the Peak District and the Opera 

House itself. In these respects there is no similar 

product in the UK. The Festival company also considers 

that having its own opera production company is an import- 

ant distinguishing feature of its activity as is the fact 

that productions are fully professional and have no 

amateur input (other than in the children's opera). The 

'advance-notice' leaflets publicising the 1986,1987 and 

1988 Festivals (see Appendix4.13) and the FestFax (aimed 
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at sponsors) draw attention to Buxton being "the only arts 

festival in the country with its own opera company". A 

request to the Arts Council of Great Britain for financial 

assistance (26 June 1984) pointed out that being a produc- 

tion company was "how the company's strengths have been 

fostered". With regard to professional staging, the 

company has resisted the temptation to engage an amateur 

or semi-professional chorus, despite financial problems 

(Hose, 1986; Fraser, 1987b). 

Fundamentally, the distinctiveness of the Buxton operas 

lies in the opportunity to see works that otherwise would 

not have been seen in the UK. Table 4.9 summarises some 

of the initiatives of Buxton Festival. Few of the Festival 

operas have been staged professionally on an occasion or 

in a location such that contemporary audiences are likely 

to have had an opportunity to see them. The most obvious 

exceptions to this are 'Lucia' and 'Ariodante'. The 

former had been staged, for instance, at Covent Garden 

in 1959 and 1970 and the latter by the Handel Opera 

Society at Sadlers Wells in 1974 and 1976, by the Wexford 

Festival in 1985 and Santa Fe Festival in 1987. In 

addition to the revival of neglected works, part of the 

Festival's initiative has lain in the translations under- 

taken for many of the productions. 

Internationally, Buxton Festival would appear to have few 

rivals in that few of the Buxton operas have been produced 
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TABLE 4.9 - Some of the Opera Initiatives at Buxton 

Festival 

1980: Hamlet., First professional staging in this 
country since 1910. 

(Cinderella. English premiere). 

1982: Hary Janos. First professional staging in 
this country . (Nightingale. World premiere) 

1983: Griselda. First staging since Vivaldi's time. 
La Colombe. First staging in this country for 

over 100 years. 
(James and the Giant Peach. World premiere). 

1984: Medea. First professional staging in this 
country of original French version. 

Jason. First professional staging in this 
country. 

(Robin Hood. World premiere) 

1985: La Buona Figliola. First professional 
staging in this country since 1810. 

I1 Filosofo di Campagna. First professional 
staging in this country since 18th century. 

1987: L'Occasione fa il Ladro. First professional 
staging in this country by a British 
company. 

Don Quixote in Sierra Morena. First profes- 
sional staging in this country. 

Sources: Festival booking brochures and programme books 
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by others abroad. The larger foreign festivals either 

have a standard content, e. g. Bayreuth, Verona, Savonlinna, 

Rome, or combine standard with a smaller number of non- 

standard works,,, e. g. Salzburg, Vienna, Aix-en-Provence, 

Dresden. Of the forty-four festivals with an opera content, 

reviewed in the journal 'Opera' in 1986, less than half 

had a predominantly non-standard content (see Table 4.10). 

These 'non-standard' festivals can call upon a large number 

of neglected works for their productions and it is unusual 

for there to be much duplication between any two festivals. 

In 1987, Rossini's 'L'occasione fa il ladro' waL, however, 

presented at both Buxton and Pesaro; the 1985 Buxton 

opera 'I1 Filosofo di Campagna' was produced at Stia in 

1986 and in the same year, the 1981 Buxton opera 'I1 

matrimonio segreto' was produced at Schwetzingen. None- 

theless there remains little direct competition. 

It would appear, therefore, that if Buxton Festival sought 

to attract local, regional, national or international 

audiences, it would face little difficulty as few other 

companies provide the same product. It has a unique pro- 

duct and achieves a high artistic standard. 

It remains to consider, however, whether the product is 

one that would be demanded by consumers and in numbers 

sufficient to make the operation a worthwhile prospect. 
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4.3.2 Audiences 

The Festival company itself considers that its product 

is unlikely to be supported solely from a local or even 

a regional market and needs to draw audiences from further 

afield (BAFL, 1987). From the outset, the company has 

talked in terms of "aiming at both a local and visiting 

audience" ('Opera at Buxton', 1977) and of the festival 

being "publicised internationally" ('Buxton Festival 

Opera', 1978). 

There was little doubt initially that once the Buxton 

Festival was "established ..... amongst international 

festivals, the publicity and consequent growth in tourism 

could be very great" ('Opera at Buxton', 1977). A 

request to the North West Tourist Board (7 July, 1978) 

for financial assistance was more committed on the matter: 

"the Festival ..... will have a major impact on tourism 

in the High Peak". In seeking audiences the Festival 

company stated its intention of selling "through inter- 

national tourism organisations as well as local agencies 

and will inaugurate schemes involving local hotels and 

coach companies" ('The Opera House, Buxton: restoration 

appeal' draft, 1978). The British Tourist Authority and 

the English Tourist Board (through two regional tourist 

boards) contributed significantly towards publicity 

costs in the early years of the Festival. For the 1979 

Festival, the BTA and ETB contributed £6,000, mostly as 
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expenditure on leaflets and posters (some of which were 

printed in Dutch) and the distribution of these abroad and 

in the UK (letters to ETB, 25 January 1979 and to BTA; 

letter to NWA, 1 March 1979). This financial support was 

of a 'pump-priming' nature and has not continued through 

the lifetime of the Festival; though the ETB did contribute 

£1,000 in 1985. 

The extra-regional and international appeal of such a 

Festival may be sought, however, for any one or all of 

several reasons. There may be a perceived lack'of suffi- 

cient numbers of intra-regional or national potential 

audiences or because such wider audiences are, in some 

sense, more desirable; this may be so even if more local 

audiences are available. There clearly is a distinction 

between needing to and wanting to seek audiences on a 

wide geographical scale. The Festival would need to do 

this if there were inadequate audiences locally; this, 

in turn, could arise out of a lack of interest and/or a 

lack of purchasing power. 'Interest' is itself partially a 

function of price and the higher the prices charged the more 

likely it becomes that audiences need to be sought further 

afield. Seeking the highest international standards of 

performance might be achievable only at high cost, in 

which case the audience has to be drawn from a wide area 

in order to attract sufficient people with appropriate 

purchasing power. (This may be especially so where a 

company is heavily reliant on box-office revenue for its 
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income). Nonetheless high-standard productions of a 

quality equivalent to those produced by the 'best' compan- 

ies elsewhere within or outside the UK can be achieved 

without high cost and a company may therefore be able to 

receive 'adequate' support locally or regionally. 

There may also be a desire to attract audiences from a 

wide area. Such audiences may be preferable to more local 

ones because of a greater likelihood of attracting 'high- 

spend' audiences. For any given standard of production 

a company could thus charge high prices and operate more 

profitably. Non-local audiences may also be desired 

because of the status thereby conferred upon the produc- 

tion and company; the greater the geographical spread 

of audiences the more widespread is the appreciation of 

the product and the higher, implicitly, is the standard 

of that product. It can be viewed as a recognition by 

others of that standard. 

It is likely that there have been elements of both 'need' 

and 'desire' in the desire of Buxton Festival to attract 

extra-regional and international audiences. 

Undoubtedly Buxton Festival has endeavoured to achieve 

high artistic standards but how far geographically has 

its marketing effort needed to reach? 

If audiences need only be local and regional, i. e. if 

there is sufficient interest, desire and purchasing power 

on the part of local and regional opera-goers to adequately 
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support the operas, then there is little effective compe- 

tition. If, however, audiences need to be more widely 

drawn, the situation is less clear. 

Competition is not, though, solely a matter of the 

objective properties of the product but also of consumer 

needs and wants and perceptions of that product. If at 

one (unrealistic) extreme the totality of opera-goers is 

indifferent as to which opera it attends, then there is 

a great deal of competition for Buxton operas and of 

choice for consumers, but conversely, the greater is the 

market from which Buxton can draw its customers (see 

Figure 4.1(a)). In such an unlikely case the standard 

repertoire productions of the national companies would 

constitute competition for Buxton. 

If, however, there are those consumers who at any one time 

prefer to attend the less well-known operas, the choice 

for those consumers is more limited and there is less com- 

petition for Buxton. The more specific the requirements 

of the opera-goer and the closer those requirements are 

to the product characteristics of Buxton, then the narrower 

is the choice for him/her and the more limited is the 

competition for Buxton. Conversely, of course, the smaller 

becomes the market from which Buxton can draw its customers 

(see Figure 4.1 (b) and (c)). The product characteristics 

of Buxton Festival are not constant, however, in so far as 

composer, period and so on, vary from year to year; if 

consumer needs are very specific then each group of 
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Figure 4.1 

Simplified representation of possible markets for opera 

a) General interest audiences 

Other 
opera 
companies 

Buxton Festival 

b) More specialised interest audiences 

Other 
opera 
companies 

Buxton Festival 

c) Very specialised interest audiences 

Other 
opera 
companies 

Buxton Festival 
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consumers with specific requirements needs to be large 

enough to generate the required audiences. Even if these 

groups are sufficiently large there would remain a need 

to direct a marketing effort at a new set of potential 

customers every year. 

It is not clear, in reality, how segmented the opera 

market is nor how firm are the boundaries between those 

segments. It is presumably not so that the market for 

Buxton opera productions is the totality of opera-goers. 

The number of persons likely to attend performances of 

opera outside the standard repertoire is likely to be 

small and smaller than the number willing to attend the 

standard repertoire. The Buxton market is not likely, 

either, to be a clearly segmented group which attends 

only non-standard works but is more likely to be a distinct 

segment that also attends standard works. 

A distinct 'non-standard' segment may itself be further 

segmented. There may be such a non-standard segment which 

has wide non-standard tastes or one with narrow non- 

standard tastes. There is anecdotal justification for 

both views but no firm evidence. The Festival company 

has assumed that its product will meet certain consumer 

requirements which themselves have remained unspecified. 

If, as in Figure 4.1(a), there was a potential audience 

for opera with widely-specified demands then it may be 

possible for an opera company, such as that at Buxton, 
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to draw on 'adequate' audiences from local sources. If, 

however, the opera market is such that consumer demands 

are narrowly specified (as in Figures 4.1 (b) and (c)), 

then the less able would Buxton Festival be to generate 

an 'adequate' audience locally. Buxton Festival would 

need to generate audiences from consumers that are more 

geographically dispersed than would be the case for com- 

panies providing standard works. This assumes that all 

consumers in a particular market (whether that represented 

in Figure 4.1 (a), (b) or (c)) are evenly dispersed about 

the country. It may be, of course, that those consumers 

with narrowly specified demands matching the products of 

Buxton Festival are not widely dispersed but are concen- 

trated in particular parts of the country (conceivably 

close to Buxton itself). 

There is a further dimension to competition and that is 

travel costs. Even opera products which are identical 

may be isolated from each other by a high cost for the 

consumer in travelling to that product. It has been 

noted above that such competition as might exist is more 

on a European scale than a British one, and this may 

serve to limit competition for Buxton and choice for the 

consumer. 

Visits to operas performed abroad and foreign opera and 

music festivals are offered by a number of British tour 

operators. Sovereign, part of British Airways, offers 

perhaps the greatest choice with (in 1987) packages to 
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Aix, Bregenz, Drottningholm, Pesaro, Savonlinna, Seattle, 

Verona and Salzburg as well as to non-festival operas and 

to music festivals overseas (see Appendix 4.8). Sovereign 

also offered packages to Wexford but there are few, if 

any, packages offered to other 'non-standard' opera events 

abroad. 

Wexford has also been offered by Brompton Travel and JMB 

Travel. Although the packages offered by the three opera- 

tors are not identical, it is evident that a visit to 

Wexford for a London resident can be more expensive than 

a visit to Buxton (see Appendix 4.10). Angel Travel 

(Tonbridge) have offered a coach-package from the London 

area to the Buxton Festival at £80 in 1986; this included 

two nights half-board at a 3-star hotel (but not opera tickets). 

Buxton was also to have been offered by JMB Travel in 

1987, but was only firmly offered eventually in respect 

of the 1988 Festival. 'Opera Stopovers' at Buxton have 

been promoted by local hotels and the Festival and ranged 

from £48 to £58 per night in 3-star hotels in 1987. They 

included opera ticket, accommodation and half-board (but 

not transport). Prices at other hotels in the 'Opera 

Stopover' scheme range from £35 to £50. 

Although neither of these two travel firms mentioned above 

included Edinburgh Festival within its programme, at least 

two educational establishments have developed residential 

courses based on that Festival. Newbattle Abbey College, 

Dalkeith and 'Learn at Leisure' based at the Department 
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of Adult Education in the University of Nottingham both 

offer week study visits to the Festival. They include 

accommodation and meals, lectures and seminars, and con- 

cert, opera and'theatre tickets. The cost for 1987 was 

between £215 and £305 per person. ('Learn at Leisure' 

also offers similar study visits to Aldeburgh, Bath and 

Malvern Festivals). 

Given that there is no evidence about the structure and 

nature of the opera market or the spatial distribution 

of that market, it is impossible to determine how far the 

Festival needs to extend its marketing activity. At the 

least, its geographical location suggests that a 'wider' 

appeal is called for than would be the case for produc- 

tions staged in major urban areas. 

Opera audiences at Buxton Festival probably need to be 

drawn from a potential audience that is both spatially 

distant and widely dispersed. Those wishing to see the 

operas need to travel and possibly travel further than 

they might in order to see standard operas produced by 

other professional companies. The ability to attract 

such non-local audiences is unlikely to arise solely 

from the rarity of the operas but also from the artistic 

standards of the production. 

The Festival company has sought, or at least has hoped, 

to attract audiences from beyond the immediate vicinity 

of Buxton and Derbyshire. The location of the Festival 
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may have been fortuitous in this respect, in that Buxton 

has been and remains a tourist destination with facilities 

(including accommodation) that might be necessary for such 

audiences. Without these facilities, it is possible that 

attempts to generate non-local audiences would have failed. 

The pulling power of the operas has been considered to be 

such as to attract not only non-local audiences but also 

'staying' audiences: tourists. If insufficient numbers 

for audiences could be generated from those who do not 

stay overnight it is conceivable that further market limit- 

ation might arise, however. The requirement to attract 

audiences which need to stay overnight may have limited 

market potential because of the demands on time and income 

of the potential consumer. Few may be willing or able to 

travel and stay in order to see the operas. It may have 

been, therefore, that the company's strategy of offering 

a range of other artistic activities within the Festival 

has provided the necessary extra incentive for the poten- 

tial tourist. A similar effect may have resulted from 

the opportunities to consider the visit a holiday that 

rise from the environment and range of non-Festival acti- 

vities that are possible. (The activities are those 

which are likely to appeal to those who attend opera). 

Later sections in this chapter will examine the ways in 

which the Festival company has attempted to attract its 

audiences. 
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4.3.3 Local Dimensions 

Whereas the Festival company has aimed for both 'a local 

and a visiting audience' the nature of the product and of 

the opera market (and of the nature and geographical 

location of Buxton) would seem to suggest necessarily 

relying rather more on a visiting than a local audience. 

No non-urban area in this country with a population of 

about 20,000 is likely to be able to support of itself, 

a programme of opera, especially a programme of non- 

standard works. Nonetheless there has been a significant 

history of artistic activity (amateur and professional) 

in Buxton relating to music and drama, which has undoubt- 

edly encouraged the development of a receptive 'core' 

amongst the population. 

Although the current Buxton Festival is distinctive in 

Buxton's history, there have been seasons of drama at 

the Playhouse (now Paxton Suite) and at the Opera House, 

most noticeably perhaps the Old Vic seasons (usually 

August-September) 1937-42. These were originated by 

Lilian Baylis and were known as the 'Buxton Festival' 

(McCoola, 1984). During the early war years Sadlers 

Wells Opera also presented programmes at the Opera House. 

Summer seasons by Buxton Repertory Company, touring com- 

panies and amateur companies continued to be presented 

at the Playhouse during the post-war years. 

Musical events were usually presented in summer seasons 
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and included the Duke of Devonshire's Band in the 19th. 

century and the Halle Orchestra in the 1950s and 1960s 

(see Appendix 3.7). There is no obvious tradition of 

opera productions in the town despite the Opera House 

being so called. 

There has been little in the development of Buxton Festival 

to suggest that it was to be an out-reaching, opera-in-the- 

community endeavour. The orientation of the opera part of 

the Festival has been implicitly towards a spatially wider 

and an existing and knowledgeable audience. 

Apart from the esoteric nature of the core product offered 

by Buxton Festival the development, organisation and 

operation of the company may well have been such as to 

restrict-the development of a local identity with, and 

thus attendance at, the Festival. People without a direct 

Buxton connection have been primarily responsible for the 

formation and continuing development of the Festival 

though there have been Buxton directors on the board since 

before the first Festival. They have usually (but not 

always) been present as local authority representatives. 

The artistic and music directors and the two chairmen have 

had no direct Buxton connection (although the artistic 

director has subsequently lived in Buxton) and the chair- 

men and other members of the board of directors have been 

drawn from a business and professional community outside 

but nonetheless close to Buxton: Manchester, Cheshire, 

Yorkshire and Derbyshire. The Opera House development 
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has possibly been more of a local Buxton initiative. 

Local involvement through the Buxton Festival Society has 

been high though, with most of the executive positions 

being filled by Buxton residents. In respect of the 

production company itself, there has been relatively 

little use of local labour other than as front-of-house 

volunteers (see, however, 'Festival 1982' in 'chronologi- 

cal review' in Appendix 4.1). Backstage staff, artists 

and orchestra have always been professional and not 

usually 'local'. 

At the time of the 1980 financial crisis there were com- 

ments about the 'secrecy' of dealings between the Festival 

and the borough council in particular (Buxton Advertiser, 

11 September 1980). The large outstanding debt may have 

left a lingering suspicion amongst some about the activi- 

ties of the company (for example, Buxton Advertiser, 25 

March 1982; McCoola, 1985) and concern about public funds 

being devoted to what was perceived to be an outside, 

elitist and profligate body. Whatever the reality of the 

situation then or since, the effect may have been long- 

lived and would doubtless account for a degree of circum- 

spection amongst some in the local community. 

Recent policy of Derbyshire County Council towards the 

Festival reflects some of these views (BAFL, 1986c). 

Although initially supportive, the council withdrew its 

annual financial support of the Festival after the 1982 
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Festival. (The DCC remains a guarantor for the company). 

There had been a change in the political composition of 

DCC during 1981 with Labour holding power thereafter. 

The Festival had significant Conservative connections 

from its inception (Scott, 1986). Both High Peak Borough 

Council and DCC had given a great deal of early financial 

support and both were at the time Conservative councils. 

There had also been active involvement of a number of 

prominent local Conservative politicians both on the 

board of the Festival and in advisory capacities. Two 

members of the board have both served as leaders of the 

Conservative group on HPBC, and the local Conservative MP 

(now deceased) had been an extremely active fund-raiser 

and lobbyist. An ardent though less public supporter of 

the Festival has been Gerald Kaufman, a prominent member 

of the Parliamentary Labour party. He is a member of the 

Festival's Advisory Council and has written an article 

about the Festival in a magazine aimed at overseas visi- 

tors (Kaufman, 1986). There has obviously been much 

material from which to level accusations of "subsidising 

the middle and upper classes" (Buxton Advertiser, 24 

February 1983). 

The arts policy of DCC is based on community and contem- 

porary arts and an opera festival such as that at Buxton 

would not have been readily reconcilable with it, regard- 

less of any political overtones (DCC, 1985). Derbyshire 

CC has also looked to greater local financial support of 
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the arts, at the community level at a level below that of 

the county. Specific reservations expressed about the 

Festival have included the high price of tickets and the 

'priority' booking period both of which have been 

considered to favour non-residents. Also, by its very 

location, events at Buxton will invariably attract those 

who own cars and not those who rely on public transport. 

Some concern has also been expressed about the artistic 

and music directors being members of the board and thus 

being in a position to influence the activities of the 

Festival in their own financial interest (BAFL,, 1986c). 

Financial and other support from the borough council 

(High Peak) has been given throughout the lifetime of the 

Festival, though at a lower level than that which had been 

available from DCC. Borough council financial support for 

the Opera House has been considerably more than for the 

Festival but nonetheless there is recognition of the 

Festival's significance. The council's 'Policy Framework for 

the Arts'(HPBC, 1985a) stated a general case for the arts 

based on their contribution to quality of life, to educa- 

tion and to the development of community within the area. 

Relating to the Festival, the policy document stated "the 

borough council recognises the considerable benefits 

which accrue to local businesses and tourism from estab- 

lished Festivals and will continue to support public 

festivals, in particular those that provide a high standard 

of professional artists". This clearly is dis-similar 

from the DCC view. 
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North West Arts (NWA) has, however, increasingly turned 

its attention to the local community dimension of the 

Buxton Festival. It has sought to encourage closer com- 

munity links in 'the form of a renewed relationship with 

DCC but significantly also in the form of developing 

Festival activities that relate more evidently to the 

local community and of developing a wider 'access' to 

opera in particular (BAFL, 1986c; Joss, 1987). Since 

1983, at least, NWA has raised the issue of 'involvement' 

of the local community (see letter from NWA to Festival, 

30 March 1983). Financial support for the Festival was 

reduced for the 1986 and 1987 Festivals (though restored for 

the 1986 Festival) on the grounds that it had failed to 

satisfy NWA's 'criteria for assessment (see Appendix 4.6). 

Overall, NWA has remained supportive of the Festival and 

it has had no desire to adopt a policy similar to that of 

DCC. It has been reassured of the sound management and 

'good housekeeping' of the Festival, and has confirmed 

that artistic standards are high (Joss, 1987; minutes of 

directors, 2 October 1986). The Festival has not, however, 

achieved the wider access to the arts that NWA has sought 

in its criteria of assessment. The Festival, through its 

opera, has not been considered to be close enough to the 

local community and at a time of greatly increased demands 

upon NWA resources, those organisations perceived to be 

closest to their communities have received the most sympa- 

thetic consideration. In some way, opera prices, the 

opera product and its image need adjustment by the 
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Festival so that audiences come from a broader socio- 

economic and age spectrum. (Nonetheless the Buxton Festi- 

val was in 1985-86, the largest single 'music' recipient 

of financial support from NWA, followed closely by the 

Manchester Camerata - see Appendix 4.7). 

The children's opera has been regarded by the Festival 

company as performing a valuable educational role in terms 

of developing audiences and it is favourably regarded as 

such by NWA (Head, 1986b; Joss, 1987; minutes of directors, 

28 July 1986 and 4 September 1986). It has usually had a 

strong local community involvement through the employment 

of local children in roles in the opera. Local children 

have also, over the last few years, been employed in the 

orchestra. It is not particularly clear at what audience 

the children's opera has been directed - the concern has 

been rather more for the participants than for the audi- 

ences (Head, 1988). 

Part of the Festival's work in seeking to widen access to 

its product has been in its 'educational policy'. The 

Festival company has maintained that its thematic approach 

has been part of an educational programme that widens 

access. Related talks, seminars and articles in the 'pro- 

gramme book', as well as the other non-opera events, are 

claimed to contribute to a greater understanding and 

appreciation of the operas as well as widening perspect- 

ives to associated art forms (Herbert, 1985; BAFL, 1985). 

More specifically, the Festival has maintained contact 
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with the local children involved in the children's operas 

and has organised, with the Royal Opera, a workshop in 

Buxton, followed by a visit to a performance at the Royal 

Opera House. In addition, the Festival company arranged 

three opera workshops in Derbyshire secondary schools 

during 1986. These met with some adverse comment from 

NWA on the grounds that the content was too influenced by 

the sponsor (Joss, 1987). The Festival company has identi- 

fied education as "top of list of priorities" (BAFL, 1986) 

and stated its intention of appointing an education/ 

children's opera co-ordinator as soon as finances allow 

(letter to NWA, 20 September 1985). 

Pressures from NWA and DCC have moved the Festival company 

towards re-considering its 'product range' and target 

audience. With the departure, after the 1987 Festival, of 

the founding artistic director, objectives and strategy 

have been re-considered during 1986 and 1987. The company 

has, however, re-stated its commitment to an opera-based 

thematic festival (BAFL, 1986b; BAFL, 1987; minutes of 

board, 9 July 1987). The operas will continue to be 

"lesser known" and will be produced at "high standards of 

creativity and presentation"; the market for these and 

the whole Festival will be "not only the whole of the UK 

but also Europe and the rest of the world". Prior to 

this focus being finalised, the board of directors had 

agreed, at a meeting attended by the NWA director, to 

seek to appeal to a "wider social and community spectrum" 

(minutes of board, 2 October 1986). The productions of 
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musicals within the Festival had been proposed as a means 

of broadening audiences as well as offering a potential 

for touring. Musicals and the production of better-known 

operas have also been seen as means of relieving the 

Festival's financial problems. The Festival company 

priority remains, nonetheless, a commitment to high-quality 

productions of lesser-known operas and it is unlikely that 

there will be an extension of activities into other areas 

on a scale significantly greater than that which currently 

exists. 

The Festival company has already evolved to an interpre- 

tation of the Festival concept as not just being a pro- 

gramme of related events but also as a programme of 

separate events that might have a wider appeal (Head, 

1985). Many of these events, such as the Jazz Weekend 

and the late night revues, are believed to attract a more 

local audience though not necessarily a less middle-class 

one (see Appendix 4.3 for details of events during 1986 

Festival). How far these audiences perceive them to be 

part of Buxton Festival is not known. 

The Festival has also fostered a Fringe (1980 onwards) 

but the nature and origin of the audiences for Fringe 

events are not known. 
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SECTION 4.4 - SCHEDULING AND TIMING 

There is a variety of ways in which the Festival has att- 

empted to attract audiences. The time of the year it is 

held and the scheduling of events within the Festival can 

be important influences. 

The timing of Buxton Festival within the year has been 

such that it has not clashed significantly with any other 

significant festival or opera season. There are few fes- 

tivals competing in the direct sense, it would appear, 

but nonetheless the sequencing of major festivals in the 

UK is such that there are few duplications of dates. The 

Festival has been timed so that its last week is the first 

full week in August and in part this was originally influ- 

enced by the children's opera productions being planned 

for the summer vacation period (Head, 1986a). Table 4.11 

shows the membership of the British Arts Festivals Associ- 

ation (see below) and the dates of these member festivals 

during 1987. Of these festivals, only those at Chester, 

Cambridge, King's Lynn and Harrogate have dates that over- 

lap to any extent but no one of them is, in the opera 

sense, a competitor. The Edinburgh International Festival 

which offers some similar products to those of Buxton, 

starts just as Buxton ends. Whether or not audiences 

attend both festivals, the timing does mean that artists 

(especially non-operatic) can appear at both. The appear- 

ance of Bristol Old Vic in the first Buxton Festival was 

advertised as "prior to the Edinburgh Festival", for instance. 
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The duration of Buxton Festival has varied from two weeks 

in 1979 to over four weeks in 1985 and just over three 

weeks in 1986 and 1987. Whatever the duration, the 

opera(s) and most other events have been held in the last 

two weeks. Table 4.12 shows the Festival durations and 

scheduling of operas within them. The scheduling of 

events has currently been the result of a desire to ensure 

a number of weekends when it is possible to attend at 

least both operas (BAFL, 1980). In recent years it has 

been possible to attend a different opera on each of 

Friday and Saturday evenings and a concert on Sunday even- 

ing over each of two out of three Festival weekends (see 

Table 4.12). This has not always been the case with, for 

instance, the same opera (Beatrice and Benedict) being 

offered on four out of five nights (Wednesday to Sunday) 

during the last week of the 1980 Festival (and nothing 

on the fifth night). There were no opera performances on 

any Friday evening in 1980. 

Before 1985, each Festival opened with a performance of 

opera (see Table 4.12). During the three Festivals 1985- 

87 the Festival has been extended by presenting non-opera 

events over the weekend(s) preceding the first opera 

performance. The Festival company has found, however, 

that this has not been particularly successful financi- 

ally "as many people do not think the Festival has started 

until the operas commence" (BAFL, 1986b). It was a 

practice continued into 1987 nonetheless because of the 

sponsorship of these early events. 
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Two operas have been presented in six out of the nine years 

(up to and including 1987) and in the last five years. 

It is considered that two operas are "critical to the 

revenue required to meet current overheads" (BAFL, 1986b) 

and "seem to draw long distance audiences, especially at 

weekends". The company has sought to produce two "cheap" 

operas for the same cost as producing twice the number of 

performances of one "big" opera, with the intention of 

doubling revenue (Fraser, 1987b). The nature of the product 

and audience potential are such that the latter option 

would not be as likely to generate as much revenue as the 

former. The number of performances of each opera produced 

in any one year has been influenced by a desire to seek 

that combination that will achieve maximum revenue for 

minimum. cost (Fraser, 1987b). 
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SECTION 4.5 - PRICING 

Prices might be expected to have an influence on both the 

size and natureof audiences. Opera ticket prices have 

been set by reference to a number of factors including 

the previous year's prices and reaction to those prices, 

inflation, a view of what the market will stand, and other 

companies' opera ticket prices (Head, 1986c; BAFL, 1984). 

A price structure is decided on which will, at 70% of 

revenue capacity, give at least break-even. During the 

first Festival the price structure for opera tickets was 

relatively simple compared with the present one (see 

Appendix 4.5). Stalls were divided into front and rear 

with the front stalls being the most expensive (a price 

premium of 33%). From 1981 the stalls have been divided 

into three or four categories with the most expensive 

seats (rows D-J) being offered at a premium of 54% in 

1987 (and 57% in 1986) over the cheapest stall seats. 

Other seating areas: dress circle, upper circle and gallery, 

have also been subject to further price stratification in 

recent years (see Appendix 4.5). 

Opera prices have risen since 1979. In Table 4.13 it can 

be seen that prices of opera tickets in 1987 would have 

resulted in a capacity revenue about 111% greater than 

that possible in 1979. This increase has been evident 

more for stall and gallery tickets than for circle seats. 

Opera ticket prices fell in 1981 (see Appendix 4.5 and 
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TABLE 4.13 - Prices of Opera Tickets at Buxton Festival 

1979-87 

Increase in revenue at 100% capacity 
at any one performance of opera 

1979 
1980 63.8% 

1981 -20.7% 
1982 11.0% 

1983 12.1% 

1984 6.6% 

1985 12.8% 

1986 5.3% 

1987 3.2% 

1979-87 

All seats 111.3% 

Stalls 114.9% 

Dress circle 92.3% 

Upper circle 103.4% 

Gallery 224.5% 

Source: Derived from ticket prices published in 
publicity leaflets and booking forms 
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Table 4.13). The level of prices in the previous year 

(1980) had been increased substantially above the 1979 

level and may well have been partially responsible for 

the severe financial problems faced during 1980 (see 

'chronological overview' in Appendix 4.1; Andersen, 

1980; Buxton Advertiser, 11 September 1980). The most 

expensive stalls seats in 1979 were £8 and in 1980 were 

£14 but in 1981 were down to £10.50. 

Prices of opera tickets at Buxton Festival are shown in 

Table 4.14 along with prices at opera productions else- 

where. The top price of £20 (in 1986 and 1987) was 

greater than the top prices at the Palace Theatre, 

Manchester (for Opera North or GTO) or at the Empire, 

Liverpool (for WNO or Scottish Opera). A closer examina- 

tion of stalls seat prices, as shown in section (b) of 

Table 4.14, would seem to suggest that tickets at Buxton 

Festival have been relatively expensive. To a degree, 

prices are a signal of the product's nature and quality 

and prices that were similar to or noticeably below those 

of national companies, for instance, might be counter- 

productive. 

Price concessions have been given for early bookings, but 

of opera tickets only (by mid to late May). Reductions 

of £2 per stalls and upper circle seat tickets were 

offered in 1984 and 1986 and of £3 in 1985 when there was 

a late start to the booking period. This concession was 

reduced to £1.50 for 1987. The reductions have not 
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TABLE 4.14 - Relative Ticket Prices of Opera Productions 

at Buxton Festival, 1986-87 

a) 

b) 

Price Range 

Buxton £5.50 - £20 (1986) 
£6 - £20 (1987) 

Camden £4 - £10 (1986) 

Edinburgh £3 - £18.50 (1986) 

Glyndebourne £22 - £46 (1986) 

Opera North (Mcr) £4 - £16.50 (May 1987) 
Scottish Opera £5 - £15 (June 1987) 

(L'pool) 

WNO (L'pool) £5.50 - £15.50 (Oct: 1987) 
Kirov Opera (Mcr) £9 - £39 (Aug 1987) 
Opera 80 (Buxton) £4 - £9 (April 1988) 
Glyndebourne Touring 

Opera (Mcr) £3.50 - £17.50 (Nov 1987) 

Stalls Prices 

Buxton Festival 1987 £17, £15, £13, £11 
Opera North, May 1987 £16.50, £14, £11, £8.50 

(Mcr) 

WNO, October 1987 £15.50, £12.50, £10 
(L'pool) 

GTO, November 1987 £17.50, £14.50, £11.50, £9 
(Mcr) 

Wexford, 1987 £25, £28 

Sources: Publicity leaflets and booking forms of 
companies specified 
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applied to Saturday performances. In 1984 and 1985 an 

alternative concession (at same rate per seat) was to 

book for both operas at once. Party reductions have been 

available for groups of ten or more. These reductions 

are negotiated by the Box Office Manager, are limited in 

number and are restricted to weekdays and stalls. 

There have been no special prices for children other than 

at the children's opera (and jazz festival). Concessions 

for 'senior citizens' were limited to half-price stalls 

tickets for one specified opera performance in 1984. By 

the following year both they and students were eligible 

for half-price opera stalls tickets (Wednesdays and 

Thursdays), provided they were bought on the day of the 

performance. In 1986 the half-price concession was avail- 

able to senior citizens and students for any unsold 

tickets one week before the performance. This concession 

was extended to the unemployed for the 1987 Festival. 

The purchase of tickets is by postal application only for 

an initial period of four or five weeks. Postal booking 

has usually opened about three months before the Festival 

has started, though in the case of the 1985 Festival, it 

was only two months beforehand. Members of the Festival 

Society, sponsors and corporate members are entitled to 

priority booking during the ten days before general 

postal booking begins. After that, 'priority' booking 

forms are given preference in each day's influx of postal 

bookings. Credit card bookings are not accepted during 
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the postal booking period. 

After the postal booking period, personal and telephone 

bookings are accepted (including a credit card line). 

The Opera House box office deals with all bookings and 

is open Monday to Saturday from 10.00am to 6.00pm; it 

is open on Sundays only in June and July. Hours of 

opening are extended during the Festival period itself 

(up to 8.00pm on all days). 

There have also been sales through agencies in Alderley 

Edge, Macclesfield and Wilmslow (all in Cheshire) and 

in Manchester, Leeds and Sheffield. 
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SECTION 4.6 - ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION 

4.6.1 Brochure 

The main vehicle for selling the Festival has been, and 

remains, the Festival brochure and booking form. This is 

a folded sheet which is similar in concept to that used 

by many festivals and arts organisations. It usually 

contains details of events, a Festival calendar, prices 

and a booking form; in this respect too, it resembles 

the brochures of most other organisations. About 150,000 

brochures are printed every year; the number has remained 

at about this level since at least 1984 (Head, 1987b). 

About 9,000 brochures are distributed to those on the 

Festival's mailing list which includes Festival Society 

members and those who have booked by post during the pre- 

vious two years. The brochure is also distributed to 

public outlets through NWA's regular distribution channels 

(about 20,000 brochures), to other regional arts associa- 

tions (especially those in the West and East Midlands), to 

tourist boards and separately to libraries. It is also 

distributed via the mailings of other arts organisations 

on a fee-paying or quid pro quo basis. These have 

included the Halle orchestra (10,000 Festival brochures), 

CBSO (2,000), Opera North, Royal Exchange Theatre, 

Manchester (4,000) and Crucible Theatre, Sheffield. 

Relatively little is spent on posters or advertising in 

national or regional press, or music and opera journals 
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and magazines (see Appendix 4.11 for example of press 

advertising). See Table 4.15 for categories of Festival 

expenditure on 'publicity' in 1985; the largest items 

of expenditure are to do with the production and mailing 

of the brochures. 

4.6.2 BAFA 

Buxton Festival is a member of the British Arts Festivals 

Association (BAFA). This is a loose grouping of 25 festi- 

vals which exists to "promote interest in festivals to 

prospective audiences both within the UK and overseas" 

(BTA and BAFA, 1988). Buxton Festival was admitted to 

BAFA, which has limited membership, in 1985, though a 

place had been 'reserved' by BAFA in 1980 (minutes of 

board, 21 March 1980). The criteria for membership of 

BAFA had originally included being "supported by a direct 

Arts Council grant" ('Guidelines for membership of the 

BAFA', n. d. ). This was a condition that was not met by 

Buxton (see 'chronological overview' in Appendix 4.1) but 

it has met the others, such as "performance by some 

artist(s) of international standing" and being addressed 

"to a wider than local audience". In 1986, Buxton 

Festival paid a £450 membership fee, the main return on 

which is the BAFA brochure produced with the British 

Tourist Authority in a print-run of about 100,000. This 

is distributed widely through the tourist board networks 

especially abroad. It lists the festivals in date order 
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TABLE 4.15 - Publicity Expenditure 1985 by Buxton 

Arts Festival Ltd 

(excluding consultants' fees and clerical 
and administrative salaries) 

Brochure 44.3% 

Press advertisements 16.0% 

Mailings 15.1% 

Posters 7.5% 

Bulk distribution 6.1% 

Other advertisements 6.1% 

Artwork 4.7% 

Total £10,600 

Source: BAFL internal paper 
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with brief details of programmes and booking information. 

The brochure has usually been produced in November of the 

year preceding the festivals it advertises with the over- 

seas tourist in'mind. This has been too early for the 

Buxton Festival company to have made a firm decision about 

its next productions. The 1986 entry for Buxton stated 

"1986 will focus on Cervantes ..... and will include the 

first British staging this century of Donizetti's 'I1 

Furioso all' Isola di San Domingo"'. This was not the 

reality of the 1986 Festival but had resulted from a view 

that a more positive impact could be achieved by being 

seen to have a definite plan even if it meant retracting 

later than indicating the programme was "to be announced" 

(minutes of board, 19 September 1985). The following 

year's entry avoided a statement of content for the 1987 

Festival and instead, highlighted a number of past opera 

productions and the 'unique' qualities of Buxton Festival. 

Late decisions about any one year's programmes are not 

confined to Buxton Festival but it does make it difficult 

for complete information to be included in printed 

material of any sort that is circulated earlier than 

March-April. 

'Blind' advance notices leaflets have been prepared for 

the 1986,1987 and 1988 Buxton Festivals. They simply 

publicise the existence of the Festival and its approach, 

the dates for the coming Festival and the attractions of 

the area. Some of these leaflets have been distributed 
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to the travel trade through the World Travel Market at 

Olympia (November, 1986). Most are distributed to local 

hotels (see Appendix 4.13). 

4.6.3 Packages 

Packages of opera tickets and accommodation have been 

offered in recent years either directly through hotels 

or through a small number of travel agents and tour oper- 

ators. The Festival brochure has usually included a list 

of a number of hotels and guest houses in the area. The 

brochures for the first two Festivals simply indicated 

where to obtain information about accommodation but in 

1981, nearly forty accommodation units (including two 

caravan parks) were listed and were categorised by price 

- all the members of the Buxton and Peak District Hotel- 

iers' Association. In later years (from 1985) the list- 

ing has been more limited and by 'hotel' or 'guest house'; 

thirteen hotels and six guest houses were listed in 1987. 

In all cases potential visitors were required to contact 

hotels or guest houses directly rather than through the 

Festival company. 

For the 1985 Festival the Palace Hotel, Buxton - the 

largest hotel in Buxton and one of the two three-star 

hotels - offered a 'bargain stopover' of opera ticket, 

dinner, accommodation and breakfast. About 120 such 

package bookings were made (Head, 1986b). For 1986 and 

1987 a number of hotels have offered similar packages in 
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a scheme publicised in a single leaflet (separate from the 

Festival brochure) (see Appendix 4.14). In 1986, five 

hotels were involved and in 1987, seven hotels. The 

separate leaflet detailing the offer has had a design 

virtually identical to that of the main Festival brochure. 

Its production is financed jointly by the hotels and the 

Festival company. The hotels included are 'quality' 

hotels and are sold Festival tickets at a discount (of 

about £1 on high price tickets). The package offer is 

opera ticket, dinner before or after the performance, 

accommodation and English breakfast. There have also been 

separate offers of Festival-time 'bargain breaks'but with- 

out opera tickets, in the same leaflet. Bookings are made 

directly with the hotels and the offers have been limited 

to bookings made more than two weeks before the Festival, 

in order to encourage early booking. 

At least two 'external' bodies have attempted to develop 

packages to the Buxton Festival (see earlier section: 

4.3.2). A travel firm based in the south-east of England 

has organised coach visits during 1984-86 (inclusive) 

using accommodation (obtained at reduced rate) at the 

Palace Hotel, Buxton. Opera tickets were not included 

in the package, though tickets were available at a dis- 

counted price. Only about twenty-five such packages 

were sold each year and this has proved insufficient to 

ensure the continuance of the operation. It was not 

offered in 1987 (Notley, 1987). Interest was shown in 

the 1987 Festival by a small British tour operator 
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specialising in opera festivals (outside the UK). This 

was not pursued further in part because of the existence 

of the existing scheme arranged between Festival and 

local hotels, ndted above (Blizzard, 1987). It had been 

suggested that this firm might take over the operation 

and marketing of this existing scheme for future Festivals, 

thus relieving the Festival company of any involvement. 

This has not happened and this tour operator has offered 

definite packages to the 1988 Festival. 

4.6.4 Image and Incentives 

The Festival has not had a logo until the publication of 

material relating to the 1987 Festival. It may be that 

the lack of such a logo may have limited the impact of 

the Festival upon the public. It is conceivable that each 

Festival has been seen by some as being unconnected with 

the others since there has been no obvious 'corporate 

image' projected. The front of the 1987 Festival brochure 

makes a gesture towards asserting the continuity of the 

Festivals by referring to "the Ninth Buxton Festival". 

The new logo (see Appendix 4.16) is of no particular signifi- 

cance other than that it is "modern, neutral and easy to 

reproduce" (Head, 1987c). There is also some anecdotal 

evidence of confusion of the Buxton (opera-based) Festival 

with other 'Buxton Festivals' which include an annual 

Buxton Brass Band Festival, a Buxton and North Derbyshire 

Musical Festival and Buxton Drama Festival. 
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Sales incentives of various sorts have been introduced 

during the lifetime of the Festival. They have included 

Festival tickets (and accommodation) as prizes in news- 

paper and radio competitions, as well as the price con- 

cessions mentioned earlier. 

4.6.5 Other Aspects 

Relationships with the press have been good and a great 

deal of media coverage was naturally generated for the 

first Festival. There was also a good deal in the second 

year but of a different sort, when the Festival ran into 

major financial difficulties (see 'chronological overview', 

Appendix 4.1). 

The Festival has succeeded in attracting critics from all 

the national (and regional) newspapers and from specialist 

magazines such as 'Opera'. There have been a number of 

television and radio programmes relating to the Festival 

and some of the operas have been recorded for radio 

broadcasting by the BBC (see Table 4.16). After the 1980 

problems, the 'Andersen Report' (September, 1980) confirmed 

that in the early years good relationships with the press 

had been established and good national publicity achieved. 

The novelty of a new Festival, combined with the re- 

opening of the Opera House, was enough to generate consid- 

erable interest and ensure media exposure. Local 

publicity and marketing were considered, however, to have 
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TABLE 4.16 - Radio Broadcasts of Buxton Festival 

Operas (BBC Radio 3) 

1980 Hamlet 

1982 Hary Janos 

1984 Medea 
Jason 

1985 La Buona Figliola 

I1 Filosofo di Campagna. 
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been inadequate. In particular, it was believed that 

"the lack of a defined and effective marketing function 

was one of the major factors in the substantial income 

shortfall (in lß80)". Publicity material was felt to be 

too factual and not persuasive enough. 

The failure at the local level was to be remedied (inter 

alia) by the formation of a 'Friends of Buxton Festival' 

organisation. Such a body was established towards the 

end of 1980 as the 'Buxton Festival Society'. This 

would not only stimulate interest in the Festival but 

also, hopefully, harness the services of members in a 

range of voluntary promotional and public relations work. 

The Festival Society has concerned itself with these 

matters and also assisted with clerical work and provided 

accommodation for artists and Festival staff. Fund- 

raising, through social and artistic events, has tended 

to be the main focus of the Society's activities, in 

practice, though it does undertake to distribute Festival 

publicity literature. Some Society members are nominated 

as 'area contacts' and distribute literature to outlets 

not reached by the main distribution channels. They also 

monitor the literature distributed through the main chan- 

nels in order to notify the Festival management when 

stocks need to be replenished. 

The general marketing effort of the Festival after 1980 

was to be re-directed by organisational changes (see 
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section 4.2). The pre-occupation with financial, produc- 

tion and administrative matters, combined with limited 

funds, may well have served to limit the marketing initi- 

ative. 
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SECTION 4.7 - CONCLUSIONS 

Buxton Festival is a festival that is centred on opera. 

The production Of opera is the main activity of the 

Festival company itself and opera influences the structure 

and content of the rest of the Festival. It is likely too 

that it is the operas rather than any other Festival events 

that are of artistic significance in national (or inter- 

national) terms (Kennedy, 1987). 

The operas are outside the standard repertoire of the 

regional and national companies and have rarely been previ- 

ously performed. Consequently, it is likely that they 

appeal to only a restricted market -a number of people 

likely to be less than those who attend opera productions 

by regional and national companies. Those with an interest 

in such relatively unknown operas are unlikely to be found 

in great numbers in Buxton and probably not in any one 

major local urban area. The market for such operas is 

likely therefore to be both geographically dispersed and 

thinly spread. Such a potential audience will need to 

travel if they wish to see the operas and they may also 

need to stay away from home overnight. Whether audiences 

are willing to do this remains to be determined as does 

whether any overnight stays are out of necessity or are 

more freely chosen. 

The Festival company has, from its inception, recognised 

a need and expressed a desire for a wide geographical 
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appeal. There have been strategies which have been aimed 

directly at attracting such audiences: notification of 

accommodation, provision of inclusive packages, scheduling 

of operas, wide distribution of brochures, links with 

tourist boards and BAFA, and an implicit encouragement 

through the emphasis on the attractions of the area in 

Festival advertising literature. 

Other conduct in the market by the Festival company tends 

to reinforce the appeal to the knowledgeable opera-goer 

and thus to the dispersed, thinly spread audience. The 

sort of image and level of consciousness of the Festival 

operas held by the more casual opera-goer and the more 

local population may be such as to fail to encourage a 

positive purchase attitude. Additionally, mode of adver- 

tising, price levels and structures, and booking facilities 

and procedures are conventional and familiar to and com- 

fortable for the knowledgeable and regular opera-goer. 

(Attempts to penetrate deeper into the local community, 

however widely defined, and to relate more to the less 

knowledgeable opera-listener are likely to be more demand- 

ing on resources than are existing strategies). The 

location in Buxton and in the Opera House probably contri- 

bute to this existing appeal; the former because of its 

middle-class ethos and the latter because of its overtones 

of formality. 

The operas of Buxton Festival will, it is believed, draw 

audiences from a wide area, both because of the nature 
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of those operas and the way in which they are currently 

'sold'. Some part of those audiences will need to, or 

may choose to, stay overnight away from home in order to 

see those operas. 



CHAPTER FIVE 
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AUDIENCE SURVEYS 

SECTION 5.1 - METHODOLOGY 

5.1.1 Draft Surveys 

Surveys of audiences at the Buxton Festival were undertaken 

in order to examine the three routes to arts tourism (see 

Chapter Two) and the drawing power of a performing arts 

event. 

Initially draft surveys were constructed which would be 

sent to those on the Festival mailing list. This would 

obviously exclude an indeterminate number of people who 

bought their tickets direct and would have biassed the 

sample to an unknown extent. (It was not known what pro- 

portion of tickets were sold by post. ) The questions 

would have referred to the 1985 Festival; given the time 

involved in constructing and discussing the several survey 

drafts, this survey would have required respondents to re- 

call actions and events about nine or ten months previously. 

It was decided to defer the survey until after the 1986 

Festival and redraft questions accordingly. 

Apart from using the Festival mailing list, another possi- 

bility agreed was to mail surveys to those persons who had 

completed a Festival-generated questionnaire during the 

1985 Festival and who had indicated a willingness to com- 

plete a further questionnaire by post. 
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At this stage (May-June 1986) there was a possibility of 

undertaking a survey during the 1986 Festival itself. 

This was the desired option but was not confirmed until 

early June 1986. 'A number of possible approaches were 

considered for such a direct audience survey, including 

completion of questionnaires by interviewers and self- 

completion. Whatever the relative intrinsic merits of 

such approaches, attempts to survey audiences anywhere 

other than in the event venue were discarded. Street 

interviews were considered but such an approach would 

have been least likely to generate a sample that was re- 

presentative of audiences; it would have been unlikely 

to generate many respondents from the non-local, non-staying 

segments of the audience. 

Carrying out 'street' interviews in the immediate vicinity 

of the event venue just before or after the event might have 

increased the possibility of achieving a more representative 

sample. This was dismissed because of the anticipated re- 

luctance of respondents to co-operate, especially if most 

of the audience arrived shortly before curtain up. 

An alternative considered was a survey of visitors to the 

area - staying and day visitors - and obtain, in an 'omni- 

bus' survey, information about 'general' tourism and 

tourism related to the Festival. This was rejected in 

such a form partly because it could obviously not guaran- 

tee representative coverage of audiences and partly because 

of organisational complexity. A modified visitor survey 
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was later re-considered with the objective of checking data 

from other approaches (see Appendix 3.6). 

Although the direct audience survey was not confirmed until 

a relatively late stage, the first survey drafts were no 

more than a list of all the questions it was considered 

necessary to elicit the information required for this study. 

Since the Festival is one that includes a variety of activi- 

ties such as opera, drama, jazz, symphony and chamber 

concerts, revue and talks, the survey form needed to be 

framed in such a way as to isolate the significance and 

effects of the opera core. At the early stages of drafting, 

the survey was to have been directed at those who attended 

opera performances regardless of whether they attended other 

events or not. 

One group of questions, therefore, sought to determine why 

respondents attended the opera performances, whether it was 

out of a specific or general interest and whether it was 

factors such as the production team or the location that 

were important. 

A further group of questions sought to determine whether 

respondents were visitors or not and if so, how important 

the opera productions were in the decision to visit. The 

survey also sought to identify the staying visitor and 

the reasons for the stay. Those who were on holiday would 

also be identified. 
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Other questions related to previous and future visits to 

Buxton and opinions of Buxton. The final sections were 

concerned with the personal characteristics of respondents 

and included artistic interests and past holidays. 

Further consideration and discussion of the first drafts 

resulted in the decision to sub-divide into a number of 

short survey forms, each with a different focus. A short 

self-completion survey form, distributed directly to audi- 

ences, would be used to generate the most significant 

information. (This is a common and well-tried approach: 

Mann, 1966,1974; Arts Council of Great Britain, 1978; 

Cuciti, 1984; Cwi, 1981; Foxman, McCart and Walshe, 1985; 

Brokensha and Tonks, 1986; Cultural Assistance Center and 

Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, 1983). The 

information which could not be derived from this survey 

was to be sought through a follow-up mail survey. Respond- 

ents to the first survey would be requested to co-operate 

in this mail survey and asked to include name and address 

on the survey form. (If this did not prove effective, the 

other sources of names and addresses previously considered 

might have been used). 

A draft of Survey 1 was piloted in late June, 1986 and 

modifications incorporated into the final survey form. 
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5.1.2 Survey 1 

5.1.2.1 General Structure. 

The Festival Company agreed to a self-completion survey 

distributed directly to audiences, especially as plans for 

an internally-developed survey were not coming to fruition. 

This 'short' survey form contained questions which were of 

direct use to the Festival Company and were not included 

for the purposes of this study: the questions relating to 

newspapers and magazines read and how information about the 

Festival was obtained. 

The aim was to construct a short survey form that could be 

distributed before performances began and completed by the 

end. It would be one sheet of A4 paper for convenience and 

would avoid a crowded appearance. The form would also in- 

clude. a logo and an explanatory introduction and would allow 

for coding of responses directly on the form itself. As an 

incentive for completion of the form, two free tickets to 

an event of own choice at the following year's Festival 

(1987) were offered in a 'prize draw'. 

The 24 separate questions on the survey form were grouped 

into 14 'main' questions plus sub-questions; 18 of the 24 

had pre-set answers and respondents needed only to tick 

boxes (see Appendix 5.12 for sample of survey form 1). 

As this study was concentrating on the significance of 

opera, it seemed appropriate to distribute survey forms to 
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opera audiences only. However, it was decided to also sur- 

vey audiences at a number of other events. This was in 

order to provide a more comprehensive coverage of the 

Festival for the benefit of the Festival Company and also 

because a number of opera-goers might be surveyed at these 

events who had not been surveyed at the operas themselves. 

The survey form needed, therefore, to be designed so as to 

determine the 'draw' of either opera or non-opera events 

in the visit to Buxton. The intention, however, was to 

attempt to identify the 'pull' of opera even for those 

respondents only completing survey forms at non-opera 

events. 

The survey form was also designed to be 'performance- 

specific' in order to identify the draw of particular pro- 

ductions or performances at which the forms were distributed 

and completed. (Those respondents whose reason for visit 

to the area was, in some way, opera-related and who only 

completed a, form at a non-opera event would, therefore, 

be conveying only limited information about the draw of 

opera). 

Since the survey form would seek information about matters 

not related to the performance, such as length of overnight 

stay and age, the case for performance-specific questions 

was re-considered. If respondents were requested to com- 

plete a survey form at every performance they attended (the 

reason for attendance might be significantly different for 

each) there could be a duplication of information relating 
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to these non-performance aspects. It was not known before- 

hand what duplication of audiences there might be in prac- 

tice and whether there were a large number of people 

attending only one performance each or a smaller number of 

people attending several performances each. 

It was therefore suggested that whilst the survey form 

should remain performance-specific, respondents should com- 

plete one at only one event attended. Nonetheless it was 

considered that the information relating to different per- 

formances or events attended might be so different (e. g. 

not staying overnight for first event but doing so for 

another), that audiences should be requested to complete a 

form at every event attended. Since the respondents were 

invited to include their names and addresses (prize draw 

incentive and for follow-up survey) a scan of forms would, 

it was believed, be adequate to detect the 'multiple- 

respondents' and identify duplication of information and/ 

or differences between the forms. Where the latter existed 

the forms would be retained as separate forms and where 

the responses were identified only one form per person 

would be retained. It was considered expedient to seek 

multiple-completion by individuals and modify at the analy- 

sis stage, if appropriate, rather than seek single form 

completion and subsequently suspect a gap in desired 

information. 

It was also important to ensure that there was 'adequate' 

coverage of opera audiences. Since the forms were being 
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distributed to non-opera audiences and a number of non- 

opera events preceded the first opera performance by 

several days, then a requirement to complete only one form 

might have left anumber of opera-attenders who also 

attended the earlier events, not completing forms relating 

to opera performances. A similar problem would have exis- 

ted for any of those who attended a non-opera event prior 

to attending an opera performance. 

As well as being performance-specific, the survey form 

would be person-specific. Each person in a party would 

be requested to complete a form rather than having one 

person complete on behalf of others. This was because it 

was felt that reasons for visit, the personal characteris- 

tics, the staying or non-staying nature of the visit and 

so on may have been different for each member of a party. 

5.1.2.2 Rationale for Questions 

The primary concern in this first survey was to obtain in- 

formation which would identify those who were staying over- 

night away from home whilst attending the opera (Q 8a; see 

sample survey form in Appendix 5.12). Once identified those 

whose stay was a holiday (route I) would be distinguished 

from those whose visit was not (route II) (Q 9a). In both 

cases the duration/origin of the decision to stay and/or 

be on holiday was to be determined (Qs 8e and 9b) and 

whether the option of 'non-stay' and/or 'non-holiday' had 

been a consideration at any stage. The object was to attempt 
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to identify those who had 'converted', after deciding to 

attend the Festival, from being non-stayers to being 

stayers and/or from non-holiday to holiday visitors. (If 

respondents had been asked only about conversion from non- 

holiday to holiday then those non-holiday visitors who had 

converted from non-stay to stay would not have been identi- 

fied). 

Secondly, the survey form was to seek to identify the sig- 

nificance of opera as a reason for visit and, as appropri- 

ate, the stay, and the holiday or non-holiday (Qs 1,2 and 

10). Since the survey form was not confined to opera 

events, the direct question about how significant opera 

was in these decisions was not asked. Consequently, the 

'leading' question referred to the drawing power of the 

Festival (Q 1). This related to the Festival's importance 

in the visit specifically to Buxton, despite. the fact that 

some respondents might be staying overnight elsewhere. The 

reason for that stay might have been totally unrelated to 

the Festival and it may only have been at a later stage 

that it was decided to visit the Festival and Buxton. The 

Festival could have been the sole reason for the visit to 

Buxton and this would have been causally linked to an over- 

night stay elsewhere . It was not practical to probe 

further on this on the survey form. Consequently, it was 

decided that the main. analysis would focus, therefore, on 

those who stayed overnight in Buxton itself and about whom 

there should be little confusion of purpose. 
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The significance of opera was to be isolated by means of 

other questions - by requesting respondents to indicate 

the area of their 'greatest interest' in the Festival 

(Q 2) and, to a lesser extent, the other events they had 

or would attend (Q 3a). The varying strength of opera as 

an attraction would be distinguished by relating it to 

those other areas of interest. In addition, questions 

related to the 'attractiveness' of the particular perform- 

ance attended (Q 10). The questions would be designed so 

as to indicate whether the respondent had a primary, inci- 

dental or accidental interest in opera and/or the Festival, 

whether he/she was interested in a particular art form 

(such as opera or drama) or several, and whether it was a 

specific or more general interest (Q 10b) in a particular 

art from that was the draw. 

In neither of surveys 1 or 2 was a question posed about 

what would have been the effect on the decision to visit 

of an absence of opera or Festival. Such a question would 

have dealt with a hypothetical situation and it was consid- 

ered more appropriate to question audiences about actual 

behaviour. 

Finally, other parts of the survey form would expand on 

aspects discussed above. For instance, if an overnight 

stay, where was the stay and for how long (Q 8b-8d)? 

Details of age, sex and occupation were requested (Qs 12, 

13 and 14) as was an indication of interest in opera, 

through the number of non-Festival opera performances 
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attended (Q 6). Question 11 sought information relating 

to when and how tickets were bought and price paid. The 

price paid and when tickets were purchased might have been 

found to vary according to the 'category' of respondent. 

How tickets were bought was included, largely, to give an 

indication of how representative the Festival mailing list 

might have been if it was to be used for the second survey. 

5.1.2.3 Distribution and Response 

Having decided that non-opera events would be covered as 

well as opera, it was subsequently decided, for practical 

reasons, to cover events at one venue only: the Opera House. 

All operas were held here as were most other non-opera 

events of 'significance'; this venue has the largest seat- 

ing capacity of all venues used. (See Appendix 5.1 for 

location of events). 

At the Opera House itself all events were covered by the 

survey except for 4: the two dramatised readings, the late 

night revue and one performance of the children's opera. 

Thus, 20 events were covered: all the performances of the 

two core operas, four out of the five performances of the 

children's opera, a song recital, two classical music 

concerts, two jazz concerts and a musical revue. (See 

Appendix 5.2 for details of performances covered). 

Events not covered, which were at other venues, included 

all of the drama presentations, most of the late night 
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revues, a 'play with music' for children and the jazz 

festival. It was considered that those events not covered 

would not have been of sufficient significance in them- 

selves to have influenced the decision to visit Buxton 

and/or stay overnight and most non-locals in audiences 

would be covered by concentrating the survey at the Opera 

House. It remains a possibility, however, that some of 

these non-covered events were of significance as a draw. 

(Some of this might be evident in the forms returned by 

Opera House audiences). Certain of these events which 

were not covered were not produced by the Festival Company: 

jazz festival, the fairs, choral communion, etc, and might 

have been difficult to survey. 

Initially it was agreed that survey forms would be placed 

on all seats in the Opera House prior to each performance. 

This would have been less desirable than a more personal 

direct approach but would have ensured coverage of the 

audience. This idea was subsequently abandoned in favour 

of a suggestion for placing a survey form in each programme 

book and 'night sheet'. This was even less desirable in 

that not everyone will purchase either one of these, the 

survey form would not have a high profile and there would 

be no verbal direction of attention to it. This system 

was, however, followed for the first nine of the twenty 

performances covered. From Appendix 5.2 it can be seen 

that these nine represented five out of the ten perform- 

ances of the core operas, the musical revue (Ned Sherrin), 
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the song recital (Rita Hunter), a jazz concert (Marion 

Montgomery) and a classical music concert (London Barbican 

Consort). A modified system for distributing the forms 

was followed for the remaining eleven performances covered: 

five opera performances (three of Ariodante and two of King 

Arthur), a jazz concert (Humphrey Lyttelton), four perform- 

ances of the children's opera and a classical music concert 

(Moscow Virtuosi). Survey forms were distributed person- 

ally to all who would accept, as audiences entered the 

Opera House. Strategic placing of survey assistants (a 

limited team at any one performance of between two and 

four) was possible because of the single entrance to the 

Opera House and the two internal routes to seats. Manpower 

for distributing survey forms was not available from 

Festival or Opera House resources and other volunteers were 

used. Survey assistants enjoined audiences as they entered 

to 'help the Festival' by completing a survey form and drew 

attention to the prize draw. 

Resources did not permit the deployment of assistants 

within the auditorium to urge completion of forms, to 

answer queries or to collect forms. Forms were to be re- 

turned by leaving in collection boxes positioned at the 

two exits and at a number of other points along the exit 

routes. 

The number of forms distributed during performances 1 to 

9 as a percentage of the audiences at those performances 
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was almost identical with the 'distribution rate' at per- 

formances 10 to 20 (see column d of Table 5.1). However, 

there was a significant difference in the coverage and 

response rates bdtween these two-periods (see columns e 

and f in Table 5.1). For performances 1 to 9, the coverage 

rate was 8.6% and for performances 9 to 20 it was 16.6%. 

The response rates were 18.1% and 35.2% respectively for 

the same two periods. (For details of these rates for 

individual performances, see Appendix 5.3). 

Overall, the number of forms collected and processed repre- 

sented 12.7% of audiences at these twenty performances. At 

opera performances only, the coverage rate is higher at 

14.6% and the response rate was highest, at 30.1%. 

The survey forms revealed that a number of people had 

attended more than one performance of the operas. Conse- 

quently the number of tickets sold was adjusted to derive 

an estimate of the number of individuals represented by 

these ticket sales (see Appendix 5.4). Given this estimate 

of people, it is reasonable to assume that the number of 

forms collected and processed relating to opera performan- 

ces represents about 22% of the individuals who attended 

the performances. (It was not possible to make the same 

estimate for non-opera events as other events attended 

were not specified by respondents, other than in general 

terms). From survey 2 it is possible to determine average 

group size at opera performances, at least in the case of 

those staying overnight in Buxton. From this it was 
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estimated that the 1,131 'opera' forms collected may repre- 

sent between 28% and 40% of the opera audiences (see 

Appendix 5.5). 

The respondents to the survey were not a 'random sample' 

and the responses may contain biases of unknown magnitude 

and direction. In so far as the existence and not the 

relative size of different audience segments was an issue, 

this may have been of little consequence. It may have been 

of greater consequence when differences between segments of 

the audiences were identified. 

The only check on how representative of audiences the sample 

might have been is by way of prices paid for tickets. Prices 

paid by respondents may be related to prices of all tickets 

sold and some idea of whether certain parts of the audience 

were over- or under-represented may be gained. This re- 

lationship for opera audiences is shown in Appendix 5.6 

There was a broad concurrence between the total opera ticket 

sales distribution and the profile of prices paid by opera 

survey respondents; most sales and respondents were at 

£5.50 (gallery), £10.50 (upper circle and stalls), £12.50 

(stalls), £14.50 (stalls), £16.50 (stalls and dress circle) 

and £20.00 (dress circle). Nearly 80% of ticket sales and 

tickets bought by respondents were at these prices. Audi- 

ences who paid the cheapest price (E5.50) were under- 

represented in the survey, whereas those at the higher 

prices tend to be over-represented (with significant 
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exceptions in the case of £8.50, £15.50 and £20.00). 

Survey results were weighted to reflect the over- and 

under-representation and all results shown in Chapter 

Five are weighted in this way. 

The survey results were also weighted to reflect over- 

and under-representation of 'days'. The daily distribution 

of forms collected did not coincide with the daily distri- 

bution of tickets sold (see Appendix 5.2). Weighting was 

undertaken in order to reduce the likelihood of, for 

instance, over-representing Friday and Saturday night 

audiences which might have over-stated the tourist element 

in the audiences. 

5.1.2.4 Pre-Processin 

A scan of the forms collected revealed that 107 forms were 

identifiable as 'multiples', i. e. a number of respondents 

(50) had submitted more than one form: 45 submitted 2 forms, 

3 submitted 3 forms and 2 submitted 4 (see Appendix 5.7). 

This was not unexpected since audiences had been requested 

to complete a form at each performance attended (see 

earlier). A further 204 survey forms did not have names 

and addresses on them and could not be identified as mul- 

tiples or otherwise. In the case of the opera audiences 

there were relatively few forms such as this: 70 out of 

1,131. All were treated as non-multiples and as having 

been submitted by different individuals. 
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The 107 multiple forms were submitted by 50 individuals and 

very few (4 only) submitted forms, one of which related to 

a non-opera event and one to opera. The 'multiples' of any 

one individual, except for the above 4, related entirely to 

opera or non-opera events. 

Most individuals (43 out of the 50) submitted multiple 

forms that were identical in all respects, including ticket 

prices. In 35 of these cases the forms apparently related 

to the same performance. Survey forms were coded beforehand 

to indicate the performance at which they were distributed 

but it is possible nonetheless that the remaining 8 indivi- 

duals could have obtained differently coded forms which 

then related to a single performance. 

In the case of the 4 individuals whose forms related to 

both opera and non-opera events, there were minor differen- 

ces in responses, especially relating to question 10 (i. e. 

the attraction of the performance attended). The forms of 

the remaining 3 individuals who submitted more than one form 

with different responses on, each also differed only in 

minor ways such as ticket price, or whether overnight stay. 

The small number of 'multiple forms', the low proportion 

that related to both non-opera and opera events and the 

high overall proportion of forms that related specifically 

to opera (over 70% of the total collected) meant that a 

decision to disregard the 'excess' of the multiple forms 

would not lead to major deficiences in data. It was 

decided therefore to disregard all second and third forms 
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submitted by individuals. (This would also avoid duplica- 

tion of personal characteristics). This meant that 57 of 

the 107 forms were not processed. The total of 1,563 

forms collected (Table 5.1) refers to the total after elimi- 

nation of the excess 57. (In the case of opera, 32 forms 

were excluded, leaving a total of 1,131). 

All forms were checked manually to ensure that they were 

internally consistent. Where addresses were written in, 

this was checked with the answer to question 7 (where do 

you live? ). Ticket prices paid by respondents were checked 

to see they were consistent with prices charged by the 

Festival; the prices were also checked, as far as possible, 

with the time the tickets were bought, the type and the day 

of performance. The events that respondents claimed to be 

attending at the Festival (Q 3a) were checked against the 

event at which the survey form was issued. In particular, 

a response to question 3b (performances of operas attended) 

was checked against event at which the form was issued. 

Responses to question lOa (attraction of the performance) 

were also checked against 'issue event'. Questions with 

several parts to them were checked to ensure that the 

answer to any one part was consistent with the others. 

Wherever possible, inconsistencies were reconciled and 

otherwise the forms were discarded. Eighteen forms were 

discarded for this reason (see Appendix 5.8). 

At this stage a number of minor deficiences in the survey 

coding were apparent. Provision had been made for the 
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coding of only one each of a daily and Sunday newspaper 

and an opera/music magazine (Q 4); a number of respondents 

specified more than one of each. A small number of respond- 

ents indicated that they were aged under 16 and this was a 

group that had not been specified in question 12. In the case 

of ticket cost (Q llb) some respondents indicated that 

tickets were 'complimentary' and no figure was written in. 

The question about how tickets were bought (Q llc) demon- 

strated that some were a gift or that respondents were 

guests of others or someone else had bought the tickets 

and the 'method' was not known. Codings for these circum- 

stances and for complimentary tickets were then provided. 

Responses to the question "where do you live? " (Q 7) ranged, 

as expected, beyond the 14 categories specified. These 

responses were classified and coded into counties, with the 

exception of Wales and Scotland (coded into regions). 

Several options were considered for the classification 

(and coding) of responses to the question covering occupa- 

tion of respondents (Q 14). A number of classifications 

currently exist based on occupation, industry or employment 

status (self-employed, employee, management, etc), such 

as the Registrar General's social classes (I to V) or 

socio-economic groupings (1 to 17) and the socio-economic 

groups of the National Readership Survey (AB to DE), and 

the 'key occupations' of the Department of Employment 

(groups I to XVI in 1983). The allocation of respondents 

to any such groupings requires detailed information such 

as nature of duties and responsibilities, type of industry 
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worked in, size of firm, and number of persons supervised. 

Such detail was not available from the respondents to this 

survey and any grouping is therefore arbitrary. The classi- 

fication adopted after a close scrutiny of the responses 

is a mixture of status, occupation and industry. 

Categories of 'retired', 'housewife/husband', 'student' 

and 'unemployed' are unambiguous though it would have been 

useful to determine previous occupations/industries of 

those now in these categories and to determine occupations/ 

industries of working spouses/partners (if any).., most of 

the respondents in the 'education' category were, in fact, 

lecturers or teachers and most of those in 'medical' were 

doctors. Respondents-did not always give sufficient in- 

formation to enable accurate classification to occur, e. g. 

'civil servant', 'self-employed', 'scientist'. 

An additional factor is that the employment or occupation 

stated on each form may have depended on which member of 

any one group at a performance completed the form. (It 

was more likely that members of any one group at a perform- 

ance are of similar age-groups than it was for them all to 

be employed or in the same occupation). 

5.1.3 Survey 2 

5.1.3.1 Structure and Rationale for Questions 

The purpose of the second survey was to carry those ques- 

tions omitted from survey 1 and was directed solely-at 
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opera-attenders staying overnight in Buxton. The questions 

were designed to: 

a) clarify the primary, incidental and accidental dis- 

tinction within cultural tourism; 

b) identify route III, the part-holiday route to cultural 

tourism; 

c) identify and examine the pull of those factors other 

than the operas in the decision to visit Buxton, in 

the case of each of routes I, II and III; 

d) gain further insight into why such tourism occurs and 

into the importance of this tourism against the 

general tourism background of the respondents. 

For sample of survey 2 form see Appendix 5.13. Questions 1, 

2 and 4 were related to a) above. They were to do with 

the importance of the Festival in the visit to Buxton and 

would identify other reasons that might have been important. 

Question 2 would indicate the timing of the decision to 

attend the opera and show, for instance, whether or not 

respondents had decided to attend at the same time as they 

decided to visit Buxton. The fourth question was tied in 

to these in 'a similar way as 'greatest interest' in survey 

1 was tied in to questions relating to reasons for visit 

and attraction of performances attended. The responses to 

these three questions would give another perspective on 

the drawing power of the operas in the decision to visit. 

Question 6 was directed towards b) above; it gave three 

categories of the visit, to include part-holiday (route 
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III) as well as the two identified in survey 1 (routes I 

and II). Respondents would also be required to identify 

whether or not the operas/Festival were the holiday element 

of the part-holiday visit. Responses to question lb would 

identify other reasons for the visit to the area. (These 

responses would also help explain the other reasons for 

the visit of those identified in question 6 as being via 

routes I or II). 

Question lb and question 3 would relate to c) above. The 

second part of the first question required respondents to 

identify in general terms, the reasons other than the 

Festival (if any) that influenced the decision to visit. 

Question 3 included factors that might relate more directly 

to the operas themselves, such as the thematic context. 

The remaining questions (5,6c to 13,16 to 19,21 and 22) 

were designed to bear upon d) above. Given the rarity value 

of Buxton Festival operas, one question (5) sought to deter- 

mine, in part, how 'rare' the operas were to the audiences. 

An indication of opera-interest was given by question 21; 

survey 1 had sought to measure this by reference to number 

of attendances at performances. Attendance and interest 

need not coincide, however, and hence the form of this 

question. 

The two latter sections of question 6 were concerned with 

whether the stay during Festival time was the only or main 

holiday of the year; a further question (22) required 

respondents to indicate past holiday patterns with particu- 

lar reference to any opera element of holidays. 
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Questions 7,18 and 19 were related to why the stay over- 

night had occurred and how far it was 'necessity' or 

'choice'. Other questions sought to clarify previous 

direct experience of Buxton, whether on a staying or non- 

staying basis; this would add another dimension to the 

drawing power of the Festival (Qs 8,9 and 10). Similarly, 

the effects of the stay in terms of subsequent visits were 

assessed through two other questions (16 and 17). 

Details of the visit itself that were sought included the 

number and 'status' of persons accompanying the respondents 

both on the visit and at the performance(s). In particular, 

the intention was to discover how far either visit included 

children and the difference, if any, between those accomp- 

anying on the visit and those accompanying to the perform- 

ance (Qs 11,12 and 13). Additionally, questions were 

asked about the mode of travel to Buxton and the amount of 

expenditure on accommodation and meals during the stay 

(Qs 14 and 15). The responses to these two questions were 

not fundamental to the outcome of the study. In the case 

of question 15, it was considered unlikely that reliable 

expenditure figures would be reported. Visitors' reports 

of expenditure need always to be interpreted with caution. 

In this case, respondents were requested to supply inform- 

ation at least six months after that expenditure had been 

incurred. 
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5.1.3.2 Distribution and Response 

This second survey was designed as a postal survey. It 

was directed at those respondents to survey 1 who had 

indicated they were opera-attenders and were tourists 

staying in Buxton. Other tourists were not considered in 

order to reduce any ambiguity that might attach to ques- 

tions relating to reasons for the visit to Buxton. Not 

all respondents in the target groups had, however, indi- 

cated a willingness to complete a second survey and some 

of those who had did not provide names and addresses. 

Most (84.5%) had, however, indicated a willingness to 

assist and had included usable names and addresses on sur- 

vey 1. Of the survey forms sent to these (341), 79.5% 

were returned completed. Forms (34) were also sent to 

those in the target groups who had provided names and 

addresses but had not indicated a willingness to complete 

a second form. Completed forms were returned by 73.5% 

nonetheless. The overall response rate was 78.9% (see 

Appendix 5.9). 

A number of respondents (87) to survey 1 had stayed over- 

night in Buxton and had been classified as non-opera 

tourists as their forms had related to non-opera perform- 

ances. Some of these had attended opera performances and 

it was considered that they should be included in survey 

2. Of the 77 forms sent, 37.7% were returned and could 

be processed (see Appendix 5.9). 
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Overall, the response rate to the 452 forms sent out was 

71.9%. 

Forms were posted during February 1987 and were accompanied 

by a reply-paid envelope, a summary of the results of 

survey 1 and a letter explaining the purpose of the surveys 

(see sample summary and letter in Appendix 5.13). Respondents 

were also reminded of the impending draw for free tickets 

which was for respondents to survey 1. 

There was no obvious difference in 

respondents and non-respondents to 

checked through survey 1 and there 

that differences in factors such a 

occupation would cause any serious 

survey 2. 

the characteristics of 

survey 2. These were 

is no reason to believe 

s age, home area, or 

bias in the results of 

Data from surveys 1 and 2 was processed on the Manchester 

Polytechnic PRIME computer using SPSS-X program. 
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Preliminary Note to Section 5.2 

Standard errors of the proportion have been calculated for 

tables in Section 5.2, but are not shown. In most cases 

the relative size of survey sub-sets or audience segments 

is not a fundamental issue. 

Standard errors of the difference between proportions have 

also been calculated, but are not shown. Unless otherwise 

indicated in the tables, it should be assumed that the dif- 

ferences are significant at the 95% level of confidence. 

The symbol '*' in a table indicates that the difference is 

not significant. 
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SECTION 5.2 - RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

5.2.1 Survey 1 

5.2.1.1 Data Sub-Sets 

The focus of this study has been audiences at opera per- 

formances and, in particular, those who were staying 

overnight. Consequently data was derived for a number of 

appropriate sub-sets which are represented in Figure 5.1. 

The 'opera' sub-set Al refers to all those forms distri- 

buted at and confirmed as relating to opera perf6rmances. 

Some of the respondents in sub-set B1, i. e. those forms 

relating to non-opera events, also indicated that they 

had attended or would be attending opera productions. 

Actual attendance was less certain than for those in Al 

and performance-specific questions would not have related 

to the drawing power of opera. Therefore those within B1 

who had indicated attendance at opera (164 respondents) 

were not included with the Al respondents. 

Opera-related forms (Al) were 72.3% of all forms processed; 

opera audiences were 63% of audiences at all events covered 

by the survey. 

The number of respondents in opera audiences who indicated 

an overnight stay, sub-set A2, was similar to the number 

of those not staying overnight, sub-set A3. The overnight 

stayers were further subdivided into those who indicated 

they were on holiday, sub-set A4, and those not on holiday, 
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Figure 5.1 

Data sub-sets of audience survey 1 undertaken at 

Buxton Arts Festival 1986 

ALL 1 1563 

Opera 
1131 
72.3% 

Al 
Non-opera 

Bl 432 
27.7% 

overnight stay 
570 A2 

36.5% 

Holiday 
295 A4 

18.9$ ý- 

Not holiday 
Aý 267 

17.1% 

A9 11 AB All 11 1 A10 

Elsewhere Buxton Elsewhere 
88 207 192 75 

5.6% 13.2% 12.3% 4.8% 

A6 A8 + All 

A7 A9 + A1O 

. 

Not overnight 
A-3q 542 

34.7% 

% of total sample 
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sub-set A5. The proportion in each sub-set is shown in 

Figure 5.1. 

It was also important to identify those who were staying 

in Buxton. Question 1 related to reasons for the visit to 

Buxton and was meant to assist in examining the drawing 

power of the Festival in the overnight stay at Buxton. 

Overnight stays elsewhere may have been caused by the 

Festival but questions could not be posed in such a way as 

to generate unambiguous answers from respondents staying 

elsewhere and relate to non-staying audience segrKents as 

well. Total data was therefore subdivided into those 

respondents who were staying overnight in Buxton, sub-set 

A6, and this was in turn subdivided into those on holiday, 

A8, and those not on holiday, All. Those staying overnight 

in Buxton accounted for 25.5% of all forms processed and 

71.2% of all tourists in the opera audiences (see Table 

5.2 iii) . 

Each component of these 'pairs' of sub-sets, A2 and A3, 

A4 and A5, A8 and All, contained a similar number of forms 

to the other component of the 'pair'. 

In terms of the total opera forms processed (Al) just over 

half of the respondents were tourists, i. e. staying over- 

night (A2) (see Table 5.2 i). Of these tourists, more 

were on holiday than were not: 51.7% and 46.8% respectively 

(see Table 5.2 ii). 
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TABLE 5.2 - Composition of Opera Audiences at Buxton 

Festival 1986 

(i) Al Opera audience 100.0% 

A2 Overnight stayers - tourists 50.4% 
A3 Non-stayers 47.9% 

Not specified 1.7% 

(ii) A2 Tourists 100.0% 

A4 Holiday 51.7% 
A5 Non-holiday 46.8% 

Not specified 1.5% 

(iii) A2 Tourists 100.0% 
A6 Tourists in Buxton 71.2% 
A7 Tourists elsewhere 28.8% 

(iv) A6 Tourists in Buxton 100.0% 

A8 Holiday tourists in Buxton 50.9% 
All Non-holiday tourists in Buxton 47.2% 

Not specified 1.9% 
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5.2.1.2 Opera Audiences (Al) 

(See Appendix 5.10 for full data relating to Al, the opera 

audiences). 

The 1,131 forms processed that related to respondents at 

opera performances were 72.3% of all forms processed. 

Nearly all the respondents (93.5%) indicated that opera 

was where their greatest interest in the Festival lay. Just 

over half attended both operas (54%), usually one perform- 

ance of each. Of those who attended only one opera, 'King 

Arthur' was the more popular and was attended by nearly a 

quarter of respondents, whereas one performance only of 

'Ariodante" was attended by just over one-fifth of respond- 

ents. Attendance at more than one performance of either 

opera was uncommon: by about 1.6% of respondents. 

The majority of respondents had been to opera performances, 

other than at Buxton Festival, during the previous twelve 

months; only 19.2% had not been. Nearly two-thirds (63.4%) 

had been less than once a month but 35% had been on at 

least six occasions during the year. The 'attraction' of 

the performance at which a respondent was surveyed was 

usually either 'the opera itself' (56.5% of respondents) 

or 'the composer' (19.5%). Reasons such as 'evening out' 

or 'someone else's choice' were of little significance. 

Of those who considered 'the opera itself' to be the 

attraction, nearly all (85.4%) were attending out of a 

general interest in opera, rather than a specific interest 

in that particular opera. 
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The opera audiences were, therefore, those with an exist- 

ing interest in opera but who probably did not necessarily 

have narrow operatic interests. About half of the opera 

audience (52.3% of Al) had confined themselves to an opera 

visit only during the Festival (see Table 5.3). Most of 

the others had attended one other event only: concerts/ 

recitals, or the exhibitions or drama. 

The profile of these respondents was similar to that evident 

in many other surveys of opera audiences (see Chapters One 

and Two). Two-thirds were aged 45 or over and most were in 

professional or managerial occupations (especially education) 

or were retired (22.2%). 

Most of the respondents were local or regional: 62.4% were 

from Derbyshire or from the region (as defined in Table 

5.4). Also, about one-fifth were from London and the South 

and South-Eastern area (as defined in Table 5.8). Less 

than 2% were from overseas; this may be an underestimate 

and may reflect an apparent unwillingness on the part of 

overseas members of the audience either to accept a survey 

form or to complete one once accepted. 

About half of all the opera respondents were staying over- 

night whilst attending the Festival (see Table 5.5) and 

nearly all of these were staying in Buxton. Most overnight 

stays were short, either one or two nights, with the most 

frequently mentioned duration being two nights (mentioned 

by 44% of respondents). Very few (6.4%) were staying 
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TABLE 5.4 - Home Area of Opera and Non-Opera Audiences 

at Buxton Festival 1986 

% of respondents in each sub-set 

Opera 
audiences (Al) 

Buxton 

Rest of High Peak 
and Derbyshire 

'Region' 

London 

Elsewhere in UK 

Overseas 

Not specified 

3.0 

13.4 

46.0 62.4 

12.2 

23.9 

1.7 

Non-opera 
audiences (B1) 

8.3 

19.2 

52.9 80.4 

5.1 

12.9 

1.4 

0.2 

Note: 'Region' includes Greater Manchester, Cheshire, 
W Yorkshire, Merseyside, Nottinghamshire, South 
Yorkshire, Lancashire, North Wales and Stafford- 
shire 

* 
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TABLE 5.5 - Tourists in the Opera and Non-Opera 

Audiences at Buxton Festival 1986 

Opera Non-opera 
audiences (Al) audiences (B1) 

% of respondents in 
each sub-set staying 50.4 29.2 
overnight away from 
home 

% of overnight 
visitors in each 
sub-set 

i) Staying in Buxton 

ii) Staying 1 or 2 
nights 

iii) Using hotel 
accommodation 

iv) Using boarding/ 
guest houses 

v) On holiday 

vi) Certain before- 
hand they would 
stay overnight 

71.0 69.0 

61.0 52.4 

50.6 33.3 

16.1 22.2 

51.7 60.3 

82.9 74.6 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
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longer than a week. Serviced accommodation (hotels and 

boarding or guest houses) was used by two-thirds of the 

tourists; a fifth were staying with friends and relatives 

and the rest in unserviced accommodation. 

Most of the 'overnight stay' respondents (82.9%) had not 

considered attending the Festival other than by staying over- 

night in order to do so. Few (16.3%) had 'converted' at some 

stage from considering attendance without an overnight stay. 

Whether the overnight stay was considered 'necessary' or was 

more 'freely chosen' is something that cannot be determined 

from this survey but is pursued in survey 2. The fact that 

half of the respondents had purchased their opera tickets 

two months or more before the performance suggests a certain 

long-term interest in the Festival. (The Festival's own 

survey of 1985 audiences demonstrated that 70% had attended 

a previous Festival with nearly 17% having attended nearly 

all previous Festivals). 

The tourists were fairly evenly split between those who 

considered their overnight stay to be a holiday and those 

who did not (see Table 5.5). Nearly a third of the holiday 

tourists had thought of attending the Festival on a non- 

holiday basis: indicative of a possible conversion from 

route II to route I. 

As noted previously, the data from the questions concerned 

with the drawing power of the Festival in the visit to 

Budton can only be satisfactorily applied to those staying 

in Buxton, the sub-sets A8 and All. 
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5.2.1.3 Opera (Al) and Non-Opera (B1) Audiences 

The non-opera audiences were not a subject of this study 

but they were analysed because of the presence of opera- 

attenders within that sub-set. In fact, 38.7% of those 

attending non-opera events (sub-set B1) had attended or 

would attend an opera production during the Festival. 

Opera was expressed as the greatest interest in the 

Festival by 36.7% of non-opera respondents. They were, 

however, apparently less likely than the opera audiences 

to attend both of the core operas and more likely to attend 

one only. (The differences are not significant, however; 

see Table 5.6). The Purcell opera ('King Arthur') was more 

popular with the non-opera audiences than was the Handel 

opera (see Table 5.6). 

Interest in opera generally, as represented by the number 

of visits to opera performances other than those at Buxton 

Festival, was higher amongst the opera audiences (see 

Table 5.7). Nearly 80% of Al sub-set had attended at 

least one such performance during the previous twelve 

months, compared with only half of B1, the non-opera audi- 

ences. The opera audiences were the more frequent opera- 

attenders: 16.3% of Al had attended twelve or more perform- 

ances during the previous twelve months, compared with only 

5.4% of Bl. 

The respondents in sub-set B1, the non-opera group, were 

a heterogeneous group and were obviously likely to vary in 
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TABLE 5.6 - Festival Operas Attended by Opera and Non- 
Opera Audiences at Buxton Festival 1986 

Number of performances 
of the following 
attended: 

King Arthur Ariodante 

01 

10 

1 and 1 

1 and 2 

2 and 1 

2 and 2 

2 and 3 

3 and 3 

% of respondents in each sub- 
set Al and B1 indicating att- 
endance at any opera: 

Opera Non-opera 
audiences audiences 

(Al) (B1) 

21.3 11.9 

24.7 38.7 

52.9 45.2 

0.4 1.2 

0.1 0.6 

0.2 2.4 

0.1 

0.1 

* 

* 

* 

* 
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TABLE 5.7 - Attendance of Buxton Festival Audiences at 

other Opera Performances, during Previous 

Twelve Months 

% of respondents in each sub-set: 

Opera audiences Non-opera audiences 
(Al) (B1) 

No such visit 19.2 47.2 

1 to 5 visits 44.7 39.6 

6 to 11 visits 18.7 6.0 

12 to 23 visits 10.3 3.5 

24 or more visits 6.0 1.9 

Not specified 1.1 1.9 

* 
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their interest in opera. Those respondents at the child- 

ren's opera (26.9% of B1) would, perhaps, have been 

expected to be those most likely to attend the core operas 

as would have been those at the Rita Hunter recital. Those 

at the concerts (32.4% of B1) would, perhaps, have been 

less likely to do so and those at jazz and revue events 

least likely of all to be opera-attenders. It is probable 

that some proportion of Bl respondents could well have been 

placed in sub-set Al. If responses to question 3a (which 

Festival events will you have definitely attended by the 

end of this year's Festival? ) were an accurate representa- 

tion of actual attendance, then at least 38% of B1 respond- 

ents were also 'opera- audiences'. As the opera/non-opera 

distinction was not an important one for this study, no 

attempt was made to adjust the content of the sub-sets Al 

and Bl along these lines. A lengthy comparative analysis 

of Al and B1 was not justified either because of the 

heterogeneous nature of B1 and the overlap between the two 

groups. 

It is significant, however, that the non-opera audiences 

(B1) were more likely to be 'local' than were the opera 

audiences. From Table 5.4 it can be seen that just over 

60% of Al audiences were from Buxton, the rest of Derby- 

shire and the 'region' (as defined in Table 5.4). Over 

80% of B1, the non-opera audiences, were local and regional. 

The difference between the two sub-sets was noticeable and 

significant at the 'local' level also: 27.7% of B1 and 
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only 16.4% of Al-were from Derbyshire. 

This difference in home area was reflected in the extent to 

which the two audience sub-sets were staying overnight away 

from home. About half of the opera audiences were staying 

overnight away from home, whereas less than 30% of the non- 

opera audiences were (see Table 5.5). This difference 

casts some doubt on the view that tourists were more likely 

than others to complete the survey form. The opera attend- 

ers had been more certain than the non-opera attenders that 

they would stay overnight; over 80% of Al and about three- 

quarters of Bi had not considered not staying overnight 

(not significant difference, see Table 5.5). 

In both sub-sets of Al and B1, similar percentages of the 

tourists stayed in Buxton itself and were short-stay 

tourists of one or two nights duration (see Table 5.5). 

A higher percentage of B1 was staying eight or more nights, 

however, than was the case for Al (15.9% and 6.4% respect- 

ively).. This might, in part, reflect the apparently 

higher proportion of the non-opera audience that was on 

holiday (though not a statistically significant difference) 

(see Table 5.5). 

The opera audiences were greater users of hotel accommoda- 

tion; used by 50.6% of Al and 33.3% of B1. 
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5.2.1.4 Opera: Tourists (A2) and Non-Tourists (A3) 

The clearest and least surprising distinction between the 

tourists and the. non-tourists in the opera audiences was 

the home areas. In Table 5.8 it can be seen that most of 

the non-tourists (92%) were local and regional. Only a 

third of the tourists were local or regional and a high 

percentage were from London (nearly one-quarter) or from 

the South and South East area (14.7%). It is significant, 

however, that some part of the local and regional audien- 

ces were staying overnight: of the total opera audiences 

708 were local or regional and of these, 27.2% stayed 

overnight away from home. 

For both audience segments opera was the 'greatest interest' 

in the Festival: it was indicated as such by over 90% of 

respondents in A2 and A3. They also had a similar distri- 

bution of interest in other events, with concerts/recitals 

and drama being the next most popular areas of greatest 

interest. The events that each segment considered they 

would have attended by the end of the Festival were also 

similar but the proportion of non-tourists that attended 

other events was generally lower than that of tourists 

(see Table 5.9: all differences between A2 and A3 are sig- 

nificant except for children's opera and jazz). The tour- 

ists were, perhaps, more attracted by the Festival concept 

or they might only have taken advantage of the other 

events offered after being initially attracted by the 

opera(s). The tourists were also more likely than the 
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TABLE 5.8 - Home Area of Tourist and Non-Tourist Opera 

Audiences at Buxton Festival 1986 

% of respondents in each 
sub-set 

Tourists Non-Tourists 
(A2) (A3) 

Buxton - 5.4 

Rest of High Peak and 2.7 24.3 
Derbyshire 

'Region' 31.1 62.3' 

London 23.9 0.4 

South and South East 14.7 0.6 
area 

Elsewhere 27.6 0.7 

Note: 1. 'Region' is as defined in Table 5.4. 

2. South and South East area is defined as 
counties of Kent, Surrey, West Sussex, 
East Sussex, Hampshire, Berkshire, 
Oxford, Buckingham, Bedford, Hertford- 
shire, Cambridge, Suffolk, Essex. 
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TABLE 5.9 - Festival Events Attended by Tourist and Non- 

Tourist Opera Audiences at Buxton Festival 

1986 

% of each sub-set that indicated 
they would have definitely attended 

the following events by end of 
Festival 

Tourists Non-Tourists 

(A2) (A3) 

Opera 100 100 

Concert/recitals 26.0 17.8 

Exhibitions 23.2 12.6 

Drama 18.4 12.2 

Late night revue 14.0 7.2 

Talks 14.0 5.4 

Children's opera 13.2 10.8 

Readings 12.3 7.1 

Jazz 3.7 4.6 

* 

* 
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non-tourists to attend a performance of both operas. In 

Table 5.10 it can be seen that 62.3% of tourists had att- 

ended performances of both King Arthur and Ariodante, 

whereas only 43.9% of the non-tourists had done this. 

As in the case of opera audiences as a whole (Al) it was 

the Purcell opera, King Arthur, that was the more popular 

of the two operas when only one opera was attended; this 

was so for both tourists and non-tourists (see Table 5.10). 

However, only 37% of tourists attended one only opera 

performance, whereas 54.5% of non-tourists attended one 

only. 

Tourists are evidently more extensive users of the Festival 

than are non-tourists, though whether by prime objective or 

incidental choice could not be determined from this survey. 

Interest in opera as represented by other visits to other 

opera performances during the previous twelve months was 

greater in the case of tourists than in the case of non- 

tourists (see Table 5.11). An apparently higher percentage 

of tourists (82.2%) than of non-tourists (78.1%) made at 

least one such visit (though not a significant difference). 

Significantly higher percentages of tourists made twelve 

or more such visits during the previous twelve months: 

23.5% of tourists and 9.4% of non-tourists (see Table 5.11). 

The attraction of the opera performances attended was usu- 

ally 'the opera itself' and 'composer' in the case of both 

tourist and non-tourist segments (see Table 5.12). A 
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TABLE 5.10 - Festival Operas Attended by Tourist and 

Non-Tourist Opera Audiences at Buxton 

Festival 1986 

Number of performances % of respondents in 
of the following each sub-set 
attended: 

Tourists Non-tourists 
King Arthur Ariodante (A2) (A3) 

01 17.5 25.0 

10 19.5 29.5 

1 and 1 62.3 43.9 

1 and 2 0.4 0.5 

2 and 1 - 0.2 

2 and 2 0.2 0.2 

Other combinations 0.2 0.2 

* 

* 

* 
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TABLE 5.11 - Attendance of Tourists and Non-Tourists in 

Buxton Festival Opera Audiences at Other 

Opera Performances during Previous Twelve 

Months 

% of respondents in each 
sub-set 

Tourists Non-Tourists 
(A2) (A3) 

No such visit 16.7 20.8 

1 to 5 visits 39.6 50.2 

6 to 11 visits 19.1 18.5 

12 to 23 visits 13.5 7.4 

24 or more visits 10.0 2.0 

Not specified 1.1 1.1 

* 

* 
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TABLE 5.12 - Attraction of Opera Performance Attended 

by Tourists and Non-Tourists at Buxton 

Festival 1986 

% of each sub-set 

Tourists Non-Tourists 
(A2) (A3) 

Composer 18.8 20.7 

The opera itself 58.8 53.9 

Evening out 3.7 7.0 

Someone else's choice 7.4 8.9 

* 

* 

* 
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slightly higher percentage (not significant) of non-tourists 

than of tourists considered that the composer was the 

attraction. Although a minor reason, 'an evening out' was 

a more important reason for attendance for non-tourists 

than for tourists (see Table 5.12). Most (85.4% of A2 and 

87.3% of A3) of those citing 'the opera itself' as the 

attraction, considered that their attendance could be better 

explained through a general interest in opera than through 

a more specific interest in the opera they were at. This 

was so for both tourists and non-tourists. 
r 

Tourists appear to work on a longer decision time-span than 

do non-tourists; 52.3% of A2 and 42.8% of A3 bought tickets 

two months or more before the performance. The average 

price paid by these two audience segments also differs; 

the tourists' mean price was £12.38, compared with £11.13 

for non-tourists. (The mode was £16.50 for tourists and 

£10.50 for non-tourists). 

In terms of personal characteristics (see Table 5.13) 

there is a higher percentage of non-tourists than tourists 

in the 35-44 age group: 20.8% of A3 and 16.2% of A2 (just 

significant). This may reflect that part of the life-cycle 

which inhibits tourism: it may be more a reflection of 

tourism than of opera-going or interest. None of the 

other differences between A2 and A3 in age composition was 

significant, but there was an apparent tendency for the 

tourists to be over 55 or over or 25-34. 
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TABLE 5.13 - Personal Characteristics of Tourists and 
Non-Tourists in Opera Audiences at Buxton 

Festival 1986 

% of each sub-set 

Tourists Non-Tourists 
(A2) (A3) 

Age 

Under 16 0.2 0.2 

16-24 2.5 3.3 

25-34 12.0 10.1 

35-44 16.2 20.8 

45-54 25.5 25.8 

55-64 27.2 24.2 

65 or over 16.5 15.5 

Occupation 

Retired 24.7 19.7 

Housewife/husband 6.3 10.5 

Student 2.1 3.5 

Unemployed 0.9 1.1 

Education 19.5 18.3 

Medical 7.7 9.4 

Professional, managerial 30.2 31.0 
and administrative 

Clerical and supervisory 6.3 5.2 

Other 1.4 1.1 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
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The difficulties surrounding classification of occupations 

were compounded by the absence of significant differences 

in occupation between the two groups (see Table 5.13). 

The distribution of both tourists and non-tourists across 

the occupational groupings was apparently similar, with 

managerial, professional and administrative and education 

and medical groups dominating both (57.4% of A2 and 58.7% 

of A3). The apparently higher percentage of retired 

respondents within the tourist segment (24.7% of A2 and 

19.7% of A3) could have been a reflection of the apparently 
If 

differing age profiles of the two segments. 

The drawing power of the Festival in the decision to visit 

Buxton could not be clearly determined in respect of seg- 

ments A2 and A3. Question 1 of the survey related to a 

visit to Buxton and as not all the tourists in the opera 

audience actually stayed in Buxton, misleading conclusions 

could have been drawn. Thus a consideration of drawing 

power in respect of opera-tourists was postponed until 

considering the sub-sets relating to these segments of the 

opera audience that stayed in Buxton (A8 and All: section 

5.2.1.6). For the non-tourists the question was less 

likely to lead to 'false' conclusions. Nearly 90% of the 

non-tourist respondents in the opera audience considered 

that the Festival was the only (81.5% of A3) or the main 

(7.6%) reason for the visit to Buxton. Opera dominated 

in terms of the greatest interests and attendances of 

opera non-tourists and additionally 60.7% of the non- 
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tourists attended only opera at the Festival, compared with 

44.5% of tourists (see Table 5.3). There is a clear indi- 

cation, therefore, of the drawing power of opera(s) in the 

case of non-tourists. 

In conclusion, the tourists in the opera audience differed 

from the non-tourists in several respects, but not notice- 

ably in their interest in opera. There was nothing so 

far to suggest that the overnight stayer, the tourists, 

were less committed and enthusiastic appreciators of opera 

than were the non-tourists. The evidence here has been 

more supportive of the opposite view. 

5.2.1.5 Opera: Holiday Tourists (A4) and Non-Holiday 

Tourists (A5) 

The distinction between a holiday and a non-holiday tourist 

is very much a subjective one (see Chapter Two). Of the 

tourists (A2) identified in the opera audiences, nearly all 

made such a distinction: 51.7% were on holiday (sub-set 

A4) and 46.8% were on a non-holiday visit (sub-set AS) 

(see Table 5.2). 

With respect to their interest in opera, it was the non- 

holiday tourists who demonstrated a greater interest. 

From Table 5.14, it can be seen that only 12.7% of the non- 

holiday tourists had attended no other opera performance 

during the previous year; this was the case for 20.3% of 

the holiday tourists. The differences in the other 
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TABLE 5.14 - Attendance of Holiday and Non-Holdiday 

Tourists in Buxton Festival Opera Audiences 

at other Opera Performances during the 

Previous Twelve Months 

% of respondents in each sub-set 

Holida Non-Holiday 
Tourists A4) Tourists (A5) 

No such visit 20.3 12.7 

1 to 5 visits 40.3 38.6 

6 to 11 visits 16.9 21.7= 

12 to 23 visits 12.9 14.2 

24 or more visits 8.5 12.0 

Not specified 1.0 0.7 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
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frequencies of attendance 

was an apparently greater 

tourists attending opera 

the year. Nearly all the 

however, considered opera 

in the Festival (93.1% of 

were not significant but there 

likelihood of the non-holiday 

visits six or more times during 

respondents in both sub-sets, 

to be the 'greatest interest' 

A4 and 91.5% of A5). 

Both tourist segments showed an inclination to attend a 

wide range of events other than the operas during the 

Festival. Exhibitions, concerts/recitals and drama were 

particularly popular with the holiday tourists (over one- 

fifth attending each) though late-night revue and talks 

displaced the popularity of drama in the case of non-holiday 

tourists (over 15% attending each) (see Table 5.15). 

The two segments did, however, exhibit different patterns 

of attendance at the two core operas. In Table 5.16 it can 

be seen that a greater proportion of non-holiday tourists 

than of holiday tourists attended a performance of both 

operas: 68.2% of A5 and 56.6% of A4. Ariodante was the 

more popular opera of the non-holiday tourists who attended 

only one opera. 

For both holiday and non-holiday tourists the 'opera itself' 

and 'composer' were cited as being the two most important 

attractions of the performance attended. The relative pro- 

portion of each differed however. 'Composer' was less 

important than the 'opera itself' in both cases but 'com- 

poser' was relatively more important for the holiday 
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TABLE 5.15 - Festival Events Attended by Holiday and Non 

Holiday Tourists in Opera Audiences at 

Buxton Festival 1986 

% of each sub-set that indicated they 
would have definitely attended the 
following events by end of Festival 

Holiday Non-Holiday 
Tourists (A4) Tourists (A5) 

Opera 100 100 

Concerts/recitals 27.8 22.8 

Exhibitions 28.8 17.2 

Drama 22.7 13.9 

Late night revue 12.2 15.4 

Talks 12.5 15.0 

Children's opera 15.3 10.9 

Readings 13.9 10.5 

Jazz 4.1 3.4 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
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TABLE 5.16 - Festival Operas Attended by Holiday and Non- 

Holiday Tourists in Opera Audiences at 

Buxton Festival 1986 

% of respondents in each sub-set 

Holiday 
Tourists (A4) 

Number of Performances 
of the following 
attended 

King Arthur Ariodante 

01 

1O 

1 and 1 

Other combinations 

18.0 

25.1 

56.6 

0.3 

Non-Holiday 
Tourists (A5) 

17.2 

13.5 

68.2 

1.2 
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tourists than for the non-holiday tourists (see Table 5.17). 

Of those who considered 'the opera itself' to be the 

attraction, the holiday tourists were apparently more likely 

than the non-holiday tourists to do so because of a general 

interest in opera than because of a more specific interest 

in the particular opera attended; 16.9% of A5 who consid- 

ered the opera to be the attraction indicated specific 

interest in the opera attended, whereas only 9.8% of the 

A4 group did this. 

Both groups, A4 and A5, were tourists but the noi-holiday 

tourists were more 'local' and 'regional' than were the 

holiday tourists. Just over a quarter of the holiday tour- 

ists were drawn from Derbyshire and the surrounding region 

whereas over 40% of the non-holiday tourists were from this 

area (see Table 5.18). There was a similar proportion from 

London in both cases but the 'South and South-East' area 

accounted for a higher percentage of holiday tourists than 

of non-holiday tourists (19.7% and 9.3% respectively). 

Some (25.5%) of the non-holiday tourists had considered 

attending the Festival without staying overnight, which 

suggested that there was an element of 'choice' in the 

decision in 'converting' from a 'non-tourist' route to 

route II. For the others, those who had always intended 

staying overnight, it might have been more of a necessity, 

given a desire to see the opera(s). (This was considered 

further in survey 2). The non-holiday tourists were those 

who were more likely to attend both operas and this might 
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TABLE 5.17 - Attraction of Opera Performance Attended 

by Holiday and Non-Holiday Tourists in 

Opera Audiences at Buxton Festival 1986 

% of respondents in each sub-set 

Holiday Non-Holiday 
Tourists (A4) Tourists (A5) 

Composer 22.4 15.4 

The opera itself 51.8 66.3 
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TABLE 5.18 - Home Area of Holiday and Non-Holiday 

Tourists in Opera Audiences at Buxton 

Festival 1986 

% of respondents in each sub-set 

Holiday Non-Holiday 
Tourists (A4) Tourists (A5) 

Derbyshire 1.7 3.4 

'Region' 23.8 38.8 

London 23.4 24.7 

South and South East 19.7 9.3 
area 

Elsewhere 31.4 23.8 

* 

* 

* 
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account for the overnight stay. Alternatively, an overnight 

stay might have been necessary to attend even one of those 

operas and a decision to attend the other may have followed. 

Relatively few of the holiday tourists (6.8%) had considered 

attending the Festival without staying overnight but over a 

quarter (29.9%) had considered making that visit in a non- 

holiday form. This is indicative of a 'conversion' from 

route II to route I. Whether some of these holiday tourists 

chose to convert from route II to route I because of the 

distance involved in travelling to the Festival Itourists 

are drawn from further afield than are the non-tourists) 

cannot be determined from this survey. 

The holiday tourists stayed longer in the area than did 

the non-holiday tourists: mean of 4.4 nights for A4 and 

2.0 nights for A5. They were also apparently less likely 

to be staying in hotels (stayed in by 46.8% of A4 and 

54.7% of AS, though the difference is not significant); 

there were no other noticeable differences in accommoda- 

tion used. 

With respect to personal characteristics, there were few 

significant differences in age between the holiday and 

non-holiday tourists (see Table 5.19), with the exception 

of the 65 or over age group: there was a higher proportion 

of holiday tourists than non-holiday tourists in this age 

group. There was an apparent (but insignificant) difference 

in the 25-34 age group also, with there being a higher 
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TABLE 5.19 - Personal Characteristics of Holiday and Non- 

Holiday Tourists in Opera Audiences at 

Buxton Festival 1986 

% of respondents in each sub-set 

Holiday Non-Holiday 
Tourists (A4) Tourists (A5) 

Age 

Under 16 0.3 - 

16-24 2.0 3.0 

25-34 9.5 15.0 

35-44 15.0 18.0 

45-54 26.9 23.6 

55-64 26.9 27.7 

65 or over 19.4 12.7 

Occupation 

Retired 30.5 18.0 

Housewife/husband 3.7 9.0 

Student 2.0 2.2 

Unemployed 0.3 1.5 

Education 23.4 15.4 

Medical 5.1 10.5 

Professional, managerial 24.7 36.3 
and administrative 

Clerical and supervisory 7.8 4.9 

Other 2.0 0.7 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
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proportion in this range in the non-holiday than in the 

holiday tourist sub-set. In the case of occupations (see 

Table 5.19), there was a greater percentage of non-holiday 

tourists than of'holiday tourists classed as professional, 

managerial and administrative (36.3% of AS and 24.7% of A4). 

The reverse seems to be true of those in education (15.4% 

of AS and 23.4% of A4). Despite the difficulties attached 

to interpreting responses to the survey question about 

occupation, it is nonetheless of some significance that 

over 30% of the holiday tourists, but only 18% of non- 

holiday tourists were 'retired'. 

These personal factors may have accounted, to some extent, 

for the difference in average ticket cost: mean of £11.71 

for holiday tourists and £13.08 for non-holiday tourists 

(mode of £16.50 in each case). 

The drawing power of opera and the Festival in the visit 

to the area is considered in the next section dealing with 

tourists in Buxton (sub-sets A8 and All). However, it was 

worth noting that there were indications of a difference 

in drawing power between holiday and non-holiday tourists. 

Over three-quarters (78.7%) of the non-holiday tourists 

considered that the Festival was the only reason for the 

visit, whereas just under half (48.5%) of the holiday 

tourists considered this to be so. 

The distinction between holiday and non-holiday may, there- 

fore, be accounted for in one or all of several ways. 
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First there are the different distances to Buxton from home 

areas. Those with the longer journeys to make to Buxton 

may have been more likely to consider the visit as, or to 

make the visit into, a holiday. The area is also more 

likely to be perceived as a holiday destination by those 

outside it than by those within or close to it. 

Second, there is a difference in opera interest. Those 

with the greatest opera-interest may have been less likely 

to consider the visit as a holiday, because of the 'less 

serious' nature of a holiday. It might have been that the 

more regular opera-goer had less need of a holiday ethos in 

order to facilitate the visit. 

Finally, the distinction could be accounted for by age and/or 

occupation differences. Those who are older and/or retired 

may have had greater opportunities to have a number of 

visits away from home which are considered holidays. This 

may also have been true of those in education who, in addi- 

tion, may have a greater propensity to participate in 

culturally-based holidays. Respondents in younger age 

groups and in non-education occupations may have fewer 

opportunities for such overnight stays and may have been 

more likely to reserve the term 'holiday' for longer and 

'more significant' overnight stays. 

As a final observation, it might have been expected that 

those with the greatest opera-interest would have been 

those who were prepared to travel the greater distance. 
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There was little to support this here; those in AS appear 

to have the greatest interest in opera but are more local 

and regional in origin. 

5.2.1.6 Opera: Holiday Tourists Staying in Buxton (A8) 

and Non-Holiday Tourists Staying in Buxton (All) 

These sub-sets were constituent parts of A4 and A5 respect- 

ively: 70.2% of A4 and 71.9% of AS. The responses by 

respondents in the Buxton sub-sets (A8 and All) were broadly 

similar to those in the larger sub-sets. There were some 

differences between A4 and A8 and between A5 and All, but 

they were not of sufficient magnitude as to significantly 

alter the discussion in the previous section. The relation- 

ship between A8 and All was also similar to that identified 

in the analysis of A4 and A5. The proportions of tourists 

in the holiday and the non-holiday categories were similar 

in Buxton as for the whole tourist sub-set (see Table 5.2). 

The data was analysed at this level only because of the 

difficulties posed by assessing the drawing power of opera 

and Festival in the visits of the tourists. Question 1 

was put in terms of the reason for the visit to Buxton 

(see earlier sections, including 5.1.2.2). 

Actual events attended were. not a necessary reflection of 

drawing power, but it was of significance that of the holi- 

day tourists in Buxton (AB), 32.0% attended only the opera(s) 

whereas 44.3% of the non-holiday tourists in Buxton (All) 

did this (see Table 5.3). 
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As discussed earlier, the responses to a number of ques- 

tions - 1,2'and 10 - were to be analysed in order to 

assess the drawing power. Those who indicated that the 

Festival was the only or main reason (Question 1) for the 

visit were deemed to be 'primary' cultural tourists: 

cases a and b in Table 5.20. They were 84.9% of the 

holiday tourists (A8) and 88% of the non-holiday tourists 

(All) (see Table 5.21). The 'incidental' cultural tourists 

were those for whom the Festival was secondary to other 

reasons for the visit to Buxton: case c in Table 5.20. 

They were only 3.5% of AB and 2.0% of All. The 'accidental' 

cultural tourists were those for whom the Festival did not 

feature at all as a reason for the visit to Buxton: case 

d in Table 5.20. They were 1% of A8 and were non-existent 

for All. 

As the intention of this study was to identify the drawing 

power of opera, in particular, the responses needed to be 

considered along with responses to question 2. This sought 

to identify the area of 'greatest interest' in the Festival. 

With respect to opera alone, the primary cultural tourists 

were now only those in cases ai, aii, bi and bii in Table 

5.20. They were 51.6% of A8 and 69.8% of All (see Table 

5.21). These were primary cultural tourists with a narrow 

cultural interest, opera, as opposed to those with a wider 

cultural interest in opera and other Festival events. 

These wider cultural tourists were represented as aiii, 

aiv, biii and biv in Table 5.20 and were 33.3% of A8 and 
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TABLE 5.21 - 'Primary' Cultural Tourists in Opera 

Audiences Staying in Buxton, at Buxton 

Festival 1986 

% of respondents in each sub-set 

Primary cultural 
tourists 

Primary with greatest 
interest in opera only 

Primary with greatest 
interest in opera and 
other events 

Primary with greatest 
interest in opera only 
and general interest 
in opera 

Primary with greatest 
interest in opera only 
and specific interest 
in opera attended 

Holiday Tourists 
in Buxton (A8) 

84.9 

51.6 

33.3 

43.9 

7.7 

Non-holiday 
Tourists in 

(All) 

88.0 

69.8 

18.2 

56.8 

13.0 * 
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18.2% of All (see Table 5.21). 

The response to question 10b gave some indication of the 

drawing power of"the event attended, as opposed to the art 

form. In all cases analysed so far and also here in A8 

and All, respondents had attended the opera productions 

more from a general interest in opera than a specific 

interest in that opera. For those for whom opera was the 

area of greatest interest in the Festival (cases ai, aii, 

bi and bii), most indicated that a general interest in 

opera was more important as a reason for attendif4g the 

opera(s) than was a more specific interest in the opera(s) 

attended. These were represented as cases aii and bii in 

Table 5.20 and were 43.9% of A8 and 56.8% of All (see 

Table 5.21). Those with a more specific interest in the 

event, represented by cases ai and bi, were 7.7% of A8 

and 13% of All (see Table 5.21). 

Both holiday and non-holiday tourists in the opera audien- 

ces were, in the main, drawn to the area by the Festival. 

The influence of the opera(s) in isolation were less 

obviously discernible. Those primary cultural tourists 

whose greatest interest in the Festival lay solely in 

opera were the single most important category of tourist, 

especially so for non-holiday tourists. In the case of 

those for whom greatest interest in the Festival covered 

other events as well as opera, it was not known how far 

the opera(s) themselves, in isolation, could have drawn 

the tourists. (It is, of course, conceivable that even 
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those with a greatest interest in opera only were influenced 

in their decision to visit Buxton by factors other than 

opera, factors which might have included other Festival 

events). 

5.2.2 Survey 2 

5.2.2.1 Tourist Routes 

One purpose of this second survey was to identify a third 

route to tourism, that of the visit that was part holiday 

and part non-holiday, i. e. route III. Analysis of the 

responses to survey 2 indicated that some respondents had 

identified such a route and were 7.1% of all respondents 

(sub-set C3 in Figure 5.2). Those on holiday (sub-set Cl) 

were 72.9% of respondents and those on a non-holiday visit 

(sub-set C2) were 18.8%. In survey 1, when only two routes 

were identified (routes I and II), the distribution of 

respondents between them was 53.7% and 46.3% (for sub-sets 

A8, All, B8 and Bll, at which survey 2 was directed). 

Further analysis of survey 2 forms revealed that some of 

the respondents had changed their minds about the classi- 

fication of their visit to Buxton and had switched from 

holiday to non-holiday or vice versa. The detail of 

switches is shown in Appendix 5.11 As a check on the re- 

presentativeness of survey 2, these survey 2 classifica- 

tions (including part holiday) were transferred back to 

their survey 1 classifications. This gave an imputed 

distribution between holiday and non-holiday for survey 2 
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Figure 5.2 

Tourist routes identified in audience survey 2 relating 
to Buxton Festival 1986 

325 responses JALL 

cl 
Holiday 

237 
72.9% 

Route I 

C2 

Tourists attending 
opera and staying 
overnight in Buxton 

Non-holiday 
61 

18.8% 

Route II 

C3 

Part-holiday 
23 

7.1% 

Route III 

Not 
specified 

4 
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of 52.3% and 47.7%, compared with the distribution of 53.7% 

and 46.3% in survey 1 (see Appendix 5.11). 

For survey 2, therefore, the number of respondents in each 

of routes II and II was considerably less than that in 

route I. (Absolute numbers in routes I and II identified 

in survey 1 were more balanced). The base for percentages 

in routes II and III was small compared with that for 

route I, so that comparisons between route I and the others 

were to be interpreted with caution. The survey 2 classi- 

fications of tourist route were retained, but it, was 

decided that it would be unwise to base the analysis solely 

on relating one sub-set based on a tourist route to another 

as was the case for survey 1. The analysis would be of the 

data set as a whole with only limited reference to sub-sets 

Cl, C2 and C3 (based on routes I, II and III) as appropriate. 

5.2.2.2 Opera as an Attraction 

For 92.3% of all survey 2 respondents, the Festival was the 

only or main reason for the visit to Buxton (see Table 

5.22). This percentage was higher for sub-set C2, the non- 

holiday tourists, than for the others and, more signifi- 

cantly, the distribution between 'only' and 'main' was 

different. Of the non-holiday tourists, 78.3% considered 

that the Festival was the only reason for the visit, com- 

pared with 58.2% of holiday tourists and 59.1% of part 

holiday tourists. 
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TABLE 5.22 - Importance of Festival in the Visit to 

Buxton by Tourists in the Opera Audiences, 

Buxton Festival 1986 

Festival: 

The only reason 

The main reason 

% of all respondents to 
survey 2 

61.8 

30.5 

Secondary to other reasons 5.2 

Not a reason at all 2.5 
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When considering other reasons for the visit, 'sightseeing' 

and 'attractions' were cited most often (see Table 5.23). 

The non-holiday tourists (C2) cited other reasons less 

frequently than did the others; visiting friends and 

relatives was the most important reason for part-holiday 

tourists (C3). Business and conference reasons were 

mentioned once only and that was in sub-set C3, the part 

holiday tourists. 

Most of the part-holiday tourists (C3) considered that the 

visit to the Festival was the holiday part of their visit. 

This was indicated by 72.7% of those who classified their 

visit as a part-holiday. The non-holiday parts of the visit 

were presumably visits to friends or relatives. 

Further analysis of the drawing power of the Festival and 

opera was undertaken by identifying the primary, incidental 

and accidental cultural tourists. This had been done in 

the analysis of survey 1 and for survey 2, the 'strength' 

of the Festival as reason for the visit would also be 

linked with the area of 'greatest interest' in the Festival. 

In survey 2, however, information had been sought in a 

different form. Survey 1 had required respondents to 

indicate the area in which their greatest interest lay, 

whereas survey 2 required only a 'yes' or 'no' response 

to the question 'was opera your greatest interest in the 

Festival? '. Analysis of survey 1 had also linked these 

two with indications of the attraction of performances att- 

ended. Survey 2 linked them, however with questions that 
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TABLE 5.23 - Reasons other than the Festival for the 

Visit to Buxton by Tourists in the Opera 

Audiences, Buxton Festival 1986 

% of all respondents to 
survey 2 

Visiting friends and 12.6 
relatives 

Business or conference 0.3 

Shopping 2.2 

Sight-seeing 20.9 

Recreation or sport 8.9 

Visits to-attractions 16.6 

Other 4.0 
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related to the timing of having knowledge of the opera(s) 

and of the decision to attend the opera(s). This, it was 

hoped, would indicate those, for instance, who know before- 

hand exactly what they were going to see and those who had 

decided to visit Buxton and attend the opera(s) before 

knowing which operas would be presented and those who only 

knew about the operas after deciding to visit or after 

arriving in Buxton. 

It was postulated, beforehand, that those who were primary 

cultural tourists, (those for whom opera was a decisive fac- 

tor in the decision to visit) would be those who met the 

following criteria. They would express opera as their 

greatest interest in the Festival, the Festival would be 

the only or main reason for the visit to Buxton and the 

decision to attend the opera(s) would have been taken as 

and when the decision to visit Buxton was taken. Respond- 

ents who met these criteria were 74.5% of all survey 2 

respondents (see Table 5.24). (They were a less important 

component of the part-holiday sub-set, C3). 

The incidental cultural tourists would be as above except 

for the Festival being a secondary reason for visiting 

Buxton. These'were only 2.5% of survey 2 respondents (but 

a more important component of the part-holiday sub-set C3) 

(see Table 5.24). The accidental cultural tourists would 

be those who indicated that either opera or other events 

were the greatest interest in the Festival, that the 

Festival had not been a reason for the visit to Buxton, 
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and who had only decided to visit the opera after deciding 

to visit Buxton (and either before or after arriving). 

Such tourists were also only 2.5% of all respondents; 

they were, in fact, found only within the holiday sub- 

set Cl. 

The fact that 79.5% of all respondents fell into these 

three categories indicated that there might be other com- 

binations of answers to the three questions that had not 

been foreseen and that might have been more important than 

the incidental or accidental as defined above. number 

of respondents (4.9%) had not indicated when the decision 

to attend the opera(s) had been taken (see Table 5.24). A 

further group (5.5% of respondents) had specified combina- 

tions that were apparently inconsistent. For instance, 

opera was the area of greatest interest in the Festival, 

the Festival was the main or only reason for the visit and 

yet the decision to attend the opera(s) was taken after 

deciding to visit Buxton (and before arriving). This was 

possible in so far as opera might have been deemed the 

greatest interest post-facto. 

The remaining 9.9% were respondents for whom opera was not 

the greatest interest but the'Festival had been a reason 

for the-visit to Buxton and the decision to attend the 

opera(s) was thus 'incidental' to some other interest in 

the Festival. In all but three of these 33 cases, the 

decision to attend the opera(s) was taken before arriving 

in Buxton and in 24 cases, the decision to attend was 
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taken at the same time as the decision to visit Buxton. 

With respect only to timing of decisions to attend the 

opera(s), most respondents (84.3%) to survey 2 had decided 

to attend the opera as and when they decided to visit 

Buxton (see cases i and ii in Table 5.25). Most knew at 

that stage what operas would be produced and few made the 

decision to visit and attend without knowing which operas 

were being produced: 5.5% of all respondents (case ii in 

Table 5.25). Other cases include those who were not aware 

that opera would be produced as they decided to visit Buxton 

but subsequently discovered this to be so and decided to 

attend before arriving (case iii in Table 5.25: 4.3%). A 

smaller group (case iv in Table 5.25) knew that opera would 

be produced as they decided to visit Buxton but found out 

which and decided to attend subsequently (2.1%). Those who 

decided to attend only after arriving in Buxton were only 

a small group (case v in Table 5.2.5: 1.8%) and the vast 

majority of respondents had made the decision to attend 

before arrival. 

5.2.2.3 Influence of Other Factors 

The drawing power of the operas in the decision of audiences 

to visit Buxton needed to be considered within the context 

of Buxton and the Festival itself. The unique nature of 

the product offered at Buxton has not just been the rarity 

of the operas themselves but has also been perceived of as 
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factors such as the physical location, the theatre, and the 

opportunity to attend other Festival events, some themati- 

cally bound together and others not. 

It was significant that a number of respondents had experi- 

enced the operas before attending the Festival performances. 

From Table 5.26 it can be seen that King Arthur was more 

familiar to respondents than was Ariodante but in both cases 

over a quarter of respondents had seen or heard productions: 

36.3% in the case of King Arthur and 26.4% in the case of 

Ariodante. (In no case did a respondent indicate that he/ 

she had both seen a production and heard on record or on 

radio any one opera). This familiarity with relatively 

unknown works suggested a high degree of interest in opera 

on the part of at least some of the respondents. From 

Table 5.27 it can be seen that over 90% of respondents 

claimed to have more than a mild interest in opera; 60.2% 

indicated a 'great interest'. Non-holiday tourists (sub- 

set C2) had a lower percentage of respondents indicating 

a 'great interest' in opera; survey 1 had indicated that 

non-holiday tourists were the more frequent opera-attenders. 

The setting of the operas within a theme appeared to be one 

of the least important factors influencing attendance at 

the operas (see Table 5.28). The thematic approach was 

rated highly, at 4 or 5, by only 21.6% of respondents. The 

most important factors were Buxton itself (rated 4 or 5 by 

63.1% of respondents) and the Opera House (rated 4 or 5 by 

65.9%). However, whether these were real draws as opposed 
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TABLE 5.26'- Previous Experience of Tourists in the 

Opera Audiences (staying in Buxton) 

of the 1986 Festival Operas at Buxton 

% of respondents to survey 2 

Seen Heard 

King Arthur 10.5 25.8 36.3 

Ariodante 8.9 17.5 26.4 
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TABLE 5.27 - Interest in Opera of Tourists in Opera 

Audiences, staying in Buxton, Buxton 

Festival 1986 

% of all respondents to survey 2 

No interest 0.6 

Mild interest 5.5 

Interested 32.9 

Great interest 60.2 
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to pleasant 'bonuses' of the visit could not be determined. 

The role of Buxton itself was not clear - it could have 

been a draw because of its relative proximity to a number 

of centres of population and/or because of its own attrac- 

tions. 

Less important than Buxton and the Opera House but more so 

than the theme, were the other Festival events. The oppor- 

tunity to attend these was rated 4 or 5 by 31.1% of 

respondents in the decision to attend the operas. The 

opportunity to combine opera-going with activities other 

than the Festival was clearly also important and was rated 

4 or 5 by 40% of respondents. The fact that operas were a 

production of the Buxton Festival Company was rated 4 or 5 

by only 35.4% of respondents. This might suggest little 

'brand-loyalty' or identification of a particular company 

style; the attraction would appear to be more in the pro- 

duct than in the producing company. 

5.2.2.4 Experience of Buxton 

Nearly a third of all respondents (31.1%) had stayed over- 

night in Buxton on a previous occasion other than during a 

Festival and over half (58.8%) had made a day visit previ- 

ously. Buxton was not therefore an unknown destination 

for most of the respondents. It is possible that a 

Festival stay/visit in the past had proved to be the intro- 

duction to Buxton that led to subsequent stays outside 

Festival time. Additionally, over 60% of respondents had 
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stayed overnight to see previous Buxton Festival operas 

(see Table 5.29). Nearly half of all respondents had made 

such overnight stays during at least two previous Buxton 

Festivals. The tourist experience of Buxton in the past 

might therefore have been largely a Festival one. 

Subsequent overnight stays in Buxton had been undertaken by 

only 5.5% of respondents, most of whom classified the visit 

as a holiday or break. (Forms were distributed in late 

February 1987 and returned by late March 1987). Although 

many respondents indicated they would be staying: overnight 

in Buxton during the next twelve months, it was not poss- 

ible to determine whether this would occur during the 1988 

Festival or at non-Festival time. Nonetheless, 84.7% of 

these considered that the proposed visit would be a holiday 

or break. 

5.2.2.5 Respondents' Holidays 

Although the stay in Buxton was a holiday for a large pro- 

portion of respondents to survey 2, it was rarely the only 

holiday or the main holiday of the year. It was the only 

holiday of 4.6% of respondents and the main holiday for 

9.5%. The respondents were, however, intensive tourists: 

95.7% had been on at least one holiday during the last five 

years. The most frequently mentioned number of holidays 

taken over this period was ten: by 27.4% of respondents 

(see Table 5.30). Over 89% had taken an average of one per 

year and 60.7% had taken an average of two a year. 
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TABLE 5.29 - Overnight Stay in Previous Years in order 

to see Buxton Festival Operas, undertaken 

by Tourists in Opera Audiences (Staying in 

Buxton) at Buxton Festival 1986 

% of all respondents to survey 2 

One previous stay only 17.2 

Two previous stays 12.1 

Three previous stays 9.8 

Four previous stays 8.9 

Five previous stays 6.5 

Six previous stays 4.9 

Seven previous stays 4.9 

64.3 

No such stay and 35.7 
unspecified 
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TABLE 5.30 - Number of Holidays Taken During Last Five 

Years by Tourists in Opera Audiences (Staying 

in Buxton) at Buxton Festival 1986 

Number of holidays 
taken during last 

five years 

1 -4 

5 -9 

10 

11 - 14 

15 

16 or more 

No holiday 

% of all respondents to 
survey 2 

6.2 

28.8 
27.4 

11.9 

11.7 

9.7 

4.3 
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Of those who had taken a holiday during the last five years, 

most (77.7%) had attended opera performances during at 

least one of these holidays (see Table 5.31). These could, 

of course, include holidays at Buxton Festivals as the 

question did not seek to distinguish between these and 

other holidays when opera was attended. Over a quarter 

(28.1%) of those having had a holiday during the last five 

years had experienced an average of at least one holiday 

every year when opera performances were attended. 

Fewer of those who had been on holiday during the five year 

period considered that any of the holidays had been 'opera- 

based'; 51.9% of respondents felt this to be so (though, 

as noted earlier, nearly 80% had attended opera performances 

whilst on holiday) (see Table 5.32). Nearly a fifth of the 

holiday takers (18.3%) had experienced an average of at 

least one holiday every year which was opera-based. Although 

many of the respondents had attended opera performances 

whilst on holiday, this was not the occasion when their 

opera attendances were usually made. Only 21.2% of all 

respondents had attended more opera whilst staying away 

from home than whilst based at home. Even so, there clearly 

is a significant number of people for whom opera-going is 

associated chiefly with overnight stays away from home. 

Nearly all respondents (93.5%) to the survey considered 

that there were opportunities to attend professional opera 

productions near their homes without having to stay away 

overnight. In this sense, therefore, there was no need to 
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TABLE 5.31 - Holidays when Opera Performances attended 
that were taken by Tourists in Opera 

Audiences (Staying in Buxton) at Buxton 

Festival 1986 

Number of holida s taken % of respondents who indi- 
during last five cated they had a holiday 

years during which opera during last five years 
performances were 

attended 

1 19.0 

2 11.3 

3 8.7 

4 10.6 

5 10.0 

6 or more 18.1 

No such holiday 22.3 
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TABLE 5.32 - Opera-Based Holidays taken by Tourists in 

Opera Audiences (Staying in Buxton) at 
Buxton Festival 1986 

Number of holidays % of respondents who indicated 
taken in last five they had a holiday during last 

years that were five years 
opera-based 

1 12.3 

2 5.8 

3 7.4 

4 8.1 

5 6.8 

6 or more 11.5 

No such holiday 48.1 
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visit and stay in Buxton, nor to attend opera on holidays 

or other locations, in order to experience opera. 

Most of the respondents to the survey considered that their 

overnight stay was a necessity in another sense, however. 

A decision to attend opera performances at the Buxton 

Festival meant, for most respondents (82.8%), that they 

could not have attended the operas and returned home easily 

and conveniently the same night. This was less so in the 

case of non-holiday tourists (sub-set C2) and only 65% of 

them considered they had to stay overnight. Fora larger 

proportion, therefore, of this sub-set, the decision to 

stay overnight was more 'freely' made. 

5.2.2.6 Characteristics of Visit 

Few of the tourists made the visit to Buxton alone (only 

16.6%) and most (55.1%) were accompanied by one other person 

only (see Table 5.33). Those on a part-holiday visit were 

most likely to be alone (27.3%) and those on a non-holiday 

visit were least likely to be alone (10.0%). There is 

little to suggest that these tourists either 'dropped' their 

tourist companions or 'picked up' additional companions when 

visiting the opera (see Table 5.33), though this was so in 

a small number of cases (5). The number of persons in each 

party at the opera was similar to the number in each party 

visiting Buxton. 

Tourists were usually accompanied by wife/husband and/or 
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TABLE 5.33 - Number of Persons Accompanying Opera 

Audience Tourists to Buxton and to Opera 

Performances at Buxton Festival 1986 

Number of persons 
accompanying 
respondents 

1 

2 

3 

4 or more 

None 

% of all respondents to survey 2 

Visit to Attendance at Opera 
Buxton Performance 

55.1 55.7 

11.1 12.0 

11.4 9.8 

5.9 6.2 

16.6 16.3 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
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friends on the visit to Buxton and to the opera performan- 

ce(s). About 40% of all respondents visited Buxton and 

attended the opera(s) with only wife or husband (see Table 

5.34). Groups of friends only were the next most common 

group for both the visit and the opera: 27.3% for the 

Buxton visit and 29.8% for the opera(s). The third most 

common group was a combined group of wife or husband and 

friends (see Table 5.34). Family groups extending beyond 

wife or husband to include, in addition, either parents or 

other relatives, were relatively rare, as were groups where 

the respondent was accompanied solely by parents or other 

relatives. (Those on non-holiday visits or part-holidays 

were more likely to be accompanied by wife or husband and 

those on part-holiday were least likely to be accompanied 

by friends). 

Most of the tourists made the journey to Buxton in their 

own cars: used by 78.8% of all respondents. The train was 

the second most common form of transport: used by 15.4% of 

respondents (though was less common with non-holiday tour- 

ists). 

The expenditure figures derived from this survey must be 

treated with some caution if only because 37.2% of respond- 

ents did not answer the question relating to accommodation 

expenditure and 45.8% did not answer the question relating 

to meals expenditure. It could not be certain, either, that 

respondents always interpreted the question correctly, i. e. 

amount per person per stay; there was some evidence that 
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some answers were not presented in this way. There was also a 

considerable time-lag between the stay and the completion 

of the forms. It might also have been difficult for some 

respondents to separate out the expenditure on meals and 

accommodation, depending on the terms on which they booked 

accommodation. Nonetheless, the reported average (mean) 

expenditure on accommodation was £69.18 per person per stay 

and £27.26 on meals (the figures were not related to length 

of stay). The average expenditure was highest for the 

holiday tourist and lowest for the part-holiday tourist. 

The final point to directly emerge from this second survey 

was that this visit to the opera was the first opera seen 

during the last five years for only a small proportion of 

respondents: 5.2%. There was nothing here to suggest that 

the 'environment' might have been more conducive to the 

first-time opera-goer. 

5.2.3 Summary 

From both surveys it is clear that there were tourists in 

the audiences of opera performances at the 1986 Buxton 

Festival and were about half the audiences. Whereas the 

opera element of the Festival served mainly a local and 

regional market, these tourists were drawn, for the most 

part, from outside that market; London was a particularly 

important source of-tourists. There was little obvious 

difference in the personal characteristics of those who 

were tourists and those who were not, either in terms of 
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age or experience. There was some difference in interest 

in opera generally. Tourists were more likely than non- 

tourists to have paid frequent visits to non Buxton Festival 

operas. 

Tourists in the opera audiences were more extensive users 

of the Festival than were those who were not tourists. They 

were more likely to attend both of the core operas and to 

attend other Festival events. Those who were not tourists 

were more single-minded. The tourists bought their tickets 

earlier and paid more for them than did the non-tourists. 
10 

Most of the tourists had not considered anything other than 

an overnight stay for the visit to the Festival. The over- 

night stay was considered to be a necessary one for nearly 

all tourists, presumably because of the location of Buxton. 

The stay usually lasted one or two nights and was most com- 

monly in hotel accommodation. Individual tourist parties 

were small in number and made up of partners and/or friends. 

Well over half had stayed overnight for previous Festivals 

and many had stayed in Buxton at other times or had made 

day visits. The stay during the 1986 Festival was rarely 

the main or only holiday of the tourists. 

The visit to and stay in Buxton was not stimulated by a 

lack of opera provision locally, as the tourists were 

usually able to see opera performances conveniently with- 

out the necessity of overnight stays. The operas would 

therefore seem to have had a particular appeal. Most tour- 

ists claimed the operas or the Festival were the dominant, 

I 
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and often the only, reasons for the visit to the area. 

Otherwise, sightseeing and visits to attractions were im- 

portant drawing factors. It would appear, also, that the 

operas without the other Festival events were significant 

attractions in their own right. Nearly all the tourists 

had decided to attend the operas as they had decided to 

visit Buxton and nearly all knew at that time what operas 

were being offered. Very few had decided to attend the 

opera only after deciding to visit Buxton or before knowing 

what would be produced. In the majority of cases the tour- 

ists attended the operas more from an interest in opera 

generally than from a specific interest in a particular 

composer or particular opera. 

It is evident, also, from the surveys that the tourists 

did regard their stays as either holidays, non-holidays or 

part-holidays. (The lack of objectivity about the term 

'holiday' was reflected in the changed view, between surveys 

1 and 2, of some tourists about the nature of their visit). 

Some of those on holiday had, in fact, considered at some 

stage an overnight stay for the Festival which was a non- 

holiday stay. Particularly significant, however, was the 

fact that a large proportion of all the tourist visits were 

holidays and were holidays that were clearly stimulated by 

and centred on the operas and Festival. 

The non-holiday tourists, in particular, were drawn by the 

operas, whereas the holiday tourists seem to have been 

drawn by the wider aspects of the Festival and by factors 
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other than the Festival. (It was possible, however, that 

operas were the dominant feature for most holiday tourists 

too and the other features were 'pleasant incidentals'). 

The non-holiday tourists were less likely than holiday 

tourists to attend events other than opera at the Festival; 

they did, nonetheless, attend rather more of these than 

did non-tourists. The interest in opera generally, as re- 

presented by attendance at operas other than at Buxton 

" Festival, was higher for non-holiday tourists than for 

holiday tourists. Non-holiday tourists were also more 

likely to attend both core operas at the Festival and, un- 

usually, Ariodante was the more popular of the two operas. 

The Festival operas were attended more out of a general 

interest in opera than one of a specific interest in that 

opera but this was less so in the case of the non-holiday 

tourists. Their interest in the composer was less, though, 

than was the case for holiday tourists. 

Far more non-holiday tourists than holiday tourists were 

local or regional. More non-holiday tourists than holiday 

tourists were younger and more were from professional 

managerial and administrative occupations than were from 

education or were retired. They also paid more for their 

opera tickets. A substantial minority of the non-holiday 

tourists, but only very few of the holiday tourists, had 

considered visiting the Festival without staying overnight. 

The average length of stay of the non-holiday tourist was 

only half that of the holiday tourist. 



CHAPTER SIX 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

SECTION 6.1 - SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

6.1.1 Opera-Tourism 

The focus of this study was the inter-relationships between 

tourism and the live performance of opera, with a view to 

establishing and examining influences bearing upon the 

conjunction (actual and potential) of the two activities. 

A number of propositions were formulated (Chaptgr One) 

about some of the inter-relationships and existing work was 

reviewed. That existing work has tended to assume the 

existence of tourism related to 'culture' in its many 

senses but has not been particularly clear about its nature 

nor about the reasons for believing that it might exist in 

the first place. In particular, it has not been clear how 

far individual elements of culture might be a tourist draw, 

in isolation from both other cultural resources and from 

non-cultural resources. There has been no attempt either 

to identify whether those cultural tourists consider them- 

selves to be on holiday or not. It is possible that the 

holiday and the non-holiday tourist seek different experi- 

ences from cultural tourism, engage in different activities 

and their activities may have different consequences. 

It was considered appropriate, after clarifying the term 

'cultural tourism', to isolate and study one aspect of 
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cultural tourism (that related to the live performance of 

opera) in order to focus more clearly on issues. It was 

necessary, then, to first examine the activity from a 

theoretical perspective (Chapter Two) in order to establish 

an underpinning for the assumption that there is tourism 

motivated by the desire to attend live opera performances. 

During this examination it was clear that deficiencies in 

currently available data about both opera-goers and tourists 

permitted the development of only a partial paradigm of 

opera-tourism. In particular, there is a case for the 

collection and presentation of tourism statistics in a form 

different from that adopted in the 'official' publications. 

Nonetheless it was considered that there were sufficient 

grounds for believing that such tourism can and does exist. 

The consideration in Chapter Two suggested the possibility 

of a continuing development of this tourism as a small part 

of the total tourism market. 

6.1.2 Buxton 

The propositions of Chapter One and the theoretical frame- 

work of Chapter Two were considered further in the context 

of opera performances at the annual arts festival in 

Buxton. The location was itself first considered (Chapter 

Three) and recognised to be an existing tourist destina- 

tion of long-standing. There exists little information, 

however, about tourism in Buxton and in the absence of a 

rigorous tourist resource inventory and evaluation, con- 

clusions in this chapter could often only be tentatively 

drawn. 
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The town has, it is believed, experienced some decline in 

staying visitor numbers during the post-war period and 

there has been uncertainty about its tourist role, if any. 

Currently, however, its tourist role probably is, in 

practice, more as an accommodation centre for visiting the 

surrounding countryside than as a 'resort' in its own 

right. Nonetheless, its facilities for 'events' such as 

conferences, exhibitions, concerts and competitions, do 

draw staying visitors to the town. Additional 'internal' 

attractions are being encouraged to safeguard employment 

and income, not least because further increases in demand 

from Peak District visitors are likely to be for self- 

catering accommodation. This is not noticeably present in 

Buxton. 

Because it is a tourist destination, there is an existing 

stock of accommodation in Buxton. Its quality is varied 

but in crude quantity terms it is likely to be able to 

serve the needs of prospective opera tourists. This assumes 

the demand does not coincide with any existing peak demand 

but even so it is conceivable that accommodation demand 

could be met in centres such as Manchester and Sheffield. 

In fact, the audience surveys demonstrated how the opera 

tourism is concentrated in Buxton itself, with only a 

minority of tourists staying elsewhere: usually in Derby- 

shire. 

The town owes much of its initial growth and prosperity to 

its functions as a spa; a function which has resulted in 

distinctive 18th and 19th century buildings and spatial 
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structure. These remain attractions in themselves and have 

been maintained in, or restored to, a reasonable condition. 

That historical development has yet to be exploited fully 

as a tourist resource, however, either in terms of 'herit- 

age centres' or 'spa bathing'. The town has retained its 

spa character and its slightly 'up-market' air without 

obvious excessive signs of decay. Its location, physical 

structure and its atmosphere would appear consistent with 

attempts to attract opera-goers as tourists. 

After some hesitation and doubts, common to most, tourist 

destinations post-war, there would appear to be a renewed 

commitment to tourism development on the part of both 

private and public sectors. It is a small, relatively 

isolated town and tourist amenities in terms of restaurants, 

wine bars, public houses and specialist shops, are only 

very recent developments. 

What remains for ensuring continuing tourism development 

in Buxton is beyond the scope of this study (Section 1.4) 

but it is clear that there are scare non Festival resources which 

may serve to make Buxton an appropriate centre for holiday 

tourism. The relative drawing power of Festival opera 

within this wider tourism context would therefore be dif- 

ficult to determine. The relative drawing power of the 

operas might have been clearer if examined in a non-tourist 

area. Buxton is a location that possibly increases the 

likelihood of there being holiday tourists in the opera 

audience. 
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6.1.3 Buxton Festival 

The Festival was examined (Chapter Four) with, a view to 

considering the'extent to which it recognised and/or 

pursued' tourist potential and the implications of that. 

It was clear that from its inception, the Festival had 

sought audiences for its operas from beyond Buxton and its 

immediate hinterland. There was a clear intention to seek 

audiences that would, in part, be tourists. The reason 

for this seems to have been a combination of both necessity 

and choice. 

The Festival is based on opera productions and it is these, 

rather than the other events, which distinguish it from 

other festivals and which are of national, if not inter- 

national, standing. (The existence of these other Festival 

events compounds the difficulty of isolating the drawing 

power of the operas). The Festival organisation produces 

its own operas and these are usually pieces that have 

rarely, if ever, been performed professionally in this 

country. In that respect the Festival would appear to have 

been wiser than if it had chosen to produce its own varia- 

tions of the 'standard' repertoire. There are relatively 

few other companies producing such operas and it would 

appear there is some consumer demand for them. The research 

was hindered by the lack of information available relating 

to the nature-and structure of the opera market in terms of 

consumer preferences. 

There was no indication that a tourist orientation would 
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require some trivialisation or popularisation of the product. 

The situation was the reverse, in practice: the desire to 

produce little-known operas was recognised as necessitating 

a search for audiences from a relatively wide geographical 

area. The Festival company has been recommended on a 

number of occasions to introduce more popular productions 

though those recommendations have not been framed in a 

tourist context. There has therefore been some tension or 

conflict but not of any significance. Pressures, such as 

they have been, have come from within the organisation or 

from NWA and have not originated from tourist interests. 

They have been more likely to react to the Festival rather 

than to Initiate development. The borough council has 

undoubtedly recognised the significance of the Festival as 

a tourist resource and has based its support partly on that. 

The operas (and Festival as a whole) have not been regarded 

as tourist attractions in that they were not instigated as 

a means of attracting tourists to the area. They have been 

seen as artistic events, the audience for which is spatially 

dispersed. The Festival like many other performing arts 

organisations is 'artistically-led' and as such, there is 

the possibility of a relative neglect of market requirements 

and of tourism potential. The current organisational 

structure and financial situation of the Festival, as well 

as its location in a tourist area, are probably sufficient, 

currently, to ensure that the artistic and the marketing 

and the tourism elements are reconciled. Late programme 

announcements are obviously not artistic matters per se, 
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but there is a view in the tourist industry that their 

occurrence makes it that more difficult for tour operators 

and tourist boards to compile suitable packages and itiner- 

aries. Notwithstanding this, there is little evidence of 

much desire on the part of the industry to take such initi- 

atives. 

The greater source of tension has not been between tourist 

and non-tourist perspectives as such, but between local and 

non-local perspectives. There have been forceful pressures 

from quarters such as the DCC and NWA for the Festival to 

address itself more to the 'needs' of the local community. 

In this sense it has been too successful as a tourist, or 

at least non-local, activity. A more local perspective would 

apparently mean making the operas, in particular, more 

accessible and also by providing events which are more likely 

to relate to the local community. Little has been done about 

the former but the Festival does include a wide range of 

activities which might be considered to have a more local 

appeal. Opera ticket prices are relatively high and might 

be considered to be 'tourist prices'. (The limited opera 

product in terms of orchestra and chorus may contribute to 

a perception of high prices; this issue might be pursued 

further). Some form of ticket discount for locals might be 

neither desirable nor practicable but further local interest 

might be generated through both short- and long-term 

targetted educational and marketing initiatives. 

Along with a recognition of a need to appeal to widely dis- 

persed audiences, has gone activity to reinforce that. 
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Publicity material is distributed widely but whether to the 

'right' places or widely enough would require further in- 

vestigation, as would the issue of number, location and 

quality of ticket agencies and the image and impact of the 

Festival amongst the public. The scheduling of operas and 

other Festival events has been undertaken in part, to 

encourage the visitor (staying and non-staying). The 

provision of two operas rather than only one is also con- 

sidered to have a strong pull for the potential tourist. 

The Festival company is itself partially responsible for 

providing packages of accommodation and opera tickets for 

the tourist market and jointly publishes a separate bro- 

chure about this provision. There has been little 'outside' 

interest shown by the tourist industry in the provision of 

such packages to events in Britain; the potential market 

is considered to be very limited. 

The existence of holiday tourist potential would appear to 

have been recognised by the Festival through the references 

in its published and unpublished statements to non-Festival 

attractions, amenities and 'recreational' activities. What 

is not provided is a 'holiday' package, as opposed to an 

'opera' package. There may be some merit in providing some 

form of package going beyond accommodation and opera tickets 

to include coach trips, admission to stately homes, to other 

local attractions and to recreational facilities, with or 

without discounted admission charges. Festival packages 

might also be appropriate, to include a package of opera 

and other Festival event tickets or entirely of non-opera 
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tickets. What has yet to be established, however, is whether 

a fundamentally different approach needs to be adopted 

towards attracting the holiday tourist compared with the non- 

holiday tourist or whether one is 'easier' to attract than 

the other. 

6.1.4 Audience Surveys 

The audiences of the Festival were surveyed (Chapter Five) 

in order to consider whether tourists, especially holiday 

tourists, were present and if so, to identify their charac- 

teristics and the role of the operas in their visit to and 

stay in the area. 

The administration of the self-completion survey forms was 

not wholly satisfactory, largely for practical reasons. 

Nonetheless the response to the survey was such that it was 

believed that the completed forms were sufficiently repre- 

sentative to allow valid conclusions to be drawn. The most 

important requirement of the responses were that they should 

allow comparisons between audience segments. The relative 

size of the segments was of less significance. 

Notwithstanding this, it would appear'that opera audiences 

did include a substantial proportion of tourists (many of 

whom were 'repeat' tourists), and approximately half were 

'holiday' tourists. Some of these respondents changed the 

classification of their visit in the second (postal) survey 

with the net result of increasing the number of holiday 
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tourists. Clearly the holiday/non-holiday distinction is a 

subjective one and no attempt was made to define 'holiday' 

in either survey. The subjectivity and changed classifica- 

tions mean that a`degree of caution needs to be exercised 

in the interpretation of holiday tourist and non-holiday 

tourist comparisons. It also means that further explanations 

of the holiday/non-holiday distinction that were sought through 

survey 2 could not be obtained in a satisfactory form. 

The surveys do show clearly, however, that some members of 

the audiences regarded their visit as a holiday. "(A small 

number had evidently decided to visit and stay and subse- 

quently 'converted' that visit into a holiday). The sole or 

main cause of the tourist visit, whether holiday or non- 

holiday, was overwhelmingly the Festival, and within that 

the tourists' greatest interest was opera. The tourists 

were, apparently, 'discriminating' in their decision to 

attend the operas; decisions to attend were not usually made 

before knowing what operas would be presented. (This probably 

represents some segmentation of the market for lesser-known 

operas). The survey results do not necessarily mean that 

events other than opera within the Festival or non-Festival 

attractions did not have some influence on the decision to 

undertake the tourist visit, but they were relatively 

unimportant. Other Festival events were attended by some of 

the tourists and some did 'visit' non-Festival attractions. 

Holiday tourists were slightly more likely than non-holiday 

tourists to attend non-opera Festival events and less likely 

to indicate that opera alone was the area-of greatest 
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interest in the Festival. It remains a possibility nonethe- 

less that operas alone would have been sufficient to cause 

the tourist visit, for both holiday and non-holiday tourists; 

this causation cannot be dismissed. The real influence and 

decisive nature of the non-opera factors could not be satis- 

factorily isolated; questions in the surveys related to 

actual behaviour rather than to conjectural behaviour. 

There were also some differences between holiday and non- 

holiday tourists in respect of opera-interest, distance 

travelled to Buxton, ticket price paid, age and occupation. 

Why, however, some tourist visits should be deemed holidays 

and others not is unresolved. Explanations might be offered 

in terms of factors such as participation in non-opera 

Festival events, non-Festival attractions, distance travelled 

or opera interest, but essentially the definition of a holi- 

day reflects a-highly individualised internal construct which 

might be based on a simple concept of change: of location, 

routine, atmosphere and so on. It was not possible from 

these surveys to conclusively identify the key to the dis- 

tinction. 

Most tourists in the audiences, whether holiday or non- 

holiday, had an existing interest in opera - the nature of 

the product might lead to the expectation of that. Tourists as 

a whole were more likely than non-tourists to attend operas at 

other times. The opera visit to Buxton was not dominated by 

those seeking their first opera experience and opera-going was 

not a 'treat' or 'change' reserved for holidays, which might be 

the case for some other forms of live entertainment. There 

was no evidence to suggest, however, that those with the 
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greatest opera interest (more likely to be the non-holiday 

tourist) were those who had travelled furthest. The Festival 

operas attracted local tourists who were opera enthusiasts 

and non-local tourists who were less likely to be such 

regular opera attenders. The non-local enthusiast, amongst 

others, might be deterred from attending by distance and 

time. 

The holiday tourists' opera attendance (apart from at Buxton) 

was only marginally less than that of the non-holiday 

tourists'. It is not possible to claim that the holiday 

tourist was, unequivocally, a person who was only attracted 

to the operas at Buxton by the holiday opportunities pre- 

sented by the location, i. e. that the location was as 

important as the event. Likewise, those with the greatest 

interest, as represented by opera attendance, were not 

necessarily those least swayed by the attractions of the 

location. 

Further conclusions to emerge from the surveys included the 

fact that, apart from opera ticket prices, there were few 

significant differences between the tourist and non-tourist 

segments of the opera audiences. The distinction between 

tourist and non-tourist not unexpectedly, lay largely (but 

not necessarily nor solely) in distance from home area to Buxton. 

Most tourists (including locals) would have found it incon- 

venient to visit and return home the same day; the decision 

to attend the operas, once made, necessitated a tourist 

visit. The tourist visit to Buxton was of short duration 

and was rarely the main holiday; despite the fact that opera 
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attendance was not unusual on holiday for these respondents, 

it was not necessarily the main type of holiday they took. 

Few of the tourist parties were family groups in the sense 

of two adults and their children. Most of the tourists were, 

however, in age groups where it was unlikely that there were 

young children (if any) in the family. Few attended in an 

'organised group'. A further consideration of such groups 

and/or discounted prices for children might be appropriate. 

The theme and the in-house productions may well be important 

in themselves, but they were not rated as highly-as Buxton 

itself and the Opera House in the decisions to attend the 

opera. Evidence about the artistic interests of opera- 

goers generally (Chapter Two) though not clear, does suggest 

interest in and attendance at other art forms such as are 

presented at the Festival. Most tourists in the opera 

audiences, in fact, attended only the operas or the operas 

and one other event. 

Overall, the surveys identified primary, incidental and 

accidental tourists in the opera audiences at Buxton, though 

there were very few in the last category. Rarely, in this 

study, was the Festival only a secondary reason for the visit 

and stay: it was either the sole or the most important reason. 

Other distinctions postulated in Chapter One - those tourists 

with varying degrees of interest in various art forms and 

events within those art forms - were identified by the 

surveys. Most of the opera tourists fell into one particular 

category, however: a narrow interest in art form, i. e. 

opera and an interest in the (opera) event that was broad 

v 
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in so far as attendance derived from a general interest in 

opera rather than a strong specific desire to see the 

particular opera attended. 

In conclusion, the surveys identified the existence of 

both holiday and non-holiday tourists (and also part- 

holiday tourists) in the opera audiences. The former are 

not accidental opera tourists who happen to be holidaying 

in the area and subsequently attend the opera, nor are 

they on holiday and seeking some entertainment, but are 

people whose opera attendance is at the centre of the holiday 
$ 

visit. It is likely that the opportunity to attend the 

operas was the most important reason for the tourist visit 

and this might be especially so for the non-holiday tourist. 

The influence of the operas could not be satisfactorily 

isolated, however, from that of the other Festival events 

and non-Festival attractions of Buxton. 

It is likely that the reason to visit and stay anywhere is 

such a complex one and subject to so many variables that 

relationship between any one factor (opera) and the stay 

would be very difficult to demonstrate in a meaningful and 

satisfactory way. 

6.1.5 Methodology 

The approaches adopted in Chapters Three, Four and Five 

were, it is considered, appropriate for the purposes of 

the study. In the case of both Buxton's tourism and the 

Festival at Buxton, it was necessary to rely on existing 

primary written material and on discussions with principals. 
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All written material, especially minutes, is selective and 

may not always be an adequate representation of reality. 

Discussions (in the form of semi-structured interviews) 

were designed to make good some of this deficiency. This 

sometimes required recall of events that occurred up to 

thirty years previously, with corresponding reservations 

about its credibility. Most discussions, however, were to 

do with events occurring within the previous nine years. 

These principals also confirmed the significance of the 

written material consulted, indicated other sources of 

significance or confirmed the absence of other pertinent 

material. The interviewees were those known to have played 

decisive roles in or were the most reliable, astute and 

respected observers of Buxton's tourism and Festival. 

As far as is known, the most important sources of written 

information and the most appropriate individuals were con- 

sulted. 

Most of the significant information relating to the opera 

audiences was derived from the first survey. The signifi- 

cance of the second survey was less, in practice, but it 

nonetheless provided information that supplemented rather 

than duplicated that from survey one. Even so, it is 

clear that there remains a number of unresolved issues 

(see above). This is not due to the deficiencies of the 

surveys, necessarily, but to an unavoidable inability to 

put more questions on to the survey forms. Further inform- 

ation would probably require 'a number of in-depth discussion 

sessions with groups of tourists from the audiences. 
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Greater resources would have allowed a more effective ad- 

ministration of survey 1 and resulted in higher distribution 

coverage and response rates. It might also have permitted 

the devotion of more time and effort to persuading overseas 

tourists to accept and complete survey forms. There was a 

small number of occasions where forms were not accepted by 

those perceived to be from overseas. How many other over- 

seas tourists failed to complete forms is unknown. 

In the case of survey 1, it is also probable that a number 

of Buxton residents were discouraged from completing the 

form though this was of little consequence for the main 

focus of the study. The form of the first question is sus- 

pected of having given the impression that the survey was not 

applicable to the local resident. 

The decision to request audiences to complete forms at every 

performance was justified though there were few people, in 

fact, who evidently did this. It appeared that the request 

was probably ignored, as was the request for every 

person in a party to complete a survey form. It is not 

known whether it was done at all in any party, but given 

the number of forms returned at each performance, it is 

unlikely and probably biassed some of the personal charac- 

teristics results. 

If the surveys had been confined to opera audiences, it 

would have been possible to ask questions bearing more 

directly upon the drawing-power of the operas. The relative 

effect of the operas and other factors - Festival and non- 
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Festival - would still have to be determined, probably only 

by a lengthier survey form and requiring a ranking of 

factors and indication of whether any one alone or several 

in combination were the 'drawing' factors. 

The question relating to the influence of the Festival in 

the decision to visit and stay was to be considered with 

the question relating to the area of greater interest in 

the Festival. Audiences were requested to indicate one 

area only unless there was good reason for doing otherwise. 

Some did indicate more than one area of greatest interest 

and it may be that there were others with divided interests 

but who felt obliged not to indicate such. The issue might 

have been more satisfactorily addressed by indication of 

ranking and of single or combined interests, as above. 

In the case of the second survey, although the response rate 

was good it might have been improved by postal or phone 

follow-up. 

Non-Festival reasons for the visit were identified in this 

survey. It would have been useful to determine what other 

activities tourists actually participated in and, as above, 

some indication of the ranking and effects in isolation or 

combination sought. The question that dealt with other 

reasons for attendance at the opera did not yield unequi- 

vocal results in so far as it was not clear, for instance, 

whether Buxton had a decisive drawing power or was simply 

a pleasant adjunct of a visit already decided upon. 
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Those questions that dealt with past holidays did not dis- 

tinguish between those past holidays with an opera content 

that were taken in Buxton and those that were not. The 

former had been mentioned in a previous question and this 

later question was meant to relate to non-Buxton holidays. 

The questions about future visits to Buxton did not dis- 

tinguish between those that would be for a future Festival 

and those that would not; the interest was in the latter. 

The simple question in survey 2 about degree of opera 

interest confirmed that interest and attendance at operas 

need not necessarily coincide. 

Finally, it is arguable whether some attempt should have 

been made to discover through the surveys why respondents 

classified their tourist visits as either holiday or non- 

holiday. 

6.1.6 Overview 

The overall results of this study are summarised and 

related to the propositions in Table 6.1. The analysis of 

one organisation and, in effect, one event did permit the 

analysis of relationships and influences at a level and a 

depth sufficient to remedy many of the deficiencies of 

existing work identified in Chapter One. 

Opera productions, in this instance, have been a tourist resource in 

so far as they stimulate people to travel and stay away f rom home 

in order to attend them. It is likely that they can provide 
a strong stimulus in themselves and the tourist visit can 
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be regarded by the tourist as either a holiday or a non- 

holiday visit. The role of other contributory attractions 

in causing the tourist visit to occur and in causing it to 

be designated either a holiday or a non-holiday visit 

remains unconfirmed. It is probable that the role of 

such other factors is greater in the case of the holiday 

visit, though it may be that the role is not so much causal 

as opportunistic in both the holiday and non-holiday cases. 

The opera production company of this study has sought a 

tourist audience and simultaneously preserved the artistic 

integrity of the product. That product has itself been 

considered to be a tourist product in that audiences would 

need to be drawn from a wide area and consumer preferences 

and the nature of the product are such that they would be 

willing to so travel and stay. The consideration of opera 

as a tourist resource would, in this case, appear to have 

had no directly adverse consequences for the art form. 

Opera is a resource to which some attention has been direc- 

ted by those concerned with the development of tourism. In 

this particular study, opera has been identified as a primary 

tourist resource in that it has been the main or sole cause 

of a tourist visit by some of the audience. It is important 

to recognise, however, the particular characteristics of 

this art form and its context in this study. It would not 

be justified to infer that similar relationships exist for 

other art forms, organisations or locations; they may exist 

only for opera or for festivals, for this location or for 

this particular company. 
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It is conceivable that any element of the performing arts, 

whether it is ballet, drama, jazz or pop music, is of suf- 

ficient significance to generate tourism. From the evidence 

of previous work and this current study, it is not yet 

possible to either confirm or deny this. Whether such per- 

forming arts would be sufficient in themselves or require 

additional attractions of festival-type events or non arts- 

related resources in order to generate tourists, has not 

been determined either. To state that the performing arts 

are a major tourist attraction in this country, whether 

for domestic or foreign tourists, and that there is a wide- 

spread inclination for people to build holidays, on or around 

them, are unfounded assumptions. 

It may be that 'culture' in the form of museums and historic 

buildings and houses exerts a rather stronger influence on 

tourism but to talk of cultural tourism as if it were an 

homogeneous activity is misleading. The relative significance 

as tourist-generators of the performing arts element of 

culture (and of the different art forms within that), of the 

visual and plastic arts element and of wider aspects of 

culture (including the anthropological sense of the term) 

is likely to differ considerably. 

In the case of opera, the needs of the opera-goer and the 

tourist can be compatible and mutually reinforcing. In this 

study the appeal of the opera tourist trip has probably 

lain in the security of the conventional social character- 

istics of the opera visit alone (including opera House, 
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prices, marketing, product), combined with a reinforcing, 

consistent tourist ambience. Whether an innovative and 

more popular approach to opera programming and marketing 

might succeed in'combination with more popular tourist 

surroundings, remains to be determined. In this study, 

an esoteric product offered by an organisation aware of 

tourist potential and developing some of that potential 

in an area endowed with other primary tourist resources, 

has succeeded in attracting tourists, both holiday and non- 

holiday. 
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SECTION 6.2 - RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

It is clear that there remains a need to pursue further 

the issues raised in this study if they are to be clari- 

fied satisfactorily. Additionally, there are areas not 

touched upon in this study which nonetheless bear upon it 

and would yield further insight into arts tourism. 

Deficiencies in the form of existing 'official' tourism 

statistics, in published information about consumer preferences 

in the opera market, and in an inventory and appraisal of 

tourism resources in Buxton, (as well as the historical 

arts-tourism relationship: Appendix 3.7) have previously 

been noted and are areas for further action/research. 

6.2.1 Comparative Studies 

A study of one organisation and event does not, it is ack- 

nowledged, have universal applicability. It would therefore 

seem appropriate for similar investigations to be made of 

other performing arts organisations and events, both in the 

UK and in other countries. This will contribute towards 

constructing a picture of the whole and will also help 

isolate the most significant influences on the opera/tourism 

relationship. It is important to determine whether the 

features identified in this study are unique to opera, to 

festivals, to Buxton or occur for other art forms and in 

other locations. 
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The approach adopted in this study could be applied to a 

number of other situations and locations, i. e. considering 

the art form and relating its 'attractions' to the attrac- 

tions of tourism, by considering the nature of the location, 

by reviewing the product and the strategies of the produc- 

ing organisation and by applying similar questionnaires to 

audiences. The latter activity can stand by itself and the 

Buxton Festival surveys, with appropriate modifications, may 

be used with other audiences, without the other components 

of this study. Similarly, an organisational analysis focus- 

sing on issues raised in Chapter Four could be carried out 

elsewhere without the necessity for accompanying audience 

surveys. 

The number of variables likely to influence the decision 

to be a tourist in the opera audience will be many, they 

are likely to be mutually dependent and their influence 

complex; it has not been possible to disentangle the 

influence of any one of them satisfactorily. One option 

was to ask questions about possible behaviour under dif- 

ferent circumstances such as more popular operas, different 

geographical location, and absence of any opera production. 

Given that it is preferable to ask audiences about actual 

behaviour rather than possible behaviour, a further option 

is to identify such situations elsewhere. Such a programme 

of study might include festivals and non-festival performing 

arts events. 
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The Festival examined in this study was held in an existing 

tourist area and further studies might include those held 

in areas less obviously related to tourism. Buxton Festival 

is 'artistically-led' and further studies may reveal the 

existence of those that are 'tourism-led'. The degree of 

tourism domination may be reflected in programming and 

atmosphere and marketing strategies may differ according 

to tourist orientation. 

6.2.2 External Bodies 

The extent and depth of existing interest in arts-tourism 

can be demonstrated by an examination of attitudes, develop- 

ment and marketing policies and strategies and publications 

of tourist boards, local authorities and arts associations. 

Similarly, the current provision of such tourism by tour 

operators, providers of accommodation and others could be 

comprehensively surveyed, their strategies and future 

developmental policies analysed and the economics of their 

operation examined. It is evident that opera holidays are 

offered abroad that are based on the popular repertoire 

and the nature of the attraction in these cases deserves 

further examination. 

The current provision of arts-related tourism in relation 

to other forms of tourism might be estimated and analysed 

in terms of provision within and outside the UK. 
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6.2.3 Consumers 

The significance of arts-related tourism can be approached 

from the perspective of the consumer and would include an 

indication of numbers. This could be approached through a 

sample survey of the population at large. An alternative 

is to survey tourists in a particular location (perhaps 

over time) and assess those that are drawn for arts-tourism 

reasons with a comparison of profiles of arts and other 

tourists, perhaps including psychographic profiles. A 

survey of those most likely to engage in arts tourism - 

those at concerts or operas in urban areas - is an approach 

that could demonstrate the holiday profile of the music or 

opera lover. The extent to which the opera market and the 

opera tourism market coincide may be assessed. There will 

be those, however, who are in the opera tourism market who 

are not normally opera attenders but may be listeners. 

Further potential arts tourists could be identified amongst 

both attenders and listeners and the reasons for non-parti- 

cipation in such tourism identified. 

In any or all of these approaches the nature of the tourist 

visit could be determined and holidays identified as main 

or additional, as motivated by opera or by other factors, 

and so on. 

It is a fundamental point that the nature of the tourism 

purchase decision process needs clarification - how it is 

made, the influences on it, for instance, and whether it 

is a family decision or a decision influenced by one par- 

ticular family member. 
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Whether arts-related tourism will develop is dependent in 

large part on the behaviour of influencing factors. It has 

not yet been clearly expressed what these determinants 

actually are and how exactly they might bear upon-arts and/ 

or tourism consumption. It appears reasonable to state 

that factors such as increased income and leisure time will 

increase the demand for both and this, combined with a 

demand for new forms of tourism, will ensure the continuing 

development of arts tourism; this has not yet been demon- 

strated to be so. 

6.2.4 Significance 

A survey based on tourists in a particular location can 

bear upon the significance of arts tourism in that particu- 

lar area. In Buxton itself the relative impact of Festival 

or opera tourism has yet to be adequately determined in 

relation to 'normal' holiday tourism or conference tourism. 

The most obvious impact is financial or economic but it 

should be possible to determine the effect, for instance, 

on residents' quality of life and on the local environment 

(built and natural). The revitalising effect that the 

Festival might have had on recent changes in Buxton gener- 

ally is something that might not be easily established but 

might bear investigation. Such recent changes have in- 

cluded a renewed interest in and commitment to tourism 

development by the local authority and private enterprise, 

a spate of retail developments and an increase in the 

number and quality of restaurants, wine bars and public 

houses. 
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Those tourists in Buxton who do not attend the Festival may 

be there, however indirectly or unconsciously, because of 

an awareness of Buxton, brought about because of the exist- 

ence of the Festival. (The reasons for non-attendance by 

tourists during Festival time might be worth considering). 

Similarly, there will be those Festival-goers who may pay 

further tourist visits to Buxton and have done so only 

because Buxton was initially introduced by a Festival 

visit; this was not clarified satisfactorily in this 

study. 
I 

The image of a tourist destination can be important in 

influencing tourist flows and that image could be assessed 

amongst both those who currently do and those who do not 

visit Buxton. The image held by intermediaries such as 

tourist boards, tour operators and travel agents can also 

be influential in the choice of tourists and ought to be 

considered further. 
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APPENDIX 2.1 

PARTICIPATION IN HOLIDAYS (OF 4 OR MOREýNIGHTS) 1967-85 

% of adults likely to take such a holiday 

1967 56% 1976 61% 

1968 58% 1977 59% 

1969 58% 1978 61% 

1970 59% 1979 63% 

1971 59% 1980 62% 

1972 62% 1981 61% 

1973 63% 1982 59% 

1974 62% 1983 62% 

1975 60% 1984 62% 

1985 61% 

Source: British Tourist Authority, 1983d 
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APPENDIX 2.2 

PARTICIPATION IN HOLIDAYS (OF 4 OR MORE NIGHTS) BY SOCIO- 

ECONOMIC AND AGE GROUP 

of each group takinnc such a holiday 

AB 81% 

Cl 69% 

C2 60% 

DE 45% 

16-24 57% 

25-34 60% 

35-44 67% 

45-54 65% 

55-64 68% 

65 & over 55% 

Source: British Tourist Authority and English Tourist 
Board, 1986b 
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APPENDIX 2.3 

PARTICIPATION IN MORE THAN ONE HOLIDAY (OF 4 OR MORE 

NIGHTS) 

% of each group taking 2 or more such holidays 

AB 46% 

C1 26% 

C2 19% 

DE 11% 

16-24 15% 

25-34 20% 

35-44 31% 

45-54 24% 

55-64 30% 

65 & over 23% 

Source: British Tourist Authority and English Tourist 
Board, 1986b 
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APPENDIX 2.4 

PARTICIPATION IN HOLIDAYS (OF 4 OR MORE NIGHTS) BY 

DESTINATION 

% of adult holidaymakers in each group that takes a 

holiday in each destination 

Britain Abroad Britain and 
(at all) (at all) Abroad 

AB 69% 52% 21% 

Cl 71% 42% 13% 

C2 74% 36% 11% 

DE 78% 29% 7% 

16-24 64% 45% 8% 

25-34 72% 41% 13% 

35-44 76% 41% 17% 

45-54 68% 42% 9% 

55-64 74% 44% 18% 

65 & over 85% 27% 12% 

Source: British Tourist Authority and English Tourist 
Board, 1986b 
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APPENDIX 2.6 

TOURISM OUTSIDE BRITAIN BY BRITISH RESIDENTS : SHARE OF 

HOLIDAY MARKETS ACCOUNTED FOR BY VARIOUS GROUPS, 1985 

% of holidays in each category that is taken by each socio- 

economic group or age group 

AB 

C1 

C2 

DE 

British 
adult 

population 

17 

22 

16-24 

25-34 

35-44 

45-54 

55-64 
65 or over 

31 

30 

18 

18 

15 

15 

15 

20 

Holiday 
trips 

36 

26 

24 

15 

Long holidays 
(4 or more 

nights) 

36 
26 

23 

15 

Short 
holidays 

(1-3 nights) 

36 
24 

27 

13 

Holidays (except Short Holidays 
in Ireland) (1-5 nights) 

(1984) (1984) 

20 17 
20 32 

16 8 

18 27 
16 12 

93 

Sources: British Tourist Authority and English Tourist 
Board, 1986b and Supplement. 

British Tourist Authority, 1985. 
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APPENDIX 3.2 

NATIONAL CENSUS (1981) DATA FOR BUXTON & GREAT BRITAIN 

Figures in parenthesis are percentages for Great Britain 

Table 1- Age % % 
O-4 5.3 (6.0) 
5-15 16.2 (16.3) 
16-24 13.8 (14.1) 
25-44 25.4 (26.3) 
45 and under pensionable age 19.7 (19.7) 
Pensionable age and over 19.5 (17.7) 
75 and over 6.9 (5.7) 

Table 2- Social class 
Head of household in social class: 
I 5.0 (4.5) 
II 18.5 (18.8) 
III non-manual 8.2 (9.1) 

manual 26.3 (26.2) 
IV 15.3 (12.2) 
v 3.6 (4.1) 
Armed forces 0.3 (2.4) 
Economically inactive 22.6 (22.7) 

Table 3- Industry of emplovment of 
employed residents, 16 and over 
Agriculture 0.4 (2.2) 
Energy and water 1.1 (3.1) 
Manufacturing 33.3 (27.0) 
Construction 5.7 (7.0) 
Distribution and catering 19.0 (19.2) 
Transport 8.6 (6.5) 
Other services 30.7 (34.0) 

Table 4- Economically active population 
and unemplovmen 

Men (16-64) economically active as 89.9 (90.4) 
percentage of total 

Married women (16-59) economically active 61.5 "(56.9) 
as percentage of total 

Single, widowed, divorced women (16-59) 66.7 (69.5) 
economically active as percentage of 
total 

Unemployment: 
Men 16-64 as percentage of economically 8.5 (11.6) 

active men 
Women 16-59 as percentage of economically 5.4 (7.7) 

active women 
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APPENDIX 3.2 (continued) 

Table 5- Accommodation 

Percentage of households that are in 
accommodation that is: 

Owner-occupied 58.2 (55.7) 
Rented from council 23.7 (31.2) 
Privately rented (unfurnished) 10.9 (5.9) 
Privately rented (furnished) 2.4 (2.7) 
Other 4.0 (4.2) 

Table 6- Household composition 
Percentage of households with: 
6 or more persons 3.2 (3.8) 
1 person (non-pensioner) 7.9 (7.5) 
1 person (pensioner) 16.0 (14.2) 
2 or more pensioners without others 10.5 (9.9) 
Children under 16 31.9 (33.7) 

Source: Office of Population Censuses and Surveys, 
1984(b). 
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APPENDIX 3.3 

DATES OF A NUMBER OF BUXTON BUILDING DEVELOPMENTS 

1530-50 Old Hall Hotel (rebuilt 1670) 

1625 St Ann's Church 

1780-84 The Crescent (5th Duke of Devonshire & Carr) 

1785 Hall Bank 
1790 Devonshire Hospital (conversion from stables 

to hospital started 1859) 

1806-07 The Square 

1811 St John's Church 

1818-40s The Slopes 
1852 Quadrant & Colonnade 

Natural Baths (closed 1972) 

1851-53 Thermal Baths (closed 1963) 

1856-59 Broad Walk 

1863-64 Railways from Derby, London and Manchester 
1868 Palace Hotel 
1871-89 Buxton Improvements Co 

Pavilion Gardens 

1876-77 Octagon 

1889 Playhouse 

1889 Town Hall 
1889-1927 Buxton Gardens Co 

1894 Pump Room 

1903 Opera House 
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APPENDIX 3.4 

Extracts from 'Peak District 

Holidays 1988' 

Published by High Peak Borough 
Council. (Parts omitted are 

mostly advertisements) 



There sa mar dlous cross section o' 
towns and villages from former industrial 

N settlements to an old spa town with elegant 
18th century buildingsas well as many stone 

W buh villages and hamlets tucked away in the 
hills and valleys 

Use [he map on page 42 to find those 
ment. oned here, and to disc over many 

others 

irr it. a ouh a settlement here to 
take advantage of the health gnng waten 

and called it Aquae Amemetue 
. which 

roughly translates as The Waters of the 
Goddess of the Grove Buxtons history as a 
spa town had begun' 

Mary. Queen of Scots vsrted Buxton 

several times in the late 16tä century, hoping 

to cure her rheunytssm This was probably 
aggravated by the long periods of rnprnson 
ment spent in several draughty houses in 
Derbyshire whilst in the custody of the Earl 

of Shrewsbury She was kept in Buxton Hall. 

when staying in the town, thus is now the Old 
Hall Hotel (see page 241 

hs still possible to taste the waters in 
Buxton Theres a drinking fountain known 
locally as St Ann s Well in The Crescent or 

you can buy it ready bottled in several places 
around the town 

A look around this former spa town will 0 

mural rcs legacy of beautiful buildings' 

Th CRESCENT Built as three hotels in M 
the Late 16th century by the 5th Duke of 
Devonshire. with the Assembly Room above 

and shops on the ground floor Visitors can 
admire the Adam style ceiling, as the Room is 
now part of the local bbrary 

348 

Tf( DEVONSHIRE ROYAL HOSPITAL 
Originally stabling for the hotel guest t 
hornet Generously donated in 18 5B lo" 

conversion to a hospital for spa patients &it 

circular eiertue area was later covered by 

the present enormous slate covered dome 
164 feet covered in IBSI IN B Not open to 
the general pa*tk I 

0 Th{ PAVILION GARDENS A THE 
OCTAGON The prdern were laid out and 
ne Octagon built in early 1870s to 
rovde pleasant recreation for Victoriar 

. wtor%to the spa They still provide the 
lucre of the town t feaure fuIMuen today 
we pages 37 and 41) 

0 Tlf CONSERVATORY Restored in 
1983. it houses an interesting variety of 
nat, ne and exotic plants and is open chrougiv 
out the year 
" THE OPERA HOUSE An EAwar ban 

gem with laeeh decoreuon of marble and 
cugsds it was deolned by the smv e it 
theatre artet Froh Mitcham Home of the 
annul kttematwnal Equal of Munc and 
the Arts 

0 THE PARJH CHURCH Buk in 1811 on 
the Tuscan $I* and dedat d to St »4w, the 
baptst. it contarn some F to moaics and 
starr- glatt 

More momma wn about Buxton and the 
Pavio+ Gatten can be found n Wallets and 
book lots iwwW e from the towel i Tourst 

Monrroon Gntve n The Crescent 

... M. AM NEAR BUXTON 
  WHALEY wDGE Gou to the Goys 
vaMY, dw Peak Forts Catnl nminates 
hem WOO* dy vp on a vV6t naI 
runvw boat on be crude from the pctu- 
equt coral bon The Monoral irk ollen 
wdu drotgh wooAWd to Tod±rook 
sm vok 

0 CHA! 'EI-EN-LEf1UTH The cane 
-ears drpd in the forts' Kr owm as the 
Cap" of the %ek. scab of ft town to 

Ab- L &o, ubr w nx mn, n w, e PW nre w, n M,..: Mw... , -, e 6- to' U{am H- , 
b. wIa. u+w, 6oto« of Gotr Int on. b o(& . ýr 

Next to the ibrary end of The Crescent we 
the old Thermal Baths, an r oent Victonan 
ad*uon. recently redeveloped into an 
atuact, dropping arcade 
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back af as 1225 The church wu ueed ua 

piano for Scottish wldrcn dui, in& the Civil 

War Good locauon for pleasant walks to 

nearby Combs nesenwr surrodt ing h, Us 

and valleys Market held weekly 

The road through the dranam tcerwry 
of mats Pan takes you down into this 
Male . date the Hope Viley Most famous 
for ¢s four *ow caves (see page 371 and the 
Blue john stone food dring lead mining 
operations many years ago 

The he exposed east face of Mar. Tor 

iookt down over the vakry 
Frequent tandddes have tamed it the alas 

-ý' SMve. nc Mountan and have caused the 

Iosure of that welch of the ntam mad to 

Sneffmld beton the cut lace The ruins of 
i Id, century Pkx nl Castle o ertoow 

&sUeton Aale 

"E DALE Behind Mam Tor n the ne xt 
alley the Perf Way starts here on tu 250 

., +e route north' h also provdes the leas, 
sfftcuh way onw Knder Scout. via Jacof s 

. adder 
0 TOESWELL At the head of Tdes+elý 

we This vnaM market town possesses a 
14th century church known as the 
Cathedral of the Peak because of tu large 

-e and the grandeur of tu artfate"cture 

-a, of 0E YAM WYUm Monpes; Pn, the 
F yarn in 1665 became fanwes for nolat, ng 

the . n14ae to stop the pread of the Pal- 

into sunoundng areas The disease haC 

repitedy been tamed into the vlhage born 

London in bales of cloth fo the kcal w o, 

y 
0 

One o1 tfie Peaks larger towrx. Glosoc 

s mentioned n the Domesday Survey of 
)086 Occupying a superb position in the 
hills, there are many wags up onto the 
moors in al directions, ncl+dng chase to 
Kider and bleak low The old town has 

charming 17th century stone houses, rsam 
streets and has retained the old village 
Centre 

The ledre centre parks (see pates 36 
and 401 weekly market annual carnivals and 
Victorian Weekend make Glossop a popular 
place to vo't 
0 SNAKE PASS This road (the A57 to 
Sheffieldl vends up our of Glossop, gang 
dramatic views over the moors The name 
comes from the Snake Inn, part way along 
the Pau which used the twsted serpent 
crest of the Dukes of Dewrshre for as agn 

PLACES NEAR GLOSSOP ... 
0 HAYFIELD The gateway to Knder 
Scout Many other few NI waks also sun 
from this quiet Yak town The 21 mk Sen 
Vagey Trail from Hayfield to New Mdls is 
rather easier gong' 
0 NEW MILLS Like Glossop, a former mil 
town Aaratwe parklind at High Lea Hall 
(see pane 40) and the rnerade Torrs area 
make deal picnic pots Market held weekly 

O. a. The Rd Foren cod bam at W Oey e, dr C. me The WkWe of Hoyf. d 
Abo fht bbVoM n Ne Wv %sk ow A town known for .u brý pud6ngi 

aldrough the naupe is a . yell kept ucnrc' The 

Irestnc k rnariet held every Monday is an 

mportun rendervoin for the local fwmmg 

r onrrunrt y ass the arxwi two day 

aarKJtural O ow held early in August The 

Town s nformauon centre is in the ancient 
makes hall wfhct, also has an exhöt, on 

about dw Psak District National Pah 

0 ASHFORD N THE TER Near 
Bakewdl The 17th cenorry drepwnh 
brae acros the Rr er Wye here a still 
. orr etnms used for sheep dippmj after 
ttearng in srrnw A Mord marble (a 
bro. Mghfyyold»d kreuone) hdn the 

nearby ptama hr been used in Rattly 
house n rid p ru of the cwnr 
E iortpln can be sen in Burton Mweum 

t 4) 

Q 
a. 
C 
r 
r 

N 

Ante, kw "ý Yke &,. tm n 
n ett ne day kneuone torte A chi Wt 

now "W1jn It . .r to anpy the Q. CtYubr 

+* -% from the Heights of Abraham' 

  BUXY TH At one ome dm vnan 
"tar was the other ter nr .A of the Peak 
Forest Canal 
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There sa tremendous variety of and 

sae withes the Peak District which adds 

much to the charm and appeal of this region 
The scenery can change dramatically in a 

-i¢er of a few miles from high unbroken 
expanses of heather cwred moonand 
dotted with sheep to hmexone escarpments 
and thickly wooded dales These two totally 
different types of countrysde are known, 

respecurely as the Dark and White Peak 

A wild and rugged countryside, favoured 

by walking and climbing enthusiasts hs the 
hard yellow brown millstone grit dark peat 
covered summits and the miles of dark stone 
wal s which have helped to earn die Dark 
Beak is name 
" GR(TSTONE EDGES Sctetchmgaway 
into the distance they are quite amazing to 
see Most are easily accessible. Stange 
Mifstcne and Curbar Edges are all close to 
good roads 
0 MILLSTONES The hard local stone was 
used by many ndustnes as grinding stones 
Some still he n the old quames leg at 
Stange Edge), abandoned and half finished 
Our National Park has adopted the millstone 
as its symbol - look out for them by the 
roadside at the Park boundaries 
0 KINDER SCOUT A flat plateau dotted 

with weathered rocks n fantastic shapes It is 
one of the highest parts of the Peak District, 

v inch a spectacular cascade called the 'Kinder 
Downfall which tumbles 100 feet down the 
mountain sde 

0 BEAUTIFUL LAKES There are several 
pc[urdpue reser onn the area H *den 
Derwent and Ladybower pof the AS7 new 
Bamford) were used dung the Second 

I 

World War by the RAF to pracuae for the 
famous Darnaatar raid Ladybovmr is 
now stocked with trout to intact fdmmien 

Ferntee and Errooood reservoirs set in 
the w-Ad beauty of the Goys Vaky north 
west of Buxton. are vaunt %vorth a ran 

NBA one way traf(c ulrrne operates 
all year from Errwood to Derbyshire Bridge 
ONLY Note that it s domed to ALL trafFt 
on s rnmer jtxdar and Bank Moödays 

WILDLIFE Look out for the typical bvds 

of the nworlrd habitat rid grouse. golden 
and curlew, whose s" cal seems to 

sYrr ok! the wid open pdca of Bntan 
NB From 12th August, -+4n the grouse 

lhoour( season ftaro corm vaaa of 
rnoo"tard are cloud to rotors For your 
ov. n safety check for the s qm posted w 
van You 

Ths s the grimecw pan of the cwu- nd 
soudrn Peak Dw-, t One look at the 

mks of bright, wM* trat wI wW you'll 
urde, as why Ra so nwr .d Oilier 

ctiwKpnßA to look for are _Mp aided 

+. oodsd diet. bright grien pnopeWW and 
the .x YnevCon. mp and cliffs 

0 LEAD MNM Aa caner s of lead 
nwY Iccw (w "wry of the odd V pes 

Abo e Grrmon lock m Swore for 6dn. Y top Canbi reww' nv Cnap. Frn rI nm 
Sd. bonnet The (Wd IMW-r . ot tn Mond Dak 
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. sib andsca:, -' _ wt3 O '., 

na h, -a s acta . Ca` mack Deed pie 

where rDck was e. cavated and boles wCe ( 

ore was heated it extract the metal hats 

g-ad�ah, been recolon, sed by grass like mr 

spa Ccap, of more modem quarries 

M' HE DALES Thee are many other Dare 

to cspiorn apart from the well known 
Lathk ,r and Dovedale' Cressbrook o- Dec; 
Dale fo, e. amph are much less frequented 

yet ewe y bit as beautiful Some hat bee, 
designated Sites of Special Sc gent Lc Interest 

as they are fine enamples of the loc a 
countryside The river banks and shoe 
turfed slopes alike suppon av ol 
variety of birds and flowers many of which 
re unique to limestone areas others are 
spec, f. c only to this part of the country 
0 D(SAPPEARNG RIVERS Gradual 

eros, on by riven has helped shape the dales 
leaving behind strangely shaped stone 
pinnacles and caves for the visitor to vonde 
at The Manifold and Lathk ill rivers among 
others disappear underground especially e 
times o4 drought leasing their beds for 

some distance then bubble up again furche' 

downstream 
" STONE WALLS feature prominently in all 
parts of the Peak District countryside Part 

o! mis van network of walls is now being 

preserved to illustrate how farming was 
orgarnsed in the past and of course to retain 
the character of the region. The fields 

around Chefmorton near Buxton, have 
been declared an historic landscape as they 
are a fine eeample of the mediaeval strip 
cultivation system with many tiny fields 

packed closely together 

These walbi look attractivebut are 

strictly practical Once built dxy can saC 
for generations but Stones can easily De 
dislodged if you try to climb 0 er the, 

Ab- Lý -, n me Gor. V. Mm so... Sionr . dn ma whir ha -v n. a 

Rew u the staks attd dien pr-. Ora a"w 
at-ays remember to yxn gates to p-.. 
sheep and car de born st ny., g 

Mostly old railway knes in boxt Lt,, L6 

and Whar Ptak con. ened ntc ntrrr st ýýy 
walks or ndes Total mile ages are Ili-, twt 

of course you don t har to do it at 

0 HIGH PEAK TRAIL Cromlord is 
')owtow 17 t miles (Walkng cy-, g 
, Orse ndmg) 

" TISSINGTON TRAIL Assbourne to 
Partiley Hay on old rail bne to Buxton 

3 miles (Walking cycling horse nding 

" MONSAL TRAIL Bakew, M to Cher 
Dale 8mies (Walken only) D, nded, ntn 4 

s cuons to a. od Ebcked tumNs Lnked Dt 

oncess. on paths or roads 
" ERRWOOD HALL Goyt Valley oll 
A 5002 1 mile, woodland and reurvoir 
Walkers only) 

0 SETT VALLEY TRAIL Hayfield to New 
"lilts 2tn es (Waleng. cycling horse 

, dirv 

  COOMBS VALLEY RESERVE A TRAIL 

"-ar Leek Open Tues Thun Mil 

, eekends 

kL 
C') 0 C 
z 

M 
Nf 

v 
rvi 

ö 
z =of 
M 

7 
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The local custom is the anent an of 
decorating springs and we w9h flowers 

and other mural objects to form pictures 
These are made by prising peals. haves, 
seeds etc into a background of soft clay ks 
a vadtnnal form of d»nkag. mg for the 
contrnang water supply, partacfarty in ones 
of drought The pictures produced are 
aco ishngy reaksuc and dramauc 

The er dress rig is often the canoe of a 
gab or festreal reek, with Orval 
processors morrn dancers (an ancient 
c uetom in uff'( and sometimes even a 
steep rout, as at E yam 

The whole complex process wwoNW in 
this old u adrtion is described in more dead at 
booklets avrlabk from the Toset Inform- 
Lion Centres 

W" cA*Nr'ALs heia wo4, o�t the 
., rtme. wEA A� fan and odw antiar 

em, am ohm part of dw M" -ab 
d ew% a the cmmy Chad " 19" 
Ewm SMei for dKn and dsta of 
carnvab at Chape4- n-4e-fn h. Whaley 
&, a_e. Now M. G+o. op and mrry mw. 

  BUXTON FESTIVAL 16}+L7 Aug 1188 

26 

An rrgorvnt n[emauonal Iesu. of ms .c 
and the am Aiw ys boasts an nseres mj 
and vw*E programme of estnu, with 
thmmj Inge accmoes' 
" JAZZ FESTIVAL Attracts. big names and 
is part of the man amual fewyal in Buxton 

" GLOSSOP'N THE PARK' FESTIVAL 
Early July a fun weelw d for all the family 
Prt of Gbaop crnval, its hdd it Mario. 
Park and has ndes. side dwws. stalls 
dsldrers rasa and much more 
  BRASS BAND FESTIVAL Buxton - 
arty May 

" BUXTON ANTIQUES FAR May 
Acc adnd daakn n fne fuswcure 
pancrw. NNW, Porcelain ac from al ore, 
the cour" display shun wares You can buy 
or Iwc have a good look at some of our 
country's nch hancage 

0 FESTIVAL OF PLAYS Sumer A few of 
we" known full length ple for the drama 

. nth. aau KAW by bW drama poops r 
the Opera Howe An actrq marathon- 

8 COLLECTORS FAIRS (ANTIQUES) 
BOOK FARS'CRAFT FARS'FLOWER 
FESTIVALS Them ta whole sores of the* 
throughout the year Check data and 
bcauorn on the 'Erna sheet evadable 
fron, the To. f1R fnforvnauon Centre 

0 GLOSSOP VICTORIAN WEEKEND 
Early September To Parucpate a the 
d arrnM fesuval many of the towrn folk 

adopt Victoran drell, and decorate their 
fours Sode *x wti talk Old fnhrorted 

game. foam .r ore wad more' 

" MATLOCK ILLUMINATIONS Mid 
Auguitt to mrd October (*Nkends A 
fabulous parade of &r'wrated boau or the 

Ab- rft I*doo m . ib&-" Abo " ºwrs wd " ^a Wucht - hr MO" Of Pt » e*. era. Irrt mo non i cu,. ýn t Im . wsu 
.c tP. C shwa dir &m 
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  CASTLETON GARLAND CEREMONY 
Held every 29th May (Oak Apple Day) to 
conrnernoratt the restaaaon to the dýºone 

of Uarin YA procession of young erä 
dances around the nllage to the Gasland 
line. into the market place leading two 
people on horseback in tbw tg Stuart 

cosurrie. representing the King and his 

consort The 'Kett is covered by a bell 
shaped gar and of fbwers. wach a hosted 

to the top of the oak leaf covered church 
tower to conclude the cerwnony 

" LITTLE JOHNS GRAVE Hattie sage 
Churchyard The reputed nnsm& place of 
Robin Hood's "ery tall companion In the 
past, a drgh bone 30 riches in length was 
unearthed at the spot. nbatng a man 
aknost 8 feet tall' There's an interesting 
booklet about these legendary characters on 
de at the church 

0 ASHBOURNE SHROVETIDE 
'FOOTBALL GAME A very cunous 
oradm, w wch has to be : a+ to be beke d 
Any rue r of people can play this no holds 
barred pme Goals we scored by toudrne 
the water wheels of the mit (the 'goal 
post'. 3 mks apart') wrth the ply cdourea 
bal But be warned, rt's a very rough one' 

BRUSH BEARING CEREMONY Forest 
Chapel. MacciesfmidForest Mad Au" A 

rek of the terms when church floor: wate 
ane-n wrth fragrant ndies as c rp. t and 
tc svmeten the av The tiny church e 
decorated rode and out with bundles of 
rushes after a short service of retxwal and 
Cie-It 

Top Cmwtn Gmbd Csvnmh Ab. Gbc y 
Vwta -&*11d beb- Lama oc Ihr Dom 
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The ceremony has also been reeved at 
Burbje ChncP Boxtor, 

" ALPORT LOVEFEAST Fnt Sunth m 
Juh An edo, m urvlce held in a bam n the 
remote A4ort vOry *V-h a lease of frutl 

cake and reiß of pure crg water It com 
mernoraces the nAg* n urweit after the 
reuotatan of the rr oe rchy n the 17th 

century ~the Co mimten wcR forced 

to hold rh& meetegs n tecrel eolated 
Q4icet. to *Rem d1t e hnh 

The or has weevil pr. nntoru a., al 
mtour ds ttorx Eval chr+W. rt and aax 
odes 
0 ARBOR LOW Mddecm Cannon (pa, 
off the AS IS. nur Parsley May) The "st 

and probably die oldest none circle daung 
Irom the early ßres or late NwWrc At. 
Thee we 40 cones on a 160 foot dwvwr, 
platform. fr+ouudsd by a dwh and hink 
0 NNE LADES. Stanton Floor. bet-wer, 
Rawwb end Wreur 

  NNE STONES. Nrtli Moor (only lour 
worw morn 
8 MELA DQA ROMAN FORT or 
G o. op Tncss are 4h here of an old 
R. wrvi fort War"mum on c he 9ici acnrs 
and Inc rüde dw, an &&%biv from 
Glo. op Hartaffe Gros or Tourst 
r, lornroon Cam us, a6&rt on p SO 
" PEVER L CASTLE. 0I CMKi*Wn The 
n+r of dir 11 cane for0 anon stand 
turd ~ the ae, on a an" rise mbo e 
the Hope Valley Superb wws of Mann Tm 
wad the around V courayrde 
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Ao- Urft v-twrn on M., Tu, Abo. e nrht T) Ca ,. wry a -i- 

The Peak District is w If -known for its 
wealth of outdoor purem and you'll ksd 
there s sornedrng here for akrxm everyone 
whether you enjoy physical activity or 
prefer just to relax Tourist kdornnauon 
Centre staff wig provide heb and advice on 
any of the fo4owrq (See alto Daft Sp 

Plenty of open spaces to enjoy' 
 A cAalenge to the strong and 
adventurous - the high grrtpone moors 
Wse Kinder Scout and Bfeakkrw (see map 
p42). not to mention the Pennine Way. will 
ten yov endurance' 
9 Easy walking for families with prall 
children (or the lea ambitious') along some 
of the knestone dales or Nature Tra'ls 
(details pates 67 
  Conxult a map' Derbyshire has to many 
footpads and waking routes, its best to use 
a detailed map or one of the many helpful 
booklets on the abpct, to check your 

  TOWNS Tar Mo. m uon Cwive. 
Buxton has dew* of paled wau in the 
wu, nepqe7 
" COUNTRY A canes of walze agrwd 
wvsja#' by the Nauorml Park A good way 
to learn . hart the rucual Irtory in the 
hak. as they cow al a . ca of the 

44 

a-- C ra-v Ihr NKn %. %w no %, we Nn. 

camryvde Conan the? NatxnW Part 

office at Base l for demis 

-X%A 

MI. 

Donn of affenni route,, vAth vary" 
dejrea of 6ffcufty 

" Gentone etas in do Dvh PW 
f Ls*recone cr n the WMr frak 

SrwW weiknown cfmbm gwwd dw 
Y +l e: cerwace in the Puk 

k'l mporum to be priparid for the 
l*adw oo cMrýe - rcdh on dr hqh 
moos and PMUCL $y nwd+e ýcr mon ft o 
the year Experwnc. d walkers kno. what to 
expect, but eon be a rrw for the ukvay 

Check oll the merm on the Ist of 
sMtal .q ms nT hm we w. ral 

E. aamt # *OPI in dW MRS which wi Ise* in 
fing any gaps 
I Strong and comfort" Dona or toes 
1 VYKerprooh 

Woolly hit i gb es (egecuay n venter 
4 Good m and compass (parvcudarty if 

you're gong to tackle Kerlef or fs 
FWWW* Wad') 
Go with an e>perxnced walker or 

4mDCr if pot ble 

a. ßibKas 

What a marreYoui way to Ke the Ptak 
Dstnct'ti beauolul counmyade' A nrriber of 
canoes in the Buxton and Hope Vaky areu 
offer ndnj by the hour. und half or" day 
v1sks 

Se+d a SAE to the Buxton Town, 
Mdý.. w, - Cenuekw yIiii,. 

c7cTlwnr Mw 
¢caetmcýrountr. 

dyrarwaykvýn 
fýtr., 

Lýrewrn do 
W rou fv n'c I0( Vow own bike -try roc 
him from one of the connect. bond on 
Tr on. ºý hak rd Sea Wiry Y" 
in . of uxN twtxxm w. Upper D«wrn 
Ee ft"amn Top 

Mvo Khý tic op«w from 
MarI Hsod and Merur*c« 

Conan sa4.14321 or MKJock 3411 
for deoik or pick up e IieAec from the 
lii OffiKö 
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kL 
Whether pure wy. ng or It Daswg 

though there are plenty of places to "sit 
miles of country roads co explore and 
scenery to espy More comprehensive 
inlormauon is avalable from the 'Event and 
'On Show leaflets for 1988 or deect from 
drc advertnen m Mu gu. de 

There are also other helpful booklets 

with deoii of . yaks. car tours etc ava6be 
from rhos[ of the rvron s Tourst Inlorma- 

von Genet See also pate 50 

`ý 

CHATSWORTH, nr BakevieN Home of 
the Duke of Dr ondvre Gardens. parkland 
and farmyatd exMrtjon as weh as the 
house' Open day in simmer See page 38 

HADDON HALL, nr Bake, -ell 
Mediaenl manor house and beautiful formal 
gardens o erlookng the Rner We Open 
regularly in wrnmer See page 38 

SUDBURY HALL. S of Ashbourne 
(National True I Irnposw)g and rely 
decorated house of Charles N period Few 
carving and ceiling paintings 

LYME PARK. Daley (National Trustl Fine 
Elmbeshan house surrounded by large 
gardens and deer park 

HARDWICK HALL. rr Chesterfield 

(Nauonal Trvst ) 'More glass than wag on 
account of its enormous windows' Formal 

gardens. herb garden. orchard and herds of 
old BntuVr breeds of sheep and cattle 

4 

-- . -' - 

Most of the thaw ca"ernf are centred 

. 'o, tnd Castkton hr. wtu for the un q. te 
Bue John atone Treak Cliff Hill beyond the 

. düse is ud to be the v oetd t man source 

ýI the mineral 

SPEEDWELL Underjrourd boat np+ to 

we the among 'Bonin seta Pa Open all 

year. we page 37 

TREAK CUFF Many fantuuc case 
formations to be wren in thn old rrwae 
worked ease the 18th century Open all 
rar e Eepe Christmas Day aste page 37 

WE JOHN Vats cwerm and many 
different rock formauan See also the 
Ollerenfhaw Collection of Bk. e John 

arafaca in Caaktnn re See page 37 

PEAK Used for rope making as far back 
n the 15th century Open all avnmer 

POOLE'S CAVERN. Buxton One of the 
seen 'Nbrden of dw Peak weh is 
faceutng rack formations Ire p 37) Ahc. 

a 'more trail to Solor. wn t Temr ke wath fine 

ýrws t er Buxton and the amwmdnt 

core livide 

I .' SHAWS CAVERN. Bradwee Open 

ail rmrner Abo special guided adventure 
ci. n6 trips wadable Tal 0433 205 0 o, 
7119k 
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A PEAK ItAIL STEAM CENTRE Bu. can 
Now, under wly wRh is w, Qus Khe"ne 
w I! -op 111[ 'c. K W. bortween Buxton 

and Madock Support dw effort by GIs g 
rx CWKM Shop Open 81 rar. Ream noes 

dnrl mxm er wmawkwuh Tel 0298 79898 
s Dt. T14G RAJLVAY CENTRE Gionop 
sup.. carcaon a1. t . mqin " 
ryw1y rub" Spscd moan dws m fvwne.. 
open all vu r Td Glo. op 5 S% for 

Mrran »rn 0« , er Manor Park. 
Gb op, opera dvmWh ü armxr 

46 

Top Cwt Hax Gmre Imks Caam a- gyn. 
Abo.. %3o Ro' St- C e, 861- %-*. Gown 6. orw 
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APPENDIX 3.5 

TOURISM IN THE PEAK DISTRICT 

(An informal meeting of interested parties, 2-July 1987, 

High Peak College). 

1. The meeting was called by the Buxton & District Tourist 

Association and included representatives from other 

local tourist associations, local authorities and the 

Peak Park. 

2. The morning session started with a short address by a 

representative of the Park Board on developments in 

tourism in the Peak District. Reference was made to 

the bid for a TDAP, and progress on the subsequent 

Tourism Action Plan and the Peak Tourism Forum. During 

the rest of the morning session representatives con- 

tributed to a 'brain-storming' exercise. The main 

issue to emerge was the lack of a marketing effort that 

focussed on the Peak District as a distinct entity. 

Reference was made to the many separate efforts currently 

being undertaken by many separate organisations. In 

particular, concern was expressed about the fact that 

four regional tourist boards had an interest in the 

Peak District. The area was not at the centre of any 

of the tourist boards and was believed to be peripheral 

to the main activities of the boards. 

There was a strong feeling that a concerted marketing 

effort concentrated on the Peak District was urgently 
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required. In the present circumstances duplication of 

marketing was occurring and there was a failure to 

register a distinct image of the Peak District in the 

consumers' minds. Those at the meeting felt that 

something 'greater' than their own limited efforts was 

necessary. 

The development of packages was proposed as a necessary 

means of selling to the travel trade, especially over- 

seas. It was a common view that such packages needed 

to cover several destinations (not just in the Peaks) 

and to include access to a number of local attractions. 

Activities and events should be pushed as attractions 

of the Peak, as well as the natural attractions. 

Concern was expressed about the fact that it was not 

clear what markets were to be targetted in whatever 

marketing strategies that were eventually developed. 

Efforts should be directed at European as well as 

American markets. 

A call was made for a recognition of the need to ensure 

an adequate infrastructure to support any increased 

tourism inflow. There was a plea too for the sharing 

of experiences on particular marketing strategies that 

had been adopted by different organisations. 

3. The afternoon session concentrated on summarising the 

morning's discussions and formulating proposals for 

the way forward. There was general-agreement that 
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proposals should recognise existing constraints and 

not be too unrealistic. At one level, hotels and 

others could adopt a common Peak logo. It was felt, 

at this stage, that the Peak Tourism Forum should be 

the spring-board for further development. Any umbrella 

marketing body that might be proposed would need exten- 

sive funding and ways would need to be explored of 

raising such finance. Many who currently paid a sub- 

scription to the regional tourist board would, it was 

felt, be willing to subscribe to a new 'Peak District' 

marketing body. Efforts should also be made to raise 

money from 'industry'. It was considered that the 

tourist boards might wish to reconsider their involve- 

ment with the Peak District and one of them might wish 

,- to take on the area in its entirety. (It was advised 

that continuation with the existing network of regional 

boards could yield considerable benefits if approached 

correctly). The participants at the meeting awaited 

the report of the Tourism Action Plan with considerable 

interest. It was understood that its publication was 

imminent. 

HL Hughes, July 1987. 

Notes 

TDAP - Tourism Development Action Programme. During 1986 

an application had been lodged with the ETB for a TDAP in 

the Rural Development Areas of the Peak District. This 
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was not successful. The cost would have been borne by the 

ETB, the Development Commission and the relevant local 

authorities. 

Peak Tourism Forum - Discussion group of the Peak's local 

authorities, district and county (including Cheshire) and 

the regional tourist boards and the Peak Park Joint Plan- 

ning Board. The deliberations are likely to result, inter 

alia, in the publication of a single accommodation and 

holiday guide for 1989, and joint advertisements. 

Tourism Action Plan - Following the unsuccessful bid for 

the TDAP, a TAP has been commissioned, in 1986, by the 

PPJPB, HPBC, DCC, Staffordshire CC and the local district 

councils. The TAP is being prepared by the EMTB and 

Heart of England TB and the cost is borne partly by the 

Development Commission as well as the commissioning bodies. 

The TAP will include a review of the existing tourism 

situation and a programme of future development and market- 

ing for the area. 
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APPENDIX 3.6 

BUXTON TOURIST SURVEY 

The aim of this survey was to determine the number and 

characteristics of tourists in Buxton and the reason(s) 

for their visit and stay. The relative importance of 

Buxton Festival as an attraction of Buxton was to be indi- 

cated by this means. There were a number of possible ways 

of gathering this information including street interviews 

during the tourist season of 1987. As such information 

was not a particularly significant part of this study and 

such an approach would have been both costly and time- 

consuming, it was decided to adopt an alternative strategy: 

tourists would be requested by their hoteliers to "self- 

complete"-an appropriate questionnaire. 

The co-operation of the Buxton and Peak District Hoteliers 

Association was sought and gained. The very brief question- 

naire that was considered appropriate for this study, was 

amended by the Association and distribution and collection 

lay completely with the Association. The distributed ques- 

tionnaire was not particularly suitable for the purposes 

of this study and the tourist response was extremely low. 

It would be unwise to consider the results as in any way 

representative of tourists: 106 forms were received from 

four hotels over the period 24 June to 5 September 1987. 

There was evidence that respondents misinterpreted a number 

of questions and responses were inconsistent between dif- 

ferent respondents. 
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Nonetheless some of the data is reproduced here as an 

indication'of possible tourist characteristics and reasons 

for visit. (Those parts that were evidently misinterpreted 

or misunderstood'are not reproduced). 

1. Number of nights of stay 
1-3 
4-7 
8 or more 

2. Home area 
Greater Manchester 
Cheshire 
Yorkshire 
Lancashire 
West Midlands 
London 
S East, South and counties circling London 
Wales 
Scotland 
Other UK 
Overseas 

3. Reason for visit 
A good centre for visits 
Friends and relatives 
Festival 
Sport 
Business 
Conference 
Other 
Combined reasons 

('good centre' plus other reason) 
('Festival' plus other reason) 

4. Importance of Festival? 
Only reason 
Principal reason 
Minor reason 

5. Occupation 

Retired 
Housewife 
Education 
Medical 
Professional, managerial & administrative 
Clerical and supervisory 
Other 

63.2 
41.5 

2.8 

9.4 

1.9 
8.5 

36.8 
3.8 
0.9 

18.9 
5.6 

38.7 
1.9 

16.0 
0.9 
5.7 
0.9 

12.3 
17.0 

(12.3) 
(4.7) 

9.4 
10.4 

1.9 

40.5 
0.9 
6.3 
2.7 

36.0 
5.4 
1.9 
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Additionally, of the forms that related to the Buxton 

Festival period during 1987,33.3% indicated that an 

event at the 1987 Festival had been attended. Of these 

Festival attenders, 43.5% indicated the Festival had 

been the only reason for the visit to Buxton and 47.8% 

that it had been the principal reason. 
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APPENDIX 3.7 

SOME HISTORICAL ASPECTS OF MUSIC-TOURISM RELATIONSHIPS 

(a) 

Young's work (1968) on orchestras in spas and seaside 

resorts covers the period 1880-1950 and there is some 

mention of Buxton throughout (especially Chapter 10). 

Young "relied greatly on the generous communications of 

elderly afficionados" because of the dearth of written 

and published source material. Most resorts, whether 

inland or coastal, would appear to have had an orchestra 

at some time during this period. (The Bath Pump Room 

orchestra claims to have played every season between 

1704 and 1939). There was often considerable municipal 

financial involvement with the orchestras, especially 

during the latter part of the period, though private 

enterprise or benefactors were behind some of the more 

famous such as the Llandudno Pier Company Orchestra or 

the Duke of Devonshire's Eastbourne Orchestra. 

The conductors, musicians and singers were among the most 

able and famous of the day. They included Maloolm Sargent 

at Llandudno and Granville Bantock (later Professor of 

Music at, Birmingham University) at New Brighton. Many 

of the musical directors were familiar in several of. 

the resorts as they moved from one orchestra to another. 

For example, Julian Adams was at Harrogate, Eastbourne 

and Buxton during the late 19th century, Charles G 
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Godfrey left Buxton for Scarborough in 1899, and George 

Cathie was at Buxton, Eastbourne, Llandudno and Black- 

pool during the first half of this century. 

As employment in such orchestras was usually seasonal, 

musicians from non-tourist area orchestras were usually 

able to obtain year-round employment. In the early part 

of this century, the Pier Orchestra at Llandudno was 

made up largely of members of the Halle. Bournemouth 

had the distinction of having the first year-round per- 

manent orchestra in England (1893). It has since become 

an important touring symphony orchestra. 

Musical programmes were usually short and light for back- 

ground or promenading, but most orchestras endeavoured 

to provide symphony concerts in addition and to work the 

'more serious' works into their programmes. 

The relative importance of the orchestra as a holiday 

attraction and diversion was not discussed in Young and 

can only be surmised. it was beyond its scope to con- 

sider the number of visitors who might have heard these 

music performances or to consider the whole range of 

entertainment and diversion that might be available to 

the holidaymaker. The study was concerned primarily 

with describing events, personalities and organisations. 

There is little evidence in the study of specific music 

events such as Festivals, which might have been attrac- 

tions in their own right. 
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This historical perspective of the music-tourism relation- 

ship is one which is under-researched. It might be 

possible to determine the existence of material that 

would yield further information on that relationship and 

on the significance of such orchestras and events in the 

musical life of this country. 

(b) 

Tourism matters were, at least in part, considerations in 

the formation and early development of a number-of festi- 

vals. Pre-war, the Salzburg Festival was actively promo- 

ted to foreign visitors and has continued to be so ever 

since. In the 1920s and 1930s American and European 

tourist agencies were encouraged to prepare Festival pack- 

ages and special arrangements were made by the Austrian 

government to ensure foreign visitors obtained visas. 

Even in the 1920s there were complaints about the artistic 

integrity of the festival being sacrificed for the pur- 

poses of attracting tourists (Gallup, 1987). The founders 

of the Edinburgh Festival, 1947, desired to establish "a 

centre of world resort for lovers of music, drama, opera, 

ballet and the graphic arts" (quoted in Bruce, 1975). 

Herein was a deliberate intent to reinstate civilised 

values and foster understanding and peace through the 

arts in the aftermath of the second world war; the appeal 

was to be, therefore, to the widest possible audience. 

Cheltenham was the first of the post-war British festivals to 
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emerge (1945) though with less grand ambitions than 

Edinburgh. It too was intended as a festival that would 

bring in visitors at least from all over this country, 

if not from abroad, to listen to English music in a 

holiday environment and atmosphere (Howes, 1965). 

Although Levin's consideration of festivals is anecdotal 

and descriptive, he does implicitly and inextricably link 

festivals and tourism. Post-Edinburgh "the great era of 

festival tourism had dawned and soon any town in search 

of tourists could rub two aldermen against a cello and 

call the resultant wisp of smoke a festival" (Levin, 

1981). Levin considers that most festival towns are in 

places pleasant enough to visit any time and are of a 

size small enough that they are dominated at festival 

time by the festival. Apart from the attractions of the 

location, he sees festivals as having a special attraction 

for tourists because of the holiday atmosphere generated; 

"how much sweeter music sounds at the end of a day of 

walking, bathing, sunning, sipping, than of a day of 

working! Music, of course, is a holiday in one crucial 

sense; a holiday from the mind". 

Cc) 

Aspects of music in Buxton's tourist life outside the 

"Young period" have not been considered at any length. 

It is known that balls were held in the Assembly rooms/ 

ballroom in the east wing of the Crescent (now the 
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Public Library). The Buxton Ballroom subscription book 

(now held at the Buxton museum) records the signatures 

of ball guests up to 1840. 

It is also evident that a "band", financed largely by the 

Duke of Devonshire, played in Buxton during the 19th cen- 

tury. The development of the Pavilion Gardens derives, 

in part, from problems experienced by the 7th Duke in 

financing this band (Langham & Wells, 1986; Marchington, 

1961). The Buxton Improvements Company (1871-89) 

-received twelve acres of land from the Duke and on part 

of the land a building was to be erected for the band to 

play in. The Gardens were to be enclosed and an admission 

charge levied which would be used to contribute towards 

the upkeep of the band. 

Prior to this the cost of the band had been borne not only 

by the Duke (the major contributor), but also from contri- 

butions from hotels, inns, boarding houses and local shops 

(McCoola, 1984). There was, however, resistance to these 

contributions and an alternative source of finance was 

necessary. According to McCoola (1984), there were twelve 

members of the band in 1858. The players wore a distinct- 

ive uniform and played out-of-doors under a form of 

portable shelter. 

There are a number of extant programmes (in Buxton Museum) 

that relate to concerts at the Pavilion Gardens. In 1876, 

for instance, Julian Adams conducted the 'band' for the 

'morning promenade' (11.00 am to 1.00 pm) and the 'evening 
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concert' (7.00 pm to 9.00 pm); both were held in the 

'Pavilion'. Mr Karl Meyder conducted the "Military Band 

of the Company" in the Pavilion Gardens in 1882. In the 

same year, there is reference to "the Winter Band of the 

Improvements Company". 

In 1898 there were some 35 players under E de Jong in the 

Pavilion Orchestra; they played in the "military band" 

in the mornings (Young, 1968). 

During the 1920s the Buxton Pavilion Gardens Orchestra 

was conducted by George Cathie and in 1939 the Buxton Spa 

Orchestra performed three times daily in the Pavilion 

Gardens under Thomas Matthews. Matthews directed the 

"Festival Chamber Orchestra" at the Buxton Festival of 

Drama and the "Swing Orchestra" at dances in the evenings. 

The Buxton Spa Orchestra performed in 1951 under William 

Rees and during 1950 the Buxton Spa Winter Orchestra had 

performed. 

(a) 

The most'recent developments were the Buxton Festivals 

that featured the Halle Orchestra. The first "Buxton 

International Festival of Music" was held over the Whit 

weekend (17-22 May) of 1959. It was presented jointly 

by Buxton Corporation and the Society for the Enjoyment 

of Music. This society had been established by Sir 

Bernard Lovell, Kenneth Crickmore and others with the 

aim of "bringing to concerts those who at present stay 
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away". The society was set up solely to run the Festival 

and had no direct Halle connection. Crickmore, however, 

had been personal manager of Barbirolli since 1947 and 

was general manager of the Halle from 1951 to 1960 when 

he became a member of the committee and consultant to the 

Halle Society. Crickmore lived in Buxton. 

The purpose of the Festival was, in part, to provide 

employment for the Halle during the summer months (later 

festivals were held at that time) and to provide an 

amenity for Buxton. As far as is known, there'was no 

obvious tourism intention though undoubtedly, it must 

have had some such dimension. The programme for the 

"Seventh Annual Buxton Festival of Music" (12-19 July 

1965) includes a statement that "We realised we had many 

people living in or within easy distance of our town who 

were music-starved"; this does not suggest a particular 

tourist commitment. 

The Halle orchestra had been associated with, and had 

been the mainstay of, the Cheltenham Festival since 1947 

but phased out its association after 1958. At the Buxton 

Festival, the Halle performed concerts every year and the 

emphasis was on a 'popular' programme in a 'holiday 

spirit'; the orchestra even played old-time music at 

the final 'soiree' in 1959. There was a number of asso- 

ciated events every year as befits a festival. In 1959, 

the festival included Johnny Dankworth, Humphrey 

Lyttelton and Fou Ts'ong and in 1964 the Alberni Quartet 
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(in the Pump Room), Southwell Minster Choir and the 

Hollies in a Beat Ball. In 1965, the Don Campbell Folk 

Group, the Fairey and Moden bands and the Temperance 

Seven appeared. 

The Festival ended in the late 1960s due to a combination 

of waning enthusiasm and the Council's financial difficul- 

ties. 

Sources: 

Apart from the sources cited, information was obtained 
from discussions with Michael Kennedy (Daily Telegraph; 
music critic and historian), Glynne Jones (Chief 
Executive of High Peak Borough Council) and Clive Smart 
(General Manager, Halle Concerts Society). 
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APPENDIX 4.1 

BUXTON FESTIVAL -A CHRONOLOGICAL OVERVIEW 

1979 - Festival 1 

30 July - 12 August 

Six Performances of Lucia di Lammermoor (Donizetti) 

The opening of the first festival during the summer of 1979 

owes much to the conjunction of a number of separate forces. 

There was, on the one part, an interest by Malcolm Fraser 

in the re-development of the Opera House in Buxton for the 

performance of opera. (This derived from a family visit 

in 1974 though Fraser subsequently joined the lecturing 

staff of the RNCM). At about the same time (1973-74), 

Hutchinson Leisure Group were seeking a long lease from the 

local council on the Opera House (a listed building); there 

was an intention to re-develop it from its existing use as 

a cinema into a re-furbished multi-cinema complex. The 

current lease was due to expire in 1981 and the limited 

time left was not considered appropriate by Hutchinson for 

that investment to be undertaken. The physical condition 

of the building was very poor and it was eventually closed 

in October 1976 for urgent repairs and maintenance to be 

carried out. There was, finally, a number of local people 

involved in local performing arts organisations who wished 

to see the Opera House re-open as a live theatre. The 

current provision at the Playhouse (now the Paxton Suite) 

was considered inadequate. Both it and the Opera House were 

owned by the local council, High Peak Borough Council 

(HPBC). 
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Malcolm Fraser, with Anthony 

and David Rigby (businessman 

were floating the idea of an 

Opera House, had visited the 

sentatives, and had entered 

HPBC. 

Hose (Welsh National opera) 

and long-time friend of Hose) 

opera festival in a restored 

building with council repre- 

into negotiations with the 

By the end of 1977 Hutchinson had agreed to give up the 

Opera House early in 1978 despite having undertaken some 

work on the building earlier in the year and having re- 

opened it as a cinema since April. There were now firm 

plans for the Opera House to be restored to its former 

glory as a theatre with the reopening in 1979 to coincide 

with a festival of arts, with an opera core. The cost of 

restoration was estimated at £460,000. The Buxton Opera 

House Trust (BOHT) had been formed to take over the lease 

from HPBC and it set about attempting to raise the money. 

(The lease was initially for five years with an option for 

a further twenty years). Helen O'Neill (Glyndebourne) was 

retained by the Trust to promote the fund-raising campaign. 

During the spring of 1978 plans for the 1979 festival were 

made public; there was talk of Buxton becoming the 

'Salzburg of England' with a festival that, once established, 

would last between six and eight weeks. There was to be a 

permanent opera festival of international standard at the 

same artistic level as Edinburgh, Aldeburgh and Bath. A 

national appeal was also launched to raise money for the 

Opera House restoration work. A target of £100,000 was set 
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for September 1978 to cover essential work. Restoration 

work started during the 1978-79 winter. The BOHT was 

successful in raising money and by June 1979 over £300,000 

had been raised. HPBC made loans to the Trust to cover 

the remaining gap. 

This activity coincided with the acquisition of the Palace 

Hotel (the largest in Buxton) by the Saga Group (December 

1978). The Group had ambitious plans for a thorough restor- 

ation of the hotel and was also to prove a major sponsor of 

the Festival. DCC intended to redevelop the old'library 

above Buxton museum and open it as an art exhibition centre 

to coincide with the Opera House opening in 1979. (During 

1978 plans were also announced for a Derbyshire Festival to 

be held May-October 1979). 

Early proposals (June 1978) for the Buxton Festival envisaged 

a programme costing £137,000 and a funding requirement of 

between £84,000 and £105,000. A response from the Arts 

Council (ACGB) in October 1978 indicated that no financial 

support could be expected because of its limited resources. 

The Festival organisers were cautioned by the Arts Council 

against a 1979 start and to be rather less ambitious by 

aiming for the first Festival to be held in 1980. NWA, 

however, agreed to a £6,000 guarantee against losses. The 

Festival company (BAFL) was incorporated in October 1978 

with a number of directors who were also directors of BOHT. 

Janet Warburton (from Scottish Opera) was appointed Festival 

administrator (also with responsibility for managing the Opera 
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House) and Helen O'Neill as publicity officer. The direc- 

tors of BAFL held their first meetings in January 1979 and 

Malcolm Fraser and Anthony Hose were appointed Artistic 

and Music Directors respectively. Of a deficit now 

estimated at £65,000, about £35,000 had been raised. 

Nominees of HPBC and DCC were appointed to the board and 

representatives of NWA and ACGB were to be observers. 

Plans for the 1980 Festival which were discussed in May 

and June 1979 included a four week Festival with two 

operas (Beatrice and Benedict and Hamlet) at an estimated 

net cost of £100,000. 

The Opera House work was completed on time and the Festival 

opened to much critical accliam. It was an undoubted 

artistic success. In mid July a deficit of £22,000 was 

estimated, though overdraft facilities to cover this were 

guaranteed by a director (£15,000) and HPBC (£10,000). 

Total costs were now estimated at £141,000 with box office 

income at £67,000. 

After the Festival there was agreement within BAFL on a 

generally 'satisfactory' result despite a likely deficit 

(in September) of £30,000. This was covered by a loan 

of £15,000 from DCC (repayable 30 April 1980), and by the 

guarantees. By the end of 1979 the deficit for the 1979 

Festival was greater than previously believed, at £52,000. 

It was recognised that expenditure had not been subject to 

adequate control, partly because of inadequate systems and 

partly because of an undermanned administrative team. 
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The plans for the 1980 Festival would need to be reconsid- 

ered and the company would seek to generate a surplus of 

at least £20,000. 

1980 - Festival 2 

22 July - 10 August 

Six Performances of Hamlet (Thomas) and Six Performances 

of Beatrice and Benedict (Berlioz) 

Plans for the 1980 Festival had been formulated during the 

1979 Festival and were not subsequently modified. in any 

major way. After the financial result of the 1979 Festival, 

however, it was clear that a final decision should be 

delayed until March 1980 when there would be a clearer indi- 

cation of funds raised. Details of the Festival were 

publicised, however, in January; at that time about £52,000 

had been raised, including a substantial sum from Bass over 

three years. 

BAFL sought funds totalling £30,000 for the 1980 Festival 

from ACGB and NWA. The Festival did receive a £5,000 loss 

guarantee from ACGB 'as a token' and £8,000 from NWA. 

Sponsorship income for the 1980 Festival was increased 

greatly over the 1979 figure in part due to the efforts of 

the local MP. In March when the net cost of nearly £100,000 

was covered by £80,000 raised to date, the programme for 

the Festival was confirmed. 

An-'open meeting' in the town during February had been 

called to stimulate local support for the Festival especially 
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by way of ensuring that Buxton was 'alive' at Festival 

time. A Festival Fringe was established for the 1980 

Festival, an organising body having been formed in April. 

During the run-up to the Festival, plans for 1981 were 

discussed. The intention was to present two operas once 

more (on a Greek theme) over three weeks or four weeks if 

the 1980 results were encouraging. 

Towards the end of the Festival period itself, however, 

(5 August) it was apparent that BAFL faced a severe adverse 

financial situation. The company's bankers felt unable to 

extend further credit facilities and payments owed to 

company employees could not be made. It was likely. that 

the Festival would come to an immediate end. A meeting 

the following morning with the bankers and representatives 

of HPBC and DCC resulted in a 'rescue package'. An in- 

creased guarantee from F: PBC (to £15,000), a guarantee of 

£15,000 from DCC and a forgiveness of its 1979 loan, and 

a donation from a private benefactor enabled the company 

to continue through to the end of the Festival. The 

company's unsecured overdraft was raised to £55,000. It 

was at this time that David Hunter replaced David Rigby 

as Chairman of BAFL. 

Backers were anxious to ensure that BAFL should exercise 

and demonstrate more financial control and should temper 

artistic aspiration with commercial reality in future. 

A Finance and Audit sub-committee of BAFL was established 

to include representatives of HPBC, DCC, the bank and 
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auditor as well as the chairman and treasurer of BAFL. 

This committee was to ensure that strict financial controls 

were introduced and adhered to and it would also consider 

all proposals and budgets for BAFL activities. It has a 

power of veto over the board's decisions. A review of 

Festival administration was to be undertaken by the audi- 

tors and was submitted in September 1980. 

The eventual deficit on the 1980 Festival was £52,000, 

compared with a projected deficit of £11,000. There was a 

considerable over-run in costs (mostly opera expenditure) 

but also a significant shortfall in estimated box-office 

receipts. Added to the 1979 deficit, BAFL now had an 

accumulated deficit of £111,000. This was to be isolated 

from a separate 1981 account to be opened, on which 

initially there would be no facility to overdraw. 

In artistic terms there was general agreement from audiences 

and critics that the company had once more presented opera 

productions of the highest professional quality, comparable 

with any in the operatic world. There is a consensus that 

these productions were the apogee of all the Festival opera 

productions. 

1981 - Festival 3 

25 July -9 August 

Six Performances of I1 Matrimonio Segreto (Cimarosa) 

After the 1980 Festival problem it was evident that earlier 

plans for 1981 would need to be considerably revised. 
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Options discussed included a shorter Festival of two operas, 

a repeat of the successful Beatrice and Benedict by itself 

or with a production of I Capuleti ed i Montecchi (Bellini), 

operas with smaller orchestra and no chorus, and the use 

of 1980 sets to present Medea or Cosi fan Tutte. All non- 

opera events, it was decided, were to be self-financing. 

During the 1980-81 winter it had been decided that a fund- 

ing target of £140,000 was unrealistic, that the sets of 

Beatrice and Benedict should be sold (the proceeds to be 

set against the 1979-80 deficit) and a Festival Society 

was formed (December). The Donizetti opera, Don Pasquale, 

was approved at one stage but during January 1981 the 

company had settled for I1 Matrimonio Segreto and the 

Garrick theme. No further financial assistance was forth- 

coming from the Arts Council, though over £70,000 in 

sponsorship had been raised. An application for £15,000 

was made to NWA. A grant (E3,000) from the company's 

bankers was to be set against the 1979-80 account, as was 

£3,000 of the £23,000 from DCC. 

It was estimated that the Cimarosa opera could be produced 

for a net cost of £90,000 but an underwriting scheme was 

introduced in order to cover the current shortfall in 

finance. Over £16,000 was covered in this way but by June, 

the underwriters could be released from their commitment. 

The top opera ticket prices were to be lower than those 

in the previous year and the programme was approved in 

February. 
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Christopher Barron was appointed general manager of BAFL 

in April to replace Janet Warburton, a part-time marketing 

consultant was engaged and later in the year (May) a new 

press and publicity officer was engaged to replace Helen 

O'Neill. 

The financial outcome of this somewhat curtailed Festival 

was a surplus of £5,000. This too would be set against the 

1979-80 defcit. Critical acclaim for the Festival's produc- 

tion continued to flow. 

1982 - Festival 4 

24 July -8 August 

Seven Performances of Hary Janos (Kodaly) 

As in the previous year a number of options were considered 

for the 1982 Festival before a final decision on Hary Janos 

was made in February/March. Options were considered and 

rejected as funding targets were reviewed; even the option 

of no Festival at all was considered but rejected. The 

prospect of producing Medea was considered once more and 

new suggestions included Acis and Galatea (Handel), and 11 

Mondo della Luna (Haydn) with a Goldini theme. 

The Hary Janos production was potentially very costly but 

was likely to stimulate sponsorship. The company decided 

to increase expenditure on the orchestra and reduce 

expenditure on costumes, scenery and so on. The use of 

unpaid supernumeraries and considerable reliance upon local 

help in supplying materials and producing sets and costumes 
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served to reduce the costs considerably. Of the net cost 

of £97,000, over £76,000 was raised by March and much of 

the rest was covered by the re-introduced underwriting 

scheme. Professional fund-raisers were also engaged 

(R Maurice) and by May, over £56,000 had been raised (most 

covenanted over four years) at a cost of £16,000. 

No financial assistance was available from the Arts Council. 

(A request for £7,500 had been made). The ACGB had some 

doubts about its ability to support its existing clients 

and had, during 1981, devolved any responsibility for the 

Festival to NWA (as with most other festivals). NWA, how- 

ever, felt some difficulty in meeting this requirement 

though the grant did rise from £5,000 in 1981 to £9,000 in 

1982. A grant from DCC was substantially less than for 

the previous year. It, like many other backers, was reluc- 

tant to confirm assistance until it was certain that the 

Festival would go ahead. (The principal for Hary Janos, 

for instance, was not announced until June). 

The Festival proved to be a financial and artistic success 

and a small surplus resulted. 

1983 - Festival 5 

23 July -7 August 

Five Performances of Griselda (Vivaldi) and Five Perform- 

ances of La Colombe (Gounod) 

The 1983 Festival continued the run of surplus-generating 

Festivals (a surplus of £5,333). 
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A Boccacio theme was suggested in November 1982 and a 

number of possibilities within that were considered at 

various times. The prospect of presenting two (cheap) 

operas was revived, thus potentially doubling the box 

office take for the available budget envisaged. The Bass 

sponsorship had ended and DCC gave no grant for this or 

subsequent Festivals. Norwest Holst was a significant 

sponsor in this year (E7,000). The NWA contribution rose 

to £18,000 after the ACGB had earmarked £10,000 of its 

allocation to NWA for the Festival, but for one year only. 

NWA was impressed by the administrative efficiency of the 

BAFL and the progress in reducing the deficit, but felt 

moved to recommend a need for greater community involve- 

ment. 

Despite some over-expenditure, a surplus resulted. The 

1979-80 account deficit now stood at £84,301, and there 

was an overdraft facility on current account of £10,000. 

The Beatrice and Benedict sets were finally sold to Opera 

North for £6,000. 

The productions (including the children's opera) were 

transferred to London for a short autumn season at Sadler's 

Wells. Plans for a return of the children's opera in the 

spring of 1984 were not realised. 
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1984 - Festival 6 

28 July - 12 August 

Five Performances of Medea (Cherubini) and Five Performances 

of Jason (Cavalli) 

After three years of surplus, this Festival resulted in a 

deficit of £23,699. The opera productions were a more 

ambitious project than those of previous years and a large 

part of the deficit arose from over-spend on the opera 

budget. The change-over of production manager part way 

through the Festival added to problems which, once more, 

derived from a breakdown in control systems. Jason was a 

much less successful opera than was Medea in terms of 

ticket sales (partly because of the impact of the 'star' 

in Medea), but there was also a shortfall in other sources 

of funding. 

NWA maintained its contribution at £18,000 despite a reduc- 

tion in its own budget. BAFL sought to convince the Arts 

Council of the need for substantial support (E50,000) 

directly from ACGB for the 1985 Festival since this was a 

contribution that NWA could not possibly afford. Plans 

for a seminar on children's opera, to be held during the 

1984 Festival, were abandoned; the application for ACGB 

assistance was not considered in time. 

During the year, the separation of Opera House and Festival 

began with the transfer of box-office staff to the High Peak 

Theatre Trust (HPTT) on 1 April. It was understood that 

the complete separation of the two organisations would 
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eventually occur - in large part due to DCC pressure to 

ensure continued financial support for the Opera House. 

One of the more immediate effects was an increase in 

theatre hire costs. 

Following the 1984 Festival, the company sought a 'crisis 

meeting' with ACGB to impress upon it the problems of fund- 

raising that continued to beset the company. At the end 

of each Festival the company was certain only of a small 

proportion of the following year's income (about 10%). 

Cash flow was always a problem, especially, but not only, 

during the winter months. Funding from the bank went to 

offset the 1979-80 account and promised sponsorship often 

took a considerable time to materialise, as did tax 

recoverable from covenants. 

Discussions about the 1985 Festival were deferred and a 

final decision was not made until April. It was decided 

that each non-opera event should be expected to generate a 

surplus with effect from the 1985 Festival. Plans were 

discussed for a fund-raising gala concert at the Palace 

Theatre, Manchester (with a necessary sponsorship of 

£5,000). 
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1985 - Festival 7 

13/20 July - 11 August 

Six Performances of La Buona Figliola (Piccinni) and Four 

Performances of I1 Filosofo di Campagna (Galuppi) 

In the early part of the year (January) a new general 

manager (Chris Head) was appointed and the Festival company 

ceased to have any responsibility for management of the 

Opera House. 

The Festival was characterised by a very last-minute decision 

on productions - early April. The company had awaited a 

response from the ACGB to a request for substantial funding. 

The request (for £30,000) was turned down in March, despite 

strong lobbying (including discussions with the Minister for 

the Arts) and a subsequent search for compensating funds was 

not successful. The Arts Council dismissed comparisons 

with Bath, Aldeburgh and Cheltenham and considered that 

Buxton should remain devolved. The possibility remained of 

financial assistance for touring; during the previous year 

the Festival company had advised the ACGB of the postpone- 

ment of any immediate plans for touring. Following the 

1985 Festival, however, it was possible that the musical 

planned within one theme being considered might be toured. 

Productions discussed included Faust (Gounod) and Mignon 

(Thomas), as well as Don Quixote (Conti) and a musical 

(Man of La Mancha) within a Cervantes theme. 

NWA maintained its assistance at £18,000 and again emphasised 
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the need to strengthen local authority and community support 

and to develop educational activity. The Festival company 

had by now formulated plans for educational workshops for 

children and also set out an intention to appoint an 

education/children's opera co-ordinator as soon as funds 

permitted. 

The late choice of productions meant a late opening to 

booking. This, as well as a number of other factors, 

resulted in relatively poor ticket sales. This and problems 

in raising sufficient funding, rather than any lack of 

control over expenditure, resulted in a deficit of nearly 

£8,000 on the 1985 Festival. The gala concert held earlier 

in the year had, however, yielded a net income of over 

£8,000, giving an overall surplus for the year. 

1986 - Festival 8 

19 July - 10 August 

Six Performances of King Arthur (Purcell) and Four Perform- 

ances of Ariodante (Handel) 

The 1986 Festival also generated a deficit which was more 

the result of insufficient funding than of unrealistic 

budgeting or poor management. During the year, however, 

the company's bank forgave debt of £25,000 and agreed to 

covenant £5,000 for four years. (Half of this would be 

available for current funding and the rest for paying off 

the 1979-80 deficit). Gala concerts tentatively planned 

for May (Thomas Allen) and the autumn (Nicolai Gedda and 

Valerie Masterson) were not held. 
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Productions suggested for 1986 included Donizetti's 

Ii Furioso, a Spanish theme to include 'Don Quixote' 

(Conti) and a Japanese theme to include Ken Russell's 

production of Madam Butterfly and Iris by Mascagni. It 

seemed, during the autumn of 1985, that neither the Spanish 

nor Japanese theme was a possibility without a substantial 

increase in funding. The Spanish theme costs were estimated 

at £240,000, whereas a budget of £200,000 was considered 

more realistic and was agreed. 

A relatively early decision-(January) was taken to proceed 

with an Arthurian theme which would be within that £200,000 

budget, though an initial plan to present twelve perform- 

ances was revised to ten. (Past experience had suggested 

the sponsorship total likely to be raised - about £70,000 

- and on that basis the company would proceed to contract 

when about £40,000 was certain). However, by March there 

was still a large funding gap (of about £30,000) which was 

greater than that of the previous year. Some doubt emerged 

about the possibility of closing that gap and underwriting 

guarantees were sought once more. It was not until May 

that the company felt more confident about being able to 

present the 1986 programme. 

NWA had recommended a reduced grant of £16,500 because of 

a perceived failure by BAFL to meet its criteria of assess- 

ment: in particular, those relating to community support 

and involvement and educational policy. The grant was 

subsequently restored to £18,000. A number of opera work- 

shops for children were held by BAFL (with sponsorship) 
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during the year. A Japanese foundation also promised 

financial assistance of £20,000 towards a Japanese theme 

Festival when produced. 

Immediately before the Festival the wisdom of continuing 

with certain non-opera events was questioned because of 

poor ticket sales. It was decided to aim for a £10,000 

contribution in total from all non-operas. The future of 

the children's opera was thrown into some doubt in view 

of the continuing and increasing net cost. This was despite 

the five-year sponsorship by Bassetts which would end with 

the 1986 Festival. 

The financial result of the Festival was a deficit of about 

£3,000 (before the bank forgiveness of debt). This, once 

again, was mostly a result of inability to raise adequate 

funding. 

of particular significance during this Festival was the 

appointment of the artistic director to a full-time post 

in the USA, an appointment which would take effect before 

the 1987 Festival. Malcolm Fraser would continue as 

artistic director for the 1987 Festival though would, of 

necessity, be absent during the early planning stages (as 

in 1986 when he had held a short-term post in the USA). 

A replacement sould be sought for, initially, the 1988 

and 1989 Festivals. 
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1987 - Festival 9 

18 July -9 August 

Six Performances of L'Occasione fa i1 Ladro (Rossini) and 

I1 Pigmalione (Donizetti) and Four Performances of Don 

Quixote in Sierra Morena (Conti) 

An early desire (September 1986) to produce the Japanese 

theme Festival proved unrealistic given a budget of 

£200,000. The Spanish Festival was decided upon in mid- 

February though the final detail was still not certain. 

The prospect of the departure of the artistic director 

focussed the company's attention on the objectives and 

future development of the company and to take stock of past 

achievements. One of the more immediate results was a com- 

mitment to seek to appeal to a 'wider social and community 

spectrum'. By early July a working party on the company's 

future strategy had delivered its report to the board of 

directors. Its conclusion, that the existing market- 

positioning strategy should continue, was accepted. After 

a number of approaches to persons who had been considered 

as appropriate replacement artistic directors, it was 

eventually decided (October) that Anthony Hose should assume 

the posts of artistic director and principal conductor. 

The children's opera for the 1987 Festival was modified in 

view of the deficit that would otherwise have resulted. A 

short opera was produced with a small cast including one 

professional singer; each performance was preceded by a 

workshop for children. 
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The NWA contribution was reduced to £16,500 once more for 

the same reasons as in the previous year. This followed 

an increase in the contribution from the HPBC. 

The 1987 Festival generated a surplus of £4,772. 

It was agreed by September that plans for the 1988 Festival 

could be actioned from November 1987 on the assumption of 

a realisable turnover of £; M. By December 1987, firm plans 

had been laid for a Festival centred on the Renaissance 

poet, Torquato Tasso. The children's opera postponed from 

the 1987 Festival, would be offered in 1988 as aco- 

production with the City of Birmingham Touring Opera. 

Sources for Appendix 4.1 

1. Andersen (1980). 

Buxton Advertiser (1977-87). 

Buxton Arts Festival Ltd (1979-87 a) 
(1979-87 b) 
(1979-87 c) 
(1979) 
(1980) 
(1981-87) 
(1983) 
(1984) 
(1985) 
(1986 a) 
(1986 b) 
(1986 c) 
(1987). 

DCC (1985). 

HPBC (1985 a) 

NWA (1986 a) 
(1986 b). 
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Opera at Buxton (1977 a) 
(1977 b) 
(1978 a) 
(1978 b) 
(1978 c) 
(1978 d) 

2. Personal communications: 

Allman (1987) 
Fraser (1985), (1986), (1987 a, b) 
Head (1985), (1986 a', b, c, d, e), 
Herbert (1985), (1986) 
Hose (1986) 
Hunter (1986) 
Jones (1985) 
Joss (1987) 
Lyon (1987) 
McCoola (1985) 
Millican (1987) 
Rigby (1986) 
Scott (1986) 
Walter (1987) 
Williams (1986). 

(1987 a, b, c) , (1988) 

3. Internal reports, discussion papers, memos and corres- 
pondence. 
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APPENDIX 4.2 

OPERA IN BUXTON FESTIVAL 

Table 4.2.1 - Buxton Arts Festival Ltd. Expenditure on 

'Opera' and its Relationship to Total Expenditure 

Expenditure on opera as % of Festival expenditure 

% Opera expenditure (E) 

1979 n/a n/a 
1980 85.4 177817 

1981 74.6 67782 

1982 70.9 83539 

1983 73.4 86082 

1984 73.9 115871 

1985 73.3 83864 

1986 69.5 97750 

1987 74.2 109689 

1. 'opera' does not include children's opera. 

2. Festival expenditure excludes administrative and 
publicity expenses, artwork and printing, bank charges 
and interest, and appeal expenses. 

3. Expenditure on 'direction and management' was included 
under the 'opera' head pre 1983 but has been included 
under administrative expenses since. There is no 
compensating adjustment for this here. 

4. Expenditure on 'theatre hire' was included in opera 
expenditure in 1987 only and has been deducted here. 

Source: BAFL, 1979-87c 
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APPENDIX 4.2 (continued) 

Table 4.2.2 - Buxton Arts Festival Ltd. Opera Income 

in Relation to Total 

Box-office receipts from opera as % of total box-office 

receipts 

% Opera box-office receipts (£) 

1979 n/a n/a 
1980 76.2 56154 
1981 72.3 35360 
1982 74.7 41693 
1983 73.3 61984 
1984 74.2 69198 
1985 66.8 64065 
1986 68.1 77553 
1987 67.2 78276 

'Opera' does not include children's opera. 

Source: BAFL, 1979-87c 
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APPENDIX 4.2 (continued) 

Table 4.2.3 - Buxton Arts Festival Ltd. Contribution 

of Opera to Overall Income Gap 

Opera income gap in relation to 
Festival income gap 

Opera income gap 

1979 n/a n/a 
1980 31.6 0.9 

1981 52.2 0.8 

1982 49.9 0.7 

1983 72.0 0.7 

1984 59.7 0.7 

1985 76.4 1.1 

1986 79.3 0.7 

1987 71.4 1.0 

1. Income gap is the difference between box-office 
receipts and expenditure (excluding administrative 
and publicity expenses, and bank interest and 
charges) and is expressed as box-office receipts 
as % of expenditure. 

2. Opera does not include children's opera. 

3. Opera and Festival have both experienced income 
gaps 1980-87. 

Source: BAFL, 1979-87c 
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APPENDIX 4.3 (a) 

Programme of Events, Buxton Festival, 

1979 
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LUCIA DI LAMME: RM(XOR 
Donizeiti 

Conductor: Anthony Htttc 
Producer: Malcolm Fraie 

Designers: Roger Butlin, Set 
Fay Conway, Cosrume, 

T hm internationally m own 4nFn 
make their British debut 

Monica Pick-Hlcronlml, lurw 
Fausto Tenzt, Edaa,, k, 
Karl Nurmela, EJVUu 

with the 
Buxton Festival Chorus and 
The Manchester Cameratr 

Monica Pick-Hluontmi na member of ihr Mannheim 
Opera and guest principal at the Frankfurt. 

Berlin and Munich (gerat 
Fausto Term, who comm from Lu{aru,, recently imurig 
the title role in Doo ('min at La Scala, Milan, and 

Ihn wagon makes his American debut in Nn. York 
Kan Numala as a Fmnnh baritone and a cunwitly 

" m-nba of the lunch Opera 

Gals hrfornnncs ro'narb the n-opnw of Ihr 
Open Home Monday, July 10 

Further performances Amami 2.4,4 9,11 

BUXTON ARTS FESTIVAL LTD 

htrom : No Gras The Duke of Devoodutc 
Executive Chairman David Rigby 
Artistic Duwor Ma1coIn Fromm 
Mimt Director Anthony Home 
IJaetAOn Nyei Brandt. Moron Cole. John Dtamer. 

1a Grunt Evitas, ! rn McMaas 
. Marra Million, Robert Scott 

Adnonruator Jwst Warburton Td (029") 71657 
Pubi¢nY Director Hs O'Nrll. Td. 01.731 364 
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Till 7R () HUf)! (R1 Peter MaawdI Drs-'s optr  rr, i 

children, to the production on{mall> mounted by the Roy. ) 

Opts Houtc, Covem Garden, dir led by Richard Grtpon.. 

Performed by schookhddren from Bunton and dntnu 

Ar . 111,2.!, 4 

-I he children around me u the London pcrformas seemed 
m orbed and dtlighled -Se td., Ttlgrapi 
" hat oomparatirc rarity. a wholly awful cbildrcn'tt 
open Don't mtu it --Sp" taro, 
"SO minutes of tmmcnsc fun ". f-tal T~i 
Spomored by the Granada Foundation 

RB( NORTHI R4 Si MPHON 1 OR('H1S7RA. conducted 
by Edward Downes Berlioz Rob Ror onenurc, Beerhoven 
Violin Concerto (wbsst Mart Lubotsky), Mendehaohn 
Soottuh Symphony A. 1-1 3 

THE SOVLNAAFRS ALM4 4( Richard Jackson 
(baritone) and Graham Johnson (piano) with guests Jill 
Gorncx (sopnua), Sarah Walker (meuo) and Aknander 
Oliver (tenor) A "Wafter Stott" programme specially de 

sand by Graham Johnson, whose innovatory approach to 
the presentation of wnt recitals has gained an international 
reputation for this group 
Works by Schubert and enIr o from Statt-inspired operas 
will be included Asgasr S 

fY('TORIA POS7NIAOVA aW GLNMDI ROSLOf - 
SfN1ENSAY An eaoeptionef opportunity to hear the Chief 
Conductor of the BBC Symphony Orchestra in a proRarms 
of piano duels with his wife Awfurr 12 

Al RST/4 M£1LA (-w) ad GEOFFREY PARSONS 
(puwo) Kerstin Meyer, one of Sweden's foremost opera and 
Bader tmFrs, uses a rouul of song including testa) 
grump of poems and ballads by Walter Scott Aws, r )u 

Tilt t4 if Ot Mt'i/UR 1-Scow and the Antu 
This Inhrbtrron is sponsored by Sothebl Parke Bernet 
Caiherme Gordon, of the Will Library at the Cotutwld 
Institute, who is mounting the eshibnwn writes 
The central core of the exhibition will be oser 30 major oil 
punting which deine hast subpcts from Scoll, drawn from 
the period 1120*, to IUO"a, Includrn{ works by Wilk., 
bomnpon, Delacrots, Frah, landleer, Labe. Laude 
fhchardson, Pious and Millais These are betn{ loaned to 
public and private colleuans in Britain and Europe, ann 
will include rertral works whrh have never been on publ, 
cnhsbllton in the ähh onntury. although iodumed in the 
press when first enhiblled (for example two of the Mullaut 
Supporting the painting will be urrlkr exhibits drawn front 
the other cris -theatre Dro{ramn and posten, maluni 
and slap design, pottery fiaurn and fairings. Wedgwood. 
Minion, Arun and Siaffordshrre ware, sculpture and 
eolurnes of popular engrerrnp 
The Eahrbrtton, which opens Bunion's sew Art Gallery, will 
omunue unl. 1 August 19 

MAL 1 AUll S an cnlert4nrnenl . un rrpruv. flulure 
I lmky and an ar. -Ireu to be announ. zdl. prnr. yW . -I 
the many mad heroines of Ihealn and opera A. vull ' 

(ELFaRI! ) 641 A Leading artist rncludlna e number 
who have appeared al Ihr Buxton Opera Hnuk, partaularl) 
in the lamoul Old %, x reaYlN org&nrwd by 111W1 Its, In 

have spared to appeal, subject lu theca . vuubJrl) A D` 
heated celebration procnled by Frlu Spasl and I1 1 
111ruokcTaylor The Qro5ran)me will Inl: luda muss.. dran 
and poetry Anger) . 
IHL RI( Rt11lNL OIFI(1 R Gaorpe Fvquhu. famuut 
comedy In a new produclron by the Inntot Old Vr, pour to 
the Ldlnbur&h Festival Directed by Adrian Noble Drrýwd 
by bob Crowley Astau 7. A. 10. 

l 
I 

DRAAf4715L() fA 1R4( 1S IROA( 5( 017S )()l1M NAl 

prepared by Andrew Wilson and performed by a darin 

{uuhed actor lohn Buds., described Scott'. Jo. ei an "one 

of the most complete eapresawns of the human soul that we 
pout. " /uh J). Ilyvlr 
Andrew Wilson it a Laaure. at New College. and his bas 

graphical study of Sir Walter Scott a to be publulved neat 
yew by (Äford University PItaa 

TALAS 
Aa"rr Wllaow The creation of The Ldr of lrrwrraow 
Adelt 
[hard Orch) Scat, his life and time. Aaf. rr 11 
Until his recent retirement. David puches was holeu. u of 
k-ry)nh at Sown Umreist) On of the most dnlln4unhod 
literary scholar of our time his published works udude 
So Walur Scc11 wd A. -ld 
f/u ieth Fonda, The Walter Scroll operas A-1-1 4 

Opera Mngarav and Frarrrl Tuwrr, entre Elizabeth Forbes 
has made a . pecul stud) of the many opens by compoaen 
as diverse as Roumi. Brut and Sir Arthur Shcrvan In pared 
by the work. of Str Waller Scott 

Ill M% in the Spa Cinema, by courtesy of the Hutclumon 
Letwrc Group 
lrwAon 119521 with I luabeth Tayka, Robert Taylor. loan 
Fontaine, Georpe Sanden. Fmlyn Williams. Findlay ( urn, 
Felix Aylmer Duetted by Richard Thorpe Jolt II. Ayeurr 
716, A6awlrru of Qolre Oh. rd 119521 ruh Robert 
T ykrr, Kay Kendal. Robert Mork) Dlr cl. d by Richard 
Thorpe Aux-: V 
Roe Roy (19571 with Richard Todd. Glynn Johns. lanes 
Robertson Justice Directed by Harold French Arne- 1. /u 
A Walt Drney hodunnn 

FISTII Al (11 11 at the Palais Hotel open 9D) a in 
2OD am Lunch. and supper before and after perfon tar . free enn. r enlerumanent. vvnus lau-al/hr events 
Membership Xlp daily. L2 for I wº, £3 for two . arnla 

OTHF RF I'll NTS Many other attnnnln -ouch as Too 
dances, lau and Chamber Music. and chlWnn's resets an 
being arnIDetails 

will 
ýcant 

with tides looked for the n am went, 
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1986 
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11111111L. ! 11 The chaining and unspoilt Georgian ape low,, of Flurtor 

nestling high in Derbyshire s glorious Pees District is the 
perfect setting fore summer testreal which to now established 
as one of the leading arts festivals in the country Each yes 
there is a central theme, which in 1966 will be the ARTHURIAN 
LEGEND The partly mythical, partly historical figure of King 
Arthur, whose first appearances in Celtic literature date back 
to the 6th Century, has become a nahon1l legend & hero-king 
of marvellous deeds, end his enchanted world of Camelot 
includes such eternal figures as the wizard Merlin. Su 
Lancelot. Guinevere, the pure Sir Galahad and the daring 
Knights of the Round Table, united in the,, quest for the Holy 
Grail The 1986 Burton Festival celebrates thr legs, \ of this 
truly British hero 

KINO, ART HUR b1 Henn Purcell and J, -hiý I )--den 
The vigour and variety of Purcell s wonderful score 
combined with the imaginative wit of Dryden s play create 
a masterpiece which is a landmark in the development of 
musical theatre The riches of this patriotic work sometimes 
poking fun at the legend and sometimes creating a world of 
real magic, range from the extraordinary Frost Scene, to 
rumbustious shepherd choruses and the sublime aria. 
'Fairest Isle' 
Cut Includes Claire Daniels Pout Nllon Steven Page 
Christopher Robson, Kleien Willis Manno, Williams 
Producer MalcolrFrsear Conductor Anthony NOSe 
Choreographs, TarryGllban Manch. atsr Camnsla 
LgMing Dangner Lanrry tuck., Leader Malcolm Urheld 
Porfo mancea 24 26.30 July 166 August at 7 46pm Oper. I4puw 
6ueton Festival Society Member s Finning I August 

ý, d-diibI I-loomancrs +lronsonPA oy Bnr. ath A rwsyt ICi ICI and 
JW Thornton Irrt 

ARIODANTE by George Frtdcnc Handel 
First produced of Covent Gordon in 1735, when Handel was 
of the peak of his creative powers, this passionate work is 
widely-regarded as one of his greatest operas The story tells 
of love and intrigue at the Royal Court of Scotland and is 
drown from "Orlando, Furioso' by the halien poet Anosto. 
who was strongly influenced by tales of adventure and 
romance from the Arthurian Legend 
Get includes Roderick Earle. Einen James Ross Mannion, 
Christopher Gillett 
Conductor AnIhony Hoes LrgMNrq Dee{pnsi Lanny Tuck. 
Mend to to, Cement. 
LNMr Malcolm Laytleld 
Performances 31 July, and 779 August at 7 45pm Opera House 

MOMMORISD Sy TN[ OATMT CHAl11TAat1 FOUNDATION 

\I,., �, 1 
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I AAA ANC IHE GREEN KNIGHT by Richard Blackford 
The story of this ope, a by one of Bi. te, r, s most talented younq 
compose-. tMb of S,, Gawain. the champion knight of King Anhur, 

and his DNth with the terrifying Green Knight who comes to Camelot 

to challenge the good government of the King This melodic won 
wall be prevented by a teem of young professional singers and a 
large cast of children 
Producer Stephen lawless Performances 6.7.1111Augustet 
Conductor Paul Ehrbert 2 login 9 August at 11 bOam and 
Lighting Despiser Philip L Edwards 2 70pm Opera House 

NONLOIIED Sr $*$$ErT POODI PLC 

THE IONO POP CHLOREN 
Wagner's gnat music drams, THE RING OF THE NIBELUNGS uses 

many mythical sources skin to the Arthurian Legend which d- u, 

inspired TRISTAN AND ISOLDE and PARSIFAL This epic sdvent- 

story of the c tlict between the Gods and men has been skilfully 

abridged na play with music for children Buston Festival presents 

the first Brtnh staging of this work which has already Aren 

perform. d to gnat eccIa- In America The New York Times said 
"the delrphrlul p. Aormsnce clarified many murky points in the great 
Iltralopy" 

Wehen and produced Poo o. mances 76 July and 7 August at 
by PhilipCpgrsno 11Agsm and 2 dhprn, and 77 J. 1, 

st 2 45pm piston Stole 

SPONSORED BY BRITISH AIRWAYS 

DRANIATISED READING 

Suds 20 J. N M3 ORM Ova. Ho uw 
44mWn of th. R vw 84. b w- Crm-i n, e '- -A, no -- of 
Mn -f1.. MW .td. p, eo by TV nsw.. n., . nd n-W.. Go 1o, 

Produce, Jods K al 
TER IDYLLS G/ TI[ KING by A1.4 {md Twrrwr 
SunGV 3 Ao oM3 OOpm Op"re Heuss 
A Orr, nguyrtl oft pr"""nr IM dm o 1Mor00 r"-INMrp Of 1M A"ho, - 
Log-d "dspled bp MN1. m T"nrry"l row prwd"nn of the poet 
Prod- NMlrn Ti- tcedw AI moeoc Fn»ONi Popen 
Wry muncyn. from the Rovel NorthMn College of Musk 

IPKMM 
AN 

Pro. to "Kn Mnt"n e nhel IundWtn wwill he . n. I. bio Im Il "Spm 

nme Pal., No. N Ae. i, ona m"vMm"Ae .. ern lne nolN U1 102 12001 
AMU MORTt 5 COLLEGE OP YUMC 119wMO OCTET 

So vocloy }E Juli N1 15prn PNq Hm *i 
That a, oUp of vbr+"e young mOMO"n. Indudm rn W. pragew. n, s excerpts 
from ' eqr"" Il on ArW00"n L/ynd ARIOGAM III MMul and 
GIVE VNA DI SC6aA by S. mon" Mryr 
Conductor TMrodhy N"vm. n 

YUDC PON A M<E 
5"lura. v 2 Auyuot and Sstordr 9 Aaqus or 1 ISpm º"wo" Hp", 
14ciN. of soma of Purca' . most AMpMful tong. orth oNlo and harp.,, nnýn 
connnuo 

NON60RED Iv DOUGLAS FEIMS 

I'] 
7yI, icl. r 9 Ow- e YIO^ S... s OOM' 11 ,. . h. 
An G I* ,, - 22 Juh 

TM wrrALW Av Lfono 
An Importune e-bll n Od MfM of the .. dß.. 1 a'n1. A Oone.. nn --pl. 

. rb impo. l. nl nn. m .. w.. l. '9 10 Im. 
Arinurl. r' IMrne or Ipýn hpm the on. IA t. mpy. cp1lRl, u. . . "r., erl. nnf 
IIM. rv M. ntnra- A tu#N4 C.. c""w- c. 1.1pqu . 4' y ... . n'. 

NM AND ALL THAT 
lo m. r. In. 9(91V gnnMrMrV Ol lnr Ik. 0.0.0., eOd 11. ßa .. r. t i. l ,,. IwMa t 

In I 

Mf1Mw 
'Ily 

w. u Md M11n Real 
S. tury. r 19 j. 4 .1 11 30. " 
Dr Rev B. "r P.... ý. m o11M In .n Annvrl., St., . rl. 
ºM0. e .d 1), valet c".. " 
Sondh 20 ill-, .1 11 

, 
)p. m 

a ooogln eýow. o. v... 1«1,,.. rn tngI,. n .1Ie un,. r. t n 

Mv'9.. wd 1 ,.. w M 9M"M . 04 N. "A. I 
ie, tur0h 76 JAI, .1 11 10.1 
OI 111Cn. "11 I.. rI. ll f h- of M. od. l. n C. -. 01p. Caenbrnq. 
T\. Aflh. M. l. l. g. w/ Yr An 9.. " kd"l 
Lehnft.: Anp�sl It 11 30. m 
a RKhe d Be� wrnr p bhshvl and . utnw Of the Icnncu0009 boo. R, ny 
A6"., h, - -d Ig-d 
VW. b M A9.. d a 11. Cwp1 .1 kMy A. #- 

Saurp., 9 Aupu{I at 1 13). m 

no$n. o D.., A P. l". ºroM. o'nlt n0li. n. 44M UnwM. nr nl hi. nt 1400"I 
n+ &. ßn. 9 mmn.. F.. - 
surds lo August II 1t xl. m 
The 000,4001 . nit 0OA1. y Mn M. w. Nm. M. pMlpn. l r o1 1M {s. liv.! 

Opp. . nrl dku.. n the 1S i.. ,.. I wrtn 11y ~. " I, rl�y 1 Ir Sp. p 

and Famm-. I Dr. tlnr. ºyllplm fr.,.. . n(1 A,. h- Mo.. 

IS 11 klýý 
LE NOR" D ARTNUT ti U Tºw. e M. Iw, 1~ tt I,. q. n. v, n_ 
f. N. y. S. IUre. r.. nd Mmdnr. .1 11 Bp. m and 17 44504.7 OOpm and 4 BBpm 
044 N. 11 No1. l 
TA. A. Tn, I,... m. on of hu. . 0r ."n... d pn Wwwn CO-� .. 4.44.4 of 
1477. end Ana wpor. t lrp W4 WInCM. I.. m. n(500 Ipunp .n 1914 . 41 be ra. E 
by lone' end ... iun9 dlWrrly. 
IO MTMU11 AND M* p01Ri Of THE 110{ 7*UU hl lop.. LS -.. ft, 
6r.. 
i rase 5. Inre. v.. rw Suw. n .1S Orn. - ()b Mao Hl 
The I. 0. nt1 'ren1n by Thus pool, ". ' to 01(1..., i "%o" 
. 1.1. - 

MEDMAVAI XXXT l0 .. D PAM 
{V11E. v 70 1. IV 1, pm 11 OO. T 1.. np4 f»Itl, 

J. -l . nd cn, n n., br*.. l . na ..... w. w . n. yn l..,. e II..,, ,..... 
.I . rrM wýln I�Iý . u000.1W1 con r Dy 1h K. Al hill W Ib., M. 
1.71HIgM of . AIy k -. 6-1 1. 

" 
. y, M M~1 . , I-n. r. nl p. 4yny, " 

WI. Of . 11 ., fld.. M '.. r &, n*, l I. nl. An , eyl d. y -, In, .I In. f. -. 4y 
On ... pý111, on -h BUI7O. 1 AOIINr) IARL f 
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SIM By SOX By O/D AMTNUR 
IIIhb` 

wrth NED *W4 
Sn u"n. v 19 J"' of I QOt ^' Ope"e Nouw 
A I. Om n.. n. d evw, n0 0 o"h . nd mu. ý, eýIN n' np te prM.. yý ;, 
Arthyn. n Legend. Ares 'e0 by Ned Sn. r In whose n. ny c, M l{ ea . 

poduce' end pr/onne' "Clude " Tn. M, tto, 0 G,, Is "Th., W.. The Weep 
Than W0s" sod "Sift of S. Ae by SandM'm" w-In o.. n, s, M. Orwn.. C . nn 

mempe"a of Th. 05.1,001 C�mo. ^r 

A , e<nn by 
RTA NUNTi11 

wun M,.. Scn, m moo,, . nd v, clor Mon+. Ip ant 
F�d. r 25 Juti M 90DPm Op.,. NpIM 
rnn mle, nnbll. ny-Ihmou+ nnýe, 'nah.. elc n, M nnl Hell to Bunts Oper. 

ýouw hr pop. eMne 'nclud. or- by Puecmi Wpnec . nd M-pn. 

LMDSAY FTWN0 OUAIITtT 

PA LA MUMGI POI LE PA110LL 
Sunda, 27 My 
Pan 'n 11 JWm ºn. ce Nolel 

Pan 2n7.000m The P.,,. h Chun: h of St John s 
N.. dn s- SMn LM Wo'df of on. SMUG, hom the C, ne" MM. wallen to, 

Pt"o"m. nn WMn. r. ad np helw»n each mpvemem Word,. pp rmulr n-n 

no v1-, nMwt'r, 1, nU Ouann -, mg -m do Inev' PSn 11-119-111 

It,. and wduew . peno, m. ncr of tM Qoenel mF lul Op 42 hn 2 w11 Iv 

a p. rlo. m. nq o/ 'The Seven LM Words' ., In on . ed,... Whv. en e 
mans by BMop John T. ylo, lon. »nr nl W-hpn es m'p'nnlr 

m, tnonld by the 8'tnoo of Codle in 171. '. 
lunch ., It be ryO1. bI. alle' Pan I of IFM P. l. c. Noll R. Mrvngne m. e be 

m. oe wits the hole lel 10798,7001 

SPONSORED BY DAVID 04JODALE 

THE LOPp0N SMUNLAN CONSORT 

0~. b. b. i Grs 
Sund., 27 July of $ OOpn Op., s Hour 
Ah! ' a hup. 1Y WCVStluI d. h, 11 of th. 'JOB Fetnvn Ih, y dyne- Msfmhlr 

of 23 muonn Steen nom In. London Symphony O¢Iwv. rb Londo, 
Ph, lnnmorwc Or ~n,. end Me OrcMnre of the Ror. I Op.. Noose Coven) 

Gotten -b. . wlcome , nun The., poop'. mme mclude* 
J Bach SmNln,. No 3 an F 11.1 
Purcell S«; orM Sune lion' 'The Fairy O. Mn 
Sonde) Coewno Group lo, Iwo 0505. Seid nnnpe Op 3 No 2 
Born SYnvllorry No. 

THE ROYAL S CONCERT 
TN[ MOSCOW VVITUM *4W vY0wY @Pbnhm Melrhrwr 
Sund v to Aup wee OOc OPM Notw. 
An oppnriUMty 1G S tn. y -M, rnhISOt*l Ct. nW. nnr SllS npw Eptnn, ng to 
P. .., d tpyyrly to tM Weal In VOW Gt0c r mnd pntmimc. -i.. - 
P. og,. mrnr. bcl dr 
JSB. tn vdln oorcrtna mA nc i IWV tat 

Halm, Conowfo Gron. o ,nn Oo 6 No 6 

Mourn Dn.. nr. wlo .nDK 136 

F 
w1h, 

% 

AC1(MS OAAPANf 
NAMlET Dr WIRýrm MrwyNr. 
p,. MO, Mn"Y II''"Y'". ' 
WWnNG"r :]S. I�ýo. r 7! JOIy "I VI, "ý. n 5ý'4 
SMm 0,. '. S p, ulwt W. r .r "ln ,r" pnpp, y II . ýý nn 

c. rmr. l arv'n hn\ pnoKlr mvýp, lrt a, ter wpn m. onrv. "' "" ýI(s, 
Rnnc. M. mlr" ." Ism of n'r orrn ,.. r. Ns IM nr" w"rr 
n,. fill,, ' AI( 

"n 

has InIKrnr, orýn"'en' Irl . I" $0' pflaI 

vr nn 

"I 

e.. 1", la 

at". Ihr mrY. } ýnrm MOýIr 1[ r.. I... 

A7C om r. rrllrnr' 5-148v Tlr. 
1M OW. I u� . ny group 'n rM r, . ý""r", Inr Srorsm. n 

CNFFK 91 JOW1 746 ATP! ( CCHAF AN 
TMI[IRN NIGHT or WMM' I""*. p. "r" 
()rr. rlor [1rß "" I,. ý""n. ll. r, a1 , ,... Ni OrrnMOU 

Tands'N Iý v{ , d*, I AVpurl aI K0"o O"k«I" 

M.. \prrir f hu ". n Cr.! ,, I OI Nýpvwt\r r�"I" rrM n 

. flrprO n. 'v nlý 

oIn 

WrvrW OY n. \p. ýa. 

'p vn*1"" 

M" nrnnrnr". r v . 1,2 

OI nOW rr. r wýerlr n. vpr ire IOVr In .n nVpn t n. l""n"ýý rnn Irnýpnlnl 
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APPENDIX 4.4 

FINANCIAL OVERVIEW : BUXTON FESTIVAL 

Table 4.4.1 - Buxton Arts Festival Ltd. Total Income 

and Ex penditure 

Income Expenditure Balance Balance after bank 
(£) (E) (E) charges & interest 

(E) 

1979 94573 146772 (52199) (52199) 

1980 213778 260269 (46491) (53214) 

1981 166551 150733 15818 5429 

1982 196301 183718 12583 27 

1983 216581 200498 16083 5333 

1984 235980 250481 (14501) (23699) 

1985 228987 210183 18804 7933 

1986 246274 241935 4339 21680 

1987 261055 250033 11022 4772 

1. Expenditure excludes bank charges and interest but 
includes appeal expenses. 

2. Income for 1985 includes gala evening income of 
£8442. 

3. A donation of £25000 was received from the Royal 
Bank of Scotland in 1986 and is not included in 
income but is accounted for in "balance after bank 
charges and interest". 

Source: BAFL, 1979-87c 
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APPENDIX 4.4 (continued) 

Table 4.4.2 - Buxton Arts Festival Ltd - Accumulated 

Deficit 

E 

1979 52199 

1980 105413 

1981 99984 

1982 99957 

1983 94624 

1984 118323 

1985 110390 

1986 88710 

1987 83938 

Source: BAFL, 1979-87c 
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APPENDIX 4.4 (continued) 

Table 4.4.3 - Buxton Arts Festival Ltd. Trading Income 

and Total Income 

Trading income as % of total income 

1979 54.6 

1980 37.3 

1981 33.5 

1982 33.8 

1983 44.2 

1984 47.5 

1985 53.0 

1986 54.3 

1987 53.0 

1. Trading income includes box-office receipts, 
programme sales, advertising and BBC recordings. 

Non-trading income includes donations, sponsorships, 
appeal income and corporate membership income. 

2.1985 trading income includes 'gala evening' 
income. 

3.1986 income does not include £25000 from Royal 
Bank of Scotland. 

Source: BAFL, 1979-87c 
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APPENDIX 4.6 

North-West Arts : Criteria of Assessment 

CRITERIA OF ASSESSMENT 

The criteria of assessment used by North West arts in considering 
applications for grant-aid follow. They are not given in any order 
of importance; nor does every criterion necessarily apply to every 
applicant. Officers will provide any further information required. 

In addition to the following criteria, each panel uses criteria 
which apply to a particular art-form or area of work. These are 
available on request. 

A. The effectiveness of the organisation or activity in achieving 
wider access to the arts, particularly amongst communities who 
are currently less well provided for, through, 

1) careful formulation, implementation and evaluation of a 
strategy; 

ii) provision of activity in locations where it is currently 
not available; 

iii) provision of Mro-Caribbean, Asian and other non-Western 
artig 

iv) a marketing strategy: 
vl provision for people with disabilitiesg 

. vi) consideration of educational aspects of the work, both 
within the formal education sector and through broadly 
educational objeotivesg 

vii) the creation of employment for artists. 

D. The quality and efficiency of the management of the 
organisation or activity in terms oft 

i) administrative competence 
Li) financial management 

iii) the. provision of training, ' where neeessaryg 
iv) the realisation of stated aims and objects. 

C. The ability to demonstrate financial support from other 
sources, namely: 

i) local authorities and other funding agenciesl 
il) box office income 

iii) maximising the potential for other"earned income. 

D. Good employment practice in relation tot 
1) equal opportunities principles: 

ii) adherence to union agreements on pay and conditions, or 
equivalents where an agreement is not possible. 

L. The financial need of the project, taking into consideration 
all the above criteria. 

Kotet As far as artistic content and standards are concerned, 
North West Arst regards the promoters (usually the 
applicants) as-the principal judges and accepts the widest 
range of artistic activity as being eligible for support, 
so long as the above criteria are broadly satisfied. 
North West Arts' role in this respect is consultative 
rather than directive. 

Jpplications should be addressed in the first instance to the 
Director, North West Arts, 12 Harter Street, Manchester M1 6HY. 
There are application forms for most projects. 

Source: NWA, 1986 (b) 
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APPENDIX 4.7 

NW ARTS 1985-86'EXPENDITURE 

Grants and guarantees: 

Music 168,842 
Dance and mime 97,534 
Drama 399,213 
Visual arts and photography 121,426 
Crafts 50,869 
Literature 69,504 
Community arts 211,781 
General arts 313,212 
Environmental arts 52,000 
Amateurs 8,389 
Multicultural activities 7,000 

1,499,770 

Largest individual grants and guarantees: 

Dukes Playhouse 142,484 
Chester Gateway 77,211 
Lindus Dance Co 67,000 
Community Arts Workshop 64,409 
Pit Prop Theatre Co 60,187 
Mid Pennines Arts Association 60,000 
Cornerhouse 49,100 
M6 Theatre Co 46,199 
WFA Media and Cultural Centre 45,200 
Green Room 36,000 
Horse and Bamboo Theatre Co 30,000 
The Whole Works (Community arts) 29,612 
NW Shape 27,500 
Bury Metro Arts 26,200 
Buxton Festival 18,000 
Manchester Camerata 17,000 

Source: NWA, 1986a 
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APPENDIX 4.9 

OTHER PROVISION OF INCLUSIVE MUSIC OR OPERA VISITS 

Theatregoers' Club of GB, London : Theatre visits by 
coach, usually in London. 

Trusthouse Forte Hotels, Aylesbury : 'Music at Leisure', 
concert weekends at THE hotels. 

Theatre & Concert Rail Club, and That's Entertrainment, 
St Albans : Entertainment, rail travel and accommo- 
dation including Edinburgh International Festival. 

Learn at Leisure, University of Nottingham, Department 
of Adult Education : Educational holidays which have 
included Bath, Three Choirs, Malvern, Glyndebourne, 
Bayreuth, Aldeburgh and Edinburgh International 
Festivals. 

Newbattle Abbey College, Dalkeith, Scotland : Residential 
study holiday - Edinburgh International Festival. 

Kuoni : 'Nabucco in Jerusalem', May 1988. 

Thomas Cook : 'Aida in Luxor', May 1987. 

Leeds City Tourism : Opera Weekends - Opera North (1985- 
88). 

Southampton Tourism Marketing : Opera Weekends - Welsh 
National Opera (1985). 

Welsh National Opera 'Opera Holidays' : Two, three and 
seven night packages at Llandudno, 1984-86. 

P&0: 'Canberra' Cruise, 1987 - concerts and recitals; 
'Sea Princess' Music Festival at Sea, 1984-86. 

Paquet French Lines : 'MS Mermoz', 30th Music Festival 
at Sea, September 1988. 

Note: The list is not exhaustive and is only indicative 
of the provision. 
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APPENDIX 4.10 

INCLUSIVE TOURS TO WEXFORD FESTIVAL 1987 

JMB Travel 

3 nights. Sea travel and own car. Grade A hotel 
(including breakfast). 

3 opera tickets and recital. 
£206 per person (based on 2 car passengers). 

Sovereign 

4 nights. Air (London and Manchester). Grade A hotel 
(including breakfast). 
3 opera tickets. 
£395 per person. 

Brompton 

4 nights. Air (London). Grade A hotel (including 
breakfast). 

3 opera tickets. 

£395 per person. 

Sources: Brochures of operators. 
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APPENDIX 4.11 (a) 

Press Advertisement for 1986 Festival 

; Pow- 19H6 
- 10 , Aukua 10 

V4 

great British festival celebrating the Legend o( h19 
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Producer Ian ludpr l ondu<tur lmhom HI., r Prvfnrr (. curd 11-1 a,, I ithliui I crier I u. Arr 
\lanrheiter ( artier aia I cads \1ali. dm I einer Iii 

l 151 in. hier. Hodrn. ý f tilt l hn, irqph" (illicit. I tute lenic, kuu,, i Van...... 

Nussell'% ( hildren's Opera 

SIR (. AI\ 4\I) IHF (. k1. I. \ h\II: HI hr Richard RIa. ºlind 6,7. N, 9 1ugu. l 

fend i,, ' '-ph- I "iwk'' t ,,, ". 11"r, n Its, 
1 icniiup 19ulq'rI I ,I ýý. uJ 

THF. RIM. 10R ([III URI \ 
26,27 Juh and 2 Augusl 

plat Huh neun, toi hJJren -wen and prud... rJ 1" I'Iwil l a. ci. mru hast "'. /h, il. "' '' 11h 

Pl ls . rinse, weh Stephan, (, rappel h, Rita Hunker I end.... l. r. n( Quartei. Iu %drtn Bar hi. mit . nrv.. 
11anan \lonifumrn, \lu, rnw \ntuuna Ned lhirnn 

A%11 drama, leis, hlm, talk, x, n. Fh, Irre and Bing. 

Fur leafirt please send , tits, Ito Buston tnIl, at. ( entree It -, Hall Bank. Hearn. lk, b-hur 
Bo)ºink,: Irw, of Xus I lffice, Opera Iluuw, Bu rinn, Derb-hire. lei: 4029111 711110 
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APPENDIX 4.11 (b) 

Tv The 
Press Advertisements for 

BUXTON -- -- 

FESTiVAL 1985 and 1987 Festivals 
995 

20 Juty-11 August 

Guidon Festival Oper. 

presents two 18th Century 
comic masterpieces 
both with libretti by 

Carlo Goldoni 

LA BUONA FIGLIOLA 
(Picunnq 

IL FILOSOFO 
DI CAMPAGNA 

(Galuppll 
Children a Opera 

DAVID & GOLIATH 
(Paul Reade) 

pdnrd Beb,. Jonathan Md, 
d Victoria wood Frankie No" 

Umdry Strop Quartet 

plu Qrenu dau. Ffims. Tau Latº 
Nipnt Revue, Fringe 

For leaflet please send SAE to 
Sur<trxt Festival, 

1 Nall Bank, 
Buston, 

Derbyshire 
SKt7 BEN 

(') BUXTON FESTIIVA L 
u 

Fsnwu OPERA coffin L'( )( (. t"I( ). '`7   Victoria de los Angeles " 
IA 11. LAI )Kl)   Nigel Kennedy   

by R, "., n a Northern Surfoma " 
IL PI(;, %IALI( )N; I   John Ogdon   

by Dun,, pM   Gary Wilmot   
f)(>. Y C)C'/XO7 I l. '\' " Victoria Wood   
SILRR. Nf( )KLNA AND t Qt. S ný, ttrt AND by f r.. nrpsco Conti 

a11. "r sr"nrt SAI 1ý 

M, 4ST1Rr17EKS 

L 

H. v, Ir" .. i 

by Mir ,i di Falls Hu . lr".. 

-ý 

Hohl H, rý 4 

L'OCCASIONE FA IL LADRO 
by RouMm 

Now English trsndatwn by Al in F+Ndman w, h 
IL PIGMAUONE 

by Donu. ttr 
Produce, Malcolm Fraser Conductor A, hony Husr 
DON QUIXOTE IN SIERRA MORENA by Frwkwco Conto 

Now English bans4tion by Anthony Moo* 
Producer Michael Gern! Co, duclo, Antnnn y No,, 
MASTER PETER'S PUPPET SHOW 

by Manuel do Falls WwkYrop Performances for eMldiM 
Producer Jame Hayes 

FESTIVALBOX OFFICE OPERA MOUSE . BUXTON 
'7510298)71010 
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APPENDIX 4.12 

Reviews of 1986 Opera Productions 
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THE DAILY TELEGRAPH. SATI'RI): 1Y. JI'IX 26.1986 9 

THE ARTS 
BUXTON FESTIVAL 

`King Arthur' 
IN ITS operatic ventures 
Buxton Festival has never 
shown timidity in the face of 
almost insuperable difficulties. 
Purcell's "Come if you dare" 
might almost have been 
designed as a challenge to the 
artistic director Malcolm-Fraser 
to stage "King Arthur" in a 
year when the festival's theme 
is Arthurian legend. Not that 
Dryden's play, or semi-opera, 
has much to do with the Arthur 
of legend - no Lancelot, no 
Guinevere, no Round Table, 
only old Merlin dressed up to 
look like Wolfit as King Lear. 

The trouble with ''King 
Arthur" is that the aura of 
school play or village pageant 
surrounds it and unless one 
is prepared to take enormous 
liberties, which would be uneth- 
ical, it is almost bound to 
emerge as a charade. The first 
two acts of this Buxton produc- 
tion, which opened in the Opera 
House on Thursday, were a 
severe test in keeping a straight 
face, especially with Alan Bates 
playing Arthur as if he were 
auditioning for a part with 
the late Sir Frank Benson's 
company. On this showing he 
would have got it. 

I As always at Buxton, the 
staging is colourful, fresh and 
well lit. But this strange concoc- 
tion of masque and patriotic 
pantomime would surely no 
longer claim our attention were 
it not for Purcell's music, and 

v%en that is une%cn. sonw of it 
of genuincls operate power and 
imagination but some of it 
distinctlN humdrum. "Fairest 
isle", an aria of genius, and the 
delicious ''Shepherd, shepherd, 
leave decoying'are one matter, 
"Your hay it is mow'd" quite 
another. 

The most original music 
is in the Frost Scene. Its mar 
vetlously humorous aria for the 
Cold Genius, well sung by the 
baritone Steven Page, explains 
why Britten admired Purcell 
Cupid's music in this act and 
elsewhere was brilliantly sung 
by Eileen Hulse, while the best 
of the acting came from Lucy 
Gutteridge as Emmeline. Her 
speech on regaining her sight 
was the evening's one really 
moving dramatic event 

As Grimbald, a kind of Cali- 
ban, the promising tenor Barry 
Banks was handicapped by a 
grotesque costume. A weak 
countertenor and a wobbly 
soprano scarcely encouraged 
confidence that we were hear- 
ing a resolute attempt to project 
a Purcellian sound, nor did 
the playing of the Manchester 
Camerata, under Anthony 
Hose. The abominable perform- 
ance of the overture could only 
be improved upon, but the 
improvement was, I fear, 
marginal. 

Michael Kennedy 
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BUXTON 
Gerald Larner 

King Arthur 
THE theme of the Buxton 
Festival this year is King 
Arthur, which since 
Buxton is obviously too de- 
cent to deprive Glastonbury 
of the privilege - does not 
mean a Rutland Boughton 
revival. In fact, it means 
nothing heroic in the grand 
romantic manner but rather 
Dryden's very rational King 
Arthur with music by Pur. 
cell and (from the middle of 
next week) Handel's 
Arlodante. 

For a modestly funded fes- 
tival, one of the attractions 
of King Arthur must be that 
it requires no great voices. 
Another, for a festival which 
is not above a little reshap- 
ing here and there, must be 
that the uncertainty about 
the precise function of some 
of Purcell's instrumental 
pieces might be taken as a 
licence to do what you like 
with any part of it. 

So the producer, Malcolm 
Fraser, and the conductor, 
Anthony Hose, has it both 
ways, while respecting the 
invention of semi-opera that 
the principal protagonists do 
not sing and taking the 
opportunity to engage Alan 
Pates and Jack Klaff as the 
rival kings. Arthur and Os- 
wald, they make Merlin into 
a singing part. 

Indeed, Eric Roberts as 
Merlin is the first to appear, 
singing Ye Blustering Breth. 
ren, a solo lifted from the 
other end of the work - largely for the sake of a line 
which, conveniently misunder- 
stood, becomes the cue for the 
transformation from Fay 
Conway's attractively symbol. 
Ist gauze curtain to her curi. 
ously exotic view of this 
Fairest Isle. 

This King Arthur would 
work tolerably well tf It had 
been adequately cant and 
better Qrepared. It Is true 
that no great voices are 
required, but it is possible to 
go too far in the other direc. 
tion. Claire Daniels as 
Philidel and Steven Page as 
the Cold Genius are among 
those who offer an accept. 
able compromise. As for the 
actors, Bates looks affably 
lost, Klaff shouts a lot, and 
bnly Lucy Gutteridge as 
Emmeline makes any real 
effort at an individual kind of 
characterisation. Guardian 

26 July 1986 
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King Arthur 
Buxton Festival 
Buxton's Festival has always 
held staunchly to the thematic 
approach, and this year 
staunch is certainly the word. 
Their advanced planning has 
unwittingly landed them with 
Britain's most patriotic opera 
even as the Union Jacks are 
flying. 

Purcell's King Arthur is the 
flagship of the Festival's 
theme, and Dryden's rambling 
phantasmagoria of Saxon and 
British combat and eventual 
unity through love is taking its 
place amon; jousting and 
sundry other idylls of the king. 

Purcell's work is a semi- 
opera, a sort of Restoration 
Camelot with robust spoken 
dialogue and some pretty 
strong musical numbers. Mal- 
colm Fraser's production does 
not, alas, convince that it 
should ever be more than 
semi-staged. I have heard 
concert performances in 
which the Frost scene, with its 
piercing harmonic icicles, has 
been many degrees cooler. I 
have heard harvest homes 
riper and lustier than this, for 
all its fruit and flowers. 

{ The long stretches of dia- 

logue are no problem: there is 
Alan Bates on hand and King 
Arthut-himself to sandwich 
Dryden's lines with chunky 
slices of ham. And it is a 
delight to hear those lines. 
particularly in the mouth of 
Lucy Gutteridge's Emmeline. 
dancing in and out of Purcell's 
instrumental interludes, styI- 
ishly, if tentatively, played by 
the Manchester Camerata 
conducted by Anthony Hose. 

Rather than select a clearly 
defined style in which to focus 
Arthur'smany parts, the pro- 
duction team has been content 
to leave us with the sum; and 
it simply does not add up. 

Fay Conway's design is not 
without good ideas: the levels 
of recession behind the front 
`auze, and, the semi-tropical 
appearance of this Fairest Isle, 
pick up theýworks own deliber- 
ate confusions and its many 
echoes of The Tempest. But 
these are only clumsily and 
inconsistently realized: timing 
and grouping are too often 
cluttered and formless, and 
Terry Gilbert's dance-school 
choreography turns a blind ear 
to Purcell's delicious salting of 
French dance forms with the 
inflection and rhythms of his 
own language. 

Hilary Finch 

Times 26 July 1986 
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Buxton Festival: King 
OVER the years, Buxton ;;::: ":. l;:.. >:::::. " 
Festival has provided ' Mi* 
many interesting experi- . 

ences. Dryden and Pur- 
cell's semi-opera, King today for that rather Arthur, at the Opera than Dryden's words. 
House, is indubitably an 
experience, and a long 
one to fascinate musicol= 
ogists and students of- 
Restoration drama (or 
lack of it in its vulgar 
sense), although I sus- 
pect it will delight 
neither. 

It is not fish nor 
fowl, neither opera "nor 
play. Dryden was a bril- 
liant wordsmith, but not 
a, great dramatist. Purcell 
was a great composer, 
but a weaker dramatist. 
His music is far from 
incidental and King 
Arthur is remembered 

His phrase " jarring 
band" could not apply 
to Manchester Camerata 
who, under conductor 
Anthony Hose, played all 
through (until the final 
form-photograph tableau 
at nearly 10.45 pm) with 
much precision and appa- 
rent authenticity. 

During the one inter- 
val, someone inquired, 
seriously, which one was 
Alan Bates, because there 
are various speaking 
parts including Emme- 
line (well acted and 
delivered by Lucy Gut- 
teridge). Well, he was 

Arthur 
the man limping about 
the stage as the result of 
a fall during rehearsal, 
as the Worthy Briton 
himself. A game effort. 

Vocally and orchest. 
rally, this Malcolm Fraser 
production (with laud- 
ably colourful designs by 
Fay Conway), had many 
strong points, including 
the Frost Scene, which 
brought a welcome touch 
of light relief, and some 
attractive singing by 
Eileen Hulse (Cupid) 
and Steven Page (Cold 
Genius). For me, how. 
ever, the most vivacious 
women soloists were 
Claire Daniels (Philidel) 
and Dinah Harris 
(Nymph). 

John 
Robert"Blunn 

Manchester Evening News 
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BUXTON FEStIVAL 
King Arthur 
THE ARTHURIAN theme of this 
year's &mno Festiral offen the chance 
to we the PuucelDrydm -dranutk 
apva m five acu" known as King 
Arthur. 

The wait is mg oper*tic in the 
conventional sense. iLr maw pWt. 
s-ok only. ras the Struggle 
between Arthur (Alan Bates) and the 
Saxon Oswald Qa& KM for suýxema- 

in 
ýBrain 

and for the band d V. 
mdine (LucGmnth st!. The 

oQýa demmt.. fiicb is caas+Skrabk. 
eati. ms tdc;;;; ." eanamras with 
Spvrts, Saxon priests, wens and 
PC n Krmd requires dabarate scenic 
effects and much , being an 

I daboratim of the Carob= mmque and 
influenced by Fri stage practice. 
Mus makes for probMas when wanking 

I with limited resources, tot all of tim 
solved in the pnmt productioa 
Although the aetm; by Fay 

! 

snows arf many of k cuIe, 
long Tucker's atmosph hic lighting 
cannot banish the oban>: ne presence of 
an aOY 6aot 6m me. The angers double 
as dmcas, wbrh results m rather 
limited, rtpeduve movement. Vocally, 
however, they are more at ease, Eileen 
Halse is an appealing, pure-toned 
Cupid and Philip Mills a dsrth evil 
O-d, magician to Oswald. Of the 
three actors, only Guttai*'s gutsy 
Fýmrloe aeries any oogviaiau. 

Anthony Hoar conducts nt>x Iden. 
öaay, ccspt m same of the sower 
a®bm, which tend to wind down 

WCUSICIcaf, 
"KongMburccaldbe 

sn_d 
= 

y, but ant in a minima- 
ist fashion. I hope ad reu r will take up 
The 

ikwit 

The Stage 14 August 1986 
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Fri(ay, 'An=us`} 1.: 19,86 

. Buxton Festival Opera'*, 
WITII IAN JUDGE'S 
inspirled production of 
Handel's Ariodante, the 
Buxton Festival has come 
up with another winner, 
banished the 'gloom 
caused by the weather 
*nd other uncontrollable 
factors, and confirmed 
Its enviable reputation of 
opera of distinction. 

. Having endured far too 
many " dreary tercenten- 
ary productions of Han- 
del operas, as well as the 
long and tedious King 
Arthur, the other festival 
'opera- by Dryden and 
Purcell, 1was fearing the 
worst at the Opera 
House last night. Instead, 
it was probably 'one of 
the best things the festi- 
val has ever done. 

From the moment they 
bring in the bubble bath 
and Ginevra is wittily 
and modestly disrobed, it 
is clear that Judge is not 
one of. the static anti. 

Handel school and that 
the 'designer. Gerard 
Howland has an eye for 
pastel colour and ele- 
gance - although not 
always for practicalities. 

The importance put on 
visual effects, occasion- 
ally provokes giggles in 
the wrong places, as when 
Polinesso emerges for 
the bed scene wearing 
only boxer shorts. Thank 
goodness James Bowman 
had taken his socks off. 
The r4lised fight also 
raised titters. 

Resonant 
The singing was good, 

with the mezzo soprano 
Eirian James quite out- 
standinF in the title role. 
The g. orious way she 
delivered the big aria in 
the last act was thrilling. 
She acts well as a man, 
which is rare in' a 
breeches part. 

John Robert"Blunn 

!. 
. 
4++ 

ý 

Rosa Mannion and 
Meryl Drower aang 
attractively as Ginevra 
and Dalinda. They, too. 
acted well. Roderick 
Earle was a dependable. 
resonant King of Scot- 
! and and there was com- 
mendable support from 
Christopher Gillet and 
Paul Nilon. as Lurcanio 
and Odoardo. James 
Bowman, although clip- 
ping a few notes sang 
with his customary 
fluency. 

The playing of the 
Manchester Camerata 
conducted by. Anthony 
Hose, was much better 
than their Purcell. In. 
spiration was infectious 
last night. 

Manchester Evening News 
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BUXTON FESTIVAL 

Handel's Ariodante' 
AFTER ITS semi-failure with 
the semi-opera "King Arthur" 
(they tell me it has improved), 
Buxton Festival returned to 
form at the Opera House on 
Thursday with a captivating 
production of Handel's "Ario- 
dante" in which the high level 
of the singing was a constant 
delight and the playing of the 
Manchester Camerata under 
Anthony Hose was stylish and 
generally avoided the jog-trot 
rhythmic stolidity which can 
give arthritis to baroque opera. 

Not all avid Handelians will 
have been satisfied. No doubt 
as an economy and to shorten 
an evening already unduly pro- 
longed by the extended inter- 
vals, the ballets were elimi- 
nated, although the Act I 
pastorales were played as. an 
entr'acte, and some of the arias 
were shorn of their da capo. 
Also, notwithstanding Handel's 
composition of so much open- 
air music, the action was wholly 
indoors. But operas are staged, 
on the whole, for the enjoyment 
and enlightenment of the public 
rather than for the satisfaction 
of musicologists and in that 
respect there was no question- 
ing the evening's success. 

Ian Judge's production, 
dressed by Gerard Howland in 
the period of the opera's compo- 
sition (1735), is both ingenious 
and irreverent, sending up in a 
pleasantly low-key way the 
conventions of 18th century 
opera while never working 
strongly against the feel of the 
music. The tournament lists 
become a species of judo and 
the villain's seduction of the 
heroine's lady-in-waiting takes 
place in a large round bed, pent- 
house variety. Heroines step- 
ping into foam-baths 6 la 

Poppea are becoming an oper. 
atic cliches and in this case it 
distracted attention from 
Ginevra's first aria. The charac. 
ters swoon, sing while prone 
and are generally as physically 
acrobatic as Handel's roulades. 

The opera was sung in Mr 
Hose's new translation and the 
singers' words could be heard, 
notably James Bowman's as the 
countertenor villian Polinesso, a 
performance of superb vocal 
artistry in which he neatly blended the sardonic and the 
butch. Rosa Mannion's Ginevn 
was a highly promising. por- 
trayal, betraying inexpeence 
only in the stiff and shrill deliv. 
ery of some of the ornamenta- 
tion. In the less demanding 
soprano r6le of Dalinda, Meryl 
Drower was accurate and 
secure, Roderick Earls's King 
was nobly sympathetic and I 
liked the lyric tenor Christopher 
Gillett's elegant Lurcanio. 

However, the outstanding 
performance was that of Eirian 
James as Ariodante. She proved 
herself to be that rare phenome- 
non a natural Handelian singer. 
Looking like a cousin of Octa. 
vian, she sang this demanding 
travesti r6le with increasing 
confidence and artistry, ranging 
from the tender pathos of 
"Scherza infida" to the radiant 
joy of "Dopo notte". A ten- 
dency to sing below the note 
occasionally suggested that her 
voice is not yet ideally heavy for 
the lower compass of the role 
but even this was less notice- 
able in Act 111. There are three 
more performances, and while 
Miss James is one good reason 
you should attend, she is not 
the only one. 

Michael Kennedy 

Daily Telegraph 2 August 1986 
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BUXTON, 
Gerald Larner 

Ariodainte 
WHEN the producer writes 
about the opera in the pro- 
gramme and snakes two fun- 
(damental mistakes about the 
plot in three -sentences of 
synopsis, you cannot help 
wondering how he is going 
to cope with directing it. 

Ian Judge must know 
more about Handel's 
Ariodante by now. So must 
the Buxton Festival audience 
- but not that much more, 
since what they heard was 
only a proportion of Handel's 
score and what they saw was 
nothing like he would have 
imagined. 

However, it is surely 
worth pointing out to anyone 
who might be persuaded to 
attend one of the three 
remaining performances that 
they, will see not a hint of 
the great outdoors, the royal 
gardens and the Scottish 
glen. which inspired so much 
of the music in the one 
opera Handel set to Britain. 

Nature and chivalry have 
been replaced by luxury ank 
voluptuousness set to a ba 
roque penthouse, Gerarn 
Howland's set design is as 
ornate, domed ceiling which 
since you wouldn't be able ti 

see it otherwise, is tilted 
back at an angle of 90 de- 
grees or so. In front of that. 
a thick white rug, a vast cir- 
cular bed with white silk 
sheets, and much bare flesh 
create an atmosphere so po- 
tent that not even James 
Bowman's underpants can de- 
stroy it. 

As Polinesso, the villian of 
the piece, Bowman has the 
most interesting part and, 
when dressed in his shiny 
black trousers at least, he 
makes a fairly sinister char- 
acter of it. His music (origi- 
nall written for a female 
alto is not designed to show 
off his kind of voice at its 
best. He managed it per- 
fectly well, but is compre- 
hensibly out-sung by his rival 
in love and politics, Eirlan 
James as Ariodante, who has 
some wonderful arias and 
who applies great vocal in- 
tegrity to them. 

As so often in Handel 
opera, the weakness is in the 
bass-in this case a tonally 
disorientated Roderick Earle 
as the King of Scotland-but 
all the other parts are at 
least adequately done. with a 
particularly attractive 
Dalinda from Meryl Drawer, 
a hard-pressed Ginevra from 
Rosa Mannion. and a bitter 
Iurcanio from Christopher 
Gillett. 

As for the conduednff, it is 
difficult to understand how 
Anthony Hose could bear to 
have the final* cut from 

Guardian 2 August 1986 

every act. The reason - the 
absence of chorus and ballet 

- is obvious enough, but in 
that case why choose an 
opera like Ariodante? How- 
ever, after racing meaning- 
lessly through the first act, 
he finds more to move him 
in the second - above all in 
Ariodante's sad- aria with 
baleful bassoon - does his 
best to flatter Ian Judie's 
illusion of a mad scene in 
the third. and supplies a 
radiant ending. 
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Bubbling 'disaster' that 
goes down the plughole 

BUXTON FESTIVAL 
Ariodante 

IAN JUDGE, the producer stamps his 
hallmark on the staging of Anodante 
when, in the opening moments, the 
heroine, Ginevra, scuttles skittishly on 
stage, disrobes and steps into a bubble 
bath. Doubled up beneath concealing 
foam, Rosa Mannion gamely delivers 
her first aria. Meanwhile, Handel's 
masterpiece goes down the plughole. 
Alas. the audience loved it. 

Thereafter, the production worsened 

steadily. For example, Polinesso (James 
Bowman) the villain, doesn't merely 
trick Andante (Finn James) into 
assuming Ginevra's infidelity by con- 
ning Dalinda (Meryl Drower) into 
wearing her friend's clothes. judge has 
the couple in flagrante on a large circular 
bed - that, too, raised an initial laugh. 
Later, the hapless Ginevra, denounced 
a harlot by her father (Roderick Earle), 
is laid - in shock, I hasten to add - on 
the same. The miasma of "an enscamid 
bed" disastrously overwhelms Act 11: 

Judge seems to think Ariodante is 
about sex. Or perhaps he just thinks it 
silly or preposterous. It is neither. The 
opera is about honour, integrity, decep- 

lion and betrayal. The protagonists are 
noblemen and ladies, not refugees from 
an operetta fretting over sexual infidel- 
ity. Handel is inspired by the higher 
passions, not the lower regions. 

The performers act and sing commit- 
tedly. lt'a not their fault if vocally and 
histrionically their efforts are rendered 
lightweight. 

Anthony Hose conducts with effi" 
ciency but without much passion. This 
dispiriting evening exemplifies the dis- 
astrous outcome of not staging Handel 
operas seriously. 

David Blewitt 

The Stage 28 August 1986 
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The Burtea Festival. as the 
cast of Its tenth peat, is 
approaching a crossroads as 
yet refurnished with e 
posts. Over the years it bas 
built up enormous reserves of 
good will, and Indeed respect 
for Its sober, bard-pressed 
artistic direction. Its achieve- 
ments are recognised. grudg- 
billy here but with proper 
enthusiasm to the European 
musical Ores. It is a perfect 
festival town: if the weather 
Is kind. which It was this week- 
end, there are few mar places 
In Europe to be. It presents 
an inviting three-week pro. 
gramme of drama, music. opera 
and fringe. and this In a 
comparatively deprived area. 
Yet it Still fails to attract a 
direct grant from the Arts 
Council. 

Three pates of the programme 
are devoted to acknowledging 
commercial sponsors and pit. 
vote covenanter, the festival 
survives. But the capriciousness 
of sponsors was famously 
demonstrated lag year when a 
sudden withdrawal meant that 
the open programme had to be 
wrapped and re; lanned at 
eight weeks' notice. This year 
was slightly different. Fund- 
raising obviously has to con- 
tinue uP to the last moment: 
they had their programme. but 
couldn't tell until late an how 
efficiently they would be able 
to execute It. In the event they 
just about Scraped through, but 
a proper guarantee of public 
funds would have made all the 
difference, the differente be- 
tween well. meaning efort end 
solid achievement. Out is start, 
trig to wonder how long Buxton 
can earnve as good will alone. 

both of this year's Operas 
suffered from Into-stage penny. 
pinching Ar6odirale is nice of 
the few Handel opera demon& 
Ing both a chorus and a ballet, 

Buxton Festival/Rodney Milnes 

tut spectacle was inevitably 
starved. 

With an eye. -one must 
presume-on overtime. the 
Dryden play was savagely cut. 
so that the work emerged as 
an ill-organised opera with too 
much dialogue rather than as a 
play with musical interludes 
fulfilling a well defined Tune. 
lion. All this meant that Alan 
sates. a Derbyshire man 
making his first visit to the 
festival, had far too little to do 
In the title part other than 
stand looking vaguely tress 
while the rest of the cast milled 
around him. When he did get 
the opportunity to wrap him. 
self round Dryden's slyly witty 
teat, he showed that his eye- 
brows are at least as eloquent 
as Dirk Dogarde's, If not Denis 
Henley's. Vary Wghuy more is 
seeded. 

elrsrded. The etmptemlu Of Indeed lt was one of the 
playing the donee music in the singers, Philip Mills, who did 
Intervals for the audience to best by Dryden, tinging the 
chanter through was net a vulamous Mmond's lines out hippy one. The Purcell/Dryden with fearful abandon. Lucy 
Rteg Arthur, a piece repntrins Gutteridge mixed pathos and 
the eer. tees of a theatre, a comedy adroitly as poor blind 
dance and an opera company Emmeline. and among the 
that only e wellheeled festival sengen Eileen Habe (Cupid). 
could possibly mount, sets also Dinah Herne (Nymph, and 
hamstrung: there were only executrix of "Fairest Isle") 
three eeaen. no dancers (a and Steven Pap (Cold Genius) 
well " meaning `movement stood aut. Berry ! tanks 
group" was frankly on eubnr (Gnmbsld), for economy's sake 
tute) and a dangerously ever, anging one or two numbers he 
stretched group of soloists shouldn't luve, deserves some 
doubling as chorus. The essen, sort of medal for hard work. 

The action, seen darkly 
through a thickly painted 
gauze, was capably enough 
organised by Malcolm Fraser 
within the limits of the budget. 
I especially enjoyed the first 
glimpse of our aceptred Isle 
as a sea-girt grove populated 
by tiny satyrs (children come 
comparatively cheap). Fay Con. 
way's bnghtly Coloured cor 
tumes brought distinct pleasure 
at a time when so much opera 
is seen In black and while. 
Anthony Hone was the sound 
conductor. 

! lack and while struck back 
with a eengenee (costumes 
some way after Eeardsley) In 
Ian Judge's production of the 
Handel. over which it would be 
kindest to draw a pause even 
thicker than the one that 
shrouded Ittep Arthur. Bulb" 
It to say that a production of 
Arloduwte in which the hero 
has to sing "Scherz. Inßda-. 
that exquisite lament with bar 
soon obbligato, while Tolmesso 
and Deltnda execute slow- 
motion -simulated intercourse" 
on a circular bed sentre-utatte 
has gone very. eery serieuslv 
wrong indeed. Andante and 
Gmeera were established 
merely as operetta characters 
to the fist act (she in a bubble 
bath at curtainrise): one 
couldn't give a damn what bap- 
pened to either of them. 

From amid the wreckage 
one er two singers emerged 

Financial Times 4 August 1986 

with dignity intact James 
Eor, man (hugely out ontaute 
on Polineuot, Yertl Drawer 
firrevressibly stylish 
Dalinda). and Chnalopher 
CAiett (Lurramol; the duet for 
the liter pair was one of too 
few moments to remind *a* just 
how sensitive and perceptive 
Hr Judge can be on the right 
night. Ross Yannlon (Glnevra) 
continued is ºhow enormous 
prom, se, and Jame. can. 
saliently what the had to do 
(oarrym= on like a goal"scormg 
foocballcr after "Dopo son. " 
was not. perhaps. a good idea), 
h40 a molt creditable stab at 
the ullarote. Given The antics 
on stage. it was understandable 
that Ur Most failed to dad the 
heroic strength of the soon 
with eonprteocy. Do consist fell 
Me earn before the harvester. 

In brief. one of the grower 
Indignities sulend by Haade) 
In recent yean-and boy all 
boy. has there been campet. 
Uon. 

Among the drams Merinp 
we, Cheek by Jowl's osbllarai. 
Ind staging of Twelfth Night 
on which our drama critles will 
doubt loo. report what at roach,. 
London early ant year. is the 
circumstances. this love else to 
further dark thoughts about the 
widening gap An standards 
between theatre and opera 
direction. A festival of luatoo'a 
catholicity tan only oorvo to 
... force them. 

James Bowman and Meryl Drower to "Ariodante" 
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APPENDIX 4.13 

ADVANCE NOTICE LEAFLET 1986 

brulbrUb" 

Mancnrsleý 

ý Mrc UesLela Shen'-" 

Gnesler 
gkUJx10 

BaMe. e 

I reg M. W. 
N IIirlQhdrn 

AXh Ut,.. -r 

JJ3 

The chanoit4 ts town of Burton, d., aped -or tL Tan 
under the patronyp of tba f)uºap of DevonAkum r deal both 

u. E. ativsI wnur end as a moth be aoquy e `oat of 
other ut-t. o.. 

ac x rc) 

" the beautiful Pavilion Gardens 
" the award-wtnning Mlcranum the world of 

microscopic organisms on the "big screen" 

" Peak Rail, a regularly -operating. narrow gauge 
steam railway 

"a fascinating Museum and Art Gallery 

" the delightful annual Wells Dressing ceremony 

THE Appl 

tsworth. " the magnificent houses of Chatsworth. 
Haddon Hall and Lyme Park 

" the historic towns of Hakewell, Matlock and 
Aahbourne 

" the Peak National Park. with ezcellent 
opportunities for wallang, climbing, golfing. riding 
and caving 

for further information about the Festival contact 
I Crescent View, Hall Bank, Buston. 
Derbyshire, SK17 6EN (0298) 70395 

For further information about the area contact 
1ounst Information Centre, The Crescent, Burton. 

1tl'rbyshlrc SK17 61)4 (029h)5106 
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APPENDIX 4.14 

OPERA STOPOVER LEAFLET 1986 
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One of the lupf and ma, rucflIul Irativab in the coumrý Sutton 
Fa vial off- mort th- 10 performances of a wide varrtr of event.. n t he. r 
three wrmmer werk,, including opera rawrcrrti. recrtah drama A,, talk, 
btrnn rvrnu. Glm. revue and lot, more 
The Cxoryan tq torn of Burton, art high in Derbyshire's glorious Peak 

District, n ihr deal centre for thu wealth of festival aaluni. and for rnlmm` 

the unspent rcenrry and want other, attraction of the area A ran, r 0d 

parºgrs for ticker. hotrb and rertaunnu n nubl+le to help mate fein king 
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APPENDIX 4.15 

SIGNIFICANCE OF FESTIVAL IN BUXTON TOURISM 

The estimates here are only approximations and should be 

interpreted with considerable caution. The estimates are 

based on a number of assumptions including: available bed 

space occupancy figures for Derbyshire apply to Buxton and 

these same figures which relate to hotels also apply to 

other forms of accommodation in Buxton. 

An investigation requiring considerable resources would 

be necessary if an accurate representation of the Festival's 

significance was desired. 

1. a) Sample of Festival audiences staying overnight in 
hotels, guest and boarding houses in Buxton : 410 

respondents (i. e. 26.2% of sample) . '. likely to have 
been 3221 persons in total, if 26.2% is applied to 
whole Festival audience. 
These 3221 persons stayed an-average of 3 nights 
= 9633 bed space nights. 

Similarly: opera audiences : 351 respondents . '. 
likely to have been 2757 persons in total. 
These 2757 persons stayed an average of 2.73 nights 
= 7527 bed space nights. 

b) Bed space capacity during July and August 1986: 

approximately 1600 bed spaces available in Buxton 
on each of 31 nights in each of July and August 
= 49600 bed space nights available per month. 
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c) Bed space capacity let : 
bed space occupancy in July : 47% . '. 23312 

bed space occupancy in August : 49% . '. 24304 

= 47616 bed space nights let during July and August. 

d) Festival-goe: 

capacity let 

Opera-goers' 

capacity let 

rs' dem 

during 

demand 

during 

and for accommodation as % of 
July and August = 9700 = 20% approx. 

48000 

for accommodation as % of 
July and August = 7500 

= 16% approx. 48000 

Notes: i) Festival ran from 19 July to 10 August 1986. 

ii) Bed space occupancy figures relate to the 

whole of Derbyshire and to hotels, i. e. "an 

establishment having 5 or more bedrooms, not 

calling itself a guest-house or boarding 

house, and not being listed as providing bed 

and breakfast accommodation only". 

iii) Capacity figures relate to hotels. 

iv) No adjustment has been made to number of 

attendances to estimate number of people 
(see Chapter Five); attendances are assumed 
to represent an equal number of individuals. 

2. In the Buxton Tourist Survey (Appendix 3.6) 21.7% of all 

respondents indicated that they were staying in Buxton 

and attending the Festival at the time. 

(Source of occupancy figures: English Tourist Board, 
"English Hotel Occupancy Survey", monthly. 

Source of bedspace capacity: see Chapter Three). 
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APPENDIX 4.16 

BUXTON FESTIVAL LOGO; 1987 AND AFTER 

BUXTON 



APPENDICES RELATING TO CHAPTER FIVE 
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APPENDIX 5.1 

LOCATION OF PERFORMANCES DURING 1986 BUXTON FESTIVAL 

(Figures in parenthesis are number of performances) 

Opera House 

1. Operas 

King Arthur (6) 
Ariodante (4) 

2. Children's Opera 

Sir Gawain ..... (5) 

3. Concerts and Recitals 

Ned Sherrin et al (1) 
Rita Hunter (1) 
London Barbican Consort (1) 
Moscow Virtuosi (1) 

4. Jazz 

Marion Montgomery (1) 
Humphrey Lyttelton (1)* 

5. Readings (dramatised) 

Morte d'Arthur (1) 
Idylls of the King (1) 

6. Late Night Revue 

Instant Sunshine (1) 

Paxton Suite 

1. -Drama 
Hamlet (4) ** 
The Changeling (4) 

2. Children's "Opera" 

The Ring for Children 
3. Late Night Revue 

Cambridge Footlights 
Newsrevue (1) 
John Amis (1) 
Fritz Spiegl (1) 

(5) 

(3) 

* Replacing Stephane Grappelli 
** Cancelled 
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Octagon 

1. Drama 

Twelfth Night (4) 

2. Jazz 

Festival (1) 

3. Literary Lunch (1) 

4. Fairs 

Antiques (2 days) 
Book (2 days) 
Toys and Collector (1 day) 
Craft (3 days) 

Palace Hotel 
1. Concerts and Recitals 

RNCM Wind Octet (1) 
Purcell Recital (2) 
Lindsay String Quartet (1) 

2. Talks (7) 

St John's Church 
1. Concerts and Recitals 

Lindsay String Quartet (1) 
Organ Recitals (2) 
Choral Communion (1) 

Old Hall Hotel 
1. Readings 

Le Morte d'Arthur 

King Arthur and his Knights ..... 
Others 

Spa Cinema - films 

Temple Fields - jousting and fair 
Peak Rail Centre - jazz on the line 
Museum and Art Gallery - exhibitions 

* Cancelled 
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APPENDIX 5.2 

PERFORMANCES AT WHICH AUDIENCE SURVEY FORMS WERE DISTRI- 

BUTED 

1. Ned Sherrin et al 
2. Marian Montgomery 
3. King Arthur (Purcell) 
4. Rita Hunter 

5. King Arthur (Purcell) 

6. London Barbican Consort 

7. King Arthur (Purcell) 

8. Ariodante (Handel) 

9. King Arthur (Purcell) 

10. Ariodante (Handel) 

11. Humphrey Lyttelton 

12. Sir Gawain and the Green Knight 

13. King Arthur (Purcell) 

14. Sir Gawain and the Green Knight 

15. Ariodante (Handel) 

16. Sir Gawain and the Green Knight 

17. King Arthur (Purcell) 

18. Sir Gawain and the Green Knight 

19. Ariodante (Handel) 

20. Moscow Virtuosi 

Sat 19 July 8.00 pm 
Sun 20 July 8.00 pm 
Thurs 24 July 7.45 pm 
Fri 25 July 8.00 pm 
Sat 26 July 7.45 pm 
Sun 27 July 8.00 pm 
Wed 30 July 7.45 pm 
Thurs 31 July 7.45 pm 
Fri 1 Aug 7.45 pm 
Sat 2 Aug 7.45 pm 
Sun 3 Aug 8.00 pm 
Wed 6 Aug 2.30 pm 
Wed 6 Aug 7.45 pm 
Thurs 7 Aug 2.30 pm 
Thurs 7 Aug 7.45 pm 
Fri 8 Aug 2.30 pm 
Fri 8 Aug 7.45 pm 
Sat 9 Aug 2.30 pm 
Sat 9 Aug 7.45 pm 
Sun 10 Aug 8.00 pm 
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APPENDIX 5.4 

ESTIMATE OF 'PEOPLE' AT OPERA PERFORMANCES AND OF 'TRUE' 

COVERAGE RATE OF SURVEY AT OPERA PERFORMANCES (1) 

Number of respondents indicating performances attended 

as under: [1131 forms relate specifically to opera per- 

formances (see Table 5.1) but 1295 forms indicated 

attendance at opera]. 

King Arthur Ariodante Number of 
Respondents 

O 1 261 

1 0 344 

1 1 674 

1 2 7 

1 3 1 

2 1 2 

2 2 6 

1295 

Equivalent to ticket 
sales of: 

261 

344 

1348 

21 

4 
6 

24 

2008 

Ticket sales of 2008 represent 1295 people, i. e. a 
factor of 0.65 applied to ticket sales will give estimate 
of people. 

Opera ticket sales : 7744. 

This represents, therefore: 5034 people. 

Survey forms relating to opera performances: 1131 

. '. coverage rate for opera: 1131 = 22.5%. 
5034 
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APPENDIX 5.5 

ESTIMATE OF PERSONS REPRESENTED BY SURVEY RESPONDENTS AND 

OF 'TRUE' COVERAGE RATE OF SURVEY AT OPERA PERFORMANCES (2) 

Tourists in Buxton : average 'group' size at opera per- 

formances: 1.8 (from survey 2). 

Each survey respondent represents 1.8 persons. 

a) If this average group size was the same for all 

segments of the audience then the 1131 survey forms 

(survey 1) would "represent" 2036 people. (. 'Represent" 

only in so far as it is assumed that all members of 

the group have same home area, same reason for visit, 

etc). If 5034 people have attended the operas (see 

earlier calculation) then the 1131 forms by represent- 

ing 2036 people, have represented 40.4% of the opera 

audience. 

b) If this average group size applies only to tourists 

staying in Buxton and all other segments of the 

audience are (at one extreme) in groups of 1 only, 

then the 1131 survey forms (survey 1) would represent 

(399 x 0.8) + 1131 = 319 + 1131 = 1450 people. This 

is a representation of 28.8% of the opera audience. 
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APPENDIX 5.6 

OPERA TICKET SALES BY PRICE AND PRICES OF TICKETS 

PURCHASED BY OPERA SURVEY RESPONDENTS 

Price (£) % of total opera 
ticket sales at 

each price 

4.50 0.6 
5.00 0.1 

5.50 16.0 

6.25 0.4 

6.50 2.9 

7.25 1.2 

7.75 0.4 

8.25 0.8 

8.50 6.2 

10.50 10.9 
12.50 10.9 

13.50 1.7 

14.50 16.5 

15.50 5.8 

16.50 13.8 

20.00 11.7 

% of opera ticket sales 
at each price to survey 

respondents 

1.7 

11.2 

0.4 

4.1 

0.2 
0.4 

0.1 

5.6 

14.1 

12.4 

2.6 

16.2 

4.9 

14.9 

10.2 

Note: Prices include special offers on 'published' 
prices. 
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APPENDIX 5.7 

RESPONDENTS IDENTIFIED AS COMPLETING MORE THAN ONE SURVEY 

FORM 

Multiple forms in whole sample 

Number of respondents completing: 

2 survey forms 45 

3 survey forms 3 

4 survey forms 2 
50 

Multiple forms in opera sample only 
Number of respondents completing: 

2 survey forms 32 

3 survey forms - 
4 survey forms - 

32 

Total forms 
completed 

90 

9 

8 
107 

64 

64 
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APPENDIX 5.8 

SURVEY FORMS COLLECTED BUT NOT PROCESSED 

'Multiples' 57 

Internally inconsistent 18 

Illegible 3 

Incomplete 4 

Late receipt 5 

Combined reasons 2 32 

89 
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APPENDIX 5.10 

DATA FOR OPERA AUDIENCES (Al) 

% of 1131 unless'otherwise specified % 

1. Reason for current visit to Buxton 

No response 
Resident 
Festival the only reason 
Festival the main reason 
Other reasons more impor 
Festival not a reason at 

0.9 
4.3 

71.6 
but other reasons too 17.8 

Cant than Festival 3.2 
all 2.2 

2. Area of greatest interest in Festival 

No response 
Talks 1.8 
Drama 7.4 
Jazz 2.1 
Exhibitions 2.1 
Concerts/recitals 10.9 
Opera 93.5 
Children's opera 3.7 
Late night revue 1.9 
Readings 1.5 
Not applicable 0.9 

(% of 1121) 

3. Festival events which will have been attended 

No response 
Talks 9.8 
Drama 15.4 
Jazz 4.3 
Exhibitions 18.2 
Concerts/recitals 22.0 
Opera 99.9 
Children's opera 11.9 
Late night revue 10.6 
Readings 9.7 

(% of 1128) 
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4. Performances of opera which will have been 
definitely attended 

King Arthur Ariodante 

0 and 0 0.3 
0 and 1 21.3 
1 and 0 24.7 
1 and 1 52.9 
1 and 2 0.4 
1 and 3 0.1 
2 and 1 0.1 
2 and 2 0.2 
3 and 3 0.1 

5. Number of visits made to opera performances in 
the last 12 months (excluding Buxton Festival) 

No response 1.1 
None 19.2 
1-5 44.7 
6- 11 18.7 
12 - 23 10.3 
24 or more 6.0 
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6. Home area 

No response - Northumberland 0.2 
Buxton 3.0 Cumbria 0.8 
Other parts of High 3.0 Scotland 0.6 

Peak Borough Isle of Man 0.1 
Other parts of 10.4 S Wales 0.6 

Derbyshire W Wales 0.3 
Other 0.8 

Greater Manchester 10.7 
area S Africa 0.2 

Cheshire 11.8 Austria 0.1 
W Yorkshire 4.0 W Germany 0.2 
Merseyside 3.5 USA 0.4 
Nottinghamshire 2.7 Switzerland 0.2 
S Yorkshire 6.6 Belgium 0.1 
Lancashire 1.9 Sweden 0.1 
N Wales 0.6 Czechoslovakia 0.1 
Staffordshire 4.2 Other and 0.3 

unspecified 
London 12.2 foreign 

E Sussex 0.9 
W Sussex 0.1 
Kent 0.9 
Essex 0.7 
Hertfordshire 0.9 
Oxfordshire 1.0 
Berkshire 0.3 
Buckinghamshire 0.2 
Cambridgeshire 0.8 
Gloucestershire 0.4 
Wiltshire 0.1 
Warwickshire 1.0 
W Midlands 4.3 
Hereford & Worcester 0.5 
Shropshire 1.6 
Avon 0.9 
Surrey 1.1 
Hampshire 0.6 
Dorset 0.2 
Devon - 
Cornwall 0.1 
Leicestershire 0.7 
Somerset 0.2 
Bedfordshire 0.3 
Norfolk 0.4 
N Yorkshire 0.4 
Humberside 0.5 
Lincolnshire 0.8 
Co Durham 0.2 
Tyne & Wear 0.3 
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7. Staying overnight away from home whilst 
attending the Festival 

No response 1.7 
Yes 50.4 
No 47.9 

% of those 
staying 

overnight 8. Where tourists stayed 

No response 3.7 
Buxton 71.0 
Other parts of High Peak Borough 1.7 
Other parts of Derbyshire 10.0 
Greater Manchester area 2.8 
Cheshire 3.1 
W Yorkshire 0.3 
Merseyside 0.2 
S Yorkshire 1.9 
Lancashire 0.5 
Staffordshire 3.8 
W Midlands 0.2 
Elsewhere in UK 0.7 

9. Duration of stay (nights) 

No response 3.0 
1 17.0 
2 44.0 64.0 

3 14.5 
4 to 7 15.1 
8 or more 6.4 36.0 

10. Accommodation stayed in 

No response 0.2 
Hotel 50.6 
Camping 1.9 
Farm 1.8 
Caravan 3.9 
Boarding/guest house 16.1 
Friends/relatives 20.0 
Furnished accommodation 1.9 
Own cottage/second residence 2.1 
Other 1.6 

11. Those who considered attending the Festival 
without staying overnight 

No response 0.9 
Yes 16.3 
No 82.9 
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% of those 
staying 

overnight 
12. Holiday or non-holiday stay? 

No response 1.4 
Holiday 51.7 
Non-holiday 46.9 

% of those 
on holiday 

13. Those who considered attending the 
Festival without making visit part 
of a holiday 

No response 3.0 
Yes 29.1 
No 67.9 

14. Attraction of performance attended 

No response 0.4 
Composer 19.5 
Performer (s) 2.0 
Orchestra 0.3 
Producer 0.3 
Playwright 0.1 
Singer(s) 0.9 
Artist(s) 0.9 
Director 0.4 
Just wanted a general day/evening out 5.3 
Someone else's choice 8.0 
The opera itself 56.5 
Other 5.6 

15. Reason best explaining interest in 'the 
opera itself' 

No response 2. o 
General interest in opera 85.4 
A more specific interest in this 12.6 

particular event 

16. When tickets bought 

No response 2.5 
Today 6.3 
1 to 7 days ago 10.8 
8 days up to 2 months ago 31.0 
2 months ago and longer 49.3 
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17. How tickets bought 

No response 
Post 
Phone 
Personally at box-office 
Agency 
Gift 
Group booking 
Someone else bought 
Package/through hotel 
Other 

18. Cost of tickets (E) 

No response 
20.00 
16.50 
15.50 
14.50 
13.50 
12.50 
10.50 
8.50 
8.25 
7.75 
7.50 
7.25 
7.00 
6.50 
6.25 
6.00 
5.50 
5.00 
4.50 
4.25 
4.20 
4.00 
3.50 
3.00 
2.50 
2.00 
Complimentary 
Other 

(ý of 1057) 

19. Age group 

No response 
Under 16 
16-24 
25-34 
35-44 
45-54 
55-64 
65 and over 

S 

1.9 
50.4 
23.6 
13.4 

1.4 
1.1 
1.3 
3.6 
2.2 
1.0 

10.2 
14.9 

4.9 
16.2 

2.6 
12.4 
14.1 

5.6 
0.1 
0.4 

0.2 

4.1 
0.4 

11.2 

1.7 
0.1 
0.1 

0.9 

0.2 
2.9 

11.0 
18.2 
25.8 
26.0 
15.8 
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20. Male or female 

No response 0.3 
Male 47.7 
Female 52.1 

21. Occupation 

No response 0.7 
Retired 22.2 
Housewife/househusband 8.5 
Student 2.8 
Unemployed 1.0 
Education 18.7 
Medical 8.8 
Professional, managerial & administrative, etc 30.2 
Clerical and supervisory 5.8 
Other 1.2 

Full data is available for all other sub-sets of 

surveys 1 and 2, but is not included in the appendices. 
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APPENDIX 5.12 

Survey Form 1 
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`L 

WILL YOU HELP? 
Buxton Festival wants to go on for many 
years to come; finding out more about its 
audiences is one way of helping to do that. 
This form will only take a few minutes to 
complete and you may even win a PRIZE: 
All returned completed survey forms will 
be placed in a prize draw for two free 
tickets to an event of your choice at the 
1987 Buxton Festival. 
The answers, of course, will be 
confidential. 
If you are with others at this performance, 
please encourage every member of your party 
to fill in a separate form. Please leave 
the form in the box in the foyer or hand to 
any member of the staff. 

If you need any assistance please ask. 
Pens and pencils are available. 
Please complete this form even if you have 
already completed one on a previous visit. 

THANK YOU 

Please tick only one answer to each 
question, unless asked to do otherwise 

1. WHAT IS THE REASON FOR YOUR CURRENT 
VISIT TO BUXTON? 

Office use only. F® ED 

2. WHERE DOES YOUR GREATEST 
INTEREST IN THIS YEAR S 
FESTIVAL LIE? (Tick only one 
category unless your greatest 
interest is divided) 

Talks 
Drama i 
Jazz ji 
Exhibitions 
Concerts/Recitals 
Opera 
Children's opera 
Late night revue s 
Readings 
Not applicable 

3. a BY THE END OF THIS YEAR'S 
FESTIVAL WHICH OF THE EVENTS 
WILL YOU HAVE DEFINITELY 
ATTENDED (Tick all that apply) 
Talks A 
Drama 
Jazz i 
Exhibitions[] 
Concerts/Recitals 
Opera 
Children's opera I 
Late night revue 
Readings 

b IF "OPERA" IS AN ANSWER, HOW 
MANY PERFORMANCES OF EACH WILL 
YOU HAVE DEFINITELY ATTENDED? 
Please write in the number, 
including 0, if appropriate: 
King Arthur 

_ 
Ariodante 

_ 
4. WHICH NEWSPAPERS DO YOU READ 

MOST REGULARLY? 
(Please write in the name) 
Daily 

, Sunday 
Opera/ magazines 

5. a HOW DID YOU FIRST HEAR ABOUT 
THIS Y'EAR'S PROCRA"tME OF 
EVENTS? 
Festival brochure 
(red, white and blue) 

Q 

Advertisement 2 
Article/reviaw 1 
Word of mouth 
Other (please specify): 

V 
b IF "BROCHURE" WAS YOU ANSWER.. 

Not applicable: resident 
Festival is the only reason a 
Festival is the main reason but 

there are other reasons too 
Q3 o«'.. 

Other reasons which are more "114 
important than the Festival 

Q 

Festival was not a reason at all 

HOW DID YOU 09TAIN IT? 
Hailed direct Q1 
Picked up somewhere Q1 
Given to you Q2 

All" bp.. 

p; /ice 
YN 
Iola 

I 
N 

n 
w 
K 

1y 

1. 
i, 
U 
1S 
jv 
"Y 

ºi 

IH, 
3.1o 
FF 

0; 

Ds 
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. .Z 
6.1 

of 
, I. 10. a WHAT ATTRACTED YOU TO THE PER- 

FORMANCE YOU ARE ATTENDING NOW? 
(Tick most important ONE only) 

Composer gl'. Playwright Nt 

Perform-r(s Singer(s) 4. 
Orchestra Artist(s) 
Producer Director t 
Just wanted a general 
day/evening out C31 
Someone else's choice D@" 
The opera itself r 'jet 
The play itself ,ii! The concert programme itselfO 
Other (please specify), 

lo. 
b IF YOUR ANSWER WAS "THE OPERA" 

OR "THE PLAY" OR "THE CONCERT 
PROGRAMME', WHICH REASON BEST 
EXPLAINS YOUR INTEREST IN IT' 

A general interest in ope 
music/drama/comedy, etc. 0 
A more specific interest in 
this particular event.. 

ll. a WHEN DID YOU BUY YOUR TICKET 
FOR THIS EVENT PERFORMANCE? 

Today 
1-7 days ago a 
8 days-up to 2 months ago 1 
2 months ago and over 

b HOW MUCH DID YOUR TICKET COST? 
Please write WE 

c HOW DID YOU BUY YOUR TICKET? 
Post QI Phone QS 
Personall at Box Office ji 
Agency [3 v 
Other (please specify): 

C 
12. WHAT IS YOUR AGE GROUP? 

16-24 1 45-54 r 
25-34LIA 55-64 

8C 

35-44 I 65 and over[ ]4 

13. ARE YOU MALE OR FEMALE? 
Male Q1 Female Q1 

14. WHAT IS YOUR OCCUPATION? 
Please write in (including 
"unemployed", "student", 
"retired", "housewife", etc): 

00: 
x" 

vi o 
Mly 

None It1 12-23 'Q 
1-5 2 24 and 
6-11 I over Qt 

7. WHERE DO YOU LIVE? 
ý-{ 

Buxton U' 
Other parts of High Peak Boro 1 
Other parts of Derbyshire 3 
Greater Manchester area 
Cheshire f 
W Yorkshire 
Merseyside 
Notts P 
S Yorkshire 
Lancashire r" 
N Wales 
Staffs 
Home Counties 
London rv 
Elsewhere in UK (please specify): 

rt 
Overseas Q 

8a ARE YOU STAYING OVERNIGHT. AWAY 
FROM HOME, WHILST ATTENDING 
THE FESTIVALS 

YesDi No[ ]z. (If NO, go to QlO) 

b IF YES. WHERE ARE YOU STAYING? 

Please write in: 
Town County 

c HOW MANY NIGHTS ARE YOU STAYING 
THERE? 

Please write in: 
d WHAT ACCOMMODATION ARE YOU 

STAYING IN? 

Hotel ' Camping a 
Farm 3 Caravan it 
Boarding/guest house t 
Friends/relatives ä 
Furnished accommodation 

" Own cottage/second residence Ur 
Other QI 

e DID YOU AT ANY TIME CONSIDER 
ATTENDING THE FESTIVAL WITHOUT 
STAYING OVERNIGHT? 

Yes[: ] I No Qs 

9. a ARE YOU AWAY FROM HOME ON 
HOLIDAY? 

YesDi NoDa (If NO, go to Q10) 

b IF YES. DID YOU AT ANY TIME 
CONSIDER ATTENDING THE FESTIVAL 
WITHOUT MAKING YOUR VISIT PART 
OF A HOLIDAY? 

YesG' NoQ3. 

3, 

K I.. ED 

Q"( 

ot 41 
ýt. 

IED 
4i 

DY, 

106-P 

! ý. q 

of 

Q b. 

Qc 

Qr 
Q' 

Q6 
DON'T FORGET YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS IF YOU 
WISH TO BE INCLUDED IN THE PRIZE DRAW. 
NAME: 
ADDRESS: 

POSTCODE: 

This survey was prepared and will be 
processed at Manchester Polytechnic. 

w Are you willing to complete a similar 
more detailed survey form mailed to 
your home? YES a NO Q&(Not all 
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APPENDIX 5.13 

(a) Accompanying Letter to Survey Form 2 

(b) Accompanying Fact Sheet to Survey Form 2 

(c) Survey Form 2 
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5.13 (a) 
Manchester Polytechnic 
Directo, K Green SA MA 

NoNmgs Faculty 
Oprtrernt of Hot&. CGbr{np 
and kodWtlonal Manage rr»nt 
Head W Nevett ISe !A MEd urST ANpM" 
Old Nall Lane 
Manchester M14 6HR 
Telephone 061-224 7341 

Our reference HLH/BR Your reference Data As pOStteaZk 

Dear Sir or Madam 

Buxton Festival 1986 - Survey 

Thank you for completing the survey at the Buxton Festival. 
The information has been of considerable help to the Festival 
management and in my own research. I am enclosing a summary 
of a few 'key facts' that emerged from that survey. 

You will recollect agreeing to complete a further survey 
mailed to your home; this survey is also enclosed. If there 
is some mistake and you did not agree or if you have since 
changed your mind please accept my apologies and ignore 
the survey. 

It will not take long to answer, however, and each question 
usually requires only a tick in a box. Please use the reply - 
paid envelope enclosed to send the completed form to me. 

This second survey is being carried out with the full support 
of the Festival and will provide information that is related 
to my own research area. The results will, of course, be 
available to the Festival management. 

The draw for 2 free tickets for next year's Festival is to be 
made at the end of February. If you are fortunate enough to 
win the Festival General Manager will be in touch with you. 

With many thanks for your assistance. 

Yours faithfully 

HL Hughes 
Principal Lecturer 
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